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ABSTRACT
This project examines archaeological, historical, and ethnographic data regarding
ceramic production in Barbados during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. The
project uses multiscalar analysis, microhistory, and craft and industrial production as lenses for
examining the production, distribution and use of local ceramics to explore changes in local
craft production. The local production of ceramics allowed sugar plantation managers and
owners to use local resources by providing ceramics used in the production of sugar which
facilitated economic production on the island’s plantations. Sugar pots and cones were used
directly in the production of sugar and other ceramic items like tiles and brick were used in the
construction of industrial buildings used to boil and store sugar, the primary cash crop that was
exported. Sugar contributed significantly to the emergence of the sugar economy and the emergence
of a reliance on enslaved laborer, which had profound impacts on social and economic systems in
Barbados and the broader Atlantic world.
The ceramics produced contributed a relatively low cost medium of sugar storage that
fulfilled the planter’s objective of maximizing financial profits associated with sugar production.
In addition, the marketing of ceramics contributed to parallel forms of economic production as
from the inception the plantation operated kilns also produced a small proportion of domestic
wares. In time, these domestic wares were incorporated into internal marketing systems
developed for and by the islands domestic population. By the beginning of the nineteenth
century, independently operated kilns were being operated by free blacks who specialized in
the production of utilitarian domestic and household wares.
This study focuses on archaeological and historical data associated with two pothouses
located in the Parish of St. John, Barbados. The study includes an analysis of the two sites and

their associated ceramic assemblages. It also, draws upon the rich historic accounts recorded in
the detailed records of Codrington Plantation. This is perhaps the most detailed primary source
for information on eighteenth and nineteenth-century industrial pottery production in the
Caribbean. The study also draws upon an array of historical information for the island including
ethnographic data collected by Jerome Handler in the 1960s from the village of Chalky Mount
in the Parish of St. Andrew.
The Codrington records and the ethnographic accounts provide details regarding the
ware types, production systems, and marketing of Barbadian made ceramics. The site data and
historical analyses combine to inform about the relationships of people involved in organizing,
producing, selling wares as well as their changing role in the local economy. A typological
schema has been produced that will assist researchers in understanding both industrial and local
ceramic production. This scheme involves three types of ceramics production in Barbados; the
first is plantation based and relied generally on enslaved labor to produce architectural and
industrial wares for plantation use. The second involves independent or off-plantation
production producing domestic, industrial and architectural wares for the plantations and also
the open market relying on either free or enslaved potters. The third type involves the
production by free potters of domestic and craft items for the local and tourist markets.
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Chapter One
Ceramic Production in Barbados

By examining archaeological, ethnographic, and historical resources it is possible to
document the history of pottery production in Barbados. The study focuses on ceramics produced
primarily for industrial purposes related to the sugar industry including sugar cones and pots, as
well as brick and roofing (roofing and floor) used in constructing buildings. Two sites of
industrial production located in the Parish of St. John were examined archaeologically. The first
of these was located on the grounds of Codrington College and the Codrington Trust and
operated from the seventeenth century into the last quarter of the eighteenth century; the second
site, Colleton Pothouse operated into the mid-nineteenth century. In addition, it explores the suite
of domestic wares produced in the industrial potteries that are the primary focus of this study, as
well as those that were produced in cottage industry based craft production frameworks by local
Barbadian artisans of African descent. To better understand these wares the study makes use
of ethnographic data on domestic pottery production in Barbados that was collected by Dr.
Jerome S. Handler. Handler’s study examines potters and ceramic production in the village of
Chalky Mount in the 1960s and reflects back more generally to domestic pottery production in
Barbados during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

1

Placing the Barbadian pottery industry in local, regional and Atlantic world contexts this
dissertation sheds light on the less documented area of Barbadian history by examining aspects
of the dynamic local ceramic industry, including its role in support of the sugar industry, and its
relation to capital production and enslavement, as well as the role of local cottage industries,
operated primarily by free blacks, that emerged on the island to supply the utilitarian and domestic
needs of the island population. In doing so, this study examines the lives of the people who were
engrossed in all facets of ceramic production; including those involved in organizing production,
actual production, and the consumers of produced wares.
Pottery production in Barbados contributed significantly to the processing and production
of sugar, which was in turn critical to the Barbadian plantation complex. This investigation of the
Barbadian pottery industry addresses the importance of the local ceramic industry including both
industrial, architectural, and domestic use wares and places it within the wider contexts of
economic, political and social changes in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This
research traces the scale of pottery manufacturing in Barbados from a plantation-based form of
production of both industrial and utilitarian wares for the plantation complex. Over time, with
changes in sugar production shifted, to an organization of production that was independent of the
plantation and was responsive to a changing market using archaeological and historical research
methods.
The late eighteenth through the early nineteenth century was a turbulent period for the
British Caribbean. Socio-economic transformations spun by the ending of the slave trade,
emancipation, shifting trade relations and technological changes had a dramatic impact on the
sugar plantation complex. These momentous changes and their local impacts have not been
studied with equal scrutiny. While the transition from chattel slavery to the exploitation of free
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labor has been well studied by anthropologists and historians (Beckles 1989; Bennett 1958;
Craton 1992; Dunn 1972; Handler 1963; 1971; 1974; 2002b; Marshall 1963; 1980; 1991; Mintz
1985; Ragatz 1963;
Sheridan 1974; Turner 1995; Welch 2003; Williams 1994), resulting shifts in production
and the local economy have been explored with significantly less intensity. Howson
(1995:135) notes that when Caribbean economies are considered, scholars almost always refer
to the internal economy of the enslaved and later free communities (Armstrong 2001; 2003;
Beckles 1991; Berlin and Morgan 1991; Hauser 2001; Howson 1990; 1995; Handler 1972;
Marshall 1993; McDonald 1993; Mintz 1974; 1985; Mintz and Hall 1960; Price 1966;
Pulsipher 1990; Reeves 1997) or they examine the trade of staple exports and importation of
slaves in the broader Atlantic world. Higman’s (1996) work provides a notable exception in
that he researches the plantation to plantation internal exchange economy.
Theoretically this research takes a multiscalar perspective, examining three local
industrial and craft production sites and their place within the Barbadian plantation economy.
It positions the data in a way that allows for comparative analysis and study of one aspect of
the plantation economy. The activities documented within these industrial and craft production
systems contribute to advancing our understanding of the local production and distribution by
potters and planters. The local pottery sites investigated serve to examine larger national and
global factors including access to goods and changes to labor and technology. The study
involved collecting evidence that reveals information about the locally produced ceramics.
These ceramics served a variety of functions including industrial use, architectural use, and
domestic use. The local production of these various wares represents one branch of the
complex networks of internal exchange economy, the internal slave economy, plantation-based
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marketing systems and domestic markets. The archaeological evidence is further illuminated by
documentary evidence that includes quantitative information on production, data on the
maker’s terminology and categories of production, as well as information in sales and
distribution of wares.
Evidence was collected that is indicative of changes in specific pottery forms and
functions produced over time at three separate pottery production sites. It explores shifts in both
the points of production as well as changes in pottery forms and vessel functions. These are
useful indicators of changes occurring in the organization of ceramic production in Barbados.
Some of these changes correspond with the transition from producing mostly architectural and
industrial wares to directly support the sugar industry. Over time changes in the needs of the
plantation occurred; particularly after the arrival of steam technology and mechanical evaporator
dryers and the shift to centralized factories sugar cones and pots were no longer needed in the
late nineteenth century. Some of these wares were produced in the plantation based kilns, but
later the production of these wares shifted to domestic sites and cottage industries including a
well-documented set of kiln sites that emerged at the village of Chalky Mount, The production
sites information drawn on consists of archaeological evidence from a previously excavated
ceramic production site; located in the Parish of St. John known as Colleton Pothouse dating to
the 1840s; archaeological evidence I collected and examined from a second ceramic production
site in the Parish of St. John on the grounds of Codrington College and that was initially named
the Codrington Pottery Kiln site in the field, but is known now as the SPG Pothouse, based on its
eighteenth century owners and dates from the seventeenth and eighteenth century; and
ethnographic data from the Village of Chalky Mount in the Parish of St. Andrew, Barbados,
which was studied by Handler in the early 1960s. Primary and secondary documentary records
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were used to contextualize the importance of pottery production in Barbados, the Caribbean and
Atlantic World.

1.1

Research Goals
This project investigates local plantation economy through the production of ceramics

that were produced for industrial, architectural and domestic uses. The research is accomplished
by investigating the forms recovered at two archaeological sites in the Parish of St. John,
Barbados, and in the ethnographically studied village of Chalky Mount in the Parish of St.
Andrew. The research goals of this project involve studying changes in forms of craft production
from a plantation-based industrial production to a cottage industry through the investigation of
locally-produced ceramics. The historical and archaeological data also add to our understanding
of industrial-use ceramics, which have often been ignored and excluded from discussion in the
Caribbean. This knowledge will inform us about larger historical, social and economic factors
regarding the archaeological and historical data to place each of the sites within a framework of
craft production. The methodological tools of craft production or similar parametric approaches
have been used often in contexts outside historical archaeology (Costin 1991, 1996, 2001;
Peacock 1982; Sinopoli 2003; van der Leeuw 1977, 1984).
By analyzing the data that results from Barbados’s pottery industries through the lens of
craft production it becomes possible to further establish a typology for investigating the
organization of production. These archaeologically investigated sites were selected because they
served as production facilities and the evidence they provide is indicative of that production. This
evidence comes in the form of fragments of industrial, architectural, and domestic sherds and
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historical documentation from the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, which recorded
information dealing with ceramic sales including quantities, costs and names of purchasers. By
analyzing both the archaeological and historical data with a multiscalar perspective, it is possible
to develop a more nuanced understanding of the political economy of local ceramic production.
1.1.1 Industrial use ceramics
One goal of this research is to fill a gap in the understanding of Barbados, the Caribbean,
and the greater “Atlantic World” by investigating industrial use ceramics. The investigation of
industrial ceramic production sites in the Caribbean has been limited to date. Industrial ceramic
production is differentiated from the production of a highly diverse category of domestic wares
which were made, used, and traded throughout the Caribbean and generally well-studied by
archaeologists in the twentieth century (Crane 1993; Gartley 1979; Hauser 1997; 2001; Hauser
and Armstrong 1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Howson 1995; Heath 1988; 1999; Watters
1997). The industrial wares associated with sugar processing, molds and drips have often been
overlooked as ubiquitous. Loftfield (2001:219) notes that several archaeological studies
including Handler and Lange (1978); Lange and Handler (1985); Lange and Carlson (1985);
Handler (1989); Loftfield (1991;1992); and Stoner (2000) have done fieldwork in Barbados and
have mentioned the locally-produced, unglazed red earthenwares. It has been noted:
…unglazed red earthenwares have not been formally described in detail... and that
the lack of temporal control, and the lack of data ascribing cultural affiliation, and
a woefully incomplete catalog of forms have all precluded a definitive study of
the locally manufactured wares (Loftfield 2001:219).
Kevin Farmer, Deputy Director and Curator of Archaeology at the Barbados Museum and
Historical Society, has taken additional steps towards the sourcing of industrial use ceramics
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using neutron activation analysis (NAA) on industrial wares excavated at both the SPG Pothouse
(Codrington Pottery Kiln site) and the St. John Pothouse sites (Farmer Forthcoming).
In the Caribbean and, more broadly, the Atlantic World, archaeological investigations of
local pottery production are not uncommon (Barka et al. 1984; England 1994; Ferguson 1992,
1992; Hauser 1997, 2001; Hauser and Armstrong 1999; Heath 1988; Handler 1963a, 1963b,
1965; Kelly et al. 2008). Investigations that focus on industrial use ceramics are less common,
but include the work of Ken Kelly et al. (2008) and Susannah England’s (1994) work in the
Francophone Caribbean. In North America Barr, Cressey and Magid's (1994) work on industrial
use sugar vessels in Alexandria, Virginia documents wares in a use context. In Europe, English
sites in Bristol, London, Plymouth, Southampton, and York were briefly reported on by Brooks
(1983) while a production site in Sadirac, France was documented by Regaldo-Saint Blancard
(1986). Kelly et al. (2008:85) note that “little analysis has gone into understanding the role of
industrially-produced, low-fired, earthenware ceramics in the Caribbean.” They identified the
reason for this:
…that they [the locally-produced, wheel-turned pottery] do not typically reflect
the fairly rapid changes in style that make European ceramics useful for
chronology building, and whereas they do not usually exhibit stylistic and
morphological variations that enable clear identification of their origin, they were
produced in great quantity and transported around the West Indies” (Kelly et al.
2008:85).
This dissertation then seeks to fill the gap in our understanding of locally-produced
pottery in the British Caribbean. By including the various types (industrial, domestic, and
architectural), it provides a more complete and accurate picture of the production processes and
the people involved in those processes. The potters/craftspeople were creating wares using
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multiple techniques including both wheel-turned domestic and industrial wares and flat molded
architectural wares.
1.1.2 Use of craft production parameters for historic site
The examination of industrially produced ceramics in terms of craft production by potters
has been a useful tool for organizing archaeological investigations involving “early states” and
“empires” in Asia (see examples Sinopoli 1988; 1993; 2003; Stein 1996; 1998; 2001) and
Central and South America (Arnold 1976; 1985; Costin 1996; 1998; 2001; Rice 1984). One
reason for this use is:
Through the analyses of material remains and the contexts of their
production and consumption, archaeologists can examine both the organization of
production and the social, economic, and political statuses and inter-relations of
producers and consumers of craft goods. (Sinopoli 2003:1)
It is possible to use a typology of craft production organization as a useful
methodological tool that allows for the synthesis of data at varying scales from large scale
industrial production to small scale domestic production (Costin 1991; Rice 1987; Sinopoli 1991;
2003:19). Costin’s (2001) perspectives on craft production provide a useful conceptual and
methodological framework to compare the two sugar industry supporting kiln sites under
investigation. The parametric system proposed by Costin (1991:8) presents an opportunity to
examine the changing relations by describing the characteristics and also by interrogating the
interaction and feedback between categories. The application of this process to the Barbados
ceramic industry will provide an opportunity to investigate its usefulness to historical
archaeology and will allow for cross-cultural comparisons. While studying the parametric
qualities of the craft production system, it is critical to see them as dynamic rather than static.
This framework for comparison is applied to help foster an understanding of how, “issues of
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power and control over resources and labor, [are] as much a social and political phenomenon as
an economic or technological one” (Costin 2001:274).
This research expands the use of Costin’s (1991, 2001:274) parametric scale of
organization of production beyond its major intent, which is to examine specialization. It is
possible to apply this dynamic system of analysis to archaeological sites in the historic past for
which written documents are sparse (Costin 1991; 2001, Sinopoli 1991; 2003; van der Leeuw
1984). Although written records for Codrington have been located and examined, written
information on the Pothouse kiln is extremely sparse. The broad parametric categories used to
analyze the production system include: artisans, means of production, organization and social
relationships of production, objects, relationships of distribution, and consumers (Costin 2001).
The examination of the organization of production provides a framework for weaving together
archaeological and textual details.
1.1.3 A typological system for ceramic production sites
After using the broad parametric categories of craft production, it is possible to further
refine a formal typology to advance our understanding of changes in the organization of
production in Barbados. This typology helps clarify the changes seen in the organization of labor,
technological capabilities, and political relationships and is developed in order to categorize
ceramic production sites in Barbados and the wider Caribbean. Three ways of looking at the
organization of ceramic production are developed in order to provide a useful system for
comparing and contrasting these sites in a broader contextual framework. The three types
represent changes in the makeup of the labor force, the organization of production and the
markets for which the products are produced. In Type One, the production is centered on
plantations and produces mostly industrial and architectural objects to fulfill the needs of
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plantations. The labor force was typically Afro-Barbadian, and in plantation contexts, the potters
were generally enslaved potters.1 In Barbados, those potters were men who were trained in or
generally followed British pottery production methods. Type-Two ceramic production was a
transitional phase that produced a combination of objects from architectural, domestic and
industrial ceramics to fulfill both plantation and domestic markets. The potters were either freed
Afro-Barbadians or British in ethnicity. Type Three represents the production of domestic wares
for use off-estates in non-industrial functions. The potters were freedmen of African descent.
1.1.4 Putting ceramic production sites into broader contexts
Investigating the ceramic industry provides a lens through which to examine changing
social relations in Barbados. In 1960, Dr. Jerome Handler began a research program in Barbados
intended to identify and study the ethnographically modern potting population in the Chalky
Mount region of Barbados. In addition to conducting ethnographic research Handler introduced
archaeologists and the public to the historical background of the local potting industry in
Barbados. In his historical sketch he describes his paper as providing a “skeletal picture” of
pottery manufacture in Barbados (Handler 1963a). In 2013, Handler (personal communication)
stated that it was never his intention that his original historical publication would stand alone, but
that others would add information as it became available.
We are fortunate that we now have two archaeological ceramic production sites in
Barbados that can help fill out Handler's picture. In his work, Handler (1963a:147) stated that
“sugar pots went out of use in the sugar industry sometime in the early nineteenth century… The
centrifugal, invented in 1837, replaced the old methods of draining molasses from sugar and it

1

Research at Codrington Estate indicates that while the potters were generally enslaved, there were several periods
of time when the plantation management either rented out the pottery or hired outside potters whose ethnicity is
unknown (USPG Microfilm, reel 17:1984).
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appears that by the 1850’s pots were no longer being used in Barbados.” Handler (1963a)
describes the potters of mid-nineteenth century Chalky Mount as part of a cottage industry. From
this information then, we can examine the two Parish of St. John’s potteries with an interest in
the timing of their operations and with an eye towards determining whether differences in the
organization of pottery production in the Parish of St. John’s, Barbados existed. It is yet to be
conclusively determined whether these kilns operated simultaneously or, as it appears from the
existing archaeological evidence that they operated twenty years apart. The questions developed
in this research deal specifically with determining if the potters of the mid-nineteenth century
were operating as a cottage industry as Handler describes, or if they were still serving as part of
an attached system of production beholden to the albeit altered plantation system. Furthermore, if
this shift in production systems had occurred, what were the timing, social contexts and
implications of any changes on the pottery industry?
Understanding the changing social, economic and political contexts in which the
Barbadian ceramic industry operated between the eighteenth and mid-nineteenth century is
critical to our knowledge of local production. What were the international, national and local
events that were occurring during this period and what were the impacts on the Barbadian
ceramic industry? These events included the impacts of changing sugar processing technology,
changing trade relations due to wars and altered international relationships, limited access to
imported wood and provisions, changing labor systems due to emancipation, and changes in the
plantation complex.

1.2

Research Area
Barbados is located in the southeastern portion of the Caribbean; approximately 90 miles

east of the Lesser Antilles Chain (see Figure 1.1). The island was discovered and claimed on
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behalf of King James I by John Powell, an English sea captain, in 1625 (Campbell 1965:3). In
1627, the first settlers were carried to the island by John Powell’s brother, Henry aboard the
vessel William and John (Beckles 2000:7). The settlement had been commissioned by London
merchants Sir Peter and Sir William Courteen (Beckles 2000:7; Tree 1972:10). The island
remained a British colony until its independence was granted in 1966. The island's size,
geological makeup, and location played critical roles in its development. Barbados is twenty-one
miles wide from the north to south and fourteen miles at its widest east/west point (see Figure
1.2). The island is one hundred sixty-six square miles. The relatively small physical size should
not imply that the terrain is uniform. There are at least nine main subdivisions in its
physiographic layout according to Geographer Frank Innes (1967:14). The topography of the
land varies from near sea level plains, to hills, cliffs, plateaus, gullies, and valleys with areas
reaching altitudes of over 1000 feet above sea level (Innes 1967:15). The highest point on the
island is Mount Hillaby at 1,115 feet (Innes 1967:15).
The location of Barbados as the easternmost of the Caribbean Islands makes it
geographically the closest to Africa. Trade winds and warm ocean currents were also a benefit to
the island. These two factors put Barbados along the main shipping lanes used to navigate to the
Western Hemisphere. This location is at least partially responsible for its early importance as a
colonial center in the British Empire (Sheridan 1974:12). Unlike most of the Caribbean islands,
Barbados is predominantly coral capped. Barbados is one of the only islands among the Lesser
Antilles that is made of non-volcanic sedimentary rock (Poole and Barker 1983). There are two
areas of exception to the coral cap on the island: the first of these is known as the Scotland
District because of its “barrenness and wildness” and the second area is a stretch of coast from
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Figure 1.1:

West Indies general illustration

Bathsheba to Conset Point (see Figure 1.3) (Anonymous 1840; Innes 1967:22; Machel 1999;
Schomburgk 1848). Vernon and Carroll (1965) in Innes (1967:22) describe the soils of these two
areas as Scotland District soils. These two non-capped areas were important to the local ceramics
industry and to the distribution of ceramic wares as they were the locations of the historic and
modern potteries in Barbados (Hall 1775; Handler 1963a; Handler and Lange 1978).
The archaeologically investigated sites are located in the Scotland District, which is a
region located on the eastern side of Barbados. This region has been named for its rugged terrain
and its similar appearance to land forms in Scotland (Anonymous 1840, Schomburgk 1848). This
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Figure 1.2:

Barbados with study area identified

area is also recognized for its lack of a coral cap which covers most of the remainder of the
island. The absence of a coral cap allows easy access to clay resources. The Scotland District
includes most of the Parishes of St. Andrew, St. Joseph and a smaller portion of the Parish of St.
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John. The geological make-up of this region has led to its historical development as the center of
ceramic production in Barbados. The three production sites examined here are all within the
Scotland District
The Scotland District is an excellent location from which to investigate the local
production of pottery and ceramics including industrial, architectural and domestic forms of
earthenware. The production of these earthenwares provides a glimpse into the impact of
evolving sugar processing technology and other historical factors including shifting labor
practices and changing political and trade relationships on the local ceramic industry. The
Barbadian plantation economy was vested in what had been an economically viable system of
capital production and as a result, has been considered by historians to be an island that was slow
to adapt to technological changes2 (Galloway 1989; Satchell 1999). By the nineteenth century
Barbados sugar production, and its associated plantation complex, was declining in relative
importance in the British colonial world and in the broader world’s sugar markets as new regions
(primarily Cuba) opened to production (Starkey 1939:99; Williams 1970:361). This decline may
have led Barbadian planters to adopt more effective industrial production systems and provides
another lens through which to view local ceramic production (Starkey 1939:99). This updated
Barbados research provides an opportunity to flesh out a more complete picture of the local
ceramic industry and its place in the Atlantic World.

2

The slowness of these changes was contradicted by Handler (1963a) who stated that it appeared that by the 1850s steam
technology and its impact on sugar processing had resulted in a shift in ceramic production from industrial wares to domestic
ceramics. At the time that Handler was writing the article no ceramic production archaeological sites had been located outside of
the Chalky Mount region in the Parish of St. Andrew, Barbados. In November of 2006 Handler informed me that he no longer
held the view that technology had shifted so rapidly that it influenced local ceramic production by the mid-nineteenth century. He
reported that several documents he found after the article was published had led him to change his opinion on this matter.
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This dissertation focuses on two archaeologically investigated sites of ceramic production
and ethnographic data of a third area (see Figure 1.4). These two ceramic production sites are
located in the Parish of St. John, Barbados and have been excavated previously by the University
of the West Indies Cave Hill and the Barbados Museum and Historical Society field schools
under the direction of Dr. Thomas Loftfield, the former Deputy Director of the Barbados
Museum and Historical Society
1.2.1 Colleton Pothouse
The first of these sites is the area known locally as ‘Pothouse’. The pottery production
site of Colleton Pothouse represents a site that produced for both plantation and external markets.
It is located on land that is currently part of Colleton Plantation, in the Parish of St. John’s (see
Figure 1.5). Only very limited information has been identified that relates directly to this
plantation. Located southeast of the St. John’ Parish Church the Colleton Pothouse site was the
location of at least one but likely several pottery kilns dating to the early to mid-nineteenth
century. The area is south and east of the St. John’s Parish Church. The site was located along the
edge of a gully and as such was located on only marginally efficient sugar cane land. During
2001, a surface survey and limited test excavations of the area were conducted, as part of the
University of the West Indies field school directed by Dr. Thomas Loftfield, in an effort to locate
pottery production sites. The field school organizers were aware that this area was known locally
as Pothouse and were verbally informed that there were large piles of ceramic wasters in the
area. During their initial survey at least three mounds were identified based on their distinctive
shape and the significant associated waster piles. The largest of these piles was investigated and
revealed not only ceramic wasters but a portion of the cut coral walls, a flue entrance, and the
firebox of a kiln. The only kiln examined dates to the mid-nineteenth century based on European
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Figure 1.3:

Geological map showing the location of the Scotland District (After Machel
1999:51)
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ceramics identified, and was excavated during the summer of 2001 and 2002 by a field school
run by Dr. Loftfield. Today, this area remains on the grounds, albeit at great distance from the
main buildings of the Colleton Plantation (see Figure 1.6). The area is overgrown by bush and is
not currently under agricultural production. Several hundred yards away to the south there are
several houses and the village known as Pothouse. Equidistant to the north is a village known as
Glebe Land.
1.2.2 SPG Pothouse
The second ceramic production site investigated is located on the grounds of Codrington
College in the Parish of St. John, which was owned by the United Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel in Foreign Parts (known hereafter as SPG) and was operated as late as the midnineteenth century as a sugar plantation. The Codrington Pottery Site is located on the property
held by the Codrington Trust and Codrington College, but is hereafter called the SPG Pothouse
after the owners of the plantation during the period of study (see Figure 1.7). This site was
located based on the quantity of unglazed red earthenware fragments found during surface
surveys of the lower estate in 1993 and 1994 conducted by Dr. Loftfield and students from the
University of North Carolina-Wilmington. In 1994, a 5’ x 5’ test unit was excavated that located
thousands of fragments in a waster pile (Loftfield 2003: personal communication). This test
excavation found no identifiable features related to the kiln. In 2003, Dr. Loftfield showed me
the location of the site. The site is located near a cart road that is mapped on the Ordnance Map
of Barbados (United Kingdom Ordnance Survey 1986) (see Figure 1.8). However, in 2003 this
road was overgrown and only traces were left. Test excavations directed by the author were
conducted in 2003 and 2004 as part of a University of the West Indies field school. This site is
also located on
18

Figure 1.4:

Parish of St. John pothouses archaeologically documented (Royal Ordnance Survey 1986, Sheets 6,7)
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Figure 1.5:

Colleton Pothouse (Royal United Kingdom Ordnance Survey 1986,
Sheet 7)

marginal sugar production land. Unlike the Colleton Pothouse, the SPG records indicate
that ceramic production was carried out on the plantation with enslaved potters generally
operating the pottery kiln. This portion of the site dates from the last quarter of the
eighteenth century. Archaeological analysis indicates that the Codrington pothouse was
producing mostly industrial sugar wares and architectural wares most likely for use on
Codrington plantation and for sale to the other plantations. Archival sources indicate that
20

Figure 1.6:

Detail of the Barrelier map of 1823 showing a building at the location
of the Colleton Pothouse site (Barrelier1823, from The Barbados
Museum and Historical Society Collection)

the estate managers of the plantation sold wares to neighboring estates.
1.2.3 Chalky Mount
The third area of ceramic production used in this research comes from the village
of Chalky Mount, located in the Scotland District, in the Parish of St. Andrew (see Figure
1.9). In 1960, Handler commenced an anthropological and historical study examining
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pottery production in the village of Chalky Mount. This village was known as the last
vestige of a once larger potting industry (Stark1903:158-159, Moxley1886; Handler
Figure 1.7:

Detail of the Barrelier map of 1823 showing SPG/Codrington
Plantation (Barrelier 1823 from The Barbados Museum and
Historical Society Collection)

1963a). Handler's report on that study was intended to “describe some of the more salient
technological, economic and sociological factors surrounding the production of pottery”
at that time (Handler 1963b:314). As part of the this dissertation I will compare and
analyze portions of Handler's research which indicates that ceramic production in the
village of Chalky Mount, in the Parish of St. Andrew, represents a domestic production
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Figure 1.8:

SPG/Codrington Plantation (United Kingdom Ordnance Survey 1986,
Sheet 7)

2

system that produced non-industrial wares for use in domestic contexts including
planter’s homes, free black homes, and eventually tourist markets.

1.3

Significance
The anthropological significance of this research is fourfold. First, this research

expands how historical archaeologists in the Caribbean view ceramics, venturing away
from the now heavily criticized quest for ‘Africanisms’ (DeCorse 1999; Hauser 2001;
Hauser and Armstrong 1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Mouer et. al. 1999; Posnansky
1999; Singleton 1999). Rather than focusing on domestic ceramic production, this
research will bring to light the study of plantation-based, industrial-use ceramic
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production. This adjustment in focus will examine social and economic factors rather
than ethnicity and identity. The local production of industrial-use ceramics for sugar
processing is important because it had a significant impact on the plantation economy as
it facilitated the broader plantation production system. Changes in ceramic production
systems from industrial to domestic relate to broader changes in Barbadian society.
Second, this investigation provides a Caribbean case study for understanding industrial
and craft production organization through the relationships between external stimuli and
social agency. Generally, craft organization is a process that can be studied by
investigating the ‘flow of action’ and asking focused questions (Wolf 1990:591). Third,
this project expands on our anthropological understanding of local economies by shifting
from a near exclusive focus on enslaved internal economies and traditionally Europeanbased studies of staple exports and slave imports to looking at local exchange economies
more holistically. Fourth, this fine-scaled examination is desirable because by studying
the external contexts and not specifically focusing on enslaved internal economies this
research will allow local plantation economies and their transformations to be studied in
greater detail. This will, in turn, increase our understanding of complex social relations
from the late eighteenth until the mid-nineteenth century in the British West Indies.

1.4

Organization of Chapters

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter Two, Pottery
Production and Plantation Economy, I examine the use of a theoretical framework based
on a plantation-economy model initiated by Williams ([1944] 1994), Sheridan (1974),
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Figure 1.9:

Chalky Mount map (Royal Ordnance Survey 1986, Sheet 4)
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Dunn (1972) as implemented more recently by Higman (1996) and Hauser (2001; 2008);
These models are less constrained than the “pure plantation model,” which identified
plantations as strictly producers of staples and export-oriented that was advocated by Best
and Levitt (1968; 2009). This perspective has been critiqued by Higman (1996:211) for
its failure to consider the “complex networks of internal exchange” that fell outside of the
transport and sale of slaves and sugar. A broader perspective of plantation economy more
in line with that outlined by Mintz and Hall (1960), Higman (1996) and Hauser (2001;
2008) is adhered to in this research. This framework has been extremely useful to
historians and archaeologists in the Caribbean. I examine the model in general and then
look at how archaeologists have applied it to their research. This section concludes by
discussing how the approach to local production adds to our understanding of political
economy. Next, I explore the use of craft production as a conceptual system for
synthesizing data at varying scales. By using a parametric system, changing relations are
described by interrogating the interaction and feedback between categories. The
application of this process to the Barbados ceramic industry provides an opportunity to
investigate its usefulness as a tool more broadly for historical archaeology. It is possible
to apply this dynamic system of analysis to archaeological sites in the historic past for
which written documents are sparse. Next, in this chapter I discuss the use of
classificatory types of production as a useful tool that advances our ability to understand
broader aspects of plantation and colonial contexts. Finally, I examine technology as
social process and the idea that technology is created and also at the same time helps
create those that produce, own and use said technology.
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Chapter Three, Situating Ceramic Production, places the local ceramic production
sites of Pothouse and the Codrington pottery site in context by exploring the historical
and archaeological literature. I start by describing the geological, geographic, and
environmental setting which is of critical importance to this study as ceramic production
on the island is only possible because of several of these factors. Then I discuss previous
archaeological attempts at studying ceramic production and use in Barbados. I next look
at references and sources regarding clay and ceramic production, detailing the uses of
clay and its role as a commodity. Next I examine the references to the various uses of
ceramics produced detailing the categories of use: industrial, domestic, and architectural.
Finally in this chapter I explore the historical contexts of transformation that occurred in
the late eighteenth and early-to-mid nineteenth century. These contexts are examining
changes to labor before and after emancipation, shifting trade relationships with America
and Britain, and technological shifts occurring in sugar production and processing.
Chapter Four, Typology, Technology and Uses of Pottery introduces the reader to a
discussion of the typology of local ceramic production. The construction of three types of
local ceramic production attempts to illuminate the varying types of local production.
Whether the production is plantation based and built on enslaved labor responding to the
needs of the plantations or the type not exclusively plantation based that relied on
emancipated or free blacks producing for local, domestic markets and for plantations. The
third type involves free men serving as potters producing for domestic needs and tourist
desires. The chapter then examines the various forms of classification applied to locally
produced ceramics in Barbados and the wider Atlantic. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of sugar processing as noted in contemporary accounts in order to describe the
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methods of sugar processing and the role of ceramic sugarwares in the processing and
production of a variety of forms of sugar.
In Chapter Five, Objects of Production, the two local sites of ceramic production
that have been investigated archaeologically and archivally are detailed. In each case
information from archaeological and historical investigations will be discussed. This
information will then be used to develop the context of local Barbadian ceramic
production. In both cases the data available will be used to document the time period
when the potteries were in operation; the individuals who were operating the potteries;
the non-local artifacts that were recovered and what was being produced; where the
potteries are or were located and the impact this had on production and potential
distribution. The chapter continues by describing the archaeological data specifically
related to the locally produced artifacts. This chapter describes the “use” categories of
Industrial, Architectural, Domestic, and Other that are used in this study. A discussion of
the typology used during this research follows. Finally this chapter discusses the data
results regarding the production sites of Codrington Plantation and the Pothouse kiln site.
This data will include examining the types of 'use' categories and variation between sites
based on vessel form and size (based on rim and base diameters) and generally
investigating similarities and differences in the objects produced at these two sites.
Chapter Six, Craft Production and a Typology of Local Pottery Production, is the
analysis chapter where all of the historical and archaeological data combine to present a
description using craft production framework. This framework is a useful methodological
tool for comparing historic sites and allows for comparisons based in differing time
periods. Analysis through this framework allows for the development of three
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classificatory types. These three types of local ceramic production allow for broader
understanding of the plantation economies locally, regionally and in the broader Atlantic.
In Chapter Seven, Conclusions, I integrate the research findings and analyze the
research question in order to gauge its effectiveness and the potential of using craft
production as a methodological framework for historical archaeology. Then I look at the
specific limitations of the current study and consider future research using the
classificatory types of local ceramic production in Barbados and throughout the
Caribbean. This study sets up several useful areas of future research including identifying
and excavating other local ceramic production sites in Barbados. Historical research that
has been conducted for this project opens up other avenues for investigating the historic
distribution of ceramics and for examining local ceramic production for both industrial
and plantation use.
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Chapter Two
Pottery Production and Plantation Economy

This study utilizes a suite of theoretical approaches that allow me to analyze
pottery production in relation to the political economy of eighteenth and nineteenth
century Barbados. By examining pottery production, distribution and consumption of
wares made at eighteenth and nineteenth-century Barbadian pothouses and a twentiethcentury pottery cottage industry, we can examine the transition from plantation-based
industrial production to independent potting for domestic and tourist markets. The
approach used is multiscalar and examines local pothouse and potting traditions and then
looks at production within the island setting and places the potting tradition within the
larger Atlantic World.
Sensitivity to the various scales at which historical forces take effect that includes
drawing on the political economy perspective advances our understanding of how the
eighteenth and nineteenth century Barbadian industrial ceramic production and the
transition to twentieth-century cottage industry fits into Caribbean economic
historiography. The definition of political economy from Sinopoli (2003:1) is the
“relations between political structures and systems and the economic realms of
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production, consumption and exchange.” Another definition from Feinman (2004:2) is
based on the notion that economies are “embedded in specific cultural, political and or
social matters.” It is necessary to connect the Barbadian ceramic industry with the
broader ideas of Caribbean economic history. Caribbean economic historians have
focused heavily on the slave trade (Curtin 1969; Eltis 2000; Klein 1999) and plantation
economies broadly defined as studies of export staples and their impacts on European
planters (e.g. Best 1968; Beckford 1972; Dunn 1972; Pitman 1967; Ragatz 1963).
Portions of this dissertation do continue to study planters, but from a perspective that has
not been carried out to date. The dissertation also expands beyond the typical
understandings of planters and examines ceramic production by enslaved and
emancipated potters.
This framework has value for future researchers in the archaeological fields of
political and plantation economies, craft production and technological choice as agency. I
build on our understanding of ceramic production sites in the Parish of St. John and
develop a parametric typology for comparing industrial and craft/artisan-based
production sites. This craft production typology is then applied to a new classificatory
scheme for the organization of production sites in the Caribbean. Following from these
typologies is a discussion of technological choices and the impact on how people employ
artifacts. The theoretical approach allows for the opportunity to address relative
shortcomings of existing typological schema in the Caribbean (notable exceptions include
Hauser 2001; 2008; Hauser et al. 2008; Kelly et al 2008).
In order to grasp the multiscalar aspects of the internal exchange, we must first
acknowledge that the extrahousehold economic relations may be “channeled through a
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diverse set of means to support integrative and/or hierarchical institutions or
relationships” (Feinman 2004:2). These marketing practices on many islands included
internal and informal economies that connected enslaved people to each other and to
white settlers and planters. In the case of the SPG plantations in Barbados, these included
both legal/formal planter-to-planter and planter-to-merchant practices and informal
distribution processes that connected artisan potters to street markets. These types of
relations constitute political economic relations that are “economies embedded in specific
cultural, political and social matrices” (Feinman 2004:2).
Stemming from the work on political economy in the Caribbean, the models of
plantation economy are analyzed. The local production of ceramics in the Caribbean was
necessarily connected to the plantation economy. An early model of the plantation
economy is critiqued for its continuing notion that all power within the plantation
economic system was centralized in metropolitan England. The chapter next discusses the
usefulness of a perspective, in this case craft production, as a tool for organizing and
examining the interactions between and amongst the participants in the local production
of industrial and domestic ceramics. Several other ideas related to the interaction of
people with technology are also discussed in this chapter and contribute to the
understanding of technology as social phenomenon, which is that technological choices
are not just based on the technology but on social and cultural attitudes (Lemonnier 1989;
Pfaffenberger 1992).

2.1

Plantation Economy
An examination of the studies of the plantation economy that existed in the

seventeenth to early twentieth centuries in the Caribbean must begin with a working
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definition. The plantation economy has historically meant the study of production,
distribution and consumption of export staples (mostly sugar) exchanged between
Caribbean plantations and the respective colonial powers (White 1959). Studies of
production have typically focused on the European planters or the enslaved Africans that
served as the labor source, planting, maintaining, and harvesting the cash crop of sugar.
Studies focusing on the plantation economy have tended to examine the slave trade
(Curtin 1969; Eltis 2000; Galenson 1986; Klein 1999) and plantation economies broadly
defined as studies of export staples and their impacts on European planters (e.g. Best
1968; Beckford 1972; Harlow 1925; Pitman 1967; Ragatz 1963). Phillip Curtin (1969)
defined the plantation complex as an economic and political order. A significant shift has
occurred in the study of plantation economy as archaeologists and historians have begun
to expand their coverage beyond merely studying export numbers of sugar or the import
of slaves. More recent approaches have argued that the plantation economy paradigm
oversimplified the complex social and economic relationships that emerged locally
(Higman 1996:211). Over the last fifty years, archaeologists and historians have
responded to this oversimplification by adding more nuanced details to our understanding
of the relationships of people within the plantation economy, especially regarding
planters and the enslaved with the production of sugar (Armstrong 1983; 1990; 1998;
2003; Beckles 1991; Berlin and Morgan 1991; Dunn 1972; Handler 1963a; 1963b; 1965;
Handler and Lange 1978; Hauser 2001; 2006, 2008; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Hauser
and Kelly 2008; Higman 1986; Howson 1995; Kelly and Hauser 2008; Mintz 1985;
Mintz and Hall 1960; Sheridan 1974; Wilkie and Farnsworth 1999).
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Leslie White (1959) stated that the most production, exchange, and consumption
were the key factors of economic systems. Using a more inclusive approach,
anthropologist Stephen Gudeman (2001:1), studies economy and advocates for a broader
perspective on economy that includes “making, holding, using, sharing, exchanging, and
accumulating valued objects and services.” Given the information available it is possible
to engage not just White’s definition of economy, but also to add to Gudeman’s broader
perspective. By using archaeological and historical evidence, we can establish how
eighteenth and nineteenth-century plantations fit into the broader perspective while also
defining the social and economic roles of potteries and those engaged in the production of
pottery at pothouse sites.
In this dissertation, I draw on the plantation-economy model initiated by Williams
([1944] 1994), Sheridan (1974), and Dunn (1972), which has been implemented more
recently by Higman (1996) and Hauser (2001; 2008). The latter approaches have argued
that the pure plantation economy paradigm oversimplified the complex social and
economic relationships that emerged locally; some historians and anthropologists have
responded to this weakness by focusing on the social aspects and others by focusing on
the economic factors (Beckles 1991; Berlin and Morgan 1991; Dunn 1972; Handler 1972;
Hauser 2001; Higman 1996; Howson 1995; Mintz 1985; Sheridan 1974).
Eric Williams’ treatment of the political and plantation economy in his text
Capitalism and Slavery while flawed, played a critical role in developing an
understanding of the plantation economy. Williams (1994) work examines the
development of capitalism by focusing on the production of sugar by slaves and the
system of wealth that sugar production played. Within his work, Williams attempted to
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draw anthropologists into a relationship with history. He believed anthropologists should
study a historically-oriented political economy. This dissertation draws on Williams’
message and is intended to examine local ceramic production by slaves within the
plantation system and by freed blacks operating after the end of slavery in the nineteenth
century and the impact of that production within the political economy.
Lloyd Best (1968:283) provided a model for economists. As part of a larger
comparative study of economic systems he named this model the “pure plantation
model.” Hauser (2008:24) succinctly summarizes Best’s model as a “way of describing
the series of relationships that existed between colony and colonizer, owner and enslaved,
and planter and laborer.” Best and Levitt (2009:10) reintroduced Best’s work, which was
originally a response to the failure of post-World War II industrialization to reduce
unemployment. They noted that “the Caribbean was the place where metropolitan capital
established production of commodities for sale in world markets with slave labour” (Best
and Levitt 2009:10). With the exception of emancipation, the plantation-based economy
of the Caribbean remained basically unchanged as far as Best and Levitt (2009:14) are
concerned. The pure plantation economy model is based on a hinterland tied to the
metropole (Best and Levitt 2009:15). Best and Levitt’s analysis is predicated on the
notion that the single monocrop of sugar was the basis of the plantation economy. Their
model, while accurate in some ways, excludes the reality that other crops were grown
(tobacco, indigo, cotton, cassava, ginger, etc.) and sold, and they also failed to recognize
the importance of local and regional production (including goods like pottery), as well as
trade and exchange within the broader island and regional economies.
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Best and Levitt (2009:15) declared that the plantation economy failed to diversify
because of four characteristics of planters. These characteristics include that planters
were often absentee from the plantations they owned, many times returning to reside in
England. The implication is that a majority of planters had no permanent stake in the
hinterland country (Best and Levitt 2009:15). The second is that the planter was always
in a disadvantageous position in the relationship between planter and metropole merchant
(Best and Levitt 2009:16). The third characteristic is that the planter was able to
“postpone adjustment to unfavorable circumstances by consumption of human capital.”
In other words, they could overwork and underfeed the slaves to save money (Best and
Levitt 2009:16). The fourth characteristic they identify is the chronic incapacity of
planters to diversify (Best and Levitt 2009:16). It seems that while examples of these
characteristics are likely accurate to some degree; there are many cases that show the
opposite as well. This model excludes the possibility of plantation-to-plantation sales and
the importance of the slaves’ internal exchange.
Best and Levitt’s model set up a hinterland/metropole system that was based on
four rules. The first rule is that the hinterland is confined to terminal activities such as
sending muscovado sugar to the metropole for processing (Best and Levitt 2009:20). The
second rule is the navigation provision that goods are transported by metropole carriers,
the ships belonging to the London merchants. The third rule is that the rate of exchange
was determined by the metropole. The fourth rule is the imperial preference that
metropolitan goods are accorded preferential treatment and that the metropole has the
preference of receiving staple exports from the hinterland (Best and Levitt 2009:20). The
rules developed in this model have an air of general accuracy. In the Caribbean, under the
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restrictions of the Navigation Acts, including the Molasses Act of 1733, the Sugar Act of
1764 and the Revenue Tax Act of 1766, the infrastructure of local production muscovado
sugar (unrefined) was the type most typically exported. Clayed sugars that were partially
whitened were exported off the island and sold internally as well. The ceramic industry
noted at the SPG and Colleton pothouses represent specific examples of locally-produced
markets competing against metropolitan-produced sugar wares. The sugar wares
produced at the local Barbadian potteries competed against wares from London, Bristol,
and Liverpool. It seems possible that anecdotal examples of hinterland shippers could be
identified. That British merchants’ practice of purchasing sugar and then exchanging
goods on credit to the hinterland plantations was commonplace. Best and Levitt
(2009:21) note that the “plantation economy is organized as a total institution; one unit of
production is self-contained, a closed economy, its primary links are external and almost
exclusively with the parent firm in the metropole.”
This idea, while likely true to some extent, reduces the potential for observing and
acknowledging subtle differences that would make for a more complete and accurate
understanding of the past. They note that the structure of output is that resources are
concentrated on direct production of the staple and that the diversion of land and labor to
the production of intermediate goods is more expensive than importing them (Best and
Levitt 2009:21). This idea may seem obvious at first, but planters and plantations did
operate outside the system. The SPG not only directed resources to the production of
non-staples, it sold those wares locally as well. Historical resources indicate that the SPG
sold ceramics, rum, and clayed sugar to other plantations and to local people (USPG
Microfilm 1984). As discussed in detail later, the SPG went away from the local
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production of ceramics and switched over to producing barrels for use in the production
of sugar, making it possible that plantation owners decided the costs of training labor in
the production of ceramics was not financially sound, thus stopping the production of
ceramic sugar wares.
With a somewhat limited view Best and Levitt (2009:53) describe the economic
role of slaves in that they would be used only in the field to produce the staple (sugar) or
in the “house” to wait upon the planters. In Best and Levitt’s model there is no space for
slaves as artisan craftspeople (2009:53). They state “subsistence wage goods and
domestic services have no exchange value in terms of metropolitan cash and are not
tradable” (Best and Levitt 2009:54). Best and Levitt’s model is often too restrictive, and
this limits its applicability. The reality is that during the eighteenth century, many of the
people in Barbados were enslaved and used as part of the agro-industrial plantation
complex rather than just as labor in the field or house.
A broader perspective of plantation economy more in line with my view is
outlined by Mintz and Hall (1960), Armstrong (1990), Armstrong and Kelly (2000),
Higman (1996) and Hauser (2001; 2008) and is adhered to in this research. This
framework has been extremely useful to historians and archaeologists in the Caribbean in
that it examines both the social and the economic aspects of the political economy. I
examine the model in general and then look at how some archaeologists have applied it to
their research. I conclude this section by discussing how the approach of looking at local
production adds to our understanding of political economy.
Sidney Mintz and Douglas Hall wrote the seminal article on the slaves’ internal
marketing system of Jamaica (1960). This article has indeed become a foundation for
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most studies that examine the economic, political and social aspects of the lives of the
enslaved throughout the Caribbean. The foundation of their argument is that the markets
were established by colonial law but were mainly stocked and operated by slaves. The
slaves supplied all sorts of provisions and goods, which they grew on household plots or
as part of provisioning grounds provided by estate management. The operation of
provisioning grounds was mostly left under the control of the slaves. Mintz and Hall
argue that these provisioning grounds and household plots were initially intended by the
white European planters to produce provisions for the slaves and their families and that
only as excesses were produced did the marketing of these products really begin to occur
(Mintz and Hall 1960). By providing provisioning grounds, the owners put the onus on
the slaves to provide their own food with only supplemental distributions provided by the
plantation. For the planters, this reduced costs of imported foods and curbed the problems
of importing food during periods of war when shipping was restricted. Planters, by
allowing slaves a day off and some marginal land, were rewarded with fewer
responsibilities and lowered costs. For the slaves, provisioning grounds meant additional
work on their days off and, in Jamaica, oftentimes required significant travel. Mintz and
Hall (1960) note that the positives of the system included access to a variety of foodstuffs
and goods including clothing and household items. The slaves were also generally
unsupervised during their times in the household plots and provisioning grounds, which
likely provided a slight easing of control. Mintz and Hall’s (1970) work speaks directly to
the references and situation of Jamaica. The authors’ comments regarding Barbados are
mostly to distinguish between Barbados and Jamaica.
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Barry Higman (1996:212), in response to a gap in the understanding of patterns of
exchange in plantation economy, noted that typical studies of plantation economy have
focused on the external trade of cash crops. The second, less-well studied area involves
the internal economy. Three forms of internal exchanges have been identified by Higman
(1996:212-3). The first of these is the study of internal exchange that occurred during the
period of slavery that involved the “independent production and consumption by the
slaves.” The second form of internal exchange involved the “movement of plantation
products to local merchants” for internal sale (Higman 1996:213). The third form
involved the exchange between planters and other rural landholders (Higman 1996:213).
Higman notes that these exchanges may take the form of reciprocal gift-giving or a trade
designed to provide goods and services at market prices. The last two forms of internal
exchange have received significantly less-detailed study. The internal economy (all three
forms) and the external economy are part of an “interlocking system” (Higman
1996:212). Each of these economic networks contributes to the overall understanding of
that system, and the focus on the inter-plantation economy is offered to help narrow the
gap between what is known about the slaves’ internal economy and the external economy.
Higman’s (1996) work helps bridge the gap by discussing inter-plantation trade in people,
livestock and goods, which were all commodities in eighteenth and nineteenth-century
Jamaica. His research mentions a variety of traded goods: “timber, stone, wattles,
bamboo, and lime for building; shingles and thatch for roofing; firewood, sold by the
cord and the bundle; ground provisions, fruits, coconuts, and other foods; all of these and
more entered the formal commodity market of Jamaica” (Higman 1996:221).
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Jamaica is different from Barbados in many aspects, including size and make-up
of their landscapes. The access to lumber, for producing wooden molds and barrels,
allowed Jamaican potters to produce domestic wares rather than sugarwares, which was
not the same for Barbados. The role of planter was also different between Jamaica and
Barbados in that landowners in Jamaica were to a large extent absentees. In Barbados
more planters were often local and not absentees. Being present in the colonies likely
impacted many aspects of life, including how plantation activities were organized and
managed. Higman (1996:224) notes that this internal plantation exchange was
“influenced by the transportation network, the efficiency of marketing or monetary
systems and the ability to communicate information.” Higman’s (1996:212) research
asserts that the focus on plantation-to-plantation exchange does not diminish the
importance of any other form of exchange. Historical documentation from the SPG
provides a significant resource that includes information regarding these plantation-toplantation sales. The details of sales of ceramic wares by the SPG to mostly neighboring
plantations often include names of purchasers, quantities and costs of wares, as well as
the dates when the sales were made.
Mark Hauser, in his book, An Archaeology of Black Markets, provides a study that
investigates local domestic ceramic production and distribution in Jamaica (2008). The
work examines the economic and social roles of the trade networks of the Jamaican
informal economy, including higglers (slaves that travelled from plantation village to
plantation village selling wares) and street markets, and the role of these activities in
developing community amongst slaves by creating spaces that generally excluded the
planters from participation. Hauser notes there has been a tendency to move beyond
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describing the plantation as an economic institution and to focus on the enslaved villages
as a site of community formation (Hauser 2008; Orser 1988:739). This tendency has been
especially powerful and has spread amongst archaeologists working throughout the
Caribbean (Agorsah 1992; Armstrong 1983, 1990, 1999, 2003; Armstrong and Kelly
2000; Handler and Lange 1978). Hauser’s work moves beyond the isolated plantation
slave community and examines the relationship of the enslaved across and in between
plantations. Hauser asserts the need for participants in the markets to “be defined relative
to one another through relationships of power, but also through the shared sets of
meanings that actions in the market drew out” (2008:6).
Hauser identifies a trend amongst historical archaeologists away from evidence of
the colonizer. The top-down perspective found in the work of Pulsipher (1990); Delle
(1998), Pulsipher and Goodwin (1999) has been countered by others working from the
bottom up, examining plantation villages (Armstrong 1990; Higman 1998; Armstrong
and Kelly 2000; Armstrong and Hauser 2004). Hauser’s 2008 approach then seems to fit
into neither a top-down nor a bottom-up perspective but rather seems to examine from the
middle (Armstrong et al. 2008; 2009). The research conducted for this dissertation also is
an attempt to examine relationships from the middle, albeit a different middle than the
one proposed by Hauser (2008). Hauser (2008:10) focuses on domestic use vessels
produced by diaspora populations. While Hauser focuses exclusively on domestic wares,
this research focuses on industrial, architectural, and domestic ceramic wares produced.
The value of studying ceramics is that they have been noted as having plasticity and
durability as forms of material culture, which can inform our understanding of the
political economy in both discrete areas and in broad regions. While Hauser focuses on
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the social life of the enslaved, this research looks broadly at all people within the
plantation system, including slaves, overseers, planters, and lawyers and their roles in the
internal economies.
The political economic relations identified by Feinman were tested according to
Delle (1998:41), when “there was a crisis in capitalism from about 1790 through the early
1850s as the political economy of the British world system experienced significant
structural change.” This global crisis defined by Delle (1998:41) had the regional elites
responding “to this set of changes by attempting to redefine certain spatialities.” In
Barbados, the shift in geographic and physical locations of pottery production from East
coast plantations to itinerant potters along the East coast, to cottage industry in the
Chalky Mount area may have been the local response of both plantation owners and
newly emancipated potters in their efforts to react. It is also possible that the shift actually
represented the regional elites asserting that potters and pottery production were no
longer operable on plantation estates.
The plantation potteries contributed an element to the overall formal plantation
economy. Industrial production of ceramics that occurred at the SPG pothouse produced
sugarwares that directly contributed to the production of sugar and the aspect of the
plantation economy that focuses on exporting sugar. The way the industrial wares were
traded between planters also contributes to the larger plantation economy. In addition to
those industrial wares produced, the pothouses also created architectural wares that were
used in building and constructing mills, boiling houses, curing houses, and distilleries, all
of which also directly contributed to the plantation economy.
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Significantly though, the same pothouses distributed architectural wares for the
building and landscapes of the plantations not directly related to the production of export
sugar. As will be discussed later, both archaeological sites, in fact, produced domestic
wares. While the SPG plantation records document the sale of sugar wares and
architectural ceramics, they fail to mention the sale of domestic ceramics. These domestic
ceramics were produced at these plantation pothouses but not traded by the planters. This
likely indicates that the wares were either kept for distribution among SPG slaves or that
the SPG potters were producing domestic wares for their own use or trade.
This research examines the various scales, local, regional and global, of
interactions in order to further develop our knowledge of social and economic forces that
impact the local production of ceramics, which were made locally, traded regionally and
resulted in economic profits leading to the global production of capital. This work
expands on the understanding of the political economy, developing information that
builds on our views of production, distribution and consumption and expands the
definition provided by Leslie White (1959) to the more broadly defined definition of
Gudeman (2001). The shift in understanding, in turn, contributes to the expanding
definition of how the plantation economy model functions. The new plantation economy
includes a more-widely expressed view that includes examining the varying roles and
interactions of all people, not just of a single group, of the plantation economy and that
discusses the variety of ways the plantation economy is expressed.
Examining the plantation-to-plantation trade where historical evidence is
available is one way of expanding this understanding. This research then expands on
Hauser’s work by investigating industrial, architectural and domestic wares with
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archaeological evidence and historical documents woven together in a contextual
approach to further illuminate and expand on the ideas of plantation-to-plantation sales
by laying bare the evidence of ceramic production and distribution from the SPG
pothouse and the Pothouse. This illumination will increase our knowledge and
understanding of the plantation economy as it existed through the eighteenth-to-mid
nineteenth centuries. The study also attempts to counter tendencies of earlier studies of
planters and more recent efforts examining the social aspects of the enslaved lives in
order to draw back and examine the plantation as both a social and an economic world.
There is no need to consider the two areas as contentious. It is important to use craft
production as a tool to organize and examine the interconnectedness of the people, goods
and processes of local production, distribution and use of the products of the pothouse in
the plantation economy because it the combination of views gives a more complete
picture of the past.

2.2

Craft Production
An important facet of archaeology is that it can shed light on unexpected

relationships by objectively examining the material records of social and economic
relationships that are overlooked or ignored by historical documents (Ferguson 1992:
xliv). Craft production and its social, economic and political interactions are, in general,
often ignored when investigating seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth- centuries
archaeological sites. One way of objectively examining the relationships is to use craft
production as a conceptual system for synthesizing data at varying scales. By using a
parametric system, changing relations are described by interrogating the interaction and
feedback between categories. The application of this process to the Barbados ceramic
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industry provides an opportunity to investigate its usefulness as a tool for historical
archaeology. I believe it is possible to apply this dynamic system of analysis to
archaeological sites in the historic past for which written documents are sparse.
For several decades, the study of craft production has become a major area of
archaeological research, generally drawing on archaeological interests in a variety of
areas including: technology, material culture, daily activities, ecology, economic
organization, political economy, and exchange (Armstrong and Armstrong 2011; Clark
1996; Cobb 1993; Costin 2001:273; Stein 1998). These studies of craft production have
tended to focus on three areas. The first of these, which is the most often studied, is the
relationship between craft specialization and the creation and maintenance of hierarchical
societies (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Childe 1981; Costin 1996; Service 1962; Stein 1998).
The second area considers the social and political implications of craft production and
factors in the issues of power and control (Cobb 1993: Costin 1998; 2001:274). The third
is the connection between craft production and material culture and its role in social and
political relations (Appadurai 1986; Armstrong and Armstrong 2011; Costin 2001:274;
Clark 1996). The usefulness of this typology to historical archaeologists has, in general,
been untested. As an historical archaeologist, I am interested in both the second and third
perspectives.
For historical archaeologists in general, the quantity and quality of historical and
archaeological data will differ by site and, even possibly, by space and time intrasite. The
key then when applying the varying streams of data will be to collect as much as possible
and to put the descriptive data into the typology. By using the craft production
framework, it is possible for researchers to understand the similarities and differences
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across periods of time and space by interrogating the interaction and feedback between
the created categories. Building on the craft production framework (van der Leeuw 1977;
Peacock 1982; Costin 1991; 2001; Sinopoli 2003), I have developed a classificatory
model of ceramic production that may be useful to the study of other craft-oriented
(skilled trades, artisan) systems of production for both the plantation-based and smaller
scale cottage industry. While some of this information seems straightforward or apparent
in its application, the interpretations have the potential to greatly expand our
understanding.
The typology of craft production organization is a useful methodological tool that
allows for the synthesis of data at varying scales (Costin 1991; Rice 1987; Sinopoli 1991;
2003:19; van der Leeuw 1977). Costin’s (1991; 2001) perspectives on craft production
provide a useful conceptual and methodological framework. Costin (2001:276) notes that
“production occurs in many diverse forms and in many contexts,” all of which are
deserving of study. For historical archaeologists, this diversity should be studied to allow
for a greater understanding of the factors of political economy. Parametric typologies are
useful in that they allow for the synthesis of data by allowing flexibility and specificity in
describing production. The parametric system proposed by Costin (1991:8; 2001)
presents an opportunity to examine the changing relations by describing the
characteristics and also by interrogating the interaction and feedback between categories.
The application of this process to the Barbados ceramic industry provides an opportunity
to investigate its usefulness to historical archaeology and will allow for cross-cultural
comparisons. This research expands the use of Costin’s (1991, 2001:274) parametric
scale of organization of production beyond its major intent, which is to examine
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specialization. The examination of the organization of production provides a framework
for weaving together archaeological and textual details from both sites. The broad
parametric categories used to analyze the production system include: artisans, means of
production, organization and social relationships of production, objects, relationships of
distribution, and consumers (Costin 2001:277). These six components, when examined
together form the “production system.”
2.2.1 Artisans and Craft Production
The category of artisans attempts to answer questions of who is potting, what they
are producing and why they craft what they do. Not all people in a society are tasked with
performing specialized craft tasks. This is especially true within the eighteenth and
nineteenth-century sugar plantations (Handler 1972). The potters involved in the
production of artifacts in the Parish of St. John that were investigated for this study and
the mid-twentieth century potters investigated by Handler at Chalky Mount were
operating under differing social and political conditions. Understanding artisan identity
will include many factors, some of which are ethnicity, age, gender, and legal status. With
the use of historical and ethnographic data, researchers can include some of these factors
in our understanding and interpretations. In the case of the SPG pothouse, we have
names, genders, ages and legal status. A cautionary note from Matthew Johnson
(1999:221) is that “the fact that they [slave, overseer, manager, lawyers, and religious
leaders] have names does not mean that we necessarily have a more secure grasp on their
supposed individuality.” Names, ages, genders, ethnicities, legal status, and occupations
are categories that can often be addressed with historical data but are more problematic to
determine with archaeological data. Although this research examines the craft producers
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it is necessary to note that potters at the two Parish of St. John Potteries reflect industrial
production and support of the sugar plantations and capital economy. The potters of
Chalky Mount are involved in the craft production aimed at the production of domestic
goods.
One factor of artisan identity within a slave-based system is based on the idea of
recruitment of artisans. Lascelles, in his 1786 Instructions for the Management of a
Plantation in Barbados, and for the Treatment of Negroes, made the following statement
regarding the assignment of position to work gang: “The application of their labour to
works suited to their strength and ability requires the strictest attention” (Lascelles
1786:22). Higman (1995:189) relies on Roughley (1823) to establish that age was one of
key factors that impacted how value occupations or gangs were assigned. Roughley
(1823:61) also distinguished that coloured (Creole for Barbados) “should not be
employed in field labour and that they should be given a preference in the training of
tradesman.” Higman (1995:188) discussed the tendency of Jamaican planters to place
value and to assign jobs on the “basis of their sex, age, colour, birthplace and health.” The
occupations of slaves at Codrington in 1781 indicate that of the 18 artisans and
watchmen, all were male and 17 were adults (Bennett (1958:12). The gendered “reality”
was that task allocation according to gender was likely the most important factor in
determining roles as craftsmen. This notion is true at plantations in Jamaica as well. At
Rose Hall no females were assigned to any skilled trade or any job related to the
processing of sugar cane in the mill yards. The addition of new slaves at the SPG
plantations in 1761 made it possible to attempt to recover skilled trades amongst its
slaves. Rather than buying already skilled tradesman as slaves, the Society’s attorneys
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attempted to “make a choice of Boys of some ingenuity” that may learn the required
vocations. There were no experienced workmen to train the new apprentices within the
estate, so the recruited boys were “put out to other workmen” to learn their trade.
According to 1762 rosters of slaves from the SPG estates, three males are listed as
potters. It is unclear what training these three males (Jack Drummer, Cudjoe and Scipio)
received. Clearly the archaeological record is unable to contribute to our understanding of
artisan recruitment. It should at least be considered when looking at the artisan category
of the craft production framework.
Typically, studies of craft production into the 1990s have placed the artisans
sharply apart from the consumers (Arnold and Munns 1994). More recent studies have
instead questioned the lack of “power” ascribed to artisans and have instead shown that
they may have been able to determine or influence their conditions of employment and
compensation (Sinopoli 1998). The plantation and surrounds cannot be considered purely
economic or purely social, but rather a combination of both. It is within this complex
situation of ceramic production that the social status of the people involved in the
production, use, and distribution is considered. Orser (1988:738) notes “status” is
extremely dynamic and cannot be applied to whole groups of people. Studies of social
relationships between the people involved in potting, instructing, ordering, distributing
and using involves looking beyond perceived status to looking more closely at
relationships when possible. The notion of status is outdated and cannot be allowed to
carry weight.
One problem of the concept of status is that no individual or group can accurately
describe status because the concept is based on perceptions that cannot be accurately
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relayed. For instance, Daniel Hundley identified the mid-nineteenth literate white
perspective when he wrote the Social Relations in our Southern States in 1860 (Orser
1988:740). Hundley (1860) reported that social status amongst slaves was based on their
connection to their roles in domestic/artisan/field occupations and that closeness of the
slave to the mansion house was an indicator of status. According to Hundley, household
servants were considered to carry the most prestige and to be the higher status than
artisans and field slaves. This perspective reports the situation as some white observers
might have wanted to believe. More recent historical studies have indicated that this was,
in fact, not how the enslaved people thought of themselves. A noted historian of the
African Diaspora, J. W. Blasingame has examined fugitive slave narratives to explore
plantation life in the antebellum South and has determined that the enslaved had a
different ranking system altogether and that “those that could heal the sick, preach, teach,
entertain, and fool the master were accorded higher social positions” (Blasingame 1979).
These conflicting perspectives draw attention to the problematic efforts of identifying
social status either historically or archaeologically. Orser (1988:741) notes that even
though the occupation-based hierarchy is problematic, it remains important for
archaeologists because it helps examine the plantation’s power structure.
Examining the interactions between people involved in the potting process, it is
possible to draw out the differences and to consider the interactions between the people
(Farmer 2011; Finch 2013). The data for this portion is historical in nature. Historical
data at the SPG provides a window, albeit a narrow one, into the interactions between the
people involved in potting and plantation management.
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In this project we can look at several factors that will help fill out the data about
the potters, especially in the case of Pothouse where written records are sparse. The first
of these involves examining the intensity of production, which considers the amount of
time artisans spend on their crafts. This has been measured in several ways. One of these
ways has been to examine the types and quantity of trash deposits in order to infer the
range and proportion of activities (Costin 1991; Hegmon et al 1995). In this case, the
quantity of mixed-production debris and greater quantities of domestic trash is implied to
mean a greater quantity of activities and therefore a lower level of pottery production
intensity (Costin 2001:280). The second approach is to “examine the volume and density
of tools and manufacturing debris recovered from production loci” (Costin 2001:281;
describing the work of Arnold and Santley 1993:240). Costin’s critique of this method
involves the lack of objective criteria for evaluating concentrations. In addition to
archaeological data, historical data are also available that allows for the examination of
the intensity of production. Account books and ledgers provide an indication of the
quantity of wares produced and, in some cases, the number of workers at the SPG
pothouse.
Scheduling and seasonality are also factors that impact our understanding of the
artisans. Part-time producers are likely to only craft during certain times of year.
Ethnographically this includes periods of low agricultural production (Handler
1965:256). In the case of the SPG pothouse, the argument for seasonality is made via
historic documents recording the sales of wares.
Compensation is another factor to consider in regard to the artisans. For the
enslaved potters this idea of compensation is problematic. In general, slaves were
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uncompensated or were compensated by provisions occasionally provided to them. In
other cases they were provided provisioning grounds on which to grow crops that then
could be sold or traded. The archaeological contexts excavated and examined for this
project are not useful for looking at compensation.
Skill is a measure that has been asserted more often than it has been
demonstrated. Discussion of skills is often based on the technology or knowledge, tasks
and procedures of said technology. For example, claims are often made that wheel
technology requires more skill than hand throwing pots. One way that has been used is
the use of error or success rates of production in order to address skill is shell bead
production (Arnold and Munns 1994). Another effort to measure skill was conducted by
Karlin and Julien (1994) who suggest that the use of subpar materials attests to the skills
of the artisan. The problem with these efforts for ceramic studies is that there are
additional factors that impact pottery production efforts, including material failure,
location in kiln during the firing process, mishandling during removal.
2.2.2 Means of Production
The means of production category includes items related to the actual production,
i.e. raw materials and the technology used to create the finished products. The category
for means of production includes several potential areas of study. The first of these is the
examination of raw material sources. Once the sources of raw material are known, it is
possible to infer other characteristics of production by mapping and analyzing the spatial
aspects of resource acquisition, i.e. the distance to clay sources, the distance to water, the
quality of clays available locally (Costin 2001:286). Compositional studies were not
completed for this project although identification of known clay and water sources is
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accomplished. The second factor of means of production is determining who owns the
clay sources and how access to the land is granted to the potters. Clay sources and access
can be examined by looking through written sources and determining who owns the land
or has legal access to the clay sources.
Another avenue for exploring the means of production is studying its technology.
In previous studies of means of production some have focused almost entirely on the
reconstruction of the manufacturing techniques (Arnold 1985; van der Leeuw 1977).
Costin (2001:287) notes that more recent efforts have attempted to focus on the roles and
meanings of technology, the relationships between technology and socioeconomic
activities, and the social /political implications of differences in technology. Costin
(2001:288) identifies several aspects of technology typically of interest to craft
production studies, which are efficiency, output, control, and variability. Efficiency is the
study of the amount of energy and raw material input per unit of output (Costin
2001:289). Efficiency has often been used to distinguish between attached and
independent production (Costin 2001:289). The implication that has been drawn is that
independent artisans are efficient and attached specialists are not because of the
mechanisms of distribution: the competitiveness of markets constrains independent
producers to produce their wares in a cost-efficient manner (limiting time and materials)
whereas attached artisans need not be concerned with such limitations because their
‘market’ is assured through patronage (Costin 2001:289).
This line of reasoning though does not seem to be consistent with eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century plantation practices, especially the SPG’s efforts as they were very
cognizant of costs (USPG Microfilm 1984). It does seem however that the SPG did have
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other social and political factors in consideration. The SPG typically had island planters
set on a committee and had absentee planters residing in England along with the
archbishop on the London Committee. Costin (2001:290) also notes that there are “many
reasons to suggest social and political variables influence technological strategies not just
economic variables.”
This project does attempt to describe the tools and technology used in the ceramic
production process. In the case of this study, the information regarding the kiln structure
and tools will be examined. Many of the items produced at the SPG Pothouse were
created in molds while the wares produced at the Pothouse site were turned on a potter’s
wheel. Costin notes those technologies that purported to increase efficiency may not
actually increased ceramic production (2001:290). As an example, Costin (2001:290)
notes:
…it is often assumed that molds greatly speed ceramic production.
However, although vessel forming may take less time, pots must be dried
in the mold—which takes much time—so that many molds are needed to
make many pots. Making molds takes time. Thus using molds is not
always efficient. The real ‘value’ of mold technology may be that (1)
unskilled labor can be employed and (2) products are more standardized.
Costin’s example seems to indicate a decrease in efficiency initially, but the molds, once
produced, likely lasted for multiple uses and as such over time would cause an increase in
efficiency. The use of molds was definitely used during the production of architectural
wares like bricks and brick pavers excavated from the SPG pothouse site.
2.2.3 Organization and Social Relationships of Production
The spatial and social organizations of production are the two elements that
Costin (2001:293) believes are critical to understanding the craft production organization.
From these two aspects, the levels of nucleation or dispersal of manufacturing and the
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sociopolitical context in which production occurs can be inferred (Costin 2001:293). Both
are important because they affect how artisans gain access to consumers and how
consumers gain access to goods.
Describing the permanent features identified at these two sites is the first
necessary step toward inferring the organization of production. The social organization of
production is measured by examining where “producers are located in social space”
(Costin 2001:296). Were the sites household-related or nondomestic in nature? Did the
potters work in individual or workshop arrangements? This is inferred from details on the
size of the facility: workshop implies a certain size (large), workgroup composition
(unrelated people), and context (nondomestic) (Costin 2001:296).
The area of production involves the relative dispersal and aggregation of
producers. Costin (2001:295) notes that two extremes exist in regard to the concentration
of potters; at one extreme the producers are evenly distributed among the populations
they serve and at the other they are concentrated in a single location. In Barbados the
level of dispersal varied over time. Data collected from historic period tax levies has been
tabulated by Handler (1963a) and indicates that pot kilns and potters were neither evenly
disbursed nor concentrated into a single location in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth
centuries (Table 2.1). By the beginning of the twentieth century historical and
ethnographic sources indicate that the pottery industry had consolidated at the village of
Chalky Mount in the Parish of St. Andrew. Costin (2001:295) notes that many features
exist that are used to explain the concentration of production and that these include access
to raw materials, labor, transportation modes, consumers, and the location and
mechanisms of exchange.
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The production unit involves the relationship of the producers and the size and
internal structure of the work group. Some of the data for this comes from records but
other portions including the size, composition and social context must be inferred from
the archaeological record or, more specifically, from the physical location where
production takes place (Costin 2001:296). The distinction between individual (smallscale) and workshop (large-scale) production and the distinction between household (kinbased) and nondomestic production must also be made (Costin 2001:296). Costin
(2001:296) also believes that, in addition, understanding the organization
Table 2.1:

Pottery kilns in Barbados during the Eighteenth Century according to
selected tax records (from Handler and Lange 1978:142).

Parish
St. Andrew

1710
8

1716
9

1731
-

1750-51
-

1752-53
-

1755
6

1757
-

1758-59
-

1760
-

St. Joseph

4

7

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

St. John

2

2

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

St. Philip

5

9

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

St. Thomas
St. Peter

4
1

0
0

-

-

-

2
0

-

-

-

St. Lucy

0

0

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

St. James

0

0

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

St. Michael

0

0

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

St. George
Christ Church

0
0

0
0

-

-

-

0
0

-

-

-

Total

24

27

26

18

19

19

20

18

15

The – indicates the information was not recorded by Parish.

and rules of operation including task allocation and chain of command is a necessary
goal, albeit a difficult one to do from archaeological data.
Were the potters at the two sites attached or independent? One way of determining
this is by examining the legal status of the potters. The definition of these terms is based
on whether the labor or the products produced were controlled by people other than the
potters. Costin’s (2001:298) definition of independent is when “producers have unfettered
access to the means of production, make their own technological choices and have
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unrestricted access to consumers.” Attached forms are determined “when the right to
make decisions about any of these components of the production system is vested in
external individuals” (Costin 2001:298). Costin (2001:298) notes that the items produced
by attached and independent producers are different in that only “attached artisans
produce goods with extrinsic, extra-utilitarian functions that can be exploited only by a
subset of the population.” Industrial sugarwares are exactly the type of good that Costin
(2001:298) refers to as “extra-utilitarian.” Costin does not take into account that the
producers may have been producing these goods on their own account and selling them to
plantations, thereby meeting market needs. Industrial sugarwares are exactly the types of
goods that secure inequality by controlling sugar production and by helping maintain the
planter-based economy. The measuring of units of sugar, especially clayed sugar, for a
period of time was the term “pots.”
2.2.4 Objects of Production, Industrial, Domestic, and Architectural Wares
The consumption of craft objects is termed “demand” by Costin (2001:303). She
proposes that this makes “consumers and consumption contexts active participants in the
production system” (Costin 2001:303). The concept of demand includes the objects, the
quantity of a particular category of objects used and the identity of the social entities that
used them (Costin 2001:303). Description of the object, including its physical
characteristics and its intended use, is a critical step. This can be done through a
combination of archival and archaeological sources. Recovered artifacts will be described
based on rim diameter, rim form, base diameter and form, any decoration, glazing, and
handles. Efforts to identify the quantity of artifacts used are important because it helps to
explain the importance and potential meaning of the objects. In addition to qualifying this
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description, researchers must demonstrate the “meaning” of the objects to the potter,
overseer, plantation manager, plantation consumers and plantation owner. The objects
were imbued with “value, power, and meaning” during their production (Costin
2001:304).
2.2.5 Relationships of Distribution
Determining the relationships of distribution is a necessary step in comparing the
SPG pothouse and Pothouse sites. Who was trading the wares and who was receiving
them are important questions for advancing our understanding of the ceramic industry in
Barbados and will help us examine social relationships and networks that existed. Were
the potters involved in the enslaved internal economy or were planters/managers
controlling ceramic distribution? There is great potential for understanding social
relationships in Barbados based on studying patterns of ceramic distribution. Most of the
data for this portion comes from historical documents, which tracked the sales of goods
between planters.
Special opportunities exist for advancing our understanding of the island’s
plantation economy and the relationships between and amongst potters, planters,
managers, and consumers based on the internal sales of ceramic wares. Bennett (1958)
indicates that ceramic wares produced at Codrington were being sold to “neighbors.” By
examining account books from Codrington, researchers find it possible to reconstruct a
portion of the trade network with the SPG's Codrington estate at the center. This trade
network will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. Archaeologically, identifying
clay sources and connecting these with contemporaneous archaeological finds at
neighboring plantations will indicate whether plantations were involved in trade with
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Codrington or Pothouse. The connection of estates based on archaeological remains is
outside of the purview of this research and remains as a project of future interest. The use
of historical documents within a geographic information system GIS framework allows
for the spatial relationships to be illustrated and studied.
2.2.6 Consumers of Industrial, Domestic and Architectural Earthenware
Consumers are the last component of the production system. Just who are the
consumers of the ceramics produced locally in the Parish of St. John? As mentioned
previously, the sugarwares, especially the molds and drips, seem to have only one group
of consumers, the planters. The consumers of architectural and domestic ceramics are still
open for debate, although the historical evidence produced at the SPG pothouse indicates
planters were the consumers of the goods sold in the plantation-to-plantation economy.
Most likely the architectural artifacts produced at the SPG pothouse were produced for
the plantation’s physical use and the sale to neighbors. The users of domestic wares likely
varied when they were produced. Historical records indicate that craft goods, including
ceramics, sold in the Bridgetown market were purchased by locals of all economic and
social classes (Moxly 1886:98).
Compositional studies have proven useful in addressing a variety of research
questions including sourcing artifacts, identifying cultural variability, and analyzing
exchange relationships, to name a few (Costin 2001:306). Compositional studies were
considered out of the purview of this dissertation as the focus was on craft production. .
Archaeological samples were, however, collected during excavation and can be analyzed
in the future by using NAA or petrographic analysis or by using the system Siedow
(2011) established using microfossils.
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To date, the craft production framework is relatively untested in historical
archaeology. In further chapters, the use of the framework is tested as data from the SPG
Pothouse and the Colleton Pothouse are applied to the framework. The craft production
framework was primarily intended for the study of early state and empire formation
processes as social and economic differentiation are critical to defining these processes
(Sinopoli 2003:13). The uses of parametric typologies add to our ability as historical
archaeologists to understand and relate craft production throughout the Caribbean. Not all
pottery production in Barbados and the other Caribbean islands has been carried out in
the same fashion. Potters of differing ethnicities, ages, and legal statuses responded to
power relations (plantation economy) and market need, desires and available goods.
Using the craft production framework to examine the differences between craft
production and craft industry, we can understand the similarities and differences across
periods of time and space by interrogating the interaction and feedback between the
created categories. By building on the craft production framework, I developed a
classificatory model of ceramic production that may be useful to other artisan/craft
oriented systems of production.

2.3

Technology
Historical archaeology is ideally positioned to track changes in technology and

production (both craft and industrial) because these are highly material processes with
concrete signatures embedded in the archaeological record (Lemonnier 1989;
Pfaffenberger 1992; 1998; Scarlett 1999; Shackel 1996; Sinopoli 1991; 2003). This
research views technology as a social process to be investigated on two different, yet
interconnected, scales. The first scale examines broad-scale historical changes in
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technology. My dissertation assesses the impact of internal and external historical forces
on technological processes. The second scale of analysis targets the social aspects of
ceramic technology, with special focus on the types of ceramics produced, why they were
necessary, how they were produced and by whom, and how ceramic production was
organized on the island. Each of these questions is connected with the others and none are
meant to stand alone in this investigation.
The examination of technological processes in anthropology and historical
archaeology has too often focused on the particularistic study of invention and its
chronological implications rather than on the people who worked these technologies and
how they affected their day-to-day lives. This false dichotomy, between technology and
society, has begun to be deconstructed in several studies (e.g. Bourdieu 1979; Dietler and
Herbich 1998; Dobres 2000; Dobres and Hoffman 1994; 1999; Hegmon 1998; Peregrine
1991; Pfaffenberger 1988; 1992; 1998; Shanks and Tilley 1982; Stark 1999; van der
Leeuw 1993:239). The notion of technology as process is an effort to coordinate and
understand how and why technology helps create social relationships and at the same
time is the indicator of the same relationships. One way the idea that technology is a
process can be seen is to use the idea that technology is a process is to use chaine
operatoire in order to document the changes that occurred over time at each of the
production sites. As a concept, “technology-as-process” opens several profitable areas of
inquiry. I argue that by focusing on the social relations of production, distribution, and
consumption as sets of processes, we can begin to bridge the distance between artifacts
and the technologies (again as social processes) that produce them.
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Jones’s (2002:127) research supports this idea as he has recently emphasized that
the study of technology “entails social relationships and always engenders meaning.”
Delle (1998:2) notes how late eighteenth- and mid-nineteenth-century British colonial
production was a sector within international capitalism, and thus operated under a
division of labor through which production, distribution, and consumption of
commodities significantly contributed to the definition of race, gender and class
identities. Van der Leeuw (1993:240) notes that the inclusion of social context makes
technological studies more anthropological “because it becomes a convenient and broad
avenue to understanding the organizational and representational principles underlying the
society which uses them.” Technology is basically a social matter to investigate
technology is to study social behaviors and meanings. In addition to examining artifacts
via chaine operatoire for material indicators of the social processes, the historical records
must also be scoured to find glimpses of meaning.
2.3.1 How People Employ Artifacts
Through their use, artifacts develop cultural meanings. One goal of this research
is to identify the social purposes and the cultural meaning of technological artifacts used
in sugar processing, specifically the locally-produced ceramics that served that purpose.
It is important to first identify the people involved in the Barbadian ceramic industry,
which I define broadly. This construction is broad in the sense that it includes many
different occupations, social, ethnic and national categories of people. These include all
the communities that influenced and were influenced by the ceramic industry, comprising
enslaved and free Afro-Barbadian potters, white potters, plantation managers, plantation
owners, consumers of ceramic goods, craftsmen (builders), merchants in Barbados,
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America, and England. The relationships between these individuals and groups of people
changed and developed as their activities (ordering, producing, purchasing, trading,
personal and business relationships) were altered by their contexts of interaction.
Pfaffenberger (1992:500) builds on Giddens’ (1979) conception of structuration to the
effect that “people construct their social world using the social resources and structures at
hand, but their activities modify the structures even as they are reproduced.” According
to Dobres (2000:133), “structures encompass many things, but specifically the
conditions, contexts, rules, and resources (human and non-human) with which individuals
and communities engage during the practice of everyday life.” It is important to consider
these interactions between individuals, structures and artifacts as both the construction for
and of social and functional purposes. By layering or interweaving historical and
archaeological data between and across these groups, I hope to account for these players.
By laying out the historical contexts and then discussing the roles of the people and the
archaeological evidence left behind using methodologies that fall under the frameworks
of craft production, the results should show an understanding of how and why artifacts
are employed by people as indicators of social and cultural meanings.
On the surface, it seems that ceramic sugarwares served a single functional role in
the plantation contexts in Barbados. Even, so it is possible that these items had other
meanings for the many constituents of Barbados. Current ideas about the function of
these unglazed red earthenware vessels have, to date, only been considered in regards to
their functional role, hence the items are known as sugarwares. This a priori assumption
on the part of researchers should be acknowledged and efforts should be made to expand
our understanding of the social roles of these vessels. “The function of the artifact can be
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only known by comprehending the perceived social role, which in turn, can be known
only from the contextual analysis that fully explores the dimensions of period
sensibilities” (Pfaffenberger 1992:504). It is possible that sugar molds and molasses drip
jars are also symbols of economic status. More raw sugar, equaling money and political
capital, meant that planters required larger facilities for processing. In the case of ceramic
sugarwares, having more of them could be considered a symbol of the worth of the
plantation. This worth not only meant financial wealth but could also include prestige
among neighbors and, for the plantation managers on the Codrington estates, among the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel leaders in England. The possible social or
“ritual” meanings of sugar molds and drips have been left unexplored to date.
It is possible that, based on documentary sources, we can explore some of the
potential ritual meanings because these meanings play a “prominent role in coordinating
labor” and play an equally important role in “defining the function of material culture”
(Pfaffenberger 1992:503). In this research, the context for the Barbadian ceramic industry
spanned across the periods of slavery and emancipation and operated during a time
period in which a harsh social system based on plantation hierarchy controlled many
aspects of daily life. The sociotechnical system shows the imprint of the context from
which it arose, since system builders must draw on existing social and cultural resources”
(1992:500). Plantation potters operated inside a sugar- based plantation setting, and as a
result of the influences of that setting, likely responded in a manner that was personally,
culturally and socially appropriate.
One potential source for advancing our understanding of technology and the
meanings associated with plantation artisan crafts may be the use of analogy, comparing
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references from other artisans and plantations in Barbados and then the surrounding
Caribbean. This information can then be related to back to the two pottery production
sites in this study. A second resource is the use of historical records to construct the
context that surrounded the pottery industry. These potential records may be useful in
identifying attitudes and ideas about the goods produced, consumed and distributed
which can then be related to the ceramics. By using SPG records, we can examine social
relationships between managers and the SPG hierarchy. Understanding the relationships
between managers and artisans, in general, and potters, specifically, results in advancing
our understanding of the how and why of social relations of the pottery industry and of
the plantation system itself.
2.3.2 Culture and Technological Innovation
This examination of technology used for sugar curing processes attempts to move
beyond what Feinman (2004:1) calls the “broad recognition of transitions such as the
regional shifts in tool complexes.” The goal is to supplement the qualitative nature of the
past descriptions with a more nuanced understanding of technology and its impact on
social relations, with a clearer understanding of the processes involved with technological
choice. A thorough understanding would address questions not only related to which
technology was chosen, but also why it was chosen, what impact that choice had on the
planters’, owners’ and managers’ lives and the lives of the potters, enslaved or free.
According to Killick (2004:571), “no explanation of an observed technological change is
complete unless it relates the observed technology to the choices whether explicit or
unconscious made by human beings.” Pinch and Bijker (1984) describe the process in the
following way:
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New technology appears in a variety of forms. The process is analogous to
the species-multiplying effect of an adaptive radiation of biological forms
in an unoccupied series of niches. Some forms survive; others die. In this
process the determinant of survival is not merely economic, technical or
rational. On the contrary, the surviving form is the one selected by a social
group that succeeds in imposing its choice over competing forms”
(Pfaffenberger 1988:240).
Van de Leeuw (1993:240) notes that “choices presuppose alternatives.” The
planters and managers had alternatives when it came to sugar processing technology.
Choices ranged from gravitational methods such as wooden casks and molds and
ceramic sugar molds and drip jars, to later steam-powered options such as the vacuum,
the Gadesden pan and centrifuge technologies. Before steam technologies were invented
and introduced, the gravitational methods and their associated material culture (wooden
molds, ceramic molds, and wooden barrels) were used. The use of wood and ceramic
materials coexisted on the island from the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries. It is
proposed that these technologies may have varied as social, economic, and political
relationships varied over time and were influenced by natural events. There could also be
a combination of old and new technologies through the continued use of the more
traditional gravitational methods of wood casks and ceramic molds that remained even
after the shift to steam technology commenced.
In the Caribbean, the shift to steam began in the early- to mid-nineteenth century
(Deerr 1949:559). The steam-powered centrifuge was patented in 1837 and when steam
technology first arrived in Barbados in 1846, there was one steam engine and 506
windmills on the island. This transitional process occurred slowly in Barbados. It has
been noted that in 1911 only 109 of the 329 plantations used steam power while 220 still
used wind power (Deerr 1949:166). It remains to be determined whether and to what
degree the steam engines were used in the production of sugar. It is likely that the steam
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power replaced the wind-powered mills in the crushing of cane but that they did not
replace other methods (gravitational) of curing the molten sugar. Social ideas about steam
technology and challenges to planters during the post-emancipation period seem likely
contributors to the transition from labor and resource-intensive gravitational processing
methods to steam technologies with their significant monetary costs. Shifts in regional
political economy have been defined by Delle (1998:24) as resulting from “periods of
crisis within the wider colonial world economy.” According to Delle (1998:24), two
examples of these shifts that disrupted the social relations of production are the abolition
of the slave trade in 1809 and of slavery in 1834. The resultant shifts in technology, from
ceramic to steam, forced planters and potters to negotiate new relations of production that
went from planter to potter-controlled. These new relations were still dependent as they
had been in the past, on a variety of external pressures including their dependence on
market forces, production thresholds, demand, consumptive habits, natural forces, etc.,
which are relations of production over which the potters had little control.
The social constructionist approach, according to Killick (2004:571), with which I
strongly agree, concludes that “first that there is usually more than one technology that
satisfies the minimum requirements for any given task; and, second, that the choice of a
particular technology from a pool of satisfactory alternatives may be strongly influenced
by the beliefs, social structure and prior choices of the society or group [or individual]
under study.” According to Killick (2004) and van der Leeuw (1993), explanations of
technological change have asserted that change is attributable to “natural, unseen hands”
such as environment, selection, market forces, efficiency, and adaptation or the
inevitability of progress. Killick (2004:572) continues, stating that “technological
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practices are obviously constrained by the laws of physics and chemistry and by their
geological, ecological and historical settings. But within these constraints there is usually
more than one possible way of accomplishing a given technical task. Social
constructionists want to know why option A was preferred to functionally equivalent
options B and C.” Van der Leeuw’s (1993:239) research indicates that access to raw
materials, “turns out to be only very rarely the limiting constraint in the manufacture of
pottery.” Natural forces are the result of influences such as beliefs, social structure, prior
choices and traditions. This project examines if ceramic production changed from
producing industrial to domestic forms and if those changes also implied a shift in the
organization of labor. If the change did occur, it is projected that three larger factors
(emancipation, shifts in available technology, and expanding trade relations) likely played
an important role. However, these large structural forces were also mediated by social
relationships that influenced how people responded to broad changes.
The technology choices and processes are intertwined with a variety of “social”
factors. Pfaffenberger (1988: 238) argues that this is not simply “technological
determinism… choices exist in the process of technological deployment and consequent
societal transformation.” When investigating these choices, we should consider the
developers and decision makers by examining techniques and artifacts, but we must also
consider the many varied facets of technology including its social, economic, historical,
legal, scientific, and political contexts. One possible way of explaining the choices
planters faced is through the use of historical records.
Technological choices go on to alter the society in which they are made.
According to Pfaffenberger (1992:512), “where technological change has apparently
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disrupted so-called ’traditional societies,’ the villain is much more likely to be
colonialism than technology.” While Pfaffenberger’s argument was directed towards
“traditional societies,” it is important to consider the role of colonialism and the roles of
earlier systems of slave-based plantations in Barbados. This is especially important when
we evaluate the impact of these changes on the ceramic industry and the shift from an
industrial-based production to a craft-based industry like the one that developed at
Chalky Mount. “In technological adjustment, impact constituencies –the people who lose
when a new production process or artifact is introduced–engage in strategies to
compensate for the loss of self-esteem, social prestige, and social power caused by
technology” (Pfaffenberger 1992:506). If it is determined that there was, in fact, a
change, and the Colleton Pothouse kiln does reflect that change, then it is likely that the
workless potters had to shift their production away from sugarwares to produce other
items as a strategy for survival. It is “in this process that they make use of contradictions,
ambiguities, and inconsistencies within the hegemonic frame of meaning” as they try to
validate their actions by controlling and altering “the discourse that affects them so
insidiously and they try to alter the discursively regulated social contexts” (Pfaffenberger
1992:506).
As plantations shifted from slave labor to wage labor, many planters and
managers responded by attempting to use more technology to minimize their needs for
labor. While the field laborers continued in near slave-like conditions, it seems the
owners shifted from supporting pottery production to relying on burgeoning steam
technology. In the 1850s, the itinerant free potters, continued to produce sugarwares for
planters that could not afford the investment in steam technology. They also shifted and
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began to produce more architectural and domestic wares in response to the changing
needs of consumers. Colleton Pothouse potters may have continued the potting tradition,
producing similar forms as they experimented with new ones to reflect the changes in
their orders. Either of these options represents their response and interaction with the
changing social relations of the period. We know that pottery production in the Parish of
St. John trickled out and was replaced by production in the village of Chalky Mount in
the Parish of St. Andrew. When this transition actually occurred still remains unknown
(Handler 1963). In his articles on the history and ethnography of the Barbadian pottery
manufacture, Handler (1963, 1964) interviewed potters from Chalky Mount who believed
that the initial potters came from somewhere in St. John.
It is important to recognize the complexity of these relationships as Pfaffenberger
(1988:244) observes.
Any study of technology’s impact is in consequence the study of complex,
intercausal relationships between one form of social behavior and another.
There is no question of finding a nice, neat causal arrow that points from
an independent variable to a dependent one, for the causal arrows run both
ways (or every which way), even in what appears to be the simplest of
settings.
I agree with Pfaffenberger, which is why I acknowledge that changing factors are not
causal factors but complex contexts for framing changes as they occurred. This
complexity requires us to examine the contexts at multiple scales from large-scale
processes such as those associated with various Atlantic relationships and inter-island or
regional interactions to smaller-scale ones specific to Barbados, the Parish of St John’s,
and the site-level. This complex web of relations is a difficult relationship to uncover, but
it is the challenge I have set forth. The web is built on the interaction of these various
levels, as Pfaffenberger (1988:249) notes “to construct a technology is not merely to
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deploy materials and techniques; it is also to construct social and economic alliances, to
invent new legal principles for social relations, and to provide for social relations, and to
provide powerful new vehicles for culturally-provided myths.” Choices regarding
technologies can be more than conjectural based on the existing documentary records and
archaeological remains and by using analogies drawn throughout the Atlantic world.
The goals of this project are to use the system and information gathered to address
ceramic production technologies and created products. These ceramics have meaning to
the people involved in their production, including specifically in this case the SPG’s
enslaved potters, hired potters, pothouse overseer, managers, lawyers, London Committee
members and religious figures that were more interested in starting and organizing a
missionary school. Examining ceramic production is especially challenging and requires
the “exploration of a number of relevant factors” (Sinopoli 2003:30). Disappointingly,
not all of these factors are available in the current data set; however, the lack of
appropriate data does not diminish the importance of factoring these ideas within this
framework.

2.4

Conclusion
By examining ceramic production through primarily two of the lenses of political

economy, production and distribution, and to much less extent consumption on Barbadian
plantations, we can draw rich conclusions that inform us about local pottery production
and plantation-based distribution processes. These conclusions provide an alternative to
Best and Levitt’s (1968) pure plantation economy model and provide another example to
join Higman’s version of the plantation model. Higman’s version of the plantation model
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notes the importance of examining the “external trade” of cash crops, slaves and the
complex network of internal exchange, with its three varieties: slaves’ internal exchange,
plantation products to local merchants, and, finally, the planters’ internal exchange
(Higman 1996:211-212). It is this third form that Higman (1996:212) first suggested
carried the same wait as the other areas of internal exchange. Higman (1996:12) did not
refer to this type as planters’ internal exchange; instead he described it as the “exchange
between planters and other rural landholders.” By using the parametric craft production
typology, important data are collected that can be interpreted to address how craft
production was organized in Barbados. This typology involves three levels of
organization as determined by changes in labor force, organization of production and
markets for which the products are produced. In Type One, the production occurred on
plantations and resulted in mostly industrial and architectural objects, fulfilling the needs
of the plantation economy. In Type Two, which is a transitional phase, emancipated
blacks and possibly whites produced a combination of architectural, domestic and
industrial ceramics to fulfill both plantation and domestic markets. Type Three involves
production of domestic wares for use off estates in non-industrial functions. Using the
data collected, it is possible to construct an understanding of broad scale historical
changes in technology and to examine the interplay in plantations’ sugar processing
technology between wood and ceramic gravitational methods and later steam-powered
methods. Killick’s (2004:571) work suggests it is possible to include in our studies not
only what technologies are selected but also why these are chosen and to go beyond the
impacts of the choices.
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Chapter Three
Situating Ceramic Production

The focus of this chapter is to situate the Barbadian ceramic industry into wider
cultural, geographic, historical, and environmental contexts. Then I examine several
period descriptions to identify how sugar is processed and at what points the clay and
ceramics are used in the process. Next is a discussion of previous archaeological,
anthropological and historical studies that have examined locally produced ceramics in
Barbados and the wider Caribbean region, followed by a discussion of clay and the
objects produced. Finally, this chapter examines the shifting historical contexts of labor
and emancipation, shifting trade relations and technological changes to the sugar
processing.

3.1

Cultural, Geographic, Historic and Environmental Setting
Barbados is located in the southeastern portion of the Caribbean approximately 90

miles east of the Lesser Antilles Chain. Barbados was found by English sea captain James
Powell in 1625, and the settlement of the island was started in 1627 by an English
merchant syndicate. The island remained a British colony until its independence was
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granted in 1966. The island's size, geological makeup, and location played critical roles in
its development. The island is twenty-one miles long from the north to south and fourteen
miles at its widest east-west point. The island is one hundred sixty-six square miles. The
relatively small physical size should not imply that the terrain is uniform. There are at
least nine main subdivisions in its physiographic layout, according to geographer Frank
Innes (1967:14). The topography of the land varies from sea-level plains to hills, cliffs,
plateaus, gullies, and valleys, and the island’s highest point is Mt. Hillaby at 1,120 feet
(Innes 1967:15).
Barbados is predominantly coral capped and is one of the few islands among the
Lesser Antilles that is made of non-volcanic sedimentary rock (Poole and Barker 1983).
There are two areas of exception to the coral cap on the island: the first of these is known
as the Scotland District because of its “barrenness and wildness” and the second area is a
stretch of coast from Bathsheba to Conset Point. Vernon and Carroll (1965) in Innes
(1967:22) describe the soils of these two areas as Scotland District soils. These two noncapped areas were important to the local ceramics industry and to the distribution of
ceramic wares as they were the locations of the historic and modern potteries in Barbados
(Hall 1775; Handler 1963a; Handler and Lange 1978). Barbados’s location as the
easternmost of the Caribbean Islands made it the closest in distance to Africa. As a result
of the trade winds, Barbados is located along the main shipping lanes used to navigate to
the Western Hemisphere. The location is at least partially responsible for its early
importance as a colonial center in the British Empire.
Archaeological and historical evidence indicates that Barbados was populated
prior to its European founding. Early Spanish explorers in the first portion of the 16th
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century stated that the island had “many Amerindian settlements” (Beckles 2000:1;
Drewett 2002). In contrast, a later Portuguese explorer reported in the second quarter of
the same century that the island was uninhabited (Beckles 2000:6). When the first
English arrived in 1625, they also described the island as uninhabited (Tree 1972:9).
Archaeological evidence supports the idea that the island was settled in three waves of
Amerindian migration (Drewett 2004). The first of these was the population known by
archaeologists as the Saladoid-Barrancoid (Drewett 2004). The Saladoid-Barrancoid
people occupied the island from AD 350-650 (Drewett 2004). Evidence from artifacts
indicates that their numbers were likely small, and they were involved in farming,
fishing, and ceramic production. A second wave of migrants arrived around AD 800.
These Amerindian settlers developed small community settlements and were involved in
more intensive agriculture. They were followed by a third wave of migrants, who
presented more complex material culture and political arrangements than their
predecessors in the thirteenth century (Drewett 2004). This group was involved in fishing
and farming as well as long-distance trade. According to Beckles (2000:6), it was likely
that the remaining Amerindians were taken as slaves by the Spanish prior to the arrival of
the English in the seventeenth century.
Barbados was claimed by James Powell, an English captain, in 1625. After
identifying Barbados, Powell returned to England and encouraged his employers, Sir
Peter and Sir William Courteen, a pair of London merchants, to colonize the uninhabited
island. They established a merchant syndicate (the same as a joint stock company) to
finance the colonization of the island in April 1627, largely in recognition of its arable
soil and its good location for defense (Beckles 1989:14). Initial clearing took place in
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order to establish tracts of land on which to produce goods. The Barbadian settlers
experimented with several crops prior to the introduction of sugar. Initially tobacco was
grown as an investment crop for the company and for the planters. The tobacco boom
lasted for several years, during which time more settlers were arriving and attempting to
participate in an early monocrop-production economy. Contemporaneous accounts of the
quality of Barbados tobacco indicated it was notably poor. Richard Ligon (1657:36) who
extensively documented the natural and cultural resources in Barbados in the early 1650s,
once commented that Barbadian tobacco was “earthy and worthless.” Henry Winthrop, a
Barbadian resident who sent tobacco to his father John Winthrop in England, received a
letter from his father stating that the tobacco sent from Barbados was “very illconditioned, foul, full of stalks and evil coloured” (Innes 1967:82). This did not prevent
the early settlers from flooding the economic market and contributing to a market glut by
1631 (Beckles 2000:14). Many continued to produce tobacco in increasing amounts for
the next decade, even though restrictions had been imposed in an effort to produce a more
lucrative crop of higher-quality tobacco (Beckles 2000:14). Other settlers had already
made the switch to cotton production.
Sir Henry Colt, an Englishman who traveled to Barbados en route to Saint
Christopher (St. Kitts) where he, along with a number of servants, expected to start a
plantation, noted in 1631 that the “trade in cotton fills them [Barbadian planters] all with
hope” (Quoted in Harlow 1925; Beckles 2000:14; Dunn 1972:3). The quality of Barbados
cotton, unlike the tobacco, was very good and much esteemed in England. In the late
1630s, cotton production throughout the eastern Caribbean was beginning to saturate the
market, and by 1639 the market price for cotton had dropped sharply. In addition to
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cotton, indigo production began to spark the interest of several planters. This production
was very profitable for those that could afford the entry costs. Within three years the
London market was once again glutted by overproduction. In the same cash-crop vein,
sugar was introduced. Planters quickly realized that “King Sugar” would be the
commodity that would lead to their economic success.
The introduction of sugar as a staple crop occurred in the mid-1640s and had
many impacts on the small island (Beckles 2000:20). It altered the existing labor system
of indentured servitude and shifted it to a slave-based labor organization. In addition to
this labor shift, sugar altered the physical environment as it spread throughout the island
and marked the landscape in Barbados. Sugar production influenced everything in
Caribbean life, whether directly or indirectly. It also created related industries such as
ceramic production, molasses production, distilling and rum making, all of which
impacted the socioeconomic conditions on the island. An island plantocracy developed
that controlled the economic, political, religious and social viewpoints on the island. This
was true to some extent with earlier crops; however, the incredible profits of sugar made
the planters even more powerful. Relatively high sugar prices and beneficial trade
relations continued to support and maintain the plantocracy. Planters expanded sugar into
marginal soil areas during this early period in order to increase production. A few early
crises, such as the English Civil War in the mid-seventeenth century and new trade laws
impacted this socioeconomic system negatively. Overall, though, the planters were
reasonably prosperous until roughly the mid-eighteenth century (Starkey 1939:8-9).
It was after this period that the sugar trade began to decline, due in part to natural
occurrences such as drought, excessive rains, hurricanes, vermin and other pests and
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man-made problems such as land exhaustion, increased competition from French
Colonies, wars and irregular trade relations with the North American colonies (Starkey
1939:8-9). The details of some of these changes will be discussed in greater detail in later
sections of this paper as they apply to the ceramic industry. Starkey (1939: 99)
characterizes the period from 1749 to 1833 as being associated with several overarching
patterns including “increased efficiency in agricultural techniques, a trend toward greater
self-sufficiency, a humanization of the sugar-slave economy, and a decrease in the
political power of the planter aristocracy.”
Natural events occurred that significantly influenced the plantocracy and
contributed to these overarching patterns. Planters were increasingly challenged by
natural pests such as rats in 1748 and sugar ants in 1760, both of which damaged,
destroyed and degraded sugar crops. The “plague” of sugar ants caused considerable
damage and was only eradicated after the hurricane of 1780 (Starkey 1939:103). The
hurricane that struck Barbados in 1780 caused serious destruction of the island resources.
Damage to the island was valued at 1,350,564 pounds and nearly all the buildings on the
island were destroyed (Schomburgk 1848:47-50). It took almost a decade for the
economy to recover.
Wars such as the Seven Years War and the American Revolution affected the
economic position of Barbados by contributing to fluctuations in sugar prices and by
decreasing access to goods that had generally sustained Barbados since its settlement
(Carrington 1987). Barbadian planters were unable to take advantage of increasing sugar
prices as they had responded to the war and possible famine conditions by planting more
provisions and less sugar (Galenson 1986). Privateers made it more difficult for the
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planters to get their sugar off the island. By the end of the American Revolution,
Barbados planters were finally able to reestablish large scale production of sugar,
however, the demand for sugar, molasses and rum had shifted from Barbados to other
islands in the West and East Indies where large areas of land, less expensive labor and
emerging sugar production technologies allowed for the production of sugar at
significantly cheaper costs (Makinson 1964).
The Barbados planters met these market changes by altering the type of cane
grown to two heartier varieties. Ragatz (1928:80) asserts that the introduction of these
new canes “in the long run… proved catastrophic” while Starkey (1939:109) notes that
the results were less dramatic. He does admit that due to increased production capabilities
there was a resulting price drop as the London market was flooded.
From 1815 until emancipation in Barbados in 1834, the plantocracy of Barbados
faced several challenges to their way of life. The decrease in sugar prices, the increased
competition, and the loss of tariff preferences were only part of the “fall of the planter
class” (Starkey 1939:114). More normalized relations with the United States in 1830
helped the Barbadian planters avoid a period of low production like that which occurred
in the 1780s. Later, Barbadian planters were also faced with challenges to the political
and social norms during the rebellion of 1816. Starkey (1939:115) contradicts Ragatz’s
(1928:457) opinion that “emancipation bringing to an end the old order completed the
downfall of the planter class,” asserting that emancipation spurred Barbados to a new
period of activity. In 1834, a system of apprenticeship was established, officially ending
slavery in Barbados. This system initially was fairly well received but shortly after was
viewed with dissatisfaction by both planters and apprentices (Beckles 2000:95). The
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apprenticeship period which was originally intended to last for six years for field workers
and for four years for artisans and domestics was ended in 1838 when the Colonial Office
determined that the planters were continuing to carry out some of the worst aspects of
slave management (Beckles 2000:93). Shortly after complete emancipation, the 4 1/2
percent duty on goods, which had existed since 1663, was removed and replaced by an
import tax on lumber, food, cloth and the like (Starkey 1939:116). For free laborers,
emancipation meant the ability to move from estate to estate seeking increased wages and
leaving less popular employers, and some even left the island in search of less populated
colonies (Starkey 1939:117). All was not equal though as the plantocracy continued to
control with an iron fist the newly freed laboring population (Beckles 2000:108).
The dense population and limited land in Barbados reduced the ability of the
newly freed Afro-Barbadians to escape from laboring on the existing plantations.
Emancipation in the labor system led to conditions that were unsettled in the short term.
Beckles (2000: 109) notes that immediately upon emancipation, a contract system, which
was a legal method of perpetuating white control over the newly freed blacks, was
established. The system instituted unwritten laws with harsh penalties that regulated not
only the newly freedmen’s work, but also their social conduct. In 1840 a new system was
created that provided greater security to laborers. They received ½- to 1-acre lots on
which to place their houses and to plant as they wished, using proceeds from this to pay
rent. In exchange, planters received labor from the people living on their land. Beckles
(2000:109) notes that this system was less than perfect and still allowed planters to
control all aspects of the laborers’ lives. This system lasted until 1937 when it was
deemed to be too similar to serfdom or slavery.
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3.2

Archaeological Investigations Related to Locally Produced Ceramics
The investigation of industrial ceramic production sites in the Caribbean has been

limited to date. Industrial ceramic production is differentiated from the production of a
highly diverse category of domestic wares which were made, used, and traded throughout
the Caribbean and studied by archaeologists (Gartley 1979; Heath 1988; 1999; Crane
1993; Hauser 1997; 2001; Howson 1995; Watters 1997; Hauser and Armstrong 1999,
Magana 1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003). In the case of industrial production sites, the
studies have been limited to the production processes and acculturation in Martinique
(England 1994), a francophone regional indexing of clay sources by Kelly (et al 2008) in
the francophone Caribbean, and studies in Barbados using fossilized protozoa as a marker
of provenience; the use of NAA to identify clay sourcing and the study of historic
documents at Thickett’s Pothouse in St. Philip (Farmer 2011; Finch 2013 Siedow 2011;).
Recent research has attempted to remedy the gaps in our knowledge of industrial
pottery in Barbados as part of a broader effort to use anthropological, archaeological, and
historical methods to develop an understanding of local ceramic production (Handler
1963a, 1963b; Loftfield 1992, 2000; Loftfield and Legg 1997; Stoner 2000; Stoner et. al.
2002). The research questions to date have tried to identify the types of ceramic
production that occurred on the island and to examine the historical resources that
document pottery manufacture. The work of Jerome Handler has been instrumental in
establishing a historical context for subsequent studies. Archaeologist Thomas Loftfield
has examined the remnants of Barbadian ceramic production at numerous sites around the
island. Lastly, Michael Stoner wrote his master’s thesis on the local ceramic industry in
Barbados based on archaeological excavations conducted near the seventeenth century
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kitchen associated with Christopher Codrington's house. Although some of Stoner’s
claims are debatable, he did provide analyzed data from a “use” context.
Handler’s study of modern pottery making in Barbados was one of the earliest
attempts to examine pottery production amongst the historic and present-day populations
in the Caribbean (Handler 1963a). Handler culled through the historic resources for any
references to ceramics and pottery production to compose a “historical sketch” that would
contextualize his ethnographic study of modern Barbadian pottery. His detailed historical
work serves as a foundation for many of the studies that have followed.
Handler’s (1963a) resources included travelers’ accounts and island histories from
the seventeenth through the twentieth centuries (Ligon 1657; Hughes 1750; Frere 1768;
Hall 1775; Poyer 1808; Schomburgk 1848), government reports (Colonial Secretary’s
Office 1948), and deeds and wills (Settle 1671). Handler also examined secondary
evidence (Klingberg 1949; Bennett 1958) that was derived from plantation accounts and
period letters. In this dissertation, Handler’s account of pottery production from the
seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries will be complemented by an analysis of
specific plantation accounts and ledgers such as SPG’s and Codrington’s records.
In addition to historical research, Handler spent nearly a year gathering “the more
salient technological, economic, and sociological factors surrounding the production of
pottery” (Handler 1963b:314). Handler collected ethnographic information on the pottery
industry in Barbados between 1960 and 1962. This group of potteries was located in the
Scotland District in a village known as Chalky Mount (see Figure 3.1). Chalky Mount is
noted for being the location of a cottage industry that produced a limited number of
vessel forms including flower pots, water jugs (monkey jars), and cooking vessels
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(conarees) (Handler 1963b). According to Handler (1963a), Chalky Mount became the
central area for pottery production sometime prior to the twentieth century. He cautiously
avoided providing a date for when the cottage industry was introduced. He did note that
baptism and marriage records indicate that potters lived in Chalky Mount by the midnineteenth century.
Handler noted the methods of production used by the potters of Chalky Mount in
the early 1960s and observed possible similarities with those used in the earlier historic
period. The potters at Chalky Mount even suggested that the “initial potters came from
somewhere in St. John,” which is the location of the Pothouse and Codrington kilns
(Handler 1963a:142). Handler detailed the collection and preparation of the clay, the
pottery-making techniques, including throwing and trimming, glazing, and firing, the
types of pottery produced, the work relationship and use of exchange labor, and the
distribution of completed vessels.
Handler’s work outlined several observable changes that have marked the Barbadian
pottery industry. The vessel forms have been altered in response to the changing
availability of less expensive alternatives, such as plastics. The number of modern potters
at Chalky Mount has decreased even since Handler’s (1963b:314) fieldwork when
“thirteen percent of the community’s households were involved in pottery production.” In
2007, only three potters remain in the Chalky Mount village, and they most typically
produced mugs, pitchers, and assorted decorations intended to meet the wants of foreign
tourists.
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Figure 3.1:

3.3

Scotland District and Chalky Mount (photograph from the collection
of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

Clay and Ceramic Production in Barbados
Clay and the ceramics produced using the naturally-occurring commodity in

Barbados are important because they represent a valuable component of the plantation
and internal economies. The actual clay itself was sold for a time as a resource off island.
Local ceramic production that created industrial-use ceramics was important to the
plantation economy because planters had local access to ceramics that were vital to sugar
production. Architectural and domestic wares were also produced for use by the planters’
houses and their enslaved workers. These wares were also locally produced to fulfill
plantation needs based on owner/manager plans. After emancipation, domestic ceramic
wares were produced for sale and trade in local markets and all three types of wares
continued to be sold to plantation owners and managers while domestic wares were likely
sold to all social and economic levels of people, regardless of ethnicity.
3.3.1 Clay as commodity
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Unlike many of the Lesser Antilles islands, Barbados possesses readily available
clay deposits concentrated largely on the eastern portion of the island, which could be
exploited for both the production of ceramic sugar wares for use in the sugar production
process and for use as a slip in the “claying” of sugar. The clay was not only an important
and useful resource for Barbadian sugar production, it also appears that it may have also
served as a valuable trade item itself. The Barbadian Assembly passed a law in 1736 that
moved to limit the export of clay from Barbados to other islands. In the Preamble to the
Act it was noted that Barbadian soils were “for the most part worn out” and that planters
and inhabitants of Barbados should not export the “useful or advantageous materials or
ingredients... that are peculiar to this place” (Hall 1764:306). The law also noted that
“great quantities of it having been from time to time sent off from hence to them [other
islands], which tends greatly to the disadvantage of this place and damage to the
inhabitants...” (Hall 1764:306). The Act assessed an export duty of five shillings per
pound of clay sent off and gave the Treasurer significant authority including the power to
tax, fine, summon and seize property (Hall 1764:307). By interpreting this protectionist
legislation, we see that the natural resources of clay were a commodity over which
planters, local pottery producers and exporters competed. This legislation also highlights
the length that Barbadians were willing to go to protect their sugar interests and potential
profits.
Another use of clay by eighteenth century planters was for its role in sugar
production. Clay used as a slip for processing sugar could have seen its necessity and
value decrease in the first half of the eighteenth century. English legislation was passed
with the intent of protecting the “home interest” by placing a tax on refined products
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including “clayed” or partially processed sugar (Sheridan 1974:432). The legislation
established a higher tax on refined products (Sheridan 1974:432). It appears that this
legislation, however, did not prevent some Barbadians from claying sugar.
Much of the clayed sugar came to England disguised as Muscovado to take
advantage of the lower duty. English customs commissioners estimated that clayed sugar
made up at least half of the sugar imported from Barbados in the years 1734 to 1738, but
that only a sixth part of the total was so reported by the local customs officials (Sheridan
1974:432 from Calendar of Treasury Books and Papers, 1742-45:270).Their attempt to
skirt the heightened taxes indicates the desire of Barbadian planters to maintain or
advance their financial situation.
3.3.2 Ceramic production
The production of ceramics for use on the plantations helped the plantation
owners effectively manage material resources, increase their self-sufficiency, survive the
ravages of tropical weather, and decrease their overall reliance on imports. Also, three
major functions were served by a local ceramic industry. The first of these functions was
to provide sugar wares for use in the sugar-processing industry. The second was the
production of domestic wares which were used in the processing, storage, and
consumption of food. Third, ceramics were used as architectural and building materials
that helped pave and roof plantation houses and buildings. It is the contention that the
ability of Barbadian potters to produce these ceramic wares would, to some extent,
reduce economic downturns. These plantation potteries were not uncommon in the
eighteenth century. Handler and Lange (1978:142) documented their existence in tax
records (see Table 2.1). The possibility also exists that there could have been even more
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potteries but that these were not recorded within the tax records as a way of avoiding
taxes.
Local production of ceramics for use in the sugar industry, for domestic
foodways, and as building materials in Barbados is not well documented (Hartley 1949;
Bennett 1958; Handler 1963a; Handler and Lange 1978). Archaeological evidence has
been identified to support the idea of local production (Stoner 2000; Loftfield 2001;
Loftfield 2003; Scheid 2003). While the exact beginning of ceramic production on the
island cannot be dated with accuracy, Handler finds evidence suggesting a pre-1678 date
(1963a:131). Loftfield (2001:221) found archaeological evidence of Barbadian-produced
redwares at the Charles Towne Landing site in North Carolina. The site was the location
of a failed settlement attempt, founded and supplied by Barbadians. The presence of
Barbadian redwares indicates that ceramic production had begun in Barbados by the mid1660s, the time at which the settlement was attempted (Loftfield 2001:221). In a
document from 1689, Barbadian planters identified the costs of sugar production as
including, “yearly some hundred pairs of sugar-pots and jars. Every hundred pair doth
cost near ten pound;(sic) and we must fetch them several miles upon Negroes’ heads”
(Anonymous 1689:17). Additionally, archaeological evidence uncovered by Loftfield
(2001:221, 227) and Stoner (2000) indicates that domestic (conarees, coal pots, tankards,
plates and small bowls), square and rectangular brick and brick pavers) ceramics were
being produced at Codrington in the seventeenth century. Handler and Lange (1978:142)
gathered eighteenth-century tax records when available from Barbados and identified the
number of kilns in Barbados by Parish.
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Ceramic production continued on the island into the nineteenth century.
Archaeological and archival evidence indicates that the Pothouse site in the Parish of St.
John was in operation during the nineteenth century (Society for the Improvement of
Plantership 1810:121). Handler (1963a) noted that the local Barbadian ceramic
production transitioned to a cottage industry producing domestic wares in the Chalky
Mount village in the Parish of St. Andrew. Nineteenth century evidence of this cottage
industry is recorded by Moxly (1886:97):
…occupying many of the summits and ravines of the hills between Chalky
Mount and Bissex Hill, are the potteries, where one of the few industries
of Barbados is carried on. It must not be understood that there is any large
manufactory; there is not, and very little… cooperation among the
workers.
It seems accurate to say that at some point in the nineteenth century, ceramic
pottery production dramatically decreased in the quantity and the types of wares. This
shift is identified by Handler (1963a) as a transition to a cottage industry. Handler
(1963a: 147) also noted that the types of wares produced moved away from industrial-use
sugarwares toward domestic wares “for which there would be a market.” Recovered
archaeological evidence indicates that domestic wares were in use in earlier seventeenth
and eighteenth century contexts (Armstrong 2014 personal communication; Handler and
Lange 1978; Loftfield 2001; Stoner 2000). The recovered artifacts indicate the use of
earthenwares in domestic forms, although these wares may have been imported and not
produced until the eighteenth century when we have evidence from the SPG Pothouse to
indicate the production of domestic wares.
Ceramic products held an important place in Barbadian life. Specifically,
sugarwares were essential to sugar processing and helped manufacture semi-refined sugar
that could be traded at higher prices. Ceramic building materials helped make buildings
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more durable than simple wood structures and reduced the moisture commonly found in
stone walls. Domestic ceramic vessels were used for food and fresh water storage,
processing, cooking and serving. All of these ceramic items could generally be imported
to a greater or lesser extent, but were costly to the residents. Handler and Lange
(1978:308) reported that data from the Public Records Office, now called The National
Archives, and collected by Debbie Teglia notes that between “1740 and 1780, 9,578,832
glass and earthenware pieces were exported from England to Barbados; although the
records do not separate these types, it is likely that a significant number were sugar pots
and jars.” Between 1814 and 1834 “England exported 4,354,186 earthenware items to
Barbados. Of this total, 4,195,799, or 96.3 percent, were described as common
earthenware, we assume that a significant percentage was composed of sugar pots and
jars” (Handler and Lange 1978:308).
Benjamin Silliman (1833) noted that molds and pots were imported into the
United States from England, Holland and France (Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994:260). It
is likely that this reference regarding North American imports would have also applied to
the West Indies. It can't be assumed, however, that this would apply to Barbados, which
had a well-developed local industry. Handler, in his early work (1963a:149), noted that he
was “unable to find reference to these pots being made in England.” More recently,
Handler has noted that, in fact, there is evidence that sugar wares were being produced in
Devon and Exeter, England, and likely in several other coastal cities (Handler 2013
Personal Communication). Other recent sources indicate that sugar moulds were
produced in Bristol, England (Brooks 1983). Handler and Lange (1978:308) stated that
“sugar pots and jars are indicated as standard items on [Barbados’s] import lists.” Richard
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Hall (1755:11) listed the following imports from Great Britain: “china, earthen and glass
ware… bricks, tiles, sugar pots and drips.” He also noted that on average, from 1740
to1748, “310 m [m=1000] bricks [and] 52 m panteles [pantiles]” were imported (Hall
1755:10). Loftfield (2008, personal communication) has stated that in his twenty plus
years of archaeology on the island of Barbados, only a small-to-insignificant amount of
the sugarware fragments found appear to be imported. He based that statement on his
identification of characteristics typical of unglazed red earthenwares from seventeenthto- nineteenth century Barbados (Loftfield 2001:221). These characteristics include a
paste that is “soft, laden with plagioclase feldspar, and the sherds exhibit a distinct
reduced gray core within well-oxidized pink/red exterior surfaces” (Loftfield 2001:221;
Smith et al. 1994). Loftfield continues that inept manufacture identified by chalky and
friable sherds, with voids and occasional contorted paste indicate poor controls of the
manufacturing process (Loftfield 2001:225)
It seems fairly clear from archival sources that sugarwares, domestic wares and
building materials were imported onto the island even though local production was
occurring (Hall 1755; USPG Microfilm 1984). No matter the role of local production,
many residents likely continued to use imported ceramic wares and wares made of other
materials such as pewter, wood, calabash gourds, or refined ceramics. The relationship
between people using imports and people using locally-produced ceramics is still unclear.
For example, it is not yet determined whether plantations that relied on local production
of ceramics continued to also use imported wares. One assumption of this research is that
plantation owners balanced imports and locally-produced ceramics for use on the
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plantations. However, it is also possible that in order to reduce their costs and increase
profits, certain plantations relied solely on locally produced wares.

3.4

Framing Historical Contexts- Markets in Which to View Ceramics
It is important to understand the historical contexts that framed the local

production of ceramic wares and, specifically, how broad economic and political
processes in the Caribbean region, the North American colonies, and England in the late
eighteenth century until after the mid-nineteenth century impacted the Barbadian ceramic
industry. Only a few studies have examined the changes that had been occurring in the
Barbadian physical environment (Watts 1987; Innes 1967). There have been several
histories of sugar, which include references to changing technology (Beachey 1957;
Mandeville 1963; Deere 1957; Sheridan 1974; Galloway 1989; Dunn 2000). According to
Handler (1963a:141), these changes in technology led to the phasing out of ceramic sugar
wares in favor of steam technology. Many investigations of the transition from slavery to
freedom and the economic conditions and details of trade have been conducted (Poyer
1808; Schomburgk 1848; Starkey 1939; Keith 1948; Klingberg 1949; Bennett 1959;
Ragatz 1963; Coatsworth 1967; Williams 1970; Drescher 1977; Carrington 1987; 2002;
Beckles 1991; 2000; Handler 1974; 2003).
3.4.1 Resources and technology
A significant factor of this research revolves around understanding the natural and
technological resources that the pottery producers and plantation owners had access to
and how that access was used. Raw wood and processed lumber were generally used in
building construction. Wooden staves were also imported for making barrels and
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hogsheads for processing and transporting sugar. Evidence from Colleton and Codrington
plantations indicate that the plantations were importing barrel staves at a greater rate than
wood for construction projects in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries
(Colleton Journal 1846; USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 16). Several factors, including
deforestation and limited access to markets for lumber as a result of wars and restrictions,
may have influenced the choice of material. Deforestation as a result of land clearance to
make way for sugar and to supply lumber fuel for sugar production was a significant
problem in seventeenth century Barbados. It has been reported that by 1665 the island had
been nearly deforested in “all but the most isolated patches” (Watts 1987:186). This lack
of local lumber for making wooden pots or hogsheads may have encouraged the planters
to begin the use of ceramic vessels for production. According to Handler (1963a:130),
ceramic sugar wares, including ceramic sugar molds and molasses drip jars, were
introduced, at least partially, to alleviate this shortage. In addition to supplementing a lack
of domestic wood, ceramic sugar molds held several other advantages; the first is that the
“porous unglazed ware enabled moisture to evaporate from the drying sugar;” secondly,
the cone shape encouraged the molasses to filter evenly from the sugar; thirdly, the
durability of ceramics and smooth interior surface also were valuable attributes (Barr,
Cressey, Magid 1994:260). Both ceramic and wooden forms were used over time for the
processing and transporting of sugar.
Problems accessing North American markets for lumber may have been caused by
restrictions placed on trade and on wars in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For
Barbadian planters, one result of the American Revolutionary War from 1775-1784 was
that “reduced supplies meant higher prices, and the cost of operating the estates became a
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severe burden for a majority of planters. The average price of lumber, for example,
increased by 650 percent in Barbados” (Carrington 2002:46). Lumber was used for the
building construction and in the construction of casks for shipping sugar. It is possible, as
suggested by Hartley (1948:79), that wood barrels may have been used for holding sugar
as the molasses drained out of unplugged holes. At the SPG estates, lumber was imported
in both long lengths for use in construction and also in the form of barrel staves. It may
be a coincidence, but when the historical accounts for the SPG pothouse no longer are
shown in the account books in 1786, the recording of a “cask account” entry record the
importation of barrel staves (USPG Microfilm 1984 Reel 17). It was when costs for trade
goods such as lumber increased that planters may have sought ways to limit their capital
investment and may have used local resources to fulfill their needs.
In addition to changing relationships with natural resources, technological
advances also may have negatively influenced the need for ceramic sugar molds. Two
inventions significant to sugar processing accompanied the shift to steam power. The first
of these was the vacuum pan planned and patented in 1813 (Galloway 1989:137). The
second is the French invention of the centrifuge (a machine that spins the processed
sugar, throwing off the excess molasses), which, according to Deerr (1950:573) and
Beachey (1957:72), was patented in 1837, followed by the English patent in 1844 and
would eventually reduce the role of natural drainage in sugar processing. Handler (1963a:
147) inferred from Beachey (1957) that “by the 1850s, pots were no longer being used in
Barbados.”
Vacuum-pan technology though, was slow to arrive in Barbados. Steam
technology for milling moved into the British West Indies earlier at some point in the last
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quarter of the eighteenth century. Steam technology could be used as part of the milling
(crushing) process or could have been used to power steam evaporators or centrifuges.
According to Galloway (1989:137), steam technology was slow to spread across
Barbados due to costs. Steam power was especially slow to develop in Barbados since
trade winds allowed for the continued and efficient use of windmills. It was noted that in
1846, Barbados had only one steam mill, which was identified for use in milling, not
centrifuge or vacuum-pan sugar production (Galloway 1989:135). In 1862, out of 500
estates, only 30 used steam power (Galloway 1989:135). Barbadians recognized that “the
installation of steam mills carried a substantial initial cost as well as annual fuel bills
compared to the existing windmills which had low operating costs” (Galloway
1989:153). It appears that some in the French West Indies were quicker to adopt the
centrifuge, perhaps as early as 1843 (Galloway 1989:135). It cannot be determined, based
on information recovered to date, how quickly the centrifuge replaced the traditional
drainage models in Barbados. It seems that Handler’s interpretation that ceramic sugar
molds were replaced because of technological shifts may be slightly exaggerated.
Another piece of the puzzle useful to clarifying the role of changing technology
and conservatism comes from the results of sugar production and the varying accounts of
technology’s impact. One result was that there was an increasing amount of sugar being
produced and exported. Prior to 1810, the island’s production of sugar had not been
above 10,000 tons a year, but between 1814 and 1846 the production ranged between
10,000 and 24,000 tons per year (Mandeville 1963:5). This increase may be a sign of
technological advances, and Mandeville cites “improvements in factory efficiency” as the
main reason. This factory efficiency might have also impacted ceramic production as
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factories became more streamlined and cisterns (a reservoir or container used to store
molasses) replaced ceramic molasses drip jars (Bayley 1830:85-6). An argument was
published by the leaders of several local Barbadian agricultural societies in a trade
journal known as the Agricultural Reporter that was consistent with Bayley (1830). They
explained the yields in a different way:
Look in at the boiling house; ten years ago there was scarcely a planter in
Barbados who knew what a vacuum pan was, or had any idea of the
possibility of evaporating cane juice at a lower temperature than that
produced by a roaring fire under an open tayche; now there are four
vacuum pans [not a significant number really] besides the plant at the
Refinery; Gadesden-pan innumerable, and other means and appliances
which have been more partially adopted; above all, ten years ago we were
unacquainted with those valuable adjuncts to the production of good sugar,
Precipitators, and centrifuge Desiccators; now they are coming so rapidly
into fashion, that we shall not be surprised if the man who is unprovided
with them next crop is accounted a very slow coach indeed (The
Agricultural Reporter, 1853).
This text would seem to support Handler’s statement that technology led to the downfall
of the sugarware-producing ceramics industry. The planters, agricultural societies and
organizations have a particular interest in describing the plantation processes in the most
“modern” way. The Agricultural Reporter, the Society for the Improvement of
Plantership and Robert Reece's Hints to Young Barbados Planters all attempt to portray
the Barbados planter as desiring to pursue the most up-to-date methods, using the most
up-to-date equipment. There definitely seemed to be the desire among some planters to
use the most modern and efficient systems. Their desire led them to indicate that failure
to do so would mean that the other planters would be left behind.
As opposed to the argument for rapid replacement of gravity-based technologies,
Galloway (1989:153) reports that most of the planters did not upgrade the equipment.
Galloway (1989:153) states:
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The technological innovations in the milling and manufacturing of sugar
similarly had little impact on Barbados until the years around 1900.
Indeed, the only innovation to be generally accepted on the island was the
new design of a horizontal mill which became common on the island after
the 1850s.
This indication of conservatism may have impacted ceramic production, and ceramic
sugar molds likely continued in use beyond the 1850s (cf. Handler 1963a:147). We know
that in Barbados, steam power was especially slow to develop as trade winds allowed for
the continued, efficient use of windmills. It was noted that in 1846, Barbados had only
one steam mill, which is identified for use in milling, not in centrifugal or vacuum-pan
sugar production (Galloway 1989:135). In 1877, an observer (Van Cleef 1877:388)
reported that “there are but few steam mills, wind being the power used to grind cane on
nearly every estate...” As late as 1911, only 30% of the 329 plantations employed steam
power (Deerr 1949:166). The contrasting perspectives between the rapid replacement of
ceramics because of steam technology and the historical references that indicate the
change did not happen still leaves the question of how widespread steam technology was
in the nineteenth century unanswered. It remains a possibility that estates may have
introduced steam technology while also continuing with the previous technologies such
as wind and gravity. Archaeological data collected from Pothouse indicates that
production of sugarwares continued into at least the mid-nineteenth century.
3.4.2 Trade and economy
In addition to changes in resources and technology, the roles of trade and
economy influenced the Barbadian ceramic industry, specifically, the production of
ceramic sugar molds. Carrington (2002:6) noted that the West Indies were almost
completely reliant on external markets. The economic conditions and details of macro
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trade have also been studied in local, regional and Atlantic scales (Poyer 1808;
Schomburgk 1848; Starkey 1939; Keith 1948; Klingberg 1949; Bennett 1959; Ragatz
1963; Coatsworth 1967; Williams 1970; Drescher 1977; Carrington 1987; 2002;). Trade
impacted the island significantly. Increasing sugar prices, favorable weather conditions
and normalized economic and political relations led to profits, while negative factors
such as the physically dangerous impacts of wars and fiscally restrictive policies led to
periods of financial strain. These negative periods may have led to an increase in selfreliance regarding the production of ceramics for industrial, domestic and architectural
purposes. As trade relations improved and restrictions were lifted near the end of the first
quarter of the nineteenth century, the Barbadian sugar plantation owners were able to
import larger quantities of lumber and staves for making hogsheads and casks. This may
have led then to the decreased need for sugar molds. In this section, I examine trade
relations generally and consider how economic activities in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, including details regarding exports, imports, and local, regional, and Atlanticbased trade, may have influenced the ceramic industry.
It is clear that Barbados planters were involved in exporting sugar, both clayed
(semi-refined) and muscovado, molasses, and rum. In addition to these items, planters
also exported cotton and, to at least a limited extent, clay for whitening (semi-refining)
sugar. Very little is known regarding the export of clay. It likely represented a very small
fraction of Barbadian exports. An Act in 1736 was established to tax the export of clay at
a rate of five shillings per pound (Pitman 1967:337). This act indicates the importance of
clay even in unprocessed forms. The Leeward Islands were importing clay for semirefining sugar, and this must have been negatively impacting Barbadian planters’ profits
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since the situation was severe enough that the Barbadian government passed the act
taxing clay exports (Hall 1775).
The types of imports brought in by Barbadians remained fairly standard although
cost and access did vary. In addition to enslaved workers, the Barbadians were known to
import:
…board, joists, planks, shingles, and complete house frames for the
buildings; staves, heading, and hoops for casks for sugar and rum; fish,
flour, biscuit, rice, beef, pork, livestock, tobacco, lamp oil, candles, soap,
and pitch for household consumption; horses, cattle, and oxen for
plantation uses; and a small quantity of manufactured goods, mainly hats,
shoes, iron implements and furniture. (Carrington 2002:25-26)
According to Carrington (1987:823), a majority of the items received in the West
Indies were from mainland colonies including:
One third of their dried fish; almost all of their pickled fish; seven-eighths
of their oats; almost three-quarters of their corn; nearly all of their peas,
beans, butter, cheese and onions; half of their flour; quarter of their rice;
five-sixths of their pine, oak, and cedar boards; over half of their slaves;
nearly all of their hoops; most of their horses, sheep, hogs, and poultry;
and almost all of their soap and candles.
Handler and Lange (1978:308) also noted that “earthenware” and “common
earthenware” were imported in large numbers to Barbados. They believe that of the
millions of earthenware items, a “significant number were sugar pots and jars” (Handler
and Lange 1978:308). Richard Hall (1775:11) states that imported goods from Great
Britain include “china, earthen and glassware… bricks, tiles, sugar pots and drips.” This
clarifies the idea that not all ceramic sugarwares were being locally produced. However,
in the 1960s, Handler was unable to find any references to sugar molds or drip jars being
made in England. In a conversation with Dr. Handler (2013), he noted that there is now
evidence to indicate ceramic sugar molds were being produced in England, France, and
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North America. Silliman (1833:93) noted that sugarwares were, in fact, being produced
and traded to North America and, most likely, to Barbados from England, Holland, and
France.
There were three scales of economy impacted by the ceramic industry in
Barbados; they were the local, regional, and the Atlantic world economies. Each may
have influenced the need for local production differently. Details on the first two are
small in number. References to the local economy have often focused specifically on the
slaves’ internal economy. In Barbados these references are typically based on analogy
with other slave societies such as Jamaica (Handler 1963a; Handler and Lange 1978).
Beckles’ (1991) work is a significant exception although his contribution fails to identify
what role enslaved potters might have contributed to the internal economy. The nonenslaved internal economy is even less well documented but records indicate that
managers at Codrington estate sold ceramic wares to their neighbors (Bennett 1958:4).
Regional trade between Barbados and other islands is another gray area in the
historical record. It is clear that Barbados served as a “transshipment base for the newly
settled Windward Islands” (Carrington 2002:11). Pares (1936:291) notes Barbados’
favorable location, saying that “vessels used to arrive there first as the Windwards most
and best starting point in their quest for markets down the range of the islands.” What is
less clear is to what extent the use of Bridgetown (the capitol and primary port) port as a
jumping-off point would lead to Barbadian products such as ceramic sugar molds, drip
jars, or ceramic building supplies being shipped to other islands. It is possible, yet
currently unsubstantiated, that these ceramic goods were transported to other Windward
Islands. We know, as previously mentioned, that raw clay was being shipped to other
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islands for use in sugar production. To date no records regarding this trade have been
located but this lack of documentary sources does not preclude their existence, merely
that they have not been located.
The final scale looked at in regards to trade is that of the Atlantic world. A
significant debate has taken place between historians regarding the economic status of the
West Indian colonies and that impact on slavery. This debate is divided between people
who believe the American Revolution was critical to the decline of the British sugar
colonies (Ragatz 1963; Williams 1970; Carrington (1987; 2002) and those who disagree
(Keith 1948; Drescher 1977).
Trade relationships between the North American colonies and Barbados may have
influenced the methods of sugar processing. The British policies that led to the decline of
the sugar colonies involved both restrictive trade policies and wars England engaged in
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The most significant legal restriction
during peacetime was the 4 ½ percent duties, which began in 1663 and continued until
1838 (Starkey 1939:114). This was intended to raise money to pay for local government
officials but ended up being a tax given to the king. Several of the legal restrictions, while
favoring the sugar colonies in intent, were not enforced stringently enough. The Molasses
Act of 1733 placed a duty on foreign sugar; unfortunately for Barbadian planters, it was
not enforced (Starkey 1939:91). The later Sugar Act of 1764 was intended to strengthen
the provisions of the 1733 Act and did so(Starkey 1939:100).
Wars influenced relations between the British, West Indians, French, Dutch, and
Americans. Not only were restrictive prohibitions placed on warring countries, the
countries also allowed privateering to occur, which often negatively impacted trade. The
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Revolutionary War reduced imports of food and lumber to a “trickle” (Carrington
1987:827). As a result, “the crown issued three orders in 1783 setting forth conditions
under which supplies might enter the BWI (British West Indies). All kinds of lumber,
livestock, flour, and bread were permitted to enter if imported in British bottoms [ships].
The islands were allowed to export rum, sugar, molasses, coffee, cocoa, ginger and
pimento to the United States” (Keith 1948:2). British policy continued to “exclude
American shippers except in instances where such action seemed contrary to the interest
of the Empire” (Keith 1948:2).
Restrictions were not only enacted by the British. In 1776, “the enforcement of
the Prohibitory Act caused a virtual cessation of American exports except for a trickle
from the free ports of the foreign governments and from the illegal trade with the
Americans in the ports of the foreign and neutral islands” (Carrington 2002:39).
Carrington (2002:41) also notes that the American Revolution had a significant impact on
trade between Barbados and the United States. Keith (1948:3) states that from 1793 to
1802, when England and France were at war, the United States traded relatively freely
with the British West Indies. Later during the War of 1812, British vessels carrying
Barbadian goods were subjected to “frequent and effective attacks by American
privateers” (Starkey 1939:110), but not all wars were completely negative for Barbadians.
While the Seven Years’ War, for example, was initially limiting on trade when taxes were
raised to pay for the war, sugar prices rose as result of the war and trade was able to
continue unimpeded after several military victories. Carrington (2002:5) believed that
“British policy and increased costs of production led to diminishing profits.”
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Some discrepancies exist between what impact the political acts and wars had on
trade. One method of responding to these restrictive policies was to engage in illicit trade.
In other areas of the Caribbean, island planters could practically see neighboring islands
and travel back and forth without the challenges of battling tradewinds or risking capture
by patrolling vessels. Barbados faced difficult trade conditions due to its geographical
isolation, which limited access to illicit trade options (Carrington (2002:43). Starkey
(1939:86), on the other hand, notes that Barbados was a convenient entrepot for
smuggling as well as for legitimate trade. Keith (1948:2) adds that “illicit shipping took
place particularly during the 1780s” and that it took the form of re-exporting cargoes
from neutral ports in indirect trade. Keith (1948:3) notes that because of “vacillation in
the policies of the warring powers; restriction and liberalization were alternated…” It
seems likely that the vacillation in policies contributes to the variety of historians’
opinions regarding trade. For instance, Keith (1948:3) states:
In this way [illicit and specially permitted trade] by 1785, the West Indian
trade was fairly unshackled and once more began to form an important
element in American prosperity…. Beginning with 1786, this traffic in
common with American commerce in general grew with wonderful
rapidity and, by 1788, had regained the position that it held before the war.
Carrington (1987:826) opposes the “unshackled” idea by saying “the impact of
the American Revolution on the British West Indies was traumatic and permanently
devastating; the islands never recovered their earlier productive capacity.”
The existing trade relationships between Barbados and the United States saw
changes as the result of the removal of the 4 ½ percent duties in 1838. It is likely that this
would have resulted in an increase in imported wood. Due to this increase, hogshead
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barrels may have replaced ceramic molds for use in sugar production (Starkey 1939:9;
Handler 1963a).
West Indian plantations had existed on a break-even profit level. They
were able to do so because estates produced, in addition to sugar, a
number of secondary items that allowed the white population to maintain
its hold on society and also because planters allowed their enslaved
workers to engage in private income-producing activities that provided all
categories of food for the plantations even if not themselves. (Carrington
2002:254)
Ceramic production may have indeed been one of those secondary items that
could be produced to help push plantations towards breaking even. It seems more likely
that trade uncertainties may have convinced planters to move toward self-sufficiency
while the moderate prosperity they gained left them willing to take risks.
3.4.3 Labor
Transitions in labor may have also influenced the local Barbadian ceramic
industry. Many investigations of labor during the transition from slavery to emancipation
have been conducted (Beckles 1991; 2000; Handler 1974; 2003). Labor practices and the
resulting social relations were dynamic throughout the periods of enslavement and
emancipation. These changes in labor systems certainly impacted the relationships
between potters and their former masters and likely influenced relations between
Barbadian planters and planters in other West Indian colonies. The changes also impacted
relations between the West Indian Colonies, England and the Atlantic World overall.
Numerous social factors influenced nineteenth-century Barbados and its sugarproducing plantations. Codrington Plantation (now Codrington College) felt the impact of
changing social conditions prior to the commencement of the apprenticeship period in
1834 (Hartley 1949; Klingberg 1949; Bennett 1958; Holder 1988). At the time of
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emancipation in 1838, the plantation system was radically altered, yet remained
committed to exploiting labor. The planters may have felt that the end of slavery allowed
them to cut production costs by eliminating the burden of keeping the slaves while they
continued to extract labor from an exploited workforce. It has been hypothesized that the
Colleton Pothouse was a production site for former slaves who were now itinerant potters
(Loftfield 2003). If that proves to be the case, the ceramics produced there may represent
the potters’ personal choices about production. emancipation would certainly impact the
relationships between the newly freed potters and their former masters.
The socio-economic, political, and technological changes likely influenced the
existing industrial-based potteries. By the 1850s, it appears that a craft industry at Chalky
Mount in St. Andrew’s had begun to take shape (Schomburgk 1848; Handler 1963a).
Handler (1963a: 147) believes that the sugar production process of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries was altered in the first half of the nineteenth century as a result of
changes in the plantation system through the introduction and use of steam, centrifuge
and vacuum-pan technologies. The shifts in technology and trade relationships may have
been responsible for the loss of an industrial plantation industry and the creation of
cottage pottery industry.
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Chapter Four
Typology, Technology, and Uses of Pottery

In this chapter, the ways in which sugar processing occurred during the eighteenth
century are documented using contemporaneous sources. Understanding the sugar
production process is useful because it helps inform about the methods and tools
necessary. In the case of Barbados, these tools often included ceramic sugar molds and
drip jars. The options to use wood barrels or ceramic molds were both available to
Barbadian planters. For some plantations located along the eastern coast of Barbados
where clay was readily available, the choice often came down to access to potters as clay
was readily available. The types of ceramic wares produced at these east coast plantations
and independent potteries varied. The locally-produced ceramic wares collected
archaeologically have been classified in the past using a variety of different classificatory
systems. In this chapter, I discuss those typologies and develop a system based on the
wares identified. A classificatory system of local ceramic production has been developed
to assist in the standardization of terminology and to allow for more comparative studies
locally and in the Caribbean more broadly. The types of artifacts produced are just one
factor that helps determine where the local pothouses are categorized.
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4.1

Classificatory Types
In this project, a methodology focused on craft production has been used to

inform a specific classificatory system that will enhance our understanding of
seventeenth through twenty first century ceramic production. This system has been
developed to organize the results of craft production analysis in Barbados and potentially
in the wider, historic Atlantic world. It is hoped that the usefulness will be displayed and
its potential value weighed. The organization is critical to the examination of local craft
production because it creates experiences and relationships between people based on the
control and distribution of resources and benefits (Wolf 1990:590). The various areas of
craft production previously outlined indicate the opportunity for developing a series of
types of ceramic production in Barbados. This section outlines the three types as well as
addresses potential critiques of the development and application of a classificatory
system more specific to ceramic production in the merchant and early industrial periods
of capitalism as opposed to previous uses in early state formation (Burnham 2003).
When Dr. Jerome Handler (1963b:129) advocated a shift in production from
plantation industrial to craft production he was proposing an identifiable shift from largescale ceramic production on plantations to a craft-based system run out of potters’ homes.
Capitalism, typically attempts to push its production systems in a lineal way from
smaller-craft production to larger, industrial scale. It is possible though that craft
production can exist alongside industrial production or precede it or follow it. Initial
outlines of this project examined the organization of ceramic production and used the
terms Stages 1, 2 and 3. As the project continued, the author recognized that the
implication of labeling categories with the term “stage” and then numbering them as one,
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two and three is that they should naturally follow each other. Eventually a shift occurred,
leading the author to reorganize the typological categories from Stages to Types. This was
done specifically to avoid the implication of any linear order to the way ceramic
production is organized. These three types were developed to provide a tool for
comparing the different ways ceramics production is organized within Barbados and the
Caribbean at sites of local ceramic production.
As stated above, I do not mean to imply any unilineal development, rather that the
possibility that these types of ceramic production could potentially overlap exists. It is
possible that Types One and Two could occur in the same period in time or in
geographically-similar locations. As the potters in both Type Two and Three are free, it is
possible that there is overlap between the types. Type Three does imply a relative period
in time as tourist markets in this research indicate a period within the twentieth century
when people visited the islands on a large scale. Early tourism began in the nineteenth
century as the origin of the idea of tourism occurs between 1805 and 1815; indeed, even
before this time period, travelers visited the islands for health, relaxation, and scientific
pursuits (Warren 2001), although it was not until after World War II that the tourism
market developed as a combination of factors, including the introduction of large aircraft,
the eventual end of colonial rule in 1966, and the transition away from sugar-based
agriculture to a travel-based economy in the late twentieth century, took place. Wolf
(1990:591) suggests that to view organization as a process means to examine “the flow of
action to ask what is going on? Why is it going on, who engages in it with whom, when
and how often...then add for what and for whom is all this going on and also against
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whom.” The development of this classificatory system based on categories identified in
the craft production framework attempts to address Wolf’s suggestion.
Based on archaeological and historical data, a system was developed for
examining the organization of ceramic production in Barbados associated with a shift
from an attached, plantation-based system of production (Type One) that generally
produced industrial and architectural wares such as sugar molds, drip jars, roofing tiles,
brick and brick pavers for the plantation complex to an independent, off-estate, freedman,
domestic production system that produced domestic and later tourist kitsch wares for the
local and tourist economies (Type Three). An intermediate type (Type Two) may or may
not be plantation-based, but it produced industrial, architectural and domestic ceramics
for estates and local markets. I will seek to determine how these shifts are expressed in
ceramic forms and functions, production and distribution processes, and in the patterns of
social relations. Archaeological evidence from Codrington Plantation’s pothouse provides
evidence for Type One; Type Two is represented in the Pothouse site; Type Three is
represented in the ethnographic and historic evidence gathered at Chalky Mount by
Handler (1963) and represents the production of domestic wares for use off-estates in
non-industrial functions. This study will examine how the processes of industrial to
domestic production is expressed in ceramic forms and functions, production and
distribution processes, and patterns of cultural understanding.
Of the three types, Type Three involves off-estate production located on leased or
privately-owned land. The wares produced are wheel-turned and fired in low-walled
updraft kilns by the male potters (Handler 1965) (see Figure 4.1). The potters are assisted
by family members in most facets of production, including powering the wheel, but the
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actual potting or turning of wares is specifically performed by potters. The potters are of
African descent and produce domestic wares primarily for the local and tourist
economies. During the mid-twentieth century, it appears that potters in the village of
Chalky Mount produced primarily flower pots and a limited assortment of other domestic
wares including ‘monkey’ water jars, conarees, a variety of sized bowls, and flower pots
for domestic use and potentially for sale to tourists (Handler 1963a; 1965; Loftfield, K.
2002: Personal Communication) (see Figure 4.2). Images from the Market in Bridgetown
indicate that the wares being produced were of use in plantation domestic, off-estate
domestic contexts, and for sale to tourists.
Figure 4.1:

Chalky Mount kiln circa 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
Handler)

Type Two is an hybrid of Types One and Three. The potters are typically
independent, which may mean freedmen, emancipated or apprenticed former slaves or
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potters of European background. The potters in this type are still producing, largely for
plantation use, which includes industrial-use ceramics, architectural, and domestic wares
Figure 4.2:

Marketing pottery in Bridgetown, circa 1910 (from Johnston 1910)

likely intended for the free market, but also likely for plantation use as well. Some of the
wares are wheel-turned while others are made in a mold.
Type One is identified with on-estate production for plantation use. The types of
wares produced include a larger percentage of industrial-use sugarwares and architectural
wares and only limited quantities of domestic wares. The potters in Type One are
generally enslaved potters supervised by plantation overseers. Occasionally the potters
may be of European backgrounds, but they are responsive to the needs of the plantation
first and foremost.
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As more archaeologists begin and others continue to study local craft economies
(including production, distribution and consumption), it is important to establish terms
that are useful to all parties involved (Hauser 2008; Hauser and Kelly 2008; Farmer 2011;
Siedow 2011). The more complex a classificatory system becomes the less likely it is to
be widely used (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:101). In order to address a common
criticism of classificatory systems, the typology created for this project remains relatively
simple. This classificatory system was initially developed to help provide a perspective
on production while addressing Handler’s (1963b:129) idea that pottery production had
shifted to a “cottage industry” from a plantation-based industry.
There are some potential pitfalls that classificatory schemes may fall prey to. One
of these issues is that no scheme can “order data adequately to address all research
problems” (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:101). While I have developed this scheme to be
useful beyond this study, it is understood that it may not be useful to all researchers or all
research questions. This scheme is intended to determine if relatively narrow
determinations of craft production are useful for historical archaeologists. The
classificatory system developed here remains relatively simple because it is important to
consider that while every question cannot be answered with a single system, it is hoped
that this comparative framework can be useful in generating comparisons in Barbados
and throughout the Caribbean. Another concern of classificatory typologies is that they
may imply a fixed linear evolution among the units of inquiry, and Wolf (1990:590)
warns that units of inquiry “are not fixed... they are problematic, shaped and reshaped and
changing over time.” It is understood and expected that changes and alterations will and
should occur. Even as this typology has been developed for Barbados, the author is
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cognizant of other forms of ceramic production on other islands, including other British
and French islands (Kelly and Hauser 2008). Wolf calls for anthropologists to be
“professionally suspicious of our categories and models; we should be aware of their
historical and cultural contingencies; we can understand a quest for explanation as
approximations to truth rather than the truth itself” (Wolf 1990:587).
In addition to the useful establishment of consistent terminology in the types of
craft production, there are several other benefits of developing the classificatory scheme.
The first is the ability to use the scale to examine local ceramic production within the
multiple scales. The impacts of changes in these various types are indicative, but not
causal factors, of a variety of local, regional and global changes. One of the most
significant of these changes is the shift in labor that occurred during the “apprenticeship”
period and, more significantly, the emancipation of slavery. Another issue is the shifts in
sugar-processing technology that were beginning in greater numbers to impact how
planters were producing their sugar, although these changes appear to have been
happening in Barbados at a slower rate (Galloway 1989:135).
The creation of classificatory types can be problematic for multiple reasons
(Hauser 2000). The reality is that the three types developed are intended to provide a
framework that can be used to examine the processes of political economy in the local
production of ceramics as they occurred in Barbados and the Caribbean. These processes
are constantly unfolding, intertwining, and dissipating over time (Wolf 1990:587).

4.2

Artifact Typologies Generally
Since 1990, several attempts have been made to analyze the historical expression

of the Barbadian pottery production and its level of distribution and creolization.
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Archaeological fieldwork has attempted to anchor Handler’s historical sketch in material
culture. Loftfield’s work (1991; 1992; 2001) addressed the production of coarse
earthenwares in Barbadian contexts, contending that “the unglazed red earthenwares
would hold great promise as a temporal and processual diagnostic tool” (Loftfield
1991:408). In this light, Loftfield created a typology of seven formal types (base, flat;
base, perforated subconoidal; pantile; flat tiles; rims, horizontal tight excurvate; sugar
mold, straight rim; sugar mold, worked rim) designed to establish chronological control
for pottery assemblages found locally. Loftfield (2000:225) used “inept manufacture” as
evidence that the ceramics he collected at Bendeshe were locally produced rather than
imported from England. The signatures of this inept manufacture include chalky and
friable surfaces, the grey core vessels fired in a reduction atmosphere, voids in some
sherds, and contorted paste. Loftfield has since reassessed his initial theory and now
attributes the poor production to the use of bagasse (sugar cane waste) as fuel which
burns very hot but also very briefly (Loftfield 2008: personal communication).
Loftfield (2001) also discussed the role of creolization in ceramic production. The
historical data suggest that English settlers initially produced the ceramics throughout the
island (Handler 1963a:133). With the shift in labor patterns that had gained momentum
by 1680, black labor had replaced whites in skilled trades including pottery production
(Beckles 1989:228). Prior to 1710 on Codrington Plantation, a slave was listed as the
potter and as having a young apprentice (Bennett 1958:19). Based on Handler’s historical
work, Loftfield (2001:227) stressed that “English potters taught English ceramic
technology to Africans.” In the case of Barbados, not only were English methods used in
the production of wares but English forms were also favored. As an indication of this
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training by English potters, in “1784 Isaac Delevan was paid five pounds for instructing
the potter to make pots &c [such]” (Bennett 1958:20).
Stoner (2000) has based his work on analysis of artifacts from a seventeenth and
eighteenth-century kitchen midden associated with Christopher Codrington’s home.
Stoner (2000:1) believed that the “Barbadian ceramic industry began with the advent of
sugar manufacturing.” While bringing new elements to the question of ceramic
production, some of Stoner’s assertions are less well documented and lack support from
the archaeological record. Stoner (2000:45) stated that “while the pothouse existed to
produce sugar wares, apprentices trained to be potters by making domestic wares.” Stoner
(2000:45) came to this conclusion based on a single statement made by the plantation
manager in 1719, which stated that the manager’s “only potter, an apprentice, made shift
to make a little ware for the plantation service.” Stoner (2000:45) accepted this
information on the assumption that smaller-sized domestic wares “required less skill to
produce than did sugar wares” and that domestic wares “were more familiar to a
beginning potter.” Additional documentary evidence is needed to provide support to
Stoner’s assertions that the potters trained to make industrial-use ceramic wares by
producing smaller-sized domestic vessels.
As part of his research, Stoner completed a typology for classifying the red
earthenwares excavated from the seventeenth to eighteenth- century trash midden. His
classification hinges on three attributes. The first is sherd thickness, which determines
whether the fragment is part of a sugar ware or whether it is domestic. The presence or
absence of glaze is also used as a division, with the presence of glaze an indication of
domestic ware. Within the domestic ware category, three more divisions, based on
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presence/absence of glaze and glaze color (green or brown lead glaze), were established
by Stoner. Stoner (2000:47) described the paste of the Barbadian ceramics as a “highly
refined mixture of indigenous clay tempered with a very small amount of sand…
producing a very fine grain of paste.” He supported Loftfield’s assessment that Barbadian
kiln firing methods produce a distinctive “firing signature” on the paste (2000:48). Stoner
(2000:48) believed that all of the ceramic forms identified in the midden collection
conform to English domestic wares, including flat-bottomed forms such as tankards,
plates, shallow bowls, chamber pots and colanders. Currently, most potters typically
produce mugs, pitchers, and assorted decorations intended to meet the wants of foreign
tourists.
More recently, Kevin Farmer (2011) has submitted a sample of artifacts from the
SPG and Colleton Pothouse for neutron activation analysis, which identified groupings of
locally-produced Barbadian pottery from SPG and Colleton pothouses and samples
collected from Chalky Mount. These samples all presented within the same grouping,
according to the report produced by Ferguson and Glascock (2011) of the Archaeometry
Laboratory, Research Reactor Center at the University of Missouri (see Appendix 1).
Velma Mills (2008) completed a Master’s project at the University of the West Indies, St.
Augustine, Trinidad, that documented Amerindian pottery and then went on to modern
(post-1970) ceramic industry in Barbados. Erick Siedow (2011) used artifacts from the
Codrington and Pothouse sites to analyze holoplanktonic protozoa fossils called
radiolarian as a tool for determining provenience of red earthenwares in Barbados. Dr.
Mark Hauser has conducted several studies related to local ceramic production and
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distribution throughout the Caribbean (Hauser 2008; 2007; 2006; 2001; Kelly and Hauser
2008).

4.3

Pre-existing Typologies
Coarse earthenwares are ubiquitous in the rural Barbados landscape. Included as

part of this category of wares are glazed and unglazed domestic, industrial and
architectural ceramics. Fragments are commonly identified in agricultural fields,
plantations yards and along the edges of and within the many gullies in Barbados (see
Figure 4.3). Large quantities of these wares can help identify archaeological sites (see
Figure 4.4). Historical archaeologists have until recently, generally dismissed the
usefulness of coarse earthenwares, especially industrial and architectural wares. Handbuilt, domestic, coarse earthenwares have been studied with greater intensity as efforts to
identify persistent African-based traditions that link the Caribbean potters with “African”
antecedents continue (Mayes 1972; Mathewson 1973; Meyers 1999). From the pursuit of
African roots to pottery in the Caribbean, a shift to identifying a “regional creolized
pottery tradition” could be used to draw connections from Africa to the Caribbean, based
on similarities in technological, cultural and historical contexts (Heath 1999:217;
Peterson, Waters and Nicholson; quoted in Hauser 2008:108).
These attempts have been critiqued by DeCorse (1999), Hauser (2008), and
Hauser and DeCorse (2003) who have argued against drawing direct connections between
West Africa and the Caribbean without specific evidence that the slaves transported came
from varied locales across Africa as African ceramic production was extremely varied
and the societies involved were also being creolized in response to the changes in the
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Atlantic political economies (Hauser 2008:124). More recent efforts have used the wheelturned and locally-produced earthenwares to understand trade patterns and regional
interactions (Kelly et al. 2008).
Figure 4.3:

Wares on surface near SPG pothouse site

Archaeologists working in Barbados have been able to mostly avoid the
arguments for direct or indirect continuities because ceramic production in Barbados is
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radically different from production in other islands. The near- exclusivity of wheel
turning and kiln firing in Barbados and that potting in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries was generally based out of plantation workshops distinguishes Barbados from
Figure 4.4:

Wares on surface of Colleton Pothouse, 2001 (photograph courtesy of
Dr. Thomas Loftfield)

other British islands. This distinction between Barbados and the other British islands
actually makes ceramic production in Barbados more like ceramic production in
Martinique and some of the French islands, which also had a wheel-turned pottery
industry.
To varying degrees, archaeologists have attempted to describe and define types
and characteristics of industrial-use sugarwares including sugar molds and molasses drip
jars. These have included people working in Barbados and the Caribbean (Handler 1963,
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Woodward 1988; Loftfield 1992, England 1994; Gabriel 2003; Kelly et al. 2008; Stoner
2000), North America (Magid 2005), England (Brooks 1983) and France (Regaldo Saint
Blancard 1986). Generally these sugarwares were wheel turned, even on islands with
strong, hand-building ceramic traditions. While hand-built domestic wares have received
significant treatment (Crane 1991; Ebanks 1984; England 1994; Ferguson 1992; Hauser
and Armstrong 1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Heath 1988; Mathewson 1972; Mouer
et al. 1999; Petersen et al. 1999), wheel-turned domestic wares have received much less
(England 1994; Kelly et al 2008; Stoner 2000).
Although a majority of archaeologists have tended to ignore architectural wares,
which by their very design are intended to have little difference in shape and size so that
they can be stacked, some have described the characteristics of brick kilns, clamps and
their products (Armstrong and Armstrong 2011; Gurcke 1987; Harrington 1950, South
1964). Karl Gurcke, author of Bricks and Brick Making notes that because of their lack of
diagnostic features and utilitarian appearance, bricks and architectural wares are often
ignored. Ned Heite (1970:46) notes that bricks should not be ignored as they are as much
a part of the archaeological record as any other artifact. Almost no typological studies of
architectural ceramics (bricks, square bricks, brick pavers, hognose brick, beveled brick
pavers, or roofing tiles either flat or pan) have been conducted in Barbados or the
Caribbean more broadly. Loftfield (1992:23) does include flat and pantiles in his
typology even though they are utilitarian and produced in molds rather than wheelturned. The descriptive terms used by the eighteenth-century bookkeepers within the SPG
account books are available for comparison with terminology defined by modern and
contemporary sources, including Brooks (1983); Gurcke (1987); Heite (1970); McGrath
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(1979); Neve (1726); Oxford English Dictionary Online; Putnam and Carlson
(1983);Tomlinson (1860); Dobson and Tomlinson (1882).
Loftfield’s work (1991; 1992; 2001) at the Byde Mill plantation established a
typology of locally-produced coarse earthenwares in Barbadian contexts. The first of
these types is base, flat. This type has the following characteristics. The base is wheelthrown, heavy, with a flat bottom that has a range of thicknesses from .5” to .75”. The
wall-to-base angle is near 90 percent, and the base diameter is roughly 9.5”. The wall
thickness decreases shortly after it turns up from the base. The paste in base angles is
poorly made with contortions. The base, flat is associated with either a small water jar or
molasses drip jar. The second type, base, perforated subconoidal, is wheel-thrown and
thinner with a thickness between .25” to .50”. The perforated base has a mouth diameter
of .5” to .6,” and the shape is flattened on the bottom. The perforated base is associated
with the sugar mold. The next type is flat tiles, which are identified based on their
thickness, typically about .75” and that many of these fragments have a raised edge or lip.
The flat tiles are distinguishable from other body sherds because they are flat in all
dimensions. These flat tiles also may have two holes punched for nailing. The next type
identified by Loftfield is the Pantile, which is a tile that has an ogee-shaped cross section.
The thickness of the pantiles is between .55” and .6,” and these may have scrape marks
that indicate they were made in a mold. In body sections perpendicular to the curved
dimension, the tiles are flat and lack the compound curvature of vessels. These tiles may
have “lugs” used during the installation of a roof.
The next type is Rims, horizontal tight excurvate. These vessels have tightly
constricted narrow openings and rims worked from a horizontal surface. Within this type,
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Loftfield (1992) noted that there are a variety of rim treatments that are not subdivided
for his study. The other characteristics of this type are that they are derived from wheelthrown vessels, that the wall thicknesses are close to 0.6 inches and that the mouthopening diameters vary from 4 to 7 inches. While not specifically studied because of the
small sample size, two rim types are described as well. The first of these consists of a
clay bead between .75 and 1.2 inches in diameter and nearly circular in cross section,
which is rolled to stand nearly perpendicular to the vessel. A second rim type based on a
single sherd is similar, although the bead is smoothed and flattened on the top. The
worked rim is 1.25 inches wide and 0.4 inches high. The sherd is thin with a .25-inch
wall thickness. Another variety of this type has a worked rim that has a bead .75 inches in
diameter but is less circular in cross section; the rim diameter of these samples is 7
inches, which is larger than the other varieties. The function of the horizontal excurvate
rim type was initially considered a water jug and is similar to some examples Loftfield
saw at the Barbados Museum and Historical Society. Later determination was made that
this type is more likely the rim from molasses drip jars, illustrated by Handler
(1963:132).
The next type is the Sugar mold, straight rim, which are relatively straight-sided
vessels with plain, unworked rims and are wheel-turned (Loftfield 1992:25). This rim
type is slightly thickened and has convex rounded lips but is basically straight. Vessel
wall thickness varies between 0.2 inch and 0.6 inch near the rim, vessel rim diameters
range between 12 and 20 inches, and many of these have incompletely fired cores (see
Table 4.1). As mentioned, the body is straight-sided with no incurving, which certainly
suggests that these vessels were sugar molds (Loftfield 1992:26). The next type is Sugar
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mold, worked rim, which are straight-sided, wheel-thrown vessels with worked rims. The
rims are generally everted rounded lip, wall thickness is similar to the straight-rim variety
although the mouth diameter of the worked rims is smaller and varies between 9 inches
and 15 inches (see Table 4.2). The modal mouth diameter of both the worked and straight
rim varieties is 14 inches
Table 4.1:

Straight sugar mold rim vessel mouth diameters (Loftfield 1992:26)

12”

13”

14”

15”

16”

17”

18”

19”

20”

5

6

24

4

0

4

1

0

1

Table 4.2:

Worked sugar mold rim vessel mouth diameters (Loftfield 1992:27)

9”

11”

12”

13”

14”

15”

1

3

1

8

18

1

Michael Stoner has based his master’s thesis work on analysis of artifacts from a
seventeenth and eighteenth-century kitchen midden associated with Christopher
Codrington’s home. As part of his research, Stoner completed a typology for classifying
the red earthenwares yielded from the trash midden. His classifications hinge on three
attributes. The first is sherd thickness, which determines whether the fragment is part of a
sugarware or whether it is domestic. Stoner notes that sherds greater than 20 mm are
“obvious remnants of sugar wares” and any fragments less than 20 mm are domestic
(Stoner 2000:46). The second is the presence or absence of glaze, with the presence of
glaze an indication of domestic ware. Within the domestic-ware category, three more
divisions are established by Stoner based on presence/absence of glaze and glaze color
(green- or brown-lead glazed). Stoner (2000:47) describes the paste of the Barbadian
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ceramics as a “highly refined mixture of indigenous clay tempered with a very small
amount of sand… producing a very fine grain of paste.” He supports Loftfield’s
assessment that Barbadian kiln-firing methods produce a distinctive “firing signature” on
the paste (2000:48). Stoner (2000:48) believes that all of the ceramic forms identified in
the midden collection conform to English domestic wares, including flat-bottomed forms.
Stoner (2000:79) helpfully illustrates 32 rims, bases and body shapes from domestic
wares located in the midden.
Barr, Cressey, and Magid (1994) report on sugar-refining pottery recovered from
Alexandria, Virginia. Magid notes that the forms of thick-rimmed syrup jars and conical
sugar molds are both distinctive. She describes a series of characteristics of sugar molds;
these include porosity to allow evaporation of moisture as the sugar dried, hardness so the
mold could be tapped to release the sugar without breaking, smoothness in the interior to
help the mold release the sugar loaf, standard sizes, which she states are important
because of the high price of sugar; and, finally, a pierced tip that forms a hole to allow the
molasses to drain. Of syrup jars, Magid (2005:225) notes the following characteristics:
glazed interior surfaces to hold liquid, rims that are typically heavy, rounded rims to
support the weight of the molds, used examples should have abrasions on the inside of
the rim, bases should be sturdy, flat base or alternatively have multiple feet and varying
sizes to support different-sized molds.
Catherine Brooks (1983) outlines the archaeological evidence of the sugarrefining industry in England by reporting on known examples of sugarwares previously
identified at Southampton, Plymouth, York, London, and Bristol. Her typological
categories include ware types such as Merida-type ware, post-medieval local red coarse
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wares, and stoneware examples, further divided as to whether glazed, slipped or smooth
internal surface, rim diameter size and mold size. Within this article, she describes the
sugar-loaf molds recovered in Southampton and Plymouth as a the distinctive Meridatype ware, which refers to a ware type produced in Merida, Spain (1983:2). The wares
found here are sugar molds with simple thickened rims (similar to Loftfield’s sugar mold,
straight rim). Some of these molds show signs of internal smoothing. In York, both molds
and drips are identified. The molds are red coarse wares that are either smoothed
internally or have had an interior slip applied. The rim diameters of the York molds range
between 17- 44 cm (6.6-17.3 inches). Molasses drips were also identified at York, and
they were described as having heavy rolled rims and ring-footed bases with lead glazed
internal surfaces (Brooks1983:4). The glaze was often splashed onto the rim or even run
onto the exterior, although she notes that glaze around the rim had been worn away
(Brooks1983:4). In London, the molds are similar to York molds although the London
examples are both internally slipped. Examples from Bristol include molds that are red
coarseware that is either smoothed or slipped and glazed local stoneware. Brooks
(1983:7) notes that there is “no evidence of a series of precisely graded sizes,” although
the cones (molds) are similar to the “small and medium French ones, ranging from 14-26
cm [5.5-10.2 inches]” as noted in Duhamel du Monceau (1764). The large French size,
the “Batarde,” with a diameter 35- 43 cm (13.7 to 16.9 inches), is not found amongst the
examples Brooks had available to study.
Pierre Regaldo Saint Blancard reported on archaeological and historical details of
sugarware production in several areas of France. His study develops and expands on a
typology identified by Duhamel du Monceau in (1764). The typology of vessel forms
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includes sugar molds, great receipts (large jars) and small receipts (small jars). Of sugar
molds he notes that the size/capacity of the mold should be precise and the interior should
be smooth in a conical form with a pierced hole present at the base (Regaldo Saint
Blancard 1983:154). Within the sugar mold classification there were seven sizes reported
historically between 1759 and 1844. The names associated with the vessels are actually a
reference to the quality of sugar produced in the molds, not the quantity. The vessels
(diameters; length): petit-deux (12-13 cm; 290-298mm), grand-deux (16cm; 350487mm), trois (20-23 cm; 234-460mm); ouatre (21-22cm; 514-550mm), sept (27-28 cm;
594-623mm), batardes (40-45cm; 750-850mm), and formes de Bordeaux (which was not
reported on) Regaldo Saint Blancard 1983:154). Regaldo Saint Blancard (1983:156)
notes variation in the bases of the French-produced sugar molds. The variety includes a
base that is perforated but that has a smooth, unworked finish; two varieties that appear
like the base were removed and the interiors slightly worked; the next has the point
turned to form a plate around the perforation; and the final variety also has a plate,
although the rim of this base is worked into a slightly convex finish.
The size of drips jars is variable, according to Regaldo Saint-Blancard, but two
forms exist. The first of these is the form similar to that seen in l’Encyclopedie by
d’Alembert and Diderot that has a large egg-shaped body with a short collared rim and
four or five feet at its base. Three rim forms were identified with this body; these include
a vertical band (circa seventeenth century); a slightly inverted band (circa seventeenth
century) and a flared rim (circa nineteenth century). Another drip form identified with
seventeenth-to nineteenth-century France was seen in archaeological contexts in Sadirac,
Orleans and Rouen but was not illustrated in Duhamel or d’Alembert and Diderot. This
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form has either rounded, worked and inverted, or worked and everted rims. The diameter
of the mouth of the drip jars from French sites varies between 110 to 165 cm (4.3 to 6.4
inches) with most falling between 140 and 165mm (5.5 and 6.4 inches). The body shape
is described as ovoid, and the bases of this form are either flat or with a foot ring.
According to Duhamel, the molasses drip jars have certain measurements that coordinate
with the quality name associated with molds (see Table 4.3). Regaldo Saint-Blancard
(1986:158) notes that some of the drips have an exterior slip and the interiors are often
glazed.
Table 4.3:

French molasses drip jar forms (Regaldo Saint Blancard 1984:161)

Name

Height
(mm)

Height
(inches)

Diameter
(mm)

Diameter
(inches)

Petit-dous
Grand-deux
Trois
Quatre
Sept
Vergoise
(Batard)

163
190
203
271
325
400-488

6.4
7.4
7.7
10.6
12.7
15.7-19.21

<135
<162
<203
<217
<271
400

5.3
6.3
7.9
8.5
10.6
15.7

Contains
Liters
(gallons)
1.395(.35)
1.85 (.48)
2.79 (.73)
3.32 (.87)
5.58 (1.47)
18.6 (4.91)

Suzannah England (1994) examines creoleware as a way of understanding the
interactions of people within the slave system. England describes creole ware as the
locally-produced ceramics at Trois Ilets, Martinique, that includes both handmade and
wheel-turned wares. These wares are divided by England into those made for the sugar
industry and those made for creole ware household pots. Within these categories, she
describes the sugar pots, liquid holders (carafes, tumblers, and mugs), serving bowls and
cooking pots. England (1994:182) notes carafes have a wide variety of dimensions and
tumblers and mugs are more cylindrical for further description of the liquid holders.
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Vessels used for drinking purposes are made of plastic clay to decrease porosity (England
1994:183). The serving bowls are non-globular with a mouth at the widest diameter of
the pot, straight sided and fit with turned, flattened bases (England 1994:183).
Decorations include shallow, jabbed indentions and the surfaces are burnished. The
cooking pots retain a globular shape, convex sides and lens-shaped base. Two sizes of
cooking pots are established by England (1994:195). The large cooking pots have a
mouth of 28 cm with high walls, are globular, without a neck, have a curved base and,
occasionally, feet. The small cooking pots have a smaller mouth (16cm), a constricted
neck with flared rim, rounded bases and, occasionally, feet. Cooking pots often have lug
handles applied and are sometimes decorated along the edge, often including straight
incisions at right angles or finger impressions. England also notes that strap-handled jars
retain a globular shape and have pulled handles. The strap-handled pots are globular
shaped with high, thin walls. The bases of the strap-handled pots are lens-shaped
(England 1994:184). For all the wheel-turned vessels, burnishing is the most common
surface treatment and is found most commonly on water-holding carafes, mugs and on
the small cooking vessels. England (1994:186) notes that some vessels are marked with
an “X” on their bases. England explains that the “X” was a way potters marked their
wares during shared firings.
One of the most useful studies for this project is Kelly et al. (2008) that reports on
excavations and surface collections from kiln sites and waster piles in Guadeloupe and
Martinique. Kelly et al. (2008:86) notes the importance of industrially-produced, lowfired earthenware ceramics as markers of trade and interaction. For typological purposes,
they clearly identify the characteristics of three types of ceramics. The first of these are
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related to the industrial processing of sugar. These sugarwares are thick-walled, wheelthrown earthenware with a coarse paste, large grog, limestone, and detrital inclusions
(Kelly et al. 2008:89). The surfaces of these wares are untreated, and their functional
forms are sugar cones and drip jars. The next type identified is utilitarian wares used for
household cooking and serving. This type is also wheel-thrown and thin-walled with
coarse, reddish brown paste with felspathic detrital inclusions; the surface is smooth and
red-slipped with oxidized cores. The third ceramic type is hand-built ceramics that are
coil-made and thick-walled with evened surfaces produced using scrapers and rags. The
cores are variable and include surface clouding, which indicates they were fired in
oxidizing and relatively uncontrolled environments. The treatment for this third type
includes slipped and burnished. While French examples likely vary from Barbadian
versions, there are similarities that exist amongst the wheel-turned ceramics.
Robyn Woodward identifies a Spanish version of sugar molds excavated by Cotter
in Sevilla La Nueva, Jamaica (1988). Within the sugar mold category, she notes two
sugar mold base types, one flared outwards and the other tapered inward. The bases have
a diameter between 11.8mm and 13mm (.46” and .51”). Six sugar mold rim types are
identified. Of these six types, all are straight and unworked and all slope outwardly. Only
two of Woodward’s types (2 and 5) are similar to the types identified at the St. John
potteries. Diameters are not reported within the document. Woodward (1988:110) reports
that two nearly-complete molds were recovered from excavations. The height of one of
the sugar molds is 29 cm and the other was roughly the same overall length. Based on
the figure (30) in Woodward (1988:95), the diameter of the nearly-complete vessel is
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roughly 16 centimeters. The size of two nearly-complete sugar molds recovered indicates
that the sugar molds are significantly smaller than those produced in Barbados.

4.4

Current Artifact Typology
Having now concluded the review of existing typological characteristics

previously assigned by archaeologists studying the production of wheel-turned ceramics
in the Caribbean, this section will detail the ceramic typology implemented for this
project. As this research project was begun under Loftfield’s field project, many aspects
of Loftfield’s typology are adhered here to during the cataloging process. Instructions in
the field regarding the collection of locally-produced ceramics were to collect rims,
bases, handles, knobs, decorated or glazed body sherds, and finished edges. During the
first year of collection, common bricks and square bricks were counted and discarded, but
in the second and third field seasons, fragments with complete edges were collected.
Excavators were advised to also look for odd or unusual fragments that might represent
kiln furniture. Additional details regarding each of the categories follow in the next
section.
Initially, the locally-produced artifacts were broken down into whether the item
was wheel-turned, hand-built or molded. This divide effectively split the architectural
wares discussed below from the industrial and domestic-use categories. No hand-built
wares were identified during the cataloging process at the Colleton or SPG Pothouses.
Wheel-turned wares may be either domestic or industrial. The next consideration is
whether the wheel-turned wares are glazed or unglazed red earthenwares. Glazed wares
were examined to determine if glazing was intentional or was part of random drips or
runs. Glazed wares are typically considered to be domestic fragments unless the form is
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clearly an industrial sugarware. Domestic fragments were then examined to determine if
they were flat or hollow wares. Flat wares include objects that are open including plates,
platters, or milk pans. Hollow wares include bowls, cooking pots, tankards, goglets (longnecked pitcher), water jars or monkey water vessels. Within the general category of flat
or hollow, if the form is identifiable, it was included within the catalog.
On most locally-produced ceramics, the portion of the vessel (rim, body, base) is
noted. For architectural wares, the item is complete or identified by a finished edge. If the
item was fired within an oxidized or reduced environment, based on the coloring and
condition of the core it was recorded . A code was established for a range of Munsell
colors that were collected for the core (1), exterior (2), interior (3), color in the paste
closest to the exterior if different from core (4), and the color in the paste closest to the
interior wall if different from core (5) in order to account for the differences within the
paste (see Table 4.4). Diameters and proportion of vessel were collected for vessel
Table 4.4:
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Munsell color descriptions applied to ceramics during cataloging and
analysis

Visual Color
Categories
Dark Orange
Light Orange
Buff
Black
Gray
Clear Orange
Rose
Light Brown

Munsell Color Categories
2.5yr 5/6, 5/8; 5yr 5/6, 5/8
2.5yr 6/6, 6/8; 5yr 6/6, 6/8
10yr 7/2, 7,3, 7/4, 8/2, 8/3, 8/4
5y 3/0; 10yr 3/1; 7.5yr 3/0
2.5y 5/0, 5/2, 4/0, 6/0; 10yr 4/0, 5/0
5yr 7/6, 7/8; 7.5yr 7/6, 7/8
10r 5/8, 6/8
5yr 5/2, 5/3, 6/2, 6/3, 6/4; 7.5yr 6/4

mouths and bases so that estimated vessel equivalents (EVE) could be completed. For
architectural wares, the finished edges of the tiles and bricks were measured and nail
holes counted in order to establish two comparable EVE counts. For architectural wares,
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the length, width and height of the finished edges was collected. Vessel and rim
thicknesses were measured for most industrial and domestic wares. For sugar mold rims,
whether the rim was worked or straight was recorded.
4.4.1 Sugar Molds
For industrial-use ceramics, I documented whether the item is a sugar mold or
molasses drip jar fragment. For sugar molds, whether the rim is straight or worked and
the diameters and proportions of the rims were collected. Straight rims were finished with
relatively little flair. Five distinct shapes of straight, sugar mold rims are identified (see
Figure 4.5). Type 1 is the general category that includes rim fragments that are not more
specifically identified. Straight rims have a width ranging between .34” and 1.17”, and
the body end of these rim fragments indicate that the vessels associated with Type 1 vary
between .36” and .51”. The first distinguishable type is 1a, which is straight rounded.
This category of rim was pulled up during the turning but was instead slightly rounded
off. Type 1a has a width that varies between .42” and 1.15”; and this group’s vessel body
thickness varies between .37” and .69”. Type 1b is straight flat. This type was pulled up
and the rim edge was flattened by a tool. The width of the rims from items in Type 1b
varies between .41” and 1.06”. Type 1c is an angled rim, with examples showing rims
sloped down towards the interiors of the vessels. Type 1c widths vary between .56” and
1.02”. Type 1d is identifiable based on the shape of the rims, which are called double
angle. These rims have a triangle shape across the edge that slope both inward and
outward from the center. Type 1d has a width that varies between .7” and 1.06,” and the
vessel end of the rim fragment indicates a vessel thickness between .4” and .8.”
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Worked rims as described by Loftfield are subdivided into four additional rim
types. Type 2 rims are worked in a way that creates the appearance of a beaded rim.
Worked rims are identified when the rim edge is folded or worked with a tool. The widths
of Type 2 worked rims vary between .49” and 1.06” and are associated with vessels that
vary between .4” and .7” thick. Type 2a rims are worked and rounded with the edge
pulled out and folded over, creating a rounded appearance which is generally circular in
cross section. Type 2a rims have a width that varies between .4” and 1.1” and are
associated with vessels that have a measured thickness that varies between .37” and .97”.
Type 2b rims are worked but the finish is flattened. The 2b rims vary in width
between .92” and 1” and are relatively thick vessels that measured between .52” and .63”.
Type 2c rims worked, and the bolster or rim is flattened out but angled towards the
interior of the sugar mold. Type 2c rims vary between .78” and 1.1” in width. The
thickness of the body portion of the rim fragments indicate that type 2c are relatively thin
vessels that vary between .37” and .45”. The last type of worked sugar mold rim, Type
2d, is similar to the rounded 2a, but the edges are composed of three angular lines. This
fourth form may have been folded as the other forms are but then a tool or mold may
have been run around the rim to standardize the finish. The width of type 2d rims varies
between .67” and 1.1” and are associated with vessels that have a thickness between .41”
and .72”.
On sugar mold bases, which are identified by the subconoidal perforation, the
diameter and thickness is recorded (see Table 4.5). The diameter of the openings of sugar
molds varies slightly with none of the recovered perforated bases having an opening
diameter larger than 1.5”. One-inch bases are by far the most common size based on
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recovered fragments. A plug of bagasse was often used to block the hole while the
molasses drained towards the bottom. Too large a hole would require a larger plug, but a
hole too small would restrict the ability of the molasses to discharge. At the SPG
pothouse, 20 out of 22 (90.9%) of the recovered perforated bases have a diameter of 1”
and the remaining two each have a diameter of 1.2”. The Colleton Pothouse has 73.6%
(n=14) in one-inch diameter and four bases (21%) in inch and a half diameter. There is at
least one base fragment that measures 1.25”. The bases recovered are all worked in that
they have a thin portion rolled over to make a narrow lip. By rolling over the clay, the
potter creates a stronger vessel surface that might break less often as bagasse or wooden
sticks are pushed in and later pulled out repeatedly since the molds would be used
multiple times.
Table 4.5:

Sugar mold perforated base diameter
1 Inch

Number
SPG Pothouse
Colleton
Pothouse

1.25 Inches

Relative
Percentage

20

90.9

14

73.6

1.5 Inches

Number

Relative
Percentage

–

–
1
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5.2

Relative
Percentage

Number
2

11

4

21

Figure 4.5:

Sugar Mold Rim Types Used in Present Study
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4.4.2 Molasses Drip Jars
Two categories of sherds were identified for this study. The first sherd type is the
molasses drip jar base and the second category is the drip jar rims. The body fragments of
the various vessel forms, especially smaller fragments were challenging to distinguish
and correctly identify and would require too much additional time and so were not
collected. The determination was made, based on my observations of wares collected
from other Barbadian archaeological sites and Loftfield’s earlier work at Byde Mill, that
excluding body fragments would not dramatically alter the outcome of analysis (1992).
4.4.2.1 Base
The Base, flat category established by Loftfield (1992) is interpreted as the base
of a jug initially. The category was kept and recorded for this project although modified.
Loftfield states that the Base, flat likely belonged to a water jar or a molasses drip jar.
During the cataloging process, these bases were listed as molasses drip jars. The base
diameter was not recorded, but Loftfield did state that the dimensions of these jug bases
suggests they come from either small water jugs or molasses drip jars. Within the context
of the two St. John pottery sites, no historical evidence indicates the production of water
jars. Of all the documents for the SPG pothouse related to the pottery production and
distribution, none mention water jars. With the quantity of these bases, we would expect
to identify body or rim fragments from water jars and none were identified. The thickness
of the recovered bases is more in line with the molasses drip jar. From within these
contexts then, it is asserted that the Base, flat category is associated with molasses drip
jars.
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4.4.2.2 Rim
The Rim, horizontal tight excurvate category is associated with narrow mouth
openings ranging from 3 to 11 inches. At the two excavated pothouses in the Parish of St.
John, a total of ten different types of molasses drip jar rims were identified during the
cataloging process (see Figure 4.7; and Table 4.6).
Type 1 is similar to the circular type identified by Loftfield. Type 1 is further divided into
two different beaded rims. Type 1 is circular in cross section, and the bead is formed by
folding over the rim onto itself. In Type 1, the fold is pressed tightly against the wall,
leaving no gap in rim profile. The height of the rim varies between .56” and 1.21” while
the width of the rim is between .43” and 1.43”. The thickness of the vessels associated
with the Type 1 rim varies between .26” and .66”. Type 1a is similar to Type 1 in that
both are basically circular in cross section, but Type 1a leaves a gap between the folded
rim and the vessel where it connects. This appears to be a factor of the fold not being
pressed tightly within this type. The height of the Type 1a ranges between .93” and 1.3”
while the width is .89” to 1.29”. The thickness of the vessel associated with 1a varies
from .39” to .56”.
Type 2 is similar to that described by Loftfield in that it is mostly rounded but has been
flattened across the top. The height of the Type 2 rim is between .4” and 1.33” while the
width varies from .79” to 1.08”. The vessel thickness associated with the Type 2 rim is
between .31” and .8”.
Type 3 is worked, but the lip, which like in Types 1 and 1a is folded back to the vessel,
does not touch the vessel, leaving an everted lip. The folded portion has a height from the
base of the rim to the top that varies between .81” and 1.21”. The width of the fold is
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between .81” and 1.42”. The sherd thickness of the vessel body associated with the Type
3 is between .69” and .78”.
Type 4 is only identified in a single example. Type 4 appears to have been formed using a
type of mold or tool. A pentagon-shaped bead is perpendicular to the vessel, and below
that along the mouth of the vessel two additional angled ridges exist. Unfortunately, this
rim was not measured during the lab processing.
Type 5 also stands perpendicular to the vessel wall and is also generally circular in cross
section, although in Type 5 the folded-out portion of the rim has two sharp angles that
appear to have been formed using a tool. The Type 5 rim has a height between .87” and
1.23” and a width between .88” to 1.43”. The thickness of the body associated with this
rim type varies between .28” and .6”.
Type 6 is a worked rim with a round indentation and rounded ridged cordon on the
exterior (language from Walthall, Gums, and Holly 1991:113). The vessels associated
with this rim type have a thickness between .35” and .46”. The height of the rim varies
between 0.7” and 1.12” and the width rages between .79 and 1.16”, and the width of the
ridged cordon on one example is 0.94”.
Type 7 is similar to Type 6 with a ridged cordon, but in Type 7 the cordon has sharper,
more pronounced angles, and the indentation between the cordon and the rim is wider.
The height of Type 7 is 1.24”, the width of the rim is 1.08” and the vessel thickness varies
between .29” and .6”.
Type 8 is similar to Types 6 and 7, but the Type 8 cordon is larger and has beveled edging
that leads to a less-rounded rim form. The Type 8 drip jar rim thickness varies
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between .92” and 1.04” and the width of the rim and cordon is between .98” and 1.14”.
The body of the vessels associated with Type 8 rims varies between .4” and .48”.
Type 9 is different from the other types as the rim sits perpendicular to the vessel and is
not rounded at all. There is also an interior cordon on the inside of the vessel mouth. The
height of Type 9 is 1.26 inches, and the vessel thickness associated with this type
was .48”.
Type 10 is the least worked of all the rim types observed. Type 10 is almost straight and
is only slightly folded up. This fold is angled slightly inward towards the mouth. The fold
varies between .75” and .94” in height and between .91” and 1.2” in width. The thickness
of associated bodies varies between .41” and .46” in thickness.
4.4.3 Architectural Wares
Hand-molded architectural wares including bricks, brick pavers, square bricks and
roofing tiles both flat and pantiles are identified generally based on the flat, molded
nature of the objects. Roofing tiles were identified by Loftfield during his work at
Bendeshe plantation. During his surface collections, he identified two forms of roofing
tiles. The first are flat tiles which have a tile thickness close to 0.75 inch and have a
raised edge or lip on one side. The cross section of the body of these tiles is completely
flat. Flat tiles have two punched “nail” or pin holes (see Figure 4.7). Loftfield (1992:23)
only identified small fragments and was unable to determine the dimensions of these
tiles. Pantiles also known as Ogee or S-shaped were collected and identified based on the
S-shape in cross section. The thickness of these pantiles is between 0.55 and 0.6 inch.
Loftfield (1992:23) notes that “these tiles can be identified from body sections because
perpendicular to the curved dimensions the tiles are flat and lack the compound curvature
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Figure 4.6:

Molasses drip jar rim types based on rims recovered at SPG and Colleton
Pothouse
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of vessels.” Pantiles often have raised lugs used during the application to a roof (see Figure 4.8
lug on roof tile). Pantiles also have a rounded edge along the “bottom” length. Pantiles are not
known to have nail holes.
At least four types of brick are seen in the archaeological record: the common brick, the
square brick, the brick paver, and the brick other. A fifth category, that of brick unidentified, was
also added to accommodate the issue of archaeological examinations in waster piles, which is
that some bits and bats were not distinguishable with one of the other three types. Even common
bricks have variation in their dimensions, but they typically follow a ratio of 8:4:2, the length
being twice as long as the width to accommodate the laying of courses during building.
Fragments of brick are called common bricks if the height is between 2.0 and 2.5 inches and the
width is between 3.6 and 4.9 inches. Square bricks are larger than standard brick and measure
roughly 11.4 x 11.4 x 2.5 inches. To identify fragments of bricks as square bricks, they must have
a width between 2 and 2.5 inches and a length greater than 9 inches. Paving tiles or paving bricks
are considered to be thin bricks, and they are generally identified as being square (Dobson and
Tomlinson 1863:42; Neve 1726:41). Neve (1726:41) states that these paving tiles measure 8, 10,
or 12 inches squared and have a height of 1, 1.25, or 1.5 respectively. Thin brick fragments with
a height of 0.9 and 1.55 inches are placed in the brick paver category. The brick other type is
identified based on the width of a common brick between 3.6 and 4.9 inches that also has a
narrow height between 1.56 and 1.99 inches. The catchall category of brick unidentified is used
for wares that cannot be attributed to a more specific category.
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Figure 4.7:

Ceramic flat roofing tile illustrating nail hole (SPG pothouse ware)

Figure 4.8:

Lug on pantile from Colleton Pothouse (1BJ15)
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4.5

Uses of industrial wares
The production of muscovado (unrefined) and clayed (semi-refined) sugar relied on

extremely simple technology. Hogshead barrels and clay sugar molds served similar purposes by
allowing the molasses to drain by gravity from the crystallized sugar out of holes or perforations
into some form of receptacle (Bayley 1830:85). Ceramic sugarwares and wooden hogshead
barrels likely coexisted in sugar processing throughout the eighteenth century. The first
substantial mention of the sugar production process in Barbados was published by Richard Ligon
in 1657, based on his time spent in Barbados from 1647 to 1650. Ligon expressed curiosity and
knowledge about many things in his work. He was perhaps most interested in the production of
sugar as it was only recently introduced to planters on the island (Ligon in Hutson 2000:119).
This appears to be one of the earliest published accounts of sugar cane production and processing
in Barbados. Regarding the processing of sugar cane, Ligon recorded that after boiling, the liquid
began to:
…come to such a coolness, as it is fit to be put into pots, they bring them neer
[near] the cooler, and stopping first the sharp end of the pot(which is the bottom)
with plantine [plantain] leaves, (and the passage there no bigger than a man’s
finger will go in at) they fill the pot, and set it between stantions, in the filling
room, where it staies [stays] til it be thorough cold, which will be in two days and
two nights; and then if the sugar be good knock upon it with the knuckle of your
finger, as you would do upon an earthen pot, to try whether it be whole, and it will
give sound; but if the sugar be very ill, it will neither be very hard, nor give any
sound. It is then removed into the cureing [curing] house,and set between
stantions there: but first the stopples are to be pull'd out of the bottom of the pots,
that the molasses may vent itself at that hole, and so drop [down] upon a gutter of
board, hallowed in the middle, which conveyeth the molasses from one to another,
till it be come into the cisterns...The pots being thus opened at the bottoms, the
molasses drops out... and this is the whole process of making muscovado sugar.
(Ligon in Hutson 2000:126-127)
In this account Ligon refers to “pots.” Hutson (2000:125) annotates that the term pots
meant “perforated hogsheads (casks).” While hogsheads and casks would be used in sugar
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processing at various points over time, Hutson's interpretation seems slightly off base. It is likely
that Hutson based his interpretation of pots as being hogsheads or casks on Handler's
interpretation. Handler (1963a :131) quoted Ligon as saying that “in the manufacture of
muscovado, after the sugar had been cooled, it was put into pots made of boards sixteen inches
square above, and so grow taper to a point downward...” In Ligon, there are several plan sketches
for plantation buildings involved in the production of sugar. On a sketch of the curing house,
Ligon notes that:
…the topps of the potts which are 16 inches square and hang between stantions of
timber borne up by verie strong and massy [massive] studs or posts, and girded or
bract together with iron plates or wood, the length of the potts are 26 or 28 inches
long made taper donneward, and hold about 30 pounds of sugar. (Ligon 1657).
Inventories from at least the 1660s contained references to sugar cones and pots
(Armstrong 2014 Personal Communication). One of the earliest detailed historical references
regarding the use of ceramic sugar molds and pots in Barbados was made in 1689 when an
anonymous planter submitted a pamphlet of complaint. In the pamphlet (Anonymous 1689:17),
the author argues that the costs of sugar production are high and that contributing to that cost “we
must have yearly some hundred pairs of sugar pots and jars” (See Figure 4.9). Ironically, the
earliest archaeological example of local Barbadian redware, specifically a molasses drip jar, was
found in Charles Town, NC, a colony that existed only from 1664-1667 (Loftfield 2001:226).
Richard Dunn (2000:196n), commenting on seventeenth-century sugar production, noted that
“when the French planters made muscovado, they dispensed with pots and packed the boiled
sugar directly into hogsheads with pierced bottoms. This much simpler (and cruder) method was
adopted by the English in the eighteenth century.” In 1700, planters used both wooden and
ceramic forms. Father Labat visited the island and noted that Barbadians placed their cooled
sugar “into molds of wood or earthenware” (Connell 1957:170). Hartley (1948:69) notes that at
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Codrington estate both materials were used. He writes, “…the soft brown mass had to be
shoveled either into perforated hogsheads or into pots which were placed… on a rack over
troughs [not drip jars].” Hughes (1750:250) states that “the pots or molds made use of are
earthen, and of a pyramidical form” and he describes how the molds fit into earthen jars that
catch the molasses. Lascelle (1786:47), in his instructions to plantation managers, notes that tengallon pots with high-quality sugar should weigh one hundred and twenty pounds. Pinckard
(1806:361-2) established that deep earthen pots were still being used during the early nineteenth
century (see Figure 4.9). Fifty years later, Robert Reece in his Hints to Young Barbadian
Planters (1857), instructs that modern methods used Gadesden pans, which are steam-heated
drying pans. Additionally, vacuum pans and centrifugals may have impacted the use of ceramics
and hogsheads for drainage. The level of access to steam technology in Barbados is open to
debate and is discussed in more detail later. It seems clear that there was no standard material in
use when it came to the production of muscovado and clayed sugars in the seventeenth through
nineteenth centuries.
It is appropriate at this point to consider how sugar is processed after the boiling phase.
This is done so that standard terms can be introduced and so that the role of ceramics in the sugar
production process can be understood. It is important to note where ceramics enter into the
process and to note their importance in sugar production. I describe the sugar processing
methodology, many of its numerous steps involving clay or ceramics. I discuss only briefly
portions of the process that do not directly pertain to the use of ceramics and wood barrels.
Harvesting the sugar cane and crushing the cane came first. The next step involved a
series of boiling stages in which the sugar cane juice was sent through a series (3-5) of open
copper pots of decreasing size, the last of which was called a tayche. When the sugar reached the
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Figure 4.9:

Image of British-made sugar molds mounted in molasses drip jar
(photograph from Royal Albert Museum, Exeter; courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
Handler).

final tayche, it was “removed from the fire as the exact moment of the 'strike' arrived.” It was
then placed in open trays on the boiling house floor where it was allowed to cool and begin
crystallizing. Once this crystallization began, the molten sugar was then placed in containers
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(either ceramic sugar moulds/cones or wooden barrels3), where it was allowed to cure or fully
crystallize. After curing, the molds were then placed with the narrow end in the molasses drip
jars or over drainage troughs with the plugs removed from the bottom of the molds to allow the
molasses to drip out.
After the sugar was cured and the molasses was drained, the sugar was removed from its
container and, typically, the top one-third went back to the boiler due to the mass of frothy
impurities that had floated to the top and the bottom one-third was sent back because it would
have been still too heavy with molasses. The middle one-third was packed either in hogshead
barrels or sacks for transport to market. The molasses that drained off in this process could be
reboiled and reprocessed or used in the distilling houses for the production of rum. Ceramic
molasses drip jars were used as the bases for the sugar molds during the draining process to catch
the molasses. This standard curing process is known to have taken two to three weeks. It could
sometimes result in the loss of profit as the muscovado sugar still contained a significant amount
of molasses, which occasionally led to the fermentation of the molasses and decomposition of
the sugar (England 2000:73; Tomich 1990:180).
To avert the financial loss, which resulted from incompletely processed sugar, the method
of claying sugar was used. The claying process removed most of the molasses from the sugar and
led to a semi-refined product. Claying involved a liquid clay slip being placed on top of the sugar
mold. The clay held the water and allowed it to drain down through the muscovado slowly
enough that the molasses was dissolved and washed off the sugar crystals without dissolving the
sugar crystal itself. This process could be repeated several times and led to a variety of grades or
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In addition to ceramic sugar wares, wood molds may have also been used when available. It
seems that in the seventeenth to nineteenth- century Barbados, both forms were used during the
curing process (Labat 1722 in Connell 1957:170; Hartley 1948:69 commenting on Codrington.)
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levels of whitened sugar. This process could take nearly four months to be completed (Ligon
1657:91).
Several descriptions of the sugar-making process have been recorded over time by
visitors, plantation owners and managers in the Caribbean. The Art of Making Sugar was
published in 1752. This text describes the history and culture of sugar cane, the equipment,
facilities and processes of sugar cane production. The authors of The Art of Sugar Making rely
heavily on Labat's 1722 work, Nouveau Voyage Aux Isles De L’Amerique, which was based on a
visit to the French Islands of the Caribbean. The Art of Sugar Making provides details regarding
similarities and differences between French and English sugar production material and processes.
The English authors were sure to mention the superiority of the English methods (1752:20).
Labat described the methods and materials used in the early eighteenth century. While
specifically dealing with French islands, Labat’s book is applicable to Barbados because
Barbadian planters were familiar with his work. A portion of his text is included here because it
clearly describes early eighteenth-century methods and materials that were common during that
period.
The moulds are conical earthen pots, having in the narrow end or head a hole
sufficient to admit the little finger. They are of different sizes, from a foot and a
half to three feet in height, and from twelve to sixteen inches diameter at the
mouth: round each end is a ring of the same earth which the rest of the vessel is
made of. The moulds must be well hooped or bound with withs, to prevent their
cracking from the heat and weight of the sugar; and soaked in fair water for
fifteen or twenty hours before every time of using. New moulds, previous to the
steeping in water, should be seasoned for two or three days in the liquors which
are fermenting for spirit: the strong smell which they contract from these liquors
easily comes off by the water. By this preparation, the empty pores of the vessel
are filled, which otherwise would imbibe part of the sugar, and thus prevent the
loaf from coming out entire.
Three, four, or more of the moulds thus prepared, are ranged before the slope of
the coppers; each standing upon an earthen pot, called a drip; the hole in the
narrow end (which is lowermost, and fitted into the mouth of the pot) being
stopped with a wad of linen, or the like. The drips should be seasoned after the
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same manner as the moulds, and likewise hooped about the necks, which will not
only prevent their breaking when loaded with a mould full of sugar, but also make
them last much longer than otherwise.
The Syrup, after having been well stirred and mixed in the cooler, is emptied into
the moulds by means of a two-handled ladle; observing to pour part of each ladle
full into each of the moulds and to pour the first of one ladle full into that mould
which received the last of the foregoing ladle; by this means the grain and
molasses are equally distributed.
After standing about a quarter of an hour, a saccharine crust appears on the
surface; which must be well broken, and mixed with the rest, not only for
promoting the formation, and equal distribution of the grain (as in the coolers) but
likewise in order to enable the unctious part of the syrup to arise and be collected
on the surface, from whence it may afterwards be easily taken off. At the same
time the matter which encrusted to the sides of the mould, must be carefully
scraped off with a knife or slice: if this was left adhering to the mould, the loaf
could not easily been got out whole, and would likewise be subject to be stained
with the coulour of the earth which the mould is made of.
The stirring and clearing the inside of the mould should be repeated about half an
hour after, but not oftener; a third repetition would too much divide and bruise the
grain of the sugar. The moulds are suffered to remain untouched, after the last
stirring, for fourteen or fifteen hours; when the sugar is found concreted into one
mass, which upon unstopping the bottoms of the moulds slowly parts with its
molasses.
To expedite this discharge of molasses, which without some assistance from art
would not be competed in less than a month, Labat and others direct a wooden or
spike to be thrust into the sugar from the bottom to near the top; the spike being
wetted with water, in order to moisten such part of the sugar as it touches. The
sugar thus moistened will indeed soon purge itself of its molasses, which will drip
down the hole made by the spike; but as this instrument presses the sugar towards
the sides of the mould, it is evident that the passage of the molasses from those
parts must be retarded, if not entirely stopped up by it.; Our planters seem to be
sufficiently sensible of this; and hence have for some time past employed not a
spike, but an auger, which cuts its way without pressing; and by this simple
alteration their sugars are for the most part sufficiently purged in a week.
The moulds, after being unstopped, are kept to drain for some time in the boiling
house; but care must be had that they be not suffered to remain here too long, as
the sugar will be apt to be fouled, by the impure steams of the coppers. And for
this reason the curing house, which the moulds are next removed to, ought to be a
considerable distance from the boiling house.
When as many moulds have been sufficiently cured, or purged from their
molasses, as will fill one stove (which usually holds five or six hundred) the sugar
is knocked out of moulds, by inverting them upon a cloth spread on the floor; in
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order that the good or ill quality of the sugar may be judged of, and the more
impure parts taken away.
On the top, or broad part of each loaf is found, a rough, uneven crust, which
appears to be composed of pieces of the two first crusts that were broken and
stirred with the liquid part, whilst the sugar was cooling. Beneath this is an empty
space, of the depth of an inch, and sometimes more: under which is another crust,
of a dark brown, or blackish colour, about an inch, and sometimes more: under
which is another crust, of a dark brown, or blackish colour, about an inch thick in
the middle, but thinner towards the sides. The upper crust which is dry, and of an
amber colour, is taken off to be refined apart (Willock 1752 21-23)
In 1785, Samuel Martin, a planter in Antigua, published an Essay on Plantership in
which he described the “best method of making sugar” [this description starts from the point
where the boiling is nearly complete and the process of “taking proof” is being accomplished. It
is in taking proof that the boiler tests the condition of the sugar].
The method of doing it is by a pan-stick, of four feet and a half long, eighteen
inches of which is made rounding for the grasp of the left hand, and three feet
flat-wise, about two inches broad and an inch thick: by immersing this pan-stick
into the liquor when boiled to a pretty thick consistency, it will be smeared, upon
which the boiler puts his right thumb, taking up a sufficient quantity, and touching
then the thumb with the forefinger, draws the liquid sugar like a thread at the
instant when the heat is going off; this thread when broken will shrink from the
thumb to the suspended forefinger, in several lengths as the boiler intends: for the
different lengths at which this thread hangs to the forefinger, determine precisely
the different degrees of boiling sugar; and these degrees are proportioned to the
several sizes of moulds, or sugar pots in which it is cured. The denominations by
which these degrees are determined by refiners, are, piece, lump, and loaf-height.
Piece-height is the highest degree, and suited to the moulds of the largest size,
which contain about nine gallons: the thread of piece height is about three inches
long; that of lump-height, suitable to moulds half the former sizes, is when the
thread stands about an inch from the suspended forefinger: and loaf-height,
suitable to the smallest moulds, is determined by the thread of a quarter of an inch
long from the suspended forefinger; and this latter proof is generally most suitable
to the planter's purposes of making muscovado sugar; which ought to be of long
grain, well separated from molasses....
The method of boiling muscovado sugar I have said is below loaf-height, and if
then it is cooled with quickness in a broad fuperficies [sic] and in a wooden
cooler, the sugar will be of a larger grain than if cooled in a deep or copper vessel,
as experience evinces. But if the sugar is intended to be cured in pots or earthen
moulds, it must be cooled in coppers, or deep wooden coolers, that it may be
conveyed from thence into the pots, while in the state of a thick liquid. This will
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occasion the grain of sugar to be smaller (and more specially if judiciously stirred
while in the cooler) which is an advantage to the colour of clayed sugar; for, a
multitude of surfaces will reflect more rays of light, and consequently appear
white than large particles, which have fewer surfaces. For that reason the most
expert planters of Barbados generally boil their sugar higher than other people;
but whether to so much profit, must be determined by future experience; for, if a
much less quantity of very white sugar is obtained by boiling high, than by the
contrary method, the question is whether the great price is an adequate
recompence for so great a loss of weight. In my humble opinion it is not:
however, it is worth the trouble to determine that point by exact weight and
measure. In such computations the refined Barbados managers exceed all our
islanders. From one of these I have seen a receipt in form more exact, than that of
a good housewife for making a pudding, but by no means equal to it in effect.
That celebrated manager prescribes thus: “take so many pounds of good clay and
make it into a batter of so much water, and then put it to so many pounds of
sugar, contained in a pot of so many gallons, &c.”
Can any man be the wiser for such a receipt with all the appearance of exactness?
On the contrary, experience testifies this plain truth, that the quantity and thinness
of clay-batter must be exactly proportioned, not to the quantity of sugar, so much,
as to the degree of height to which it is boiled, which the face, or surface of the
sugar in each pot must determine: for, if the crust breaks near the center, the sugar
is high boiled, and will require a thinner batter; and so vice versa. The nearer to
the edge of the pot the surface cracks, the thicker must be the clay: for, clay batter
is only the means of filtering the water thro' the sugar by easy degrees, so as to
wash all the grains from the yellowness, or tinge of molasses, without dissolving
the smallest particles. In this proportion therefore consists chiefly the art of
claying, not to sink the pot of sugar by a double clay lower from the brim than
five inches, and yet to whiten the whole mass alike to the bottom; but this cannot
be effected without great judgment in boiling equally; and in separating the pots
into several classes, so as to clay each parcel in a manner suitable to the degree of
boiling: for want of this art it is, that a planter may grow poorer by claying his
sugar, than if he makes only plain muscovado: for, the loss of sugar dissolved into
molasses by claying injudiciously, cannot be compensated by converting it into
rum. He therefore who proposes to clay sugar to advantage, must first learn the art
of boiling by the touch, as the only criterion of boiling to a degree of exactness:
he must learn also all the other process of balling and stirring the sugar after it is
filled into pots, by which small errors in boiling may be in some measure
rectified. The same skill is requisite to boil sugar which is intended to be cured in
pots, without being clayed; and therefore the practice is very unprofitable; for, tho'
sugar properly boiled will cure best in pots, yet if there be the least error in
boiling, it will occasion the sugar to be of a very small grain, as is generally the
case of Jamaica sugar: for if the same sugar, which is of small grain by being put
into pots, has been cooled with quickness, in a broad wooden cooler, and cured in
hogsheads, the grain would have been much larger, as a single experiment will
evince. But if in conformity to old customs, a manager will choose to cure in pots,
let him cool his sugar in a broad cooler till it becomes very thick, and only liquid
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enough to be taken up with a ladle, and put into pots: for, by that means he will
have a much larger grained sugar than by the present practice of putting it hot into
pots. It is a common practice to stir hot sugar once or twice after being put into
coolers; which is a sure means of breaking the grain, at the very moment while the
sugar is granulating. (Martin 1785:24-26).
In 1893, James Stark published a history and guidebook to Barbados in which he
recorded the methods of processing sugar cane into sugar in this way.
A few words here will serve to describe the system of making sugar, in operation
on most of the sugar estates in Barbados, where the expensive process of boiling
in vacuum pans are not in use....
The cane is carried from the field in ox carts, then passed through rollers of the
grinding mill which is worked by the wind, nearly every estate depending on its
windmill for its power. Passing through the rollers the cane is deprived of its
juice, and the fibre or “trash” is carried on by the endless band to fall into a cart
below, from which it is spread out in fields to dry, and in due time finds its way
back to the furnaces in the boiling house. Meanwhile, the juice runs through
strainers, and is lifted by a force pump to oblong troughs which stand near the
chimneys of the furnace. In these troughs it is allowed to settle, and the scum rises
in a few minutes to the surface, a gentle heat being applied meanwhile. The syrup
is then drawn off into a train of copper kettles below to be converted into sugar. In
the first of which causes the scum to rise to the surface in a dense body, when it is
removed by the Negroes with a common strainer or skimmer. From this pan it is
passed to the others, according to its advance towards crystallization, nearer, and
nearer, to the mouth of the furnace, boiling furiously until it reaches at last after a
passage of several hours, the “strike pan” over the very mouth of the furnace. As
the entire contents of one pan is discharged into the next, at the same time that a
fresh supply of juice is introduced from those behind it, all are kept full, and the
scene is very lively when the fires are good and the syrup boils briskly. A negro
watches each pan, or more frequently has two under his care, and is actively at
work tossing the syrup into the air when the bubbles become too large and run
over into the next pan, thus showing that there is danger of burning the sugar. At
other times the negroes are busy skimming off, with a light hand, any scum that
might arise.
The most delicate process in the manufacture of sugar is the test of it when it
reaches the last pan and becomes thick. In the last few minutes before it is fit to be
removed from the fire, the crystals form with great rapidity, and the sugar-master
is constantly trying the syrup with his finger and thumb, the “touch test.” When
the sugar reaches this state there is much danger of burning, and upon the skill of
the sugar-master, in making the “strike” at the right moment, will depend on the
quality of the sugar.
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From the strike-pan the sugar is run into shallow coolers where it remains for
about twenty-four hours, and is then transferred to cones, such as are used in
sugar refineries, to drain off the molasses. Sometimes the “strike” is passed into a
long narrow box with fenders six feet high on two sides of it. Two negroes, taking
their position at either end, toss the syrup into the air with copper ladles working
on pivots, until it is so exposed to the air to be frothy, and crusts the sides of the
box like spongy lava around the crater of a volcano. It is then passed directly into
cones and crystallizes in a few hours.
The object of crystallizing in shallow pans is that the crystals, floating loosely in a
greater space may form freely and of a large grain. Those who crystallize in cones
say that the same object is obtained by gently stirring the cooling syrup once or
twice on the first day. On the second day the cone is moved into the purginghouse, and is not touched again for three weeks, except once to remove the plug at
the bottom of the inverted cone that the molasses may drain off into proper
receptacles, to be boiled again and dried as muscovado sugar. A cloth is laid over
the top of the cone while the molasses is draining, and soft mud or clay spread
upon it.
This draining of the contained water through the sugar drives the molasses before
it to the apex of the cone, and after twenty days the loaf of sugar in the cone is
found to be hard, white at the base, brown in the middle and yellow at the top
with molasses at the apex.” (Stark 1893:155-157)
Note in Stark's 1893 description how he describes that vacuum pans are not generally
used in Barbados because of their relative expense. He also uses the term cones, which implies
ceramic vessels and then states that “such as are used in sugar refineries.” This casual reference
to the cones after being quite detailed previously may indicate that cones were a common sight
even in the end of the nineteenth century on Barbadian plantations.

4.6

Conclusion
The creation of a typology useful in the description of local ceramic production has been

developed here. By establishing this typology, archaeologists and historians are able to compare
and easily describe future pothouses based on the location, labor techniques, and types of
ceramics produced. Artifact typologies of locally-produced earthenware ceramics in the
Caribbean have been described on several prior occasions (Armstrong and Armstrong 2011;
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Brooks 1983; Cressey, Barr, and Magid 1994; England 1994; Farmer 2011; Kelly et al. 2008;
Loftfield 1992; 2001; Magid 2005; Regaldo Saint Blancard 1986; Stoner 2001). Drawing from
those prior studies, I have created an artifact typology of industrial, architectural and domestic
wares that can be applied to future archaeological fieldwork within Barbados and can be
transferred to other islands where ceramics were produced.
Factoring in the methods of sugar processing as they relate to the technological choices
available is also important. By examining contemporaneous eighteenth-century accounts of sugar
processing, it becomes clear that planters had choices to make in regards to sugar-processing
tools such as whether to use ceramic sugar molds and drips or molds and troughs leading to
cisterns or using wooden barrels rather than ceramic sugar molds for holding the molten sugar.
These choices were informed by social, political, economic and environmental factors. by
examining the choices made, we can understand the processes that plantation owners and
managers were involved in making. These decisions then impacted the lives of the enslaved as
managers required slaves to be recruited and trained in the crafts.
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Chapter Five
Objects of Production

In this chapter, the sources of data, including archaeological, documentary and
ethnographic, are identified, and the sites and objects of the local Barbadian ceramic production
are introduced. The previous typologies used when investigating the industrial use ceramics are
discussed. This introduction sets up the data that will be used in the craft production framework.
The archaeological and archival data available for the two known archaeological sites in the
Parish of St. John (SPG and Pothouse) and the ethnographic data from the village of Chalky
Mount in the Parish of St. Andrew are introduced. The objects defined include a description of
the essential type categories: Industrial, Architectural, Domestic, and Other and includes details
about the wares of each type.

5.1

Sources of Data
Historical archaeology provides an opportunity to compare, combine, and relate different

forms of data in order to bridge our understanding of people, objects and their interactions. These
sources are mined for details regarding the objects that can then be examined with other data
about the people in order to better understand the context in which they lived their lives. In the
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case of this study, the data sources are used to provide detail about the work times of enslaved
and free potters as they built products critical or at least highly necessary to sugar processing in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In addition to these industrial sugarwares, the potters
also produced domestic wares for the use of enslaved and free families on the plantation, for
sales by higglers and in markets that allowed access to capital so that they could provide other
necessary and wanted items. The potters also produced architectural wares that were used by
plantation owners and managers for constructing buildings, cisterns and chimneys to serve their
needs. For planters, the architectural and industrial wares produced on their plantations at their
command allowed their plantations to produce and maintain global capital within the greater
Atlantic world. By using the data sources outlined below, it is possible to consider how the
locally-produced ceramics impacted the potters and planters in the 18th and 19th centuries.
5.1.1 Sources: Documents
The archival resources available regarding each of the pottery facilities and the
limitations within the types of records must now be considered. Documents regarding the
Society’s operations in The West Indies were microfilmed onto nineteen reels as part of the
“British Records Relating to America in Microform” (USPG Microfilm 1984). The nineteen
reels of microfilm include coverage of the West Indies in general, Bahamas, Barbados, Jamaica,
Antigua, Trinidad, British Guiana and other leeward islands. Reels 1-4, and 19 were not
examined for this research as they contain information from the West Indies, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Antigua and the Leeward Islands, Trinidad, and British Guiana. Reels five through eighteen were
examined as they contain information regarding the organization and management for the SPG's
Barbados estates. These types of documents involve the interaction between plantation manager,
town lawyer, a local committee of planters (Barbados Committee), and a London-based
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committee (London Committee). The records that exist include letters, meeting minutes,
quarterly and yearly reports, instructions and orders between England and Barbados, account
books that documented the plantations’ income and expenses, and account books of English
agents responsible for receiving and selling the plantations’ sugar and resupplying the plantations
with goods from England. (Taylor 1984). The reels contain the different types of documentation
and coverage and were organized based on document type and by periods of time. Coverage was
not complete as some years are missing and other records are illegible because of preservation
and how they were originally scanned. All fourteen reels were examined for this project although
I selected areas and dates for study based on accessibility and connection to the areas of
plantation management. I did not scan, nor examine beyond a general glance, documents that
related specifically to the operation of Codrington College or its operations that did not pertain to
its physical construction or repairs. I also did not include the correspondence of Bishops
Coleridge or Parry which dated from after 1826. I did copy and examine account and
management records regarding the plantation operations in the nineteenth century to verify that
ceramic production had ended before that time. Between 1710 and 1839, account records from
79 years were examined, 27 years were not examined or copied (1776, 1778, 1780, 18071811,1814-1822, 1824-1826, 1830-1836) and for 23years, accounting records could not be
located (1711,1712, 1714, 1732-1742, 1750-1757). Records from 1718-1725, 1727, 1728, 1730,
1731, 1742-1749, 1758, 1760-1775, 1777, and 1783-1806 were examined in detail for references
to the purchases and sales of items from the SPG pothouse.
There are several limiting factors associated with the historical and archival data
available for this study. The first of these is that the contemporary data that was recorded is done
mostly from the perspective of management, which generally consisted of attorneys, religious
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leaders, and plantation managers who were all mostly literate people that shared British descent.
As such their ideas about what to record are limited by their interests, biases, and period
accounting styles. For example, the account books record economic data about debits and credits
to their books. In some cases, these account listings are specific and in other cases they are not.
Some years the ledgers include what goods were purchased from and for the plantation and in
others they do not. Some of this variation is impacted by changes in the personnel managing and
operating the estate and who were responsible for recording the information. Between 1742 and
1749, the ledgers track the payments to slave owners that have hired out their “Negroes” for
laboring at the SPG pothouse (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). These owners were paid from
the SPG “Pothouse” account, so it is clear that they labored in the production of ceramics. Earlier
and later ledgers record the payments to the owner of hires, but do not correlate the hires with the
pothouse and only occasionally mention the specific duty of “holing,” which is a field task
(USPG Microfilm 1984:Reel 15). In later years, some of the same owners’ names show up in the
ledgers and account books but the tasks their slaves worked at are not listed. It is possible to
assume that these “hires” may have still been doing work at the pothouse, but this cannot be
stated with any certainty.
Another issue with SPG estate records is that the records provide an incomplete view of
plantation life, recording mostly economic, religious and educational perspectives, generally
from the top down. A more practical issue that impacts the quality of the records is that the
originals and microfilmed versions are in some cases illegible, making transcription problematic.
These problems generally stem from a lack of preservation of the original records and
mechanical issues/limitations during the microfilming process. Additionally, records from all
years are not microfilmed. For example, the years 1732 -1742 are not included, and it seems
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likely that this was caused by the loss of the original records. Another issue is that the accounts
of the plantation from 1749-1758 have not been found; instead, the records indicate only the
college expenses. This corresponds to a shift from a plantation manager-based operation to
“academics-based” management. In 1749, the schoolmaster had persuaded the London
Committee that he should be placed in charge of the plantations. Between 1749 and 1753
plantation operations were managed by the School principal. In 1753, operations were turned
back over to a more professional class of manager. Grant Elcock was made manager and took
over plantation management, although the records of plantation accounts were not found again
until 1758. Some years the pothouse was not mentioned and some years every item sold was
identified.
While the quantity and quality of SPG’s records are good, the opposite can be said for the
archival records related to Colleton plantation and the “Pothouse” located on its grounds. Two
direct references to Colleton plantation’s management were found at the Barbados Museum and
Historical Society, Shilstone Library. The Colleton Ledger 1818-1857 and a Continuation of
Journal 1845-1857 were referenced but contained little useful information for this disertation .
These ledgers are account books that record the sales and purchases for the plantation, as well as
rents collected from laborers. Additionally, there is a reference to Colleton Plantation contained
in the Minutes of a Meeting of the Society for the Improvement of Plantership held in 1810
(Society for the Improvement of Plantership 1810:121).The quality of records that have been
identified for Colleton are extremely limited when investigating the Pothouse, the potters who
may have labored there for the plantation or the freedmen who may have rented land from
Colleton upon which they potted. This dearth of archival/historical references impacts this study
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in a significant way. Archaeological investigations are necessary to provide a broader, more
complete understanding of pottery produced, the potters and the sugar production process.
5.1.2 Sources: Ethnographic
During portions of the year 1960 and again from August 1961 to July 1962, Jerome S.
Handler conducted ethnographic fieldwork examining the use of land resources by villagers and
the relationships villagers formed to carry out their economic activities in the village of Chalky
Mount. Handler focused on the actions that involve “the utilization of environment in culturally
prescribed ways,” in order to understand, among other things, the relationship of technology and
productive processes to the environment (Steward 1955 in Handler 1965:1). His study included
several lines of research, but for this project his work on pottery production by the people in the
village of Chalky Mount is the central focus. Handler’s method was to provide deep description
of the production process, including how activities were carried out and organized, how the
social and labor relationships were formed and includes how the products of were sold. Using
participant observation and formal interviews, Handler was able to document the procedures and
practices involved in the cottage industry of pottery. In addition to this fieldwork, Handler
conducted an intensive historical study to identify and document historical records related to
pottery production in order to provide a “skeletal picture” of the history and pottery manufacture
in Barbados (Handler 1963a: 130).
Handler’s fieldwork focuses on the village of Chalky Mount in the Parish of St. Andrew,
located in the central portion of the Scotland District. He investigated the historical background
and references related to ceramic production in order to understand how the potters in the village
of Chalky Mount were carrying on traditional potting, and how this potting was based on a
tradition of potting related to England. Pottery production on Chalky Mount developed sometime
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during the 19th century, likely out of a plantation-based potting industry. The methods of
manufacture (wheel-turned, kiln-fired) were likely continuations of the techniques necessary for
producing industrial sugar wares for the plantation use. The wares produced have certainly
shifted as ceramic sugarwares went out of favor on plantations and the potters of Chalky Mount
adapted the wares they produced accordingly. The potters in Chalky Mount in the 1960s were
producing wares for use in local homes and expanding to produce wares for tourists and travel
industry needs. Based on oral interviews with potters and their families, Handler was able to
connect the potting tradition in the village of Chalky Mount in the 1960s with early-twentieth
and nineteenth-century potting traditions (Handler 1964:247). These traditions included the use
of potting wheel technology, with male potters firing vessels in kilns. The objects that the
ethnographically studied potters produced were utilitarian objects including flower pots and
saucers used in Barbadian households; vessels for storing, processing, cooking, and serving food
and beverages, including the “monkey” water jug and “cornarees”; and also produced regularly
were ash trays, penny banks, and vases (Handler 1963a: 323). The wares they produced have
been described as a Barbadian permutation as the potters were of African ideas of potting and
pottery but producing vessels with European methods and techniques, which results in a
hybridized ware. Handler’s documentation of production methods that were likely very similar to
earlier eighteenth- and nineteenth-century methods represents an important source of data for
understanding the organization of ceramic production.
5.1.3 Sources: Archaeology
Archaeology also provides an invaluable record. The production of ceramics, produces
large and varied forms of data that can be examined. The artifacts themselves are evidence of the
production processes. These artifacts record stylistic variation, as well as, information about the
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quantities and types of wares produced. European or non-local ceramics are also found that can
be used in dating stratigraphic zones and contexts. These European wares can also inform us
about the workers at the pothouse. In addition to the artifacts there are also features that can
provide information regarding the means of production, recording the size and shape of kilns,
buildings, sheds, and fence lines. From this information we can determine what the pothouse
area would have looked like and consider how the layout impacted the potters. We can also look
at the spatial layout between the pothouse and the consumers of goods. The location of the
pothouse in relation to the location of the plantation curing house can tell us about attitudes
towards production. The archaeological record, then is very useful for determining the details of
the organization of production including the potters, their tools, the objects produced and
relationships with consumers.
The archaeological data comes from two sites in the Parish of St. John. Today,
Codrington College operates on what was earlier considered the Lower Estate of the SPG. The
lower estate was 480 acres, of which, 50 were planted in sugar cane while the remaining land
was deemed unsuitable for sugar production. The plantation’s mill works including windmill,
boiling house, curing house and distillery, are all located in the yard area to the southeast of the
college buildings and plantation home (Mayo 1722). The Pothouse was located approximately
300 yards away from the works in an area to the south (see Figure 5.1). No physical remains of
the pothouse are extant on the surface, and no maps or drawings show this area.
One area of ceramic production, a waster pile, has been located roughly a quarter mile
away from the college in the base of a gully to the southeast. This site was located during a
survey by Dr. Thomas Loftfield and crew from a University of North Carolina Wilmington field
school in 1993. The lands surrounding the pottery production site were formerly in sugar and
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have now been replaced by scrub brush, rented tenantries, and small subsistence farming plots.
The SPG pothouse is located adjacent to some recently cleared fields in an area that has not been
plowed recently. This is surmised because of the size of the surrounding trees in this area, visible,
but out of use, cane rows surrounding the location and the significant drop off which precludes
this area from sugar production. The site is demarcated generally by being limited to
nonagricultural land and, more specifically, based on surface surveys.
In the summer of 1993, a test unit was excavated in the area near the SPG Pothouse.
Continuing in the summer 2003 and during portions of 2004 and 2007, excavation of the SPG
pothouse fell under the umbrella of a larger Codrington Estates Archaeological Project. These
excavations, under the purview of Dr. Thomas Loftfield, were run by the author and provided an
opportunity for University of the West Indies field school students to learn archaeological field
and lab methods. The purpose was to identify locally-produced ceramics that can be used for
comparative purposes with excavated remains from the sugar processing industrial yard and from
the kitchen midden of Christopher Codrington the III’s Barbados residence. What follows is a
description of the units excavated by field students at the SPG pothouse, which was initially
described as the Codrington Pottery Kiln site. All artifacts excavated from the Codrington
College property are currently curated by the Barbados Museum and Historical Society at the
Garrison, St. Michael.
In 2006, while processing artifacts, it was determined that a sampling strategy needed to
be adapted for the artifacts excavated in 2003 and 2004, due to the quantity of unglazed red
earthenware body sherds excavated and the limited curation facilities available. The 2003
artifacts not processed in the field were sampled prior to lab processing, in most cases, using a
manual mix-and-divide sampling method on the body sherds. This procedure was adapted from
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McIntosh and McIntosh (1980:113) and modified by McIntosh (1995:133). The mix-and-divide
method is intended to provide an unbiased sampling scheme that reduces the number of
fragments to be processed and examined while avoiding judgmental selection criteria (McIntosh
1995:133).
Figure 5.1:

SPG/Codrington Map (Royal United Kingdom Ordnance Survey 1986 Sheet
7)

As part of this process, the unprocessed artifacts from each level are emptied onto a table.
All European ceramics, metal, bone, glass, glazed red earthenware (GREW), and unglazed red
earthenware (UGREW) with finished edges, rims, bases, handles, nail holes, lugs, and decoration
are separated and kept for processing. Then the remaining UGREW body sherds are placed into
one large pile that is thoroughly mixed by hand. The sampling of the body fragments is based on
the number of brown bags collected for each level at the following rates: one brown bag of
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collected artifacts is sampled at 100%. Two to four bags are sampled at 50%, and five or more
bags are sampled at 25%.
This sampling is accomplished by sorting the UGREW body sherds from the one large
pile into two piles that are each then mixed by hand again and subsequently sorted into four total
piles of equal size. Then, depending on the sample required, the appropriate number of piles is
randomly selected. The pile or piles selected are then washed and processed as are the other
artifacts. This sampling method does have some disadvantages, as noted by McIntosh
(1995:133). One is that the piles do not reflect exactly 50% or 25%. This will restrict the “ability
to predict absolute numbers of sherds in a sampled population, but it should not significantly
affect [the] ability to characterize the assemblage in terms of relative frequencies of various
attributes” (McIntosh 1995:134).
Several seasons of excavations were carried out at the SPG pothouse site (see Figure 5.2).
In 1993, a 2-foot by 2-foot test unit was excavated. This excavation produced a significant
number of artifacts although no documents related to the testing were located. The artifacts fill
ten large boxes and are stored at the Barbados Museum and Historical Society. In 2003, two
5’x5’ units, identified by their arbitrary grid coordinates 500L500 and 495L490, were excavated.
The units were primarily excavated using natural stratigraphic principles until sterile subsoil was
reached.
The eastern half of 500L500 was excavated first, dividing the unit as if it were a feature
in order to provide a profile. In unit 500L500, relatively few locally-produced ceramics and nonlocal artifacts were identified. A single feature was located, running roughly diagonally across
the unit (see Figure 5.3). The feature consisted of a trench that contained two post molds. The
trench was 1.3’ in width, the posts had diameters of .55’ and .54’ and the postmold centers were
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1.45’ apart. This post feature was initially interpreted as an early fence line; however, it was later
determined to be a portion of a wall of a structure based on the outline left in unit 495L490.
Whether the wall was a portion of the actual SPG pothouse or one of the storage sheds
mentioned in the historic period documents is undetermined (USPG Microfilm Reel1984).
The quantity of locally-produced ceramics collected from 500L500 indicates that this unit
was located outside the waster pile. The quantity of artifacts from 495L490 indicates that spoiled
ceramics were being discarded, and it may represent a portion of a waster pile. Compared to
later-excavated units, the depth of ceramic wasters is much shallower (depth below ground
surface is 1.6’). This may be because 495L490 is on a relatively-flat portion of the landform,
unlike later-excavated units located along the landform slope. In 495L490, no post molds were
identified, but a portion of a potential feature edge was identified. This feature edge was
identified based on its right angles, the lack of artifacts, the similarity of compact soils between
500L500 and 495L490, and the surrounding artifacts that “boxed” this area. This feature is in
line with the trench from 500L500. This edge was “boxed” in by ceramic wasters, but contained
very few artifacts, which likely indicate that some form of wall, rather than a fence, may have
extended into this unit. It also appears that the ceramics were discarded while the building or
wall was standing.
In 2004, two 2.5’x 2.5’ (490L470, 462.5L490) test units were excavated in and around
the area where large coral stone fragments had been identified in an effort to locate potential kiln
remains. An additional 2.5' x 2.5’ (490L470) test unit was placed in order to collect artifact
samples from a different area of the site. Two 1'x1' (475L465, 430L450) units were excavated in
an effort to help determine a boundary for the site. The 1-foot test units were found to be
ineffective as the waster sherds restricted the diameter and access to the unit. It was determined
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that surface collection would produce reliable results. During this season, excavated artifacts
were sampled in the field. The collection of diagnostic artifacts was conducted at the units
excavated during this season. These diagnostic artifacts include: all European ceramics, metal,
bone, glass, glazed red earthenware (GREW), and unglazed red earthenware (UGREW) with
finished edges, rims, bases, handles, nail holes, lugs, and decoration. Non-diagnostic body
fragments were counted and discarded. Two of the excavated units (490L470 and 475L465, one
of these excavated units was a 2.5’x 2.5’ and the other was a 1’ x 1’ located fifteen feet south)
revealed evidence regarding the diet of the enslaved potters. Beef tongue (Chiton) shells and sea
egg spines were located in an area that served as a trash dump for the potters. In the 1’x1’ unit,
these food remains were identified and ceramic wasters continued to a depth of three feet when
excavation was stopped because the lower levels of the unit were unreachable. The second 1’x1’
test unit was placed at a substantial distance (roughly 40’) down a slope from the locus of
excavations in an effort to establish a boundary for the site. This unit produced a significant
number of ceramic wasters, and at 2.6’ came down on a layer of white clay, at which point
excavation was stopped due to inaccessibility. Two 2.5’x2.5’ test units (472.5L500, 462.5L490)
were opened directly adjacent to the potential remains of the kiln structure identified by large
coral stones. One unit, 472.5L500, was only partially excavated due to a lack of time and
resources. It was only excavated to a depth of .7’ before excavations were terminated. This was
done to shift resources to other units partially because it was determined that the coral stones
were likely part of a house platform built on top of the waster pile.
In the 2007 field season, additional ground was cleared in order to better examine the
surface of the site. With a limited field crew, excavations expanded a test unit previously opened
in 2004. Unit 462.5L490 contained large coral stones that were part of a structure. Initial theories
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believed these stones were part of a kiln structure. Unit 462.5L490 was expanded from a 2.5’ x
2.5’ unit into a 5’ x 5’ unit. The southeastern corner of the 5’ x 5’ unit is identified
as462.5L487.5. The three additional 2.5’ x 2.5’ quarters of the larger 5’ x 5’ unit were excavated
separately down to the point of the 2004 excavation. From this point, the 5’ x 5’ unit was
excavated as a single unit. This unit was excavated from a depth of 2’ down to 5.5’ feet. It
became apparent during excavations that the coral stones thought to be a kiln structure were
actually the corner of a rectangular building platform that was built on top of a waster pile. The
waster pile was significantly denser than areas excavated in 2003 and 2004. The depth of the
waster pile beneath the coral stones was 5.1 feet.
The Pothouse site (1BJ15) is located on the grounds of Colleton Plantation, St. John. The
area is south and east of the St. John’s Parish Church (see Figure 5.4). The site is located along
the edge of a gully, and, as such, is located on only marginally-efficient sugar cane land. The
Colleton Pothouse site is the potential location of several historic pottery kilns (Loftfield 2002
Field notes). During 2001, a surface survey and limited test excavations of the area were
conducted as part of the University of the West Indies field school in an effort to identify and test
pottery production sites. The field school organizer was aware that this area was known locally
as Pothouse and was verbally informed that there were large piles of ceramic wasters. During
their initial survey, at least three “mounds” were identified based on their distinctive shape and
the significant associated waster piles (Loftfield 2000 Field notes). Field maps of the site were
not found, and a field visit in 2014 identified two large waster piles that may represent the
location of kilns. The third kiln identified in field notes is not easily identified on the landscape
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Figure 5.2:

SPG site map detailing location and and period of excavation
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Figure 5.3: 2003 Units at SPG/Codrington Estate SPG 500L500 and
495L490- line of posts likely represents a fenceline or shed type structure

as the site has gone from being located on the edge of a field to being immersed in scrub trees
and bush. During a field survey in 2014 two more possible kilns or waster piles may have been
located (see Figure 5.5). The largest of these piles was investigated and revealed not only
ceramic wasters but a portion of the cut coral walls, a flue entrance and a firebox of a kiln. The
kiln was dated to the mid-19th century based on European ceramics identified and was excavated
during the summer of 2001 and 2002 by a field school run by Thomas Loftfield and the
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill.
Today, this area remains on the grounds, albeit at great distance (1.1km) from the main
buildings of the Colleton Plantation. The area is overgrown by bush and is not currently under
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agricultural production. Several hundred yards away to the south there are several houses in the
village known as Pothouse.
The excavated portion of the site labeled as Kiln 1 was selected for excavation because it
was the largest and had an identifiable circular shape (Loftfield 2001 field notes). At least two
other mounds/waster piles are mentioned in field notes. A field visit in 2014 located the
excavated kiln and a second waster pile that is likely a kiln. Several other rises in the ground
were examined but are not as distinctive and are marked as possible kiln locations. Field units
were excavated in U.S. customary units. A total of nine 5‘-by-5’ units were opened at the
Pothouse site. Five of those are along the southern edge of the circular pot kiln. Excavations of
these units identified a brick-lined arch that served as a flue entrance, portions of the exterior-cut
coral stone kiln wall and the remains of an additional straight coral stone wall that extends away
from the kiln structure and that may have served as a windbreak. Three units located along the
northwestern edge of the waster pile identified another edge of the kiln and a portion of the floor
surface of the kiln. Field notes mention a possible second kiln structure stratigraphically beneath
the coral stone structure. Between these two walls is a space that has been filled in with loose
destruction debris (Loftfield 2002 Field notes). It seems likely though that this second structure
is actually an interior wall similar to the type described by Brears (1971:149) as a bag wall. A
bag wall allows heat from the flue to be more evenly dispersed. A ninth 5’ by 5’ unit was added
at 1060R505 at the extreme northern end of the largest waster pile. The excavation of this unit
identified a linear stone wall of uncut coral stone.
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5.2

Use Categories and Objects Defined
Throughout the field, lab and analysis portions of this project, I generally refer to several

overarching categories to describe the artifacts identified, collected and recorded. The Industrial,
Domestic, Architectural and Other categories refer to the intended “use” of the object. Within
Figure 5.4:

Colleton Pothouse site location map (Royal Ordnance Survey 1986, Sheet 6)
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Figure 5.5:

St. John Pothouse detailed map

this section, I document and define these terms and include details regarding the production and
use of the objects cataloged.
5.2.1 Industrial use/sugar wares
The Industrial category refers to the ceramic wares produced for use in the processing of
sugar; I sometimes also refer to these industrial-use ceramics as sugarwares. This category
includes sugar molds (also referred to in period sources as pots, potts, and sugar cones) and
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molasses drip jars (drips and jars). By identifying them as Industrial, I am attempting to draw a
connection between the wares and their use in the industrial process of sugar processing and
refining. In Barbados, this processing was generally considered an initial step and not a finished
refining that would occur in the North American colonies or in England. Ceramic sugarwares
were in documented use in the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries.
The use of ceramic vessels is not absolutely necessary for sugar processing; however,
they were deemed an appropriate choice by many Barbadian planters. Over time, sugar
processing relied on one of two methods: either gravitational or steam/heat power for processing
the molten sugar into a form that could be shipped. Heat/steam power consisted of several
options, including Gadseden pans, vacuum pans, and centrifugal desiccators that developed in
the late-eighteenth throughout the nineteenth centuries.
Both forms of gravitational methods were options for Barbadian planters. Two material
types were in use in Barbados for sugar processing throughout the time period in question. The
gravity-based method relies on the molten sugar to be placed inside a vessel while gravity causes
the removal of molasses from the sugar; oftentimes this was facilitated by using a clay slip. In
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, these two forms were either wooden barrels or chests
with perforated ends or ceramic sugar moulds. Molasses was discharged into troughs, cisterns, or
ceramic molasses drip jars. The planter's choice of material was likely based on access to local
and imported resources. Because of early deforestation, wood for making barrels and hogsheads
had to be imported onto the island. From written sources it appears that throughout the
seventeenth, eighteenth and much of the nineteenth centuries, both ceramic sugarwares and
barrels and trough were popular in Barbados.
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Richard Ligon, a short-term resident of Barbados, published a history of Barbados in
1657. In it he recorded one of the earliest accounts of sugar processing for Barbados. When
specifically referring to sugar molds, he recorded that the sugar was placed in “containers called
pots but ‘made of boards sixteen inches square above, and so grow taper to a point downward’”
(Ligon in Handler 1963:131). Ligon added description to a plan view of a curing house in which
he states:
The tops of the potts which are 16 inches square and hang between stantions of
timber borne up by very strong and massy [massive] studs or posts, and girded or
bract together with iron plates or wood, the length of the potts are 26 or 28 inches
long made taper downward, and hold about 30 pounds of Sugar (Ligon in Hutson
2000:166).
Ligon’s (1657) use of the word pots here does not indicate ceramics as he notes in
another section regarding the poison tree that of “this timber we make all, or the most part, of our
pots we cure our sugar in.” His acknowledgement of “the most part” may indicate that ceramic
pots were being used. On a plan drawing of a curing house, Ligon notes troughs were used to
catch molasses and allowed the molasses to drain to large wood- or mortar-lined cisterns rather
than drip jars.
Henry Drax provides early evidence for use of ceramic sugarwares in his instructions to
his plantation manager. The Drax (1679) guide provides 75 specific instructions regarding
plantation management. The first of these that involves ceramic sugarwares is instruction #18
(1679:57), which states that the planter must “look to the jars the pots are set on, that they both
be tight and very sweet.” He also adds that the pots must be set level for claying and that the
molasses drip jars must be emptied so that every pot has its empty jar to purge into. Drax
(1679:59) instructs that when the sugar is first knocked out of the pot that care should be taken,
including being dug out to preserve the pot from breaking. Drax (1679:61) assigns responsibility
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to the curer for accounting for the sugar pots and jars, to note their return from the boiling house
and to record the number broken, when they broke and by what accident (Drax 1679:61). Drax
signals the importance of the pots and jars to the financial output of the plantation. He also
provides details for how pots are to be used. In preparing the sugar pots “it will be the Potters
care to have all the pots very well washed and if new well soaked, and just before the potting to
wet the inside very well with temper, otherwise the pot will be in great danger of breaking by the
difficult knocking out of the sugar (Drax 1679:77). Regarding the use of sugar pots, Drax states
that it is the curer’s responsibility to ensure the pots are to be well hooped and that the hoops
should be kept in place by using a combination of manjak (a petroleum-based product that seeps
out of parts of the ground in the Scotland District) and lamp oil (Drax 1679:81). These hoops
then help prevent the pot from cracking when the load of sugar was shoveled into the pots.
Another seventeenth-century reference noting the costs of sugar production was that
these ceramic sugarwares pots and drips were a necessary part of the process. In 1689, Edward
Littleton expressed dissatisfaction with duties imposed on sugar, noting that other costs like
moulds and jars were a necessary tool to sugar production and that planters require at least 100
pairs of sugar pots and jars to be purchased yearly. Littleton (1689) further notes the 100 pair
cost near ten pound and must be fetched. The use of pairs of pots and drips seems common in
seventeenth century. Contrary to the general lack of documented detail about drip jars, it is clear
that they were typically considered a part of the set of necessary tools for sugar production, and
SPG accounts indicate they were often sold as a pair by the SPG pothouse (Drax 1679; Littleton
1689; USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9).
By the eighteenth century, the gravitational methods of sugar production were well
established. Ceramics for sugar production were being used in plantation curing houses beside
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wooden forms. In 1722 Father Labat visited the island and noted that Barbadians placed their
cooled sugar “into molds of wood or earthenware” (Labat 1722 in Connell 1957:170). Hartley
(1948:69), relying on SPG records, notes that at Codrington estate both materials were used. He
writes, “…the soft brown mass had to be shoveled either into perforated hogsheads or into pots
which were placed… on a rack over troughs [not drip jars]”; although it is unclear to what period
this reference applies. In 1750, Hughes (250) notes that the “pots or moulds made use of are
earthen, and of pyramidal form, containing from eight to thirteen gallons.” He describes the pot
as having a small round hole in the bottom that when unstopped feeds into earthen jars
containing four gallons of molasses (Hughes 1750:250). The reference to the quantity of
molasses collected in drip jars gives us an understanding of the size of the drips. Belgrove
(1755:21) gave a series of instructions or best practices regarding the costs and operations of a
plantation with 500 acres. In this he notes that 3,000 pairs of molds and drips should be
purchased at 3 shillings a pair. It is unclear what, if any, action Barbadian planters took to match
the ratio of pots and drips that Belgrove recommended in the eighteenth century. Throughout
much of the eighteenth century, the SPG’s pothouse produced jars and drips for use by
plantations.
In the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, it is clear that ceramic pots and drips were
still being used, although to what extent is open to interpretation. Historical sources indicate that
by the last decade of eighteenth century, the SPG plantations had moved away from ceramic pots
and drips and shifted to using wooden forms, but other plantations continued to use ceramic
sugar molds. The use of drip jars, while seemingly connected with sugar molds during much of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, seem to have fallen out of favor so that by the
nineteenth century, references to drip jars had shifted and instead references to cisterns became
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more commonplace. Pinckard (1806:361-2) established that deep earthen pots were still being
used during the early nineteenth century. While visiting Colleton Plantation in the Parish of St.
John, Pinckard witnessed the “improving” or claying of sugar in deep earthen pots (1806:361). It
is unclear what receptacle was used for catching molasses as Pinckard failed to record that in his
Notes (Pinckard 1806:362).
Frank Bayley (1830:86), a visitor to Colville plantation between 1826 and 1829, and John
Bell (1831:24) both describe the curing house scene the same in that the plantation no longer
used ceramic sugarwares but used wooden barrels over a cistern for collecting molasses. Porter
(1830:89) notes that during production of muscovado sugar that crystallizing sugar was placed
into hogsheads but was stilled referred to as being “potted.” Porter (1830:89) notes significant
details for industrial sugarwares, writing that pots were still used during the claying process and
that the sugar was placed into conical earthen vessels. Porter compares British pots with pots
produced elsewhere, and he notes that the French variety of pots is two feet in height and has a
base thirteen or fourteen inches in diameter. The vertex is pierced by a hole about an inch in
diameter (89). Porter does not describe British pots but notes that Portuguese and Spanish pots
are larger (89). He notes that “the holes of these forms [molds] are then unstopped, and each is
placed in a pot [drip jar] whose size bears relation to that form [mold]” (Porter 1830:90).
Generally drip jars were less commonly mentioned or described in the historical record of the
nineteenth century (Pinckard 1806; Bayley1830; Bell 1831). The limited references may be
explained by the use of wooden troughs or cisterns rather than drips in plantations visited by
authors.
In 1857, Robert Reece in his Hints to Young Barbadian Planters (1857) instructs that
modern methods used Gadesden pans, which are steam-heated drying pans. Additionally,
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vacuum pans and centrifuges may have impacted the use of ceramics and hogsheads for
drainage. The level of access to steam technology has been shown to have been not nearly as
high in Barbados as on other islands. It is clear that while claying sugar was falling out of favor
in nineteenth-century Barbados, Porter notes that it still seems to have occurred. Contrary to
some arguments, ceramic vessels may still have been in limited use as late as 1893 as Stark
(154,156) comments in his History and Guide to Barbados. While the newer vacuum pans were
not generally in use because of their relative expense, within his book Stark also refers to the
continual use of cones “such as are used in sugar refineries.” F.C. Hutson chronicles the
production of sugar in 1900, and he notes no use of ceramic sugarwares in the process and stated
wooden or concrete tanks were used and that the sugar was shoveled into hogsheads and later
into bags (1974:214)
5.2.1.1

Sugar Molds

Coarse red earthenware in the form of sugar mold and drip fragments are ubiquitous at
rural and urban archaeological sites in Barbados (Finch et al. 2013; Smith and Watson 2009;
Loftfield 2001; 1992; Stoner 2000; Handler and Lange 1974, Lange and Carlson 1985). The
systematic collection and analysis of locally-produced pottery from a Barbadian production site,
like the one represented in this study, has until now not been completed. Several examples of
intact sugar molds exist in Barbados. One example is located at the Barbados Museum and
Historical Society (see Figure 5.6). Another example is on display at Nicholas Abbey in the
Parish of St. Andrew (see Figure 5.7). A photograph of additional sugar molds taken at Nicholas
Abbey by Dr. Jerome Handler identifies several other examples (see Figure 5.8). From these
images it is possible to determine the size of the sugar moulds used in Barbados in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.
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Figure 5.6:

Barbados sugar mold circa18th -19th Century (photograph courtesy of the
Barbados Museum and Historical Society)

Figure 5.7:

Barbados sugar mold on display at Nicholas Abbey (photograph Courtesy of
Dwayne Scheid)
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Figure 5.8:

Sugar mold from Nicholas Abbey (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
Handler)

For some years, account records of the SPG pothouse lack necessary details to determine
the items produced and transferred to the SPG plantations from the SPG pothouse, but in the
years 1744-1749, it is recorded that the SPG plantations received 3,494 drips and 2,033 pots
from their pothouse (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). In addition, the SPG pothouse accounts
indicate that pots and drips were produced from at least 1715 until 1784, although between 1769
and 1777 only Architectural wares and Other (lime) are recorded as sales for the pothouse. In the
27 years for which sales of sugar molds were reported, the potters at the SPG pothouse produced
at least 22,037 sugar molds.
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Regaldo-Saint Blancard (1986) compiled a list of French historical and archaeological
sources to reconstruct the characteristics of French-produced ceramic sugar cones (1986). The
vessel height, rim diameter, ratio of height to diameter, and the common name, which refers to
the quality of the sugar, not the capacity, are described in a table by Regaldo-Saint Blancard
(1986: 154,155). From this, we can establish an idea for the sizes of typical vessels. Although
from French examples, this information may still be useful in reconstructing the sizes of the
Barbadian wares (See Table 5.1). From this table, we can see that the sugar molds produced in
France had a considerably smaller rim diameter than the Barbados examples excavated by
Loftfield. It is likely that size difference stems from the French examples being used in the sugar
refining houses rather than in the plantations in the French West Indies.
English examples studied by Divers (2004:109) identified five distinguishable sizes: 160240mm, 250-290mm, 280-400mm, 420-450mm, and 460-530mm, although Divers also noted
that there is no archaeological evidence for standardized vessels as eve estimated vessel
equivalency for all present sizes. American examples from early nineteenth-century America
indicate that sugar mold rims varied between 6 and 14 inches (Barr, Cressey, and Magid
1994:260). Twelve- and 14-inch diameters were the largest mold sizes and were likely used for
brown sugar while the smaller sizes were likely used for finely graded sugars in Alexandria,
Virginia (Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994:260).
The results of these analyses indicate straight rims were more common, and that most
sugar mold rims vary between 12 and 15 inches in diameter (See Table 5.2). Loftfield divided his
sugar moulds based on the difference of rim types. From the tables, he determined that the
worked, rounded- rim vessels had somewhat smaller-sized rims when compared with the
straight-rim variety. The modal mouth diameter is 14 inches in both the worked and straight-rim
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types. The sugar mold rims were sometimes worked with the clay folded outward over the lip or
with clay pulled to a slightly thicker edge, and this edge was sometimes slightly rounded and
sometimes completely flat. French examples include both straight and worked edges. Regaldo
Saint-Blancard identified rim shapes as being simply thickened, clubbed, and squared
Table 5.1:

French sugar molds height and diameter (Regaldo Saint Blancard 1986:151)
Height-CM (In)
Petit-deux
Grand-deux
Trois
Quatre
Sept
Batarde ou
vergeoise

Table 5.2:
9”
Straight 0
Worked 1

50 (19.6)
50 (19.6)
47 (18.5)
53 (20.8)
64 (25.1)
84 (33)

Diameter –CM
(In)
14 (5.5)
17 (6.6)
20 (7.8)
22 (8.6)
28 (11)
42 (16)

Bendeshe/Byde sugar mold rim diameters (Loftfield 1992:26, 27)
11”
0
3

12”
5
1

13”
6
8

14”
24
18

15”
4
1

16”
0
0

17”
4
0

18”
1
0

19”
0
0

20”
1
0

Two broad categories of sugar mold rims have been identified during the present study,
either straight or worked (see Table 5.3). It is clear from the archaeological data recovered that
the potters at the Pothouse site produced highly-standardized wares as 97.1% of the sugar mold
rims produced were of the straight variety. At the SPG pothouse, the percentages are much closer
as the potters produced worked rims 59% and straight rims 41% of the time. These numbers
indicate that the potters operating at the Pothouse site experimented less with varying rim forms
and may have produced straight rims with a specific purpose, whether that was a cost-saving
benefit or whether the potters were attempting to streamline their production by excluding the
step of folding over the rim to produce a worked rim. SPG pothouse production indicates less
standardization and may indicate a larger number of potters producing.
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Table 5.3:

Sugar Mold Rim Types: Worked vs. Straight
Straight

Worked

SPG Pothouse

40.7

58.8

Colleton Pothouse

97.1

1.9

Within the rim types worked and straight, additional types were identified (see Figure
5.9). Table 5.4 indicates details regarding the rim widths, vessel thickness, quantity and relative
percentage by site. From this chart it is clear that at the SPG pothouse the worked, round tip
(Type 2a) was the most commonly recovered worked rim type, representing 39.5% of all SPG
rim types. While the straight, round tip (Type 1a) was the most common among straight rims
with 44.1% and straight, flat (type 1b) was close with a relative percentage of 30.7% at the
Pothouse site. Both sites attempted to produce 9 out of 11 possible rim types, although the
percentages of that production are less than 1, for six of the types at the Colleton Pothouse site.
Table 5.4:

Sugar Mold Rim Type Data
SPG Pothouse

Rim Type

Width of
rims (range
in.)

Thickness of
vessel (range
in.)

1- Straight, type recorded

3.4-1.17

1A- Straight, round tip
1B- Straight, flat

St. John Pothouse

Quantity

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

Relative
Percentage

.36-.51

12

5.2

72

12

.42-1.15

.37-.69

45

19.5

264

44.1

.41-1.06

–

34

14.7

187

30.7

1C- Straight , flat, angle

.56-1.02

.3-.72

3

1.3

49

8.1

1D- Straight, double angle

.7-1.06

.4-.8

–

13

2.1

1E- Straight, impressed

–

–

–

1

0.1

2- Worked, type recorded

.49-1.06

.4-.7

20

8.6

5

0.8

2A- Worked, round tipped

.4-1.1

.37-.97

91

39.5

4

0.6

2B- Worked, partially flat

.92-1.

.52-.63

8

3.4

2C- Worked, flat angled

.78-1.1

.37-.45

2

0.8

2D- Worked, round angle

.67-1.1

.41-.72

15

6.5

–
–

–

–
3

–

0.5
–

Whether worked or straight, the sugar mold rim diameter is used as a proxy for vessel
size. Specifically determining the average diameter and any variations may indicate smaller or
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larger molds being produced as either a response to market needs, plantation management, potter
preference, or potter skill. In the first table, relative percentages of rim diameters from each site
are listed (see Table 5.5). This table again indicates the great variation overall in pottery
production at the SPG pothouse. The diameters at the SPG pothouse vary between 7” and 20”,
although there is a tendency for between 12” and 15”. The numbers for the Pothouse site are a
little more restricted with an overall range in diameter between 9” and 20” although the majority
is between 12” and 17”. In Table 5.6, the overall diameter is subdivided by site between worked
and straight rims. At the SPG pothouse site worked rims were produced in varying diameters,
while straight rims were produced in all diameters between 9” and 20” with the exception of 10
inch , 11-20”. Although the majority of worked rims occur between 12” and 15” in diameter, the
complete range is between 9” and 20”. The straight rims at the SPG pothouse also strongly fall
between 12 and 15 inches in diameter with 19” diameter strongly represented. A similar graph of
the worked and straight rim diameters at the Pothouse site indicates that worked rims range
between 15” and 20” diameters, while the straight rims from the Pothouse site indicate a wide
range of variation between 11” and 16” and then again 20-inch diameter.
The range of sugar mold diameters varies by site. Magid notes that the sizes of sugar
molds were standardized because of the high price of sugar. Magid’s reference regards
sugarwares found at eighteenth-century sugar refineries, where sugar molds may have needed to
be precise. In Barbados, because the sugar was being removed from the ceramic sugarwares and
was being placed in wooden hogsheads prior to shipping, the use of standard-sized containers
may not have been necessary, although the quantity of sugar shipped and sold was often
measured in “pots,” especially in reference to clayed sugars. Comparative archaeological data
has been analyzed in France, England, America, and Barbados (Regaldo-Saint Blancard 1986;
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Figure 5.9:

Sugar Mold Rim Types
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Table 5.5:
SPG
Pothouse
St. John
Pothouse

Sugar Mold Rim Diameter, Relative Percentages

7
inch

8
inch

9
inch

4.5

4.5

4.5

3

4.5

12.1

12.1

7.5

12.1

7.5

6

7.5

7.5

6

1.6

1.6

6.5

8.1

13.1

11.4

14.7

9.8

11.4

6.5

8.1

6.5

–

Table 5.6:

SPG
Pothouse

St. John
Pothouse

–

10
inch

11
inch

12
inch

13
inch

14
inch

15
inch

16
inch

17
inch

18
inch

19
inch

20
inch

Sugar Mold Rim Types: Quantity and Relative Percentage by Diameter (inches)
7 inches

8 inches

9 inches

10 inches

11 inches

12 inches

13 inches

14 inches

15inches

16 inches

17 inches

18 inches

19 inches

20 inches

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

%

STRT
WRK
D

–

–

STRT
WRK
D

–

–

–

–

3

%

–

%

%

–

1

3.8

7.5

2

5

2

–

–

1

1.8

1

–

–

7.5

3

–

–

–

–

%

%

1

3.8

3

5

2

5

5

11.
5
12.
5

1.8

4

7.5

5

9.4

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

%
4

15.
3

4

8

%

%.

3

11.
5

3

10

2

5

5

11.
5
12.
5

15

7

13.
2

7

13.
2

2

25

–
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–

–

–

%.

%

%

%

%

2

7.6

2

7.6

2

7.6

3

11.
5

3

7.5

2

5

3

7.5

2

5

2

5

6

11.
3

4

7.5
37.
5

3

5.6
12.
5

4

7.5
12.
5

3

5.6
12.
5

–

3

1

1

2

7.6

1

Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994; Brooks, Divers 2004; Magid 2005; Loftfield 1992). French sugar
mold rim diameters varied between 12cm and 42 cm and were categorized into six types: petit
deux, grand deux, trois, quatre, sept, and batardes. Divers (1994:109) indicates that sugar molds
collected at Deptford, England, have a range of between 16 and 53cms, and they generally
cluster into five distinct size ranges. These ranges are 16-24cm, 25-29cm, 28-40cm, 42-45cm,and
46-53cm. In Alexandria, Virginia, Magid (2005:226) notes that five standard sizes have been
identified and that the ranges of sugar mold diameters vary between six to fourteen inches.
Loftfield (1992:26 and 27) notes that sugar molds vary overall between 9 and 20 inches but
variation is usually between 9-15 inches in worked rims and between 12 and 20 inches in straight
rims. Straight sugar mold rim diameters at the SPG range generally between9 and 20 inches and
worked rims from 7 to 20 inches. The sugar mold rims that are straight from the Colleton
Pothouse vary between 9 and 20 inches and the diameter of worked rims is between 15 to 20
inches.
The sugar mold bases collected during the present study are generally regarded to be a
narrow opening the size of a little finger. The perforated base openings from Bendeshe are
described as “an inverted subconoidal shape which turns to a small flat on the bottom” (Loftfield
1992:22). Analysis of the sugar mold bases from both St. John pothouses indicate that the bases
could also be rolled or “worked” (termed a stringcourse by Regaldo-Saint Blancard), which
likely served to reinforce the base and prevent breakage when the stopper was being removed.
Examples from France and Martinique indicate that several forms of bases are possible. The
bases could be straight where the perforation is pushed from the inside out with the rough edges
removed or smoothed (Regaldo-Saint Blancard 1986:156). The other French variety has been
worked and forms a small cup or worked diameter with a stringcourse that is either slightly
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convex or straight (Regaldo-Saint Blancard 1986:156). The connection between the stringcourse
and the body of the vessel is sometimes visible and other times less so.
The diameter of sugar mold bases is generally regarded to be a narrow opening the size of
a little finger. The perforated base openings from both Barbadian estates are generally one inch
in diameter and only occasionally are slightly larger in diameter. There is less variation in sugar
mold bases produced at the two St. John pothouses investigated (see Table 5.7). The diameters of
the sugar mold bases at the SPG Pothouse site based on EVE indicates that the majority (83.3%)
have a diameter of 1”. The only other sugar mold base has a diameter of 1.5 inches. At the
Colleton Pothouse site, 1” base diameter is the most popular with 62.5%, while 1.5” diameters
account for 25% and the 1.25” diameter is represented by a single example.
Table 5.7:

Sugar Mold Base Diameter
1 Inch

1.25 Inches

Number
SPG Pothouse
St. John Pothouse

5.2.1.2

Relative
Percentage

20
14

90.9
73.6

1.5 Inches
Relative
Percentage

Number
–

–
1

Relative
Percentage

Number
5.2

2
4

11
21

Molasses Drip Jars

Ceramic molasses drip jars were used as receptacles for receiving molasses and the bases
of the sugar molds sat inside the rim of the drips during the draining process (see Figure 5.10,
5.11). Because of their position under the molds, the drip jars were required have a sturdy rim
and a sturdy base. Barr, Cressey, and Magid (1994:262) note that drip jars collected from
Alexandria are “tall, with rounded shoulders and heavy rounded rims.” Magid (2004) notes that
drips/syrup jars often do not conform to standard sizes as sugar moulds do. The drip jars are
typically high-shouldered vessels with rims narrower than the bases. Divers (2004:109) identifies
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two types of drips: Type 1 is short and sleek with rim diameters ranging between 100-150 mm
and Type 2 is described as squatter in shape and with a larger rim diameter. In both types, the
molds have an internal bevel to accommodate the sugar cone placement. Barr, Cressey, and
Magid (1994:262) identify three types of drip jar rims. The first type is folded outward to create
a rounded rim although the outward fold stops before reaching the vessel body, which has left a
lip. The second type of rim is folded completely down and creates a 1-inch deep lip. The third
kind is a tool-formed straight rim.
The drips recovered from Deptford, England, are all unglazed (Divers 2004). American
examples of molasses drip jars found in Alexandria, Baltimore and Trenton are glazed on the
interior and have unglazed exteriors (Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994; Magid 2005). Some body
fragments from Pothouse have intentional glazing on the interior surface, but most of these
fragments cannot be identified with confidence as drips vs. several other domestic forms. None
of the molasses drip jar rims have intentional glazing, although this is likely a factor of glaze not
being necessary on the lips and rims.
It is clear that molasses drip jars were in usage by the end of the seventeenth century and
were used well into the nineteenth century, although they likely fell out of favor early in the 19th
century. There is no documentary indication that they were still being used in the later 19th
century. There is, however, archaeological data from the St. John Pothouse that indicates the drip
jars were still being produced and used near the mid-19th century.
Molasses drip jar rims are heavy and rounded in order to provide a solid platform for the
sugar cones to sit on without breaking due to the heavy weight of the sugar mold The drips
recovered from Deptford, England, are all unglazed (Divers 2004). American examples of
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Figure 5.10: Molasses drip jar recovered from SPG Pothouse 1994 excavations
(photograph courtesy of Barbados Museum and Historical Society)

Figure 5.11: Molasses drip jar base and body recovered at 1994 SPG excavations
(photograph from collection of Dwayne Scheid)
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molasses drip jars found in Alexandria, Baltimore and Trenton are glazed on the interior and
have unglazed exteriors (Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994; Magid 2005). Some body fragments
from Pothouse have intentional glazing on the interior surface, but most of these fragments
cannot be identified with confidence as drips vs. several other domestic forms. None of the
molasses drip jar rims have intentional glazing, although this is likely a factor of glaze not being
necessary on the lips and rims.
The drip jar rims produced in France for sugar production have diameters ranging
between 110 mm and 400 mm (5.3 to 15.7 inches). The most common size is between 140 and
165 mm (5.5 and 6.4 inches) (Regaldo Saint Blancard 1986:161). The rims of molasses drips
identified from Sadirac, France, and the plates of Diderot are noted as either curved toward the
exterior, curved toward the interior or formed a vertical string course. Several rim forms were
identified in Rouen, and Orleans, France, that are similar to the collared rims of Sadirac. An
additional rim shape was identified that is a rounded collared rim. British examples of molasses
drip jars, recovered during excavations in Deptford, have rim sizes that vary between 100-220
mm, with four common size ranges: 100-120 mm (3.9- 4.7”), 130-150 mm (5.1-5.9”), 160-190
mm (6.2-7.4”), and 200-220 mm (7.8-8.6”) (Divers 2004:107). From Bendeshe plantation in St.
Philip, Barbados, the rim diameters measure 4”, 4.5”, 5”, and 7”, although most came from the
4.5” and 5” range.
The drips recovered from Deptford, England, are all unglazed (Divers 2004). American
examples of molasses drip jars found in Alexandria, Baltimore and Trenton are glazed on the
interior and have unglazed exteriors (Barr, Cressey, and Magid 1994; Magid 2005). Some body
fragments from Pothouse have intentional glazing on the interior surface, but most of these
fragments cannot be identified with confidence as drips vs. several other domestic forms. None
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of the molasses drip jar rims have intentional glazing, although this is likely a factor of glaze not
being necessary on the lips and rims.
Molasses drip jar bases are often typically found in archaeological contexts in Barbados.
These bases are challenging to identify as drip jars as they may appear to be the bases of other
storage type vessels. In the sites identified as production sites of industrial sugarwares, some
assumptions have been made regarding the use of the bases. The bases of the drips varied
between French, British, American and Barbadian examples. Articles by Barr, Cressey, and
Magid (1994:262) and Regaldo Saint Blancard (1986:158) both note that drips produced for
sugar refineries were not required to have consistent shape or form because they were not
typically used as measures. In Barbados, molasses was quantified in terms of gallons because of
its use in the production of rum, so it might actually have been at least reasonably important to
control quantities. The bases of drips could be footed, as French examples indicate, and they may
also be flat or have a foot ring. The diameters of drip jar bases have been collected in some
studies and gives an indication of the size of the vessels. The diameters of the bases were not
recorded at the Deptford site although Divers (2004) notes that the bases were sagging and often
had an applied foot ring (Divers 2004).
Fragments of molasses drip jars are also a common site in Barbados’ fields and plantation
yards. Images of drips have been recorded historically in documents and have been recorded
based on archaeological examples. Notable examples come from French and French colonial
sites and eighteenth-century accounts. British, American and Barbadian archaeologicallycollected examples are useful for visualizing complete vessels despite few surviving. From these
images, it is clear that the drips had a wide variety of shapes and sizes. A complete molasses drip
jar was recovered on the grounds of the SPG’s lower plantation during the Codrington Estates
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Archaeological project and is on display at the Barbados Museum and Historical Society (see
Figure 5.10).
In the 27 years for which sales of molasses drip jars were reported, the potters at the SPG
pothouse produced a least 25,004 drip jars. During the years 1744-1749, the SPG pothouse
transferred 3,494 drip jars to the SPG plantations for use. Whether these jars were being
introduced to the SPG plantation sugar production process or whether these were replacement
jars is not clear from existing data. What is clear from the historical evidence is that the
production of molasses drip jars was important to the SPG for at least a portion of the 18th
century.
The molasses drip jar rim diameter from the SPG pothouse and the Pothouse site indicate
that the most common rim diameters were 4” and 5” (see Table 5.8). At the Pothouse site, these
two diameters account for 76.4% of the total. The 4” and 5” rim diameters at the SPG pothouse
make up 74.7% of the total drip jar rims for that site. The consistency of these diameters does
indicate some consistency between the two pothouses. A total of 28 EVE was accounted for at
the SPG pothouse while a total EVE of 17 was found for the Colleton Pothouse site. This
consistency is likely the result of near standardization of drip-jar rim sizes to accommodate the
sugar mold being placed within the rim when the molasses is draining into the vessel. If the drip
jar rim is too wide, the cone would slide down too far into the drip, and, conversely, if the
diameter is too narrow, the sugar mold would be relatively unsupported. While Table 5.8 reports
on standard rim diameters, it fails to account for differences in drip-jar rim types.
Ten types of molasses drip jar rims were identified between the SPG Pothouse and the
Colleton Pothouse site (see Table 5.9; Figure 5.12). At the SPG pothouse, the following drip-jar
rim types were identified: Types 1-9 (see Table 5.10). At the SPG, type 1 was by far the most
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Table 5.8:

Molasses Drip Jars Rim EVE and Relative Percentages
3"

EVE

SPG
Pothouse
Colleton
Pothouse

4"

Rel.
per.

EVE

Rel.
per.

5"

EVE

Rel.
per.

6"

EVE

Rel.
per.

7"

EVE

Rel.
per.

8"

EVE

Rel.
per.

9"

EVE

Rel.
per.

1

3.5%

11

39.2%

10

35.7%

3

10.7%

1

3.5%

1

3.5%

1

3.5%

0

0

5

29.4%

8

47.0%

3

17.6%

1

5.8%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

common type identified. Type 1 also was used on all diameters from 3” to 9”. Type 5 was the
next most common with the EVE relative percentage accounting for 11.1%. The two most
common drip-jar rim types at the SPG pothouse were similar. The difference is the sharp exterior
angles on the folded edge of the rim. The shape of type 5 indicates some sort of tool was used to
make angles out of the rim edge. This seems like an extraneous step in production, however, it
makes the vessel rim appear crisper. This may have been an effort to enhance the appearance of
the drip jar. At the Pothouse site, fewer drip-jar rim forms were identified with just types 1, 1a, 3,
5, and 10 noted (see Table 5.11). Type 1 accounts for 57.8% of the total dripjar rims at the
Pothouse site. Type 1a is similar to Type 1 in all respects except for the finishing pinch of the rim
to close off completely the beaded portion of the rim. Type 1a accounts for 21% of the total of
drip jar rims.
Molasses drip jar bases found at the SPG Pothouse and at the Colleton Pothouse site are
sturdy and flat, providing a stable base for the weight of the molds. These flat-bottom bases are
associated in this project with molasses drip jars but may possibly be the bases for other types of
wares. At the SPG Pothouse, rims vary between 6” and 14” in diameter and 61.8% of the drip jar
bases fall between 8” and 10” (see Table 5.12). This 8”-10” base seems to be the norm for the
SPG Pothouse, although limited examples from the other diameters do occur. At the Pothouse
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Figure 5.12: MDJ Rim Profile Types

site, the molasses drip-jar bases range between 5” and 11”, although 89.9% of the bases fall
between 6” and 9” in diameter.
5.2.2 Architectural wares
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The architectural category is intended to include objects that were used in building,
chimney and well construction and landscaping. Included in the category are standard bricks,
square bricks, paving tiles/bricks, pinning/pining bricks, beveled bricks, hognose bricks, roofing
tiles (both flat and pan tiles). In the 17th and 18th centuries, these items were created in molds.
Hand-molded production is a key distinguishing feature of the architectural category as are
squared-off edges and flat surfaces.
Collection, cataloging, and record-keeping issues at the Pothouse site limit the ability to
address many categories of data amongst the Architectural wares. This is especially true of the
bricks that were counted and discarded in the field without the details and counts listed in the
Pothouse records.
5.2.2.1

Brick

Brick is one of the most common materials identified by historical archaeologists and
least discussed in the literature (Heite 1970:43; notable exceptions include Armstrong and
Armstrong 2011; Gurcke 1987). Bricks are commonly found because the quantity of bricks
produced over time was immense and because of the widespread geographical use.
Unfortunately, bricks are often excluded from archaeological studies because they are utilitarian
in nature and have limited diagnostic features (Gurcke 1987: xi). Bricks, while unhelpful in
dating features and sites, are useful in this project because the archaeological and historical
records document the production and distribution of these wares by enslaved workers at the SPG
pothouse. Wasters identified at both St. John sites indicate that production of bricks and other
mold-produced architectural products occurred and that recognizing the processes of production
help contribute to the understanding of craft production. While the potters were tasked with
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wheel- turning products, they and the other “at the pothouse” slaves contributed to the
production of these utilitarian wares.
Table 5.9

Molasses drip jar rim type data
SPG Pothouse

Rim Type

Width of
rims (range
in.)

Rim Height
(range in.

Thickness of
vessel (range
in.)

Quantity

St. John Pothouse

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

Relative
Percentage

Type 1

.56 - 1.21

.43 - 1.43

.29 - .66

128

78

82

73.2

Type 1a

.93 - 1.3

.89 - 1.29

.39 - .56

1

0.6

21

18.7

Type 2

.4 - 1.33

.79 - 1.08

.31 - .8

9

5.4

–

–

Type 3

.81 - 1.21

.81 - 1.42

.69 - .78

2

1.2

6

5.3

Type 4

nm

nm

nm

1

0.6

–

–

Type 5

.87 - 1.23

.88 - 1.43

.28 - .6

12

7.3

1

0.8

Type 6

.9 - 1.12

.79 - 1.16

.35 - .46

5

3

–

–

Type 7

1.24 - 1.29

1.08 - 1.09

.29 - .6

2

1.2

–

–

Type 8

.92 - 1.04

.98 - 1.14

.4 - .48

3

1.8

–

–

Type 9

nm

1.26

0.48

1

0.6

–

–

Type 10

.75 - .94

.91 - 1.2

.41-.46

–

–_

2

1.7

Bricks of various shapes and sizes were common artifacts identified and recorded during
excavations at both of the St. John sites. The historical records from the SPG document several
varieties of bricks being produced at the SPG pothouse and sold to estates in Barbados. While
common in the eighteenth century, the seventeenth-century historical production of bricks in
Barbados is less documented. In fact, early efforts at production in the seventeenth century
indicated brick production was a worrisome problem. In 1657, Richard Ligon mentioned that
during his time on the island, several efforts were made to produce brick but none met with
positive results. Ligon (1657) identifies the problem as the brick makers’ failings to get the
appropriate temper and that the bricks had an “over fatness,” which caused them to always
crackle and break. Hutson (2000:62) interpreted “fatness” as a “soft adhesive nature.” It could
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Table 5.10:

SPG Pothouse Molasses Drip Jar Rims
Rim
Diameter

EVE Relative
Percentage

3 In.
Count
2

4 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8 in.

Count

EVE

Count

EVE

Count

EVE

Count

EVE

Count

EVE

0.35

36

6.09

44

6.39

18

1.88

7

0.62

1

0.06

5

0.27

4

0.78

4

0.53

–

–

1

0.06

–

–

–

–

2

0.18

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1

1

0.16

–

–

–

–

–

–

1

12

2.08

3

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

5

0.19

1

–

–

–

–

2

0.25

1

–

–

–

3

0.36

1

–

–

–

1

1

0.21

–

–

1

32

7.4

–

–

Type 3

3.7

–

–

–

Type 4

3.7

–

–

–

Type 5

11.1

–

–

4

1.27

5

0.65

Type 6

3.7

–

–

4

0.9

1

0.1

–

Type 7

3.7

–

–

–

–

Type 8

3.7

–

–

–

–

0.26

–

–

–

–

Type 9

3.7

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1

NR

9

–

0.15

–

2

–
2

–
1.2

12

1

1.43

4

0.1

0.37

2

–
1

–

0.15

3

0.1

15

128

15.59

16

–

9

1.37

2

–

2

0.18

1

–

1

–

1
3.36

Colleton Pothouse Molasses Drip Jar Rim Diameter
4 in.

5 in.

Relative
Percentage

Quantity
Type 1

EVE

EVE

Type 2

Table 5.11:

EVE
actual

Count

59.2

1

Total
Count

EVE

Type 1

Type not
recorded

Not
recorded

9 in.

6 in.

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

7 in.

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

Not recorded

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

total

EVE Total

Relative
Percentage

Quantity

15

2.9

30

4.69

19

2.2

7

0.54

11

82

10.33

Type 1A

5

1.2

11

1.64

3

0.24

1

0.08

1

21

3.16

Type 3

1

1.5

3

0.29

2

0.13

6

1.92

1

0.11

1

0.11

2

0.28

45

0.96

Type 5
Type 10
not recorded
Total

2
3

0.45

4

0.51

24

6.05

49

7.24

0.28
37

27

2.85

199

8

0.62

49

Table 5.12:

SPG Pothouse

St. John
Pothouse

MDJ Base Diameter
Diameter

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8 in.

9 in.

EVE

–

0.19

1.38

2.38

4.34

4.37

1.51

0.78

0.29

0.18

Relative
Percentage

–

1.2

8.9

15.4

28.1

28.3

9.7

5

1.8

1.1

EVE

0.16

1.35

1.89

3.8

1.95

0.68

0.18

–

–

–

1.5

13.8

18.8

37.9

19.4

6.7

1.7

–

–

–

Relative
Percentage

10 in.

11 in.

200

12 in.

13 in.

14 in.

Total EVE
bases
15.42

10.01

Figure 5.13: Graph showing relative percentages of molasses drip jar rim diameter by site
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just have easily referred to the amount of water content in the pre-fired clay, which may crack
and break if not dried well enough. The efforts of planters to begin using bricks in construction
in the mid-seventeenth century may indicate the beginning of the boom period of sugar
production and their efforts to build solid estates from materials they had familiarity with. Few
references were identified, indicating the use or production of bricks in seventeenth- and
eighteenth- century Barbados. We know from John Smalridge (1717) that the SPG’s pothouse
had, for the first five years since receiving the Codrington estates, enslaved and hired potters, but
it seems unlikely that potters were molding bricks because a reference states 80,000 bricks had
been sent from England (USPG Microfilm 1984:Reel 8). By 1718, we know that the SPG
pothouse was involved in producing common and square bricks (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9).
This production continued through 1786 when all pothouse operations ceased. Account books
from 1748 and 1749 record payments to carpenters for the construction of brick and square brick
molds (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). A variety of shapes and sizes of mold-produced
architectural wares were produced by staff at the SPG pothouse.
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The statute, small, or common brick identified by Neve (1725:44) was referred to only as
brick within the SPG pothouse accounts. These bricks are rectangular-shaped and likely varied in
size during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The length of a brick varied but would
typically fall within the ranges of 7.8- 9” in length, 3.6-4.9” in width, and 1.9-2.5” in depth
(Neve 1726:44-59; Harrington 1950:35).
By 1719, bricks were being produced and sold by the SPG pothouse. Records from 45
years in the eighteenth century were examined, and during those years, 6,250 brick were sold
during 36 transactions with neighboring plantations. The common brick was sold for ././7.5 per
brick. The 36 transactions represent 8.3% of the total transactions completed during the 45 years
for which records were examined. A single transaction between the SPG pothouse and the
plantation account indicates that 20 bricks were sold to the plantation. It seems likely that there
were other transactions for the SPG plantations and that it was likely a book-keeping procedural
issue rather than the SPG plantations not actually using locally-produced bricks accounts for the
lack of information regarding these sales. Of the remaining 35 transactions, only 27 people or
plantations were represented. Oddly, 13 of the 36 transactions were for ten or fewer bricks. It is
difficult to understand what building projects would require so few bricks. I confirmed that the
numbers were not followed by an “m,” which would imply “1,000” and that the cost per brick
and total amount paid were accurate.
Another form of brick was listed in account books for the year 1747. This brick was
listed as a “bit brick.” A total of three sales with 38 bricks were made, and one of these was made
to the SPG plantation. The bricks were sold for ././71/2. Initially, identifying the bit brick was
difficult given the limited information available from Neve (1726) and negative results from the
OED. A possibility that the title “bit brick” may not relate to the function of the brick but some
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other reference was considered. According to Bayley (1830:64), who published a chart with
details regarding currency, a bit is 71/2 pence in Barbados currency. The bricks which cost 71/2
pence may have been called bit bricks based on their cost. That they were not identified as being
sold in any year but 1747 likely indicates this was a book-keeping annotation rather than an item
the SPG pothouse was producing.
5.2.2.2

Square Brick

Neve (1726:44-59) fails to identify a specific brick as a square brick. Logically, a square
brick would literally be square in length and width. The only bricks identified by Neve (1726) as
square were the paving bricks, which he described as being thinner than a regular brick.
Archaeological evidence in the form of recovered, intact square bricks, indicates at the SPG
pothouse that the bricks measured 11.5” x 11.5” x 2.5”.
As early as 1718, the SPG pothouse was producing and selling square bricks (SPG Reel
9). Of 456 identified transactions between the SPG pothouse and the purchasing plantations, 263
of those were purchases of square bricks. This accounts for 57.6 percent of the architectural
wares. A total of 194,662 square bricks were produced and distributed before 1786 when
production ceased (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel17). Square bricks were sold for ./7/6 per 100
between 1718-1745 and ./10/. per 100 from 1745-1770 and then again from 1774-1786, but
during 1770-1774 square bricks sold for ./11/3 per 100.
5.2.2.3

Beveled Brick

Beveled brick is a type of brick that is angled on one end. Beveled bricks were likely
used as water table bricks as the angle helps water flowing down a wall deflect away from the
building foundation. A total of 1,256 beveled bricks were produced and sold by the SPG
plantation between the years 1720-1728. The beveled bricks were sold for ./25/. per 100. A total
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of six (1.3%) transactions involving beveled brick were recorded. Each of these transactions was
made with a different plantation. Beveled bricks played a very small role in the economic
advancement of the SPG plantation. This may indicate that water table bricks were used on a
very limited basis amongst the SPG’s customers. No beveled bricks were identified during the
archaeological excavations at the SPG.
5.2.2.4

Pining/Pinning Brick

Pinning brick may be brick that is used to “fill the joints or interstices of masonry” (OED
2014 accessed 20 Feb. 14) or it may be a brick created to support a wall or foundation. Neve’s
Building Dictionary (1726) has a section on brick which does not contain information about
pinning bricks. It has been suggested that pinning bricks may have been used in connecting
(pinning) the exterior and interior walls. The cost of this type of brick is ./25/. per 100 or ././3 a
piece, which is roughly half the price of a common brick. This price difference may indicate that
the size or quality was smaller or inferior than the standard brick. Because no references were
available to help determine what pinning/pining bricks may look like, none were identified in the
archaeological record. The SPG pothouse produced 6,191 pinning bricks mentioned in account
records from 1722-1786. Of those 6,191, six hundred were disbursed in two transactions meant
for use on one of the SPG’s plantations and the others were sent off in 42 additional transactions.
The 44 transactions mean that pinning bricks made up 9.6% of the transactions accounted for
amongst the collected records. The 44 transactions were disbursed to 22 separate
people/plantations.
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5.2.2.5

Hognose Bricks

Hognose bricks were not listed in any of the period sources (Neve 1726) nor were they
identified in connection with bricks in the Oxford English Dictionary Online (OED). Hognose
refers to the shape of a hog’s nose. The SPG pothouse produced and sold at least 6,876 hognose
bricks. Hognose bricks were purchased in 49 transactions, and this is second only to sales of
square bricks in the number of transactions represented by architectural ware purchases. Of those
43 transactions, three were to the SPG plantations for a total of 400 hognose bricks. According to
the SPG account records, hognose bricks sold for 25 shillings per 100. This represents an income
of nearly 53 pounds.
5.2.2.6

Hoop Bricks

It is unclear what purpose or even what hoop bricks may look like. No definition or
information was located in a search of the OED or in Neve (1726). Although it is highly
conjectural, it is possible that hoop bricks are some form of curved brick that may have been
used to enclose the top of a boiling tayche like a hoop on a barrel. Although no large fragments
of brick with a finished, curved edge were identified in the archaeological record, it is possible
they were not collected. Hoop bricks cost ././7-1/2 per brick. This represents the same cost as the
common brick. According to SPG account books, the SPG pothouse sold 2,597 hoop bricks in a
total of 21 transactions, including one transaction of 40 hoop bricks that were transferred to the
SPG plantations. As the cost was similar to common bricks, it is likely that roughly the same
amount of clay was used to produce these bricks.
5.2.2.7

Paving Bricks/Paving Tiles

Paving bricks or paving tiles are defined by Neve (1726:41) as coming in a variety of
sizes, including 6, 8, 10 and, 12 inches squared. These bricks could be used to pave a patio area.
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Neve also states that in some counties in England, three sizes were commonly used: 12” square
and 1-3/4’ thick, 10” square and 1-3/4” thick and 8” square and 1” thick (1726:41). Neve
(1726:42) notes that soil used to make paving bricks should be better than that used on common
brick although it seldom was.
In the SPG account ledgers, the paving tiles and paving bricks are listed separately. Three
transactions of paving tiles (0.6%) and 21 of paving bricks (4.6%) were completed. I initially
thought that some record-keeping terminology was separating these two categories and this may
be the case, but paving tile was used in 1722 and 1747. Paving brick was used as a category in
1725 once and then twenty times between 1758 and 1772. The three transactions of 2,378 paving
tiles were completed to three separate users. Twenty-one transactions of paving bricks between
the SPG pothouse and nine people/plantations occurred. The majority of 4,952 paving bricks
sold occurred between 1758 and 1772, and during this period, the paving bricks cost
between ./12/6 and ./25/. per 100. Codrington College purchased 1,560 paving tiles, the largest
quantity, and likely used them in the first floor of their newly finished school building.
As previously mentioned, problems with architectural wares at the Colleton Pothouse
include the records related to bricks discarded. Of the 41 total brick fragments, 23 (56.0%) were
common brick, seven were brick paver (17.7%), five were analyzed as brick other, based on their
shape (12.1%), and six were cataloged as hognose bricks (14.6%). At the SPG pothouse a total of
312 brick fragments were collected. Common bricks accounts for 38.1% of cataloged bricks.
Brick pavers account for 23.3 and brick other, the catchall category, accounts for 38.4%. Three of
the brick other fragments have fingerprint impressions on the edge, likely the result of attempting
to remove the bricks from a mold. Although records at the SPG pothouse indicate a wide variety
of bricks, this variety is not seen in the archaeological record. Several of the brick types listed in
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SPG sources were located at the Pothouse site and indicate that the Pothouse site potters were
producing a fairly-wide selection of brick forms for their consumers.
5.2.2.8

Tiles, Roofing

Tiles are generally intended to be used on roofs covering the structure (Neve 1726:265).
Bayley (1830:90) observed houses in nineteenth-century Barbados and states that “American
shingles [wood] were the materials generally used for roofing instead of tiles [ceramic] or
slates.” An extract of a letter written by Mr. Lister contains some observations of Barbados made
by Dr. Thomas Downson. In this letter, Downson notably states that pan tiles were used on the
roofs of most houses and that they were imported as the ballast of ships and were inexpensive
(Lister1675:3). Even with these statements, it is clear from the historical record that roofing tiles
were being produced at the SPG pothouse (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17). There are a variety
of forms of roofing tiles discussed in Neve (1726:265). Archaeological evidence from the SPG
pothouse and the Colleton Pothouse site show both producing roofing tiles. For this project, only
two types are discussed, based on their being found at both of the Parish of St. John pottery sites.
Flat or plain tiles are standard flat sheets that, according to Neve (1726:265), were required by
legal statute to measure 10-1/2” x 6-1/4” and for the thickness to fall between ¼” and ½”.
Although Neve also states that he saw tiles that failed to meet the exacting standards and
measure between 9-1/2 to 10 inches by 6-1/4 to 5-1/4 inches Neve (1726) does not state that flat
tiles have nail holes, but in his description of several other types, he mention that tiles may have
a nail hole (singular).
Flat roofing tiles were very common amongst the archaeological finds at the SPG
pothouse. According to SPG account books, 11,110 roofing tiles were sold in nine separate
transactions between 1782 and 1785. This period of sales was after the 1780 hurricane that struck
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the island and did massive amounts of damage. Of the nine transactions, five were to William
Clarke in 1784 and 1785, two were to William Senhouse in 1783 and 1785, and Joshua Steel
purchased 2,000 flat roofing tiles in 1783. The fourth purchaser, Richard Downes, the plantation
manager of the SPG estates, purchased 3,550 flat tiles for the use of the SPG plantation, most
likely for the College. The nine transactions represent 1.9% of all transactions. The limited
period of production may allow for the roofing tiles found archaeologically to be a marker of
time and post-destruction rebuilding.
Neve (1726) describes the pan tiles as having bends in an oblong parallelogram that is
bent “breadthwise” and takes the form of a S. One of the sections of the S is longer and is
intended to be laid on top. Pan tiles are intended to be used as a “covering of sheds, lean-tos and
all kind of flat roofed buildings” (Neve 1726:267). Pan tiles do not have nail holes but rather
“hang on laths by a knot [lug] of their own earth” (Neve 1726:267). Neve (1726:267) states that
the pantiles measure 14-1/2” by 10-1/2”. SPG accounts do not mention pantiles in their list of
wares sold to neighbors and no pantiles were identified archaeologically at the SPG pothouse.
Pantiles were identified with the Pothouse site.
A single, intact yet slightly-warped flat roofing tile was collected at the SPG pothouse
(see Figure 5.14). The rectangular tile measured 7.1” x 5.72” x .65”. The diameter of the finished
edges of the complete tile equals 25.64”. The length and width finished edges were measured on
all flat, roofing tile sherds collected at the SPG pothouse. The resulting measurement of finished
edge lengths was 9,252.2 inches, which was divided by 25.64”, resulting in an EVE of 360.8.
Measuring EVE based on two nail holes per tile, a total of 796 nail holes were counted and
resulted in an EVE of 398 tiles at the SPG pothouse. No pantiles (ogee or S-curved) were
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identified at the SPG pothouse site. This is not a collections issue but rather indicates that the
SPG potters did not produce pantiles.
As noted earlier, there is only limited documentary evidence to indicate that roofing tiles
were produced at the SPG pothouse, and this occurred very early and again late in the history of
the SPG pothouse (sold in 1722 and again 1782-1785). The Colleton Pothouse site potters
produced both flat roofing tiles and pantiles. Even with the collecting and cataloging issues at the
Colleton Pothouse site, 119 pantile sherds (83.8%) and 23 flat roofing tiles (16.1%) were
Figure 5.14: Flat roofing tile recovered at SPG Pothouse (photograph courtesy of Dwayne
Scheid’s collection)

identified, but only a smaller portion of those were measured. In addition, no single complete
pantile was located, so a total size could not be determined, which prevented me from
completing an EVE measurement. Field notes indicate that in several units, bricks and body
sherds were counted and discarded. It is unclear if finished edges from roofing tiles were
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collected or discarded as body sherds. Of the 119 pantile sherds, there were 14 nub handles
identified, and amongst the 23 flat, roofing tile fragments, only a single nail hole was identified.
5.2.3 Domestic
The production of domestic wares occurred in the pothouses of Barbados in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, according to previously-recorded archaeological studies
although there is no documentary evidence to support this idea (Stoner 2000). In addition to the
local production, the importation of earthenwares has also been well documented (Handler
1963a; Handler and Lange 1974). One of the only references to locally-produced domestic
pottery in the eighteenth century comes from a nineteenth-century source. A noted nineteenthcentury historian of Barbados, Robert Schomburgk (1848:571) reports that “the potteries were
very numerous during the last century [18th], when it was customary to manufacture forms for
making clayed sugars. Goglets, pitchers, and some other coarse articles of pottery and ware are
still manufactured in the Scotland District.” While Schomburgk specifically identifies
sugarwares during the eighteenth century, his use of the word “still” when referencing the
domestic wares likely meant they were also being produced in the eighteenth century. Some SPG
records indicate that the plantation and college were receiving small quantities of ceramics,
including refined wares from their factors in the North American colonies and from England. The
quantity is never sufficient to supply 230 plus slaves, and the largest order identified was two
dozen earthen plates and a dozen cups, as well as a dozen pewter plates and knives and forks for
the workmen (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Several other references to ceramic purchases by
the SPG also indicate small quantities and were likely refined wares meant for use of the college
staff and students in the late 1740s. In 1798, the plantation purchased twelve, 5-gallon glazed jars
from London merchants Thomas Daniel and Sons (USPG Microfilm 1984:Reel 18). It is unclear
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whether the term “jars” in this reference applies to drip jars or, more likely, domestic food and
liquid storage jars.
In 1830, Bayley (90) takes no notice of locally-produced ceramics although he does note
that many slave huts had in numbers proportionate to the circumstances a “cup and saucer, a mug
or two, a knife and fork, a tin can, a pail which contained water and some halve dozen
calabashes.” It is unclear from this reference whether the cup and saucer and mug were coarse or
refined, locally-produced or imported. The use of gourds may have served in at least some cases
as a replacement for ceramic vessels. For example, Bell (1831:3) notes that the field slaves on
some plantations bring their food to the field in calabashes. This may be the case because coarse
ceramic vessels and dishes were relatively fragile. Bayley (1830:91) notes that calabashes were
used for holding rum or were cut in half and used as basins or dishes.
Nineteenth-century records indicate that portions [large or significant numbers] of the
enslaved population used locally-produced domestic wares made in the Scotland District. Moxly
(1886:98) notes that the potteries of the Scotland District produced low-cost but high-demand
vessels that “no Barbadian home, from the Governor’s residence down to the poorest hut, is
considered furnished without its assortments of ‘guglet’ and monkeys…” This statement seems a
bit grandiose but likely contains some grain of truth. Moxly (1886:98) states that the ware of
these potteries was “coarse and marked by singular sameness of design as to shape” (1886:98).
Handler (1963b:142) puts forth a hypothesis that enslaved potters produced domestic
wares to sell for the potter’s own financial good. This assumption is based on statements
produced by Mintz and Hall regarding the internal slaves’ economy in Jamaica and early
twentieth-century references to public markets. During these markets, the slaves sold excesses of
food produced on provision grounds and private gardens. The enslaved also sold handcrafts such
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as pottery and rope they had produced. While I agree that enslaved peoples likely did sell excess
food and handcrafts, including hand-produced pottery, it is less clear that pottery produced on the
plantation’s wheel and fired in plantation kilns ever made it to markets beyond the plantation. No
SPG historical records indicate that domestic wares were being sold to other plantations, which
we might expect if the plantations supplied some household goods to their slaves. The results of
archaeological testing did indicate that wheel-turned domestic forms were, in fact, being
produced at both the SPG pothouse and the Colleton Pothouse site although these domestic
vessels represent a small proportion of the total ceramics produced.
Between historical and archaeological examples, it is possible to describe and define the
types of domestic wares being produced at the Parish of St. John sites. Historical sources indicate
the production of bowls, coal pots, goglets or guglets, water jugs called monkeys, cooking and
storage pots identified as conarees while archaeological examples include shallow and deep
bowls, tankards, and colanders (Stoner 2000). The preceding item types are identified and
defined in the following section.
Within the archaeological record, describing a specific form is often challenged by the
limited size of the fragments. Initially, domestic wares are divided into general form of hollow
wares and flat wares. Hollow wares include bowls, pots, coal pots, monkeys and cornarees. Flat
wares include plates. No flat forms were identified at the SPG pothouse; however, flat forms
were identified at the Colleton Pothouse site. In the archaeological record, wares are identified
based on their thickness (less than .78), rim form (straight, straight convex, everted, and
rounded), and the presence of glaze.
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5.2.3.1

Bowls, Basins, and Cooking Pots

The use of locally-produced coarse earthenware ceramic bowls is generally not discussed
within the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth-centuries historic record (Cleland 1713;
Osborne 1741; Hughes 1750; Belgrove 1755; Pinckards 1806; Thome 1838). More often
references to gourds being used are made for the storage of rum and other liquids and for food
service when cut in half as a basin or dish (Bayley 1830:90, 91). Bayley (1830:91) does mention
that the slave hut he examined contained “a cup and saucer, a mug or two…”, but it is unclear
whether these are pewter or coarse or refined ceramic wares. Bayley (1830:92) mentions that
cooking pots were in use and that the “negroes cook their little messes before their doors, in
stewpans, which, by the way, are very commodious articles.”
Early twentieth-century images of potters selling wares at one of Bridgetown’s markets
and images documented by Handler in the early 1960s indicate a wide variety of shapes and sizes
of bowls and cooking pots for sale during those separate periods (see Figure 5.15; Figure 5.16)
5.2.3.2

Coal pots

Coal pots, also known as braziers, were used for preparing food. Typically, the coal pots
were a single item with a narrow base with a hollowed out space for fuel with a larger, bowlshaped area on which pots were set to cook and heat food. A modern coal pot, in a figure by
Loftfield (2001:227), has two horizontal strap handles along the rim of the upper bowl (Loftfield
2001:227). According to Stoner (2000) and Loftfield (2001:227) coal pot fragments were
collected from seventeenth-century contexts near the kitchen site on the grounds of the
Codrington Estate (Stoner 2000; Loftfield 2001:227). Early twentieth-century post card images
do identify coal pots, while images Handler took in the early 1960s shows a single large coal pot
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and three smaller versions along the bottom right of the image (See Figure 5.16; Figure 5.16).
The three smaller versions have small cornarees setting in the basin portion of the coal pot.
5.2.3.3

“Monkey” Water Jug

The “monkey” is a name that has been ascribed to a form of water pitcher or cooler within the
Caribbean. Loftfield (2001:226) describes the “monkey” water jar as “an unglazed, spouted
water jug with a strap handle that resembles a large teapot.” Loftfield’s description shadows
Handler (1963) and Moxly (1886). Handler (1963a:321) notes that one of the most popular forms
still being produced in the early 1960s was the water jug known as a “monkey.” Although the
market for this type was waning when Handler (1963a:321) completed his ethnographic study of
the village of Chalky Mount, Handler (1963a:321) describes the “monkey” by saying it
“resembles a globular teapot and is made in two standard sizes, large about 12-14 inches high
and small about 8-10 inches high, with its greatest breadth being 12 inches and 8 inches
respectively.” Stark (1893:124) copies nearly verbatim Moxly’s (1886:98) description of the
wares by saying
the ware produced is coarse, but the very coarseness of the ware forms as it is
used in Barbados, Its greatest merit. It is very porous, and the vessels permit a
very rapid evaporation of water, especially when placed in the wind, this keeping
the contents at a temperature much lower than that of the surrounding air.
Moxly (1886:98) notes that the “monkey” is in a “shape much like a tea kettle and larger
than the former [guglets].” Handler (1963a:322) identified additional characteristics of the
“monkey” and noted that the spout is wheel-thrown separately and added to the sun-dried body;
while the handle is made from cylindrical piece of clay that is pulled using even, downward
strokes until it is ready to be attached. Finally the vessel is trimmed off the wheel and a lid is
wheel-turned to fit (Handler 1963a:322). According to Handler (1963a:322), the lid of the
“monkeys” measured 2-1/2 – 3 inches in diameter and about ¼ to ½ inch thick. Loftfield notes
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Figure 5.15: Marketing Barbados wares in Bridgetown circa 1961 (photograph Courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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Figure 5.16: Pottery at Fairchild Market, Bridgetown, Barbados circa 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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that no recognizable examples of “monkey” water jars have been located archaeologically
(2001:226). This trend continues as no archaeological examples were identified at the St. John
pothouses. Historic examples are illustrated in early twentieth century postcards while a modern
example is also illustrated (see Figure 5.15; Figure 16; Figure 5.17; Figure 5.18; Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.17: A modern example of a “Monkey” purchased from Chalky Mount Potters in
2003 (photograph courtesy of Dwayne Scheid)
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Figure 5.18: Pottery Sellers, Barbados in 1912 illustrating ware types (Verrill 1915)
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5.2.3.4

Goglets- Water Pitcher

Goglet (Handler 1963b:146), guglets (Moxly (1886:98) or gurglet (Bayley 1830:61) are
all terms used to identify a handleless and spoutless water pitcher. F. N. Bayley, reporting on his
stay in Barbados between 1826 and 1829, mentions that Negro hawkers were selling gurglets for
holding water (Bayley 1830:61 in Handler 1963b:152). In the last half of the nineteen century,
Moxly (1886:98) describes guglets as “vase-shaped vessels with narrow mouths and without
handles.” An early 20th-century image (1899-1910) shows several goglets (see Figure 5.15;
Figure 5.16; Figure 20). The image indicates that the goglet has a flat base with a globular body
that may restrict at the shoulder before opening slightly back up at the rim while other examples
have a less restricted shoulder and open up gradually from the body. A modern version was
photographed by Dr. Jerome Handler in the early 1960s (see Figure 5.19). The vessels that have
the more restricted shoulder do not have a spout while the vessels that open up gradually have a
spout formed at the rim. Handler (1963a) does not mention goglets in his ethnographic
description of pottery production in the 1960s but in his “Historical Sketch,” Handler
(1963b:146) states that goglets had been a staple of Chalky Mount potters until recently, but
could now [1960s] barely be found. Photographic images of ceramic production and distribution
taken by Handler in the early 1960s do not show any goglets.
5.2.3.5

Conaree

The conaree (BMHS), which has been identified as a cornaree (Handler 1963a:322) and
connaree (Moxly 1886:98), is a cooking and food storage pot. Moxly (1886:98) describes the
connaree as being larger than both monkeys and guglets. The conaree is likely related to the
cornaree of British tradition (Kurlansky 2003). The British cornaree was used in the process of
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Figure 5.19: Goglet form (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

corning or the act of impregnating meat with salt for preservation purposes (Kurlansky 2003).
Handler (1963b:322) describes the cornaree as a lidded jar that was used to store corn meal and
meat. Loftfield (2001:226) states that the conaree “is a lidded pot that is cylindrical-to-slightlyconvex-sided and glazed on the interior.” Images from the early 20th century confirm that the
interior of the cornaree was glazed (see Figure 5.20). A modern conaree was purchased in 2003
from Chalky Mount potters (see Figure 5.21). The conaree is a jar with a mouth approximately as
wide as its base. The conaree usually has two, flattened handles that run perpendicular to the
ground surface on opposite sides of the vessel. The handles are attached by smoothing the ends
into the vessel starting just below the rim.
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Figure 5.20: Swing bridge pottery sales circa 1912 (From Johnston 1910)
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Handler (1963a:322) notes that there were essentially three standard sizes identified by
potters: large (10-12 inches high), medium (approximately 8 inches high), and small (about 6
inches high). Images of 1960’s pottery at the market in Bridgetown, documented by Handler,
indicate five sizes of conarees (see Figure 5.15; Figure 5.16). All sizes but the smallest, which
are sitting within the small coal pots, have vertical handles visible and dome-topped lids. The
small conarees likely have handles as well but they are not visible in the photo. Handler
(1963b:146) states that “until recently,” the cornaree was one of the main types of wares
produced by Chalky Mount potters. Loftfield (2001:231) notes the association of the conaree
with the foodways concept of “pepper pot” or use as a stew pot. Loftfield (2001:226, 227)
identified examples of a conaree lid and vessel rim within seventeenth-century contexts at the
Codrington College kitchen site.
5.2.3.6

Mug/Tankard

Tankards are a form that Stoner (2000:48) identifies as being part of the Codrington
collection he examined. The mug/tankard as a form is a flat bottomed, straight-sided, cylindrical
drinking vessel that has a handle. While Stoner (200:48) documents the use of this vessel, the
documentary record tells a different story for the enslaved and emancipated residents of
Barbados. Documentary sources in the 19th century indicate that calabash gourds were used often
for carrying and drinking from (Moxly1886; Bayley 1830; Bell 1831). Bayley (1830:90, 91)
does note that a slave cabin he visited contained a mug or two, but he fails to mention if these
mugs were coarse or refined earthenwares. No tankards were identified in either the early 20th
century or Handler’s photos documenting the marketing of Chalky Mount potters in the 1960s.
Handler (1963) does indicate that, from time to time, the Chalky Mount potters would produce
mugs.
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Figure 5.21: Modern Conaree purchased at Chalky Mount, 2004 (photograph courtesy of
Dwayne Scheid)
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5.2.3.7

Glazing

Handler described the glazing process that was followed during the 1960s. It is possible
that similarities exist between the glazing methods Handler describes in the 1960s and those that
potters used in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Stoner notes that green and brown glazes
typically identified among the glazed wares in Barbados are variations of lead-based glaze.
Brown is the color of lead glazing without any additives. The green-glazed ceramics are
produced with the addition of molasses to the glaze flux (Stoner 2000:47). Stoner (2000:47)
notes that the lead flux interacts with the sulphuric content of the molasses to produce a heavy
green glaze. A distinctive yellow green slip is the result when the concentration of molasses is
too strong (Stoner 2000:47).
Table 5.13 shows the relative percentages of the glaze colors within each site among
domestic wares. The largest percentage of domestic wares 36.2% (n=46) are unglazed, while
26.7% of glazed ceramics are a distinctive yellow green slip in response to the concentration of
molasses. Green glazing on domestic ceramics occurred 23.6% (n=30), while only 13.3% (n=17)
were brown glazed. At the Colleton Pothouse site, the majority of domestic wares were green
glazed (47.4%, n=138). The yellow-green slip that occurred on improperly glazed wares were
found on 24.3% (n=71) of domestic wares at the Colleton Pothouse. Similar to the SPG
Pothouse, brown glazing was also less popular at the Pothouse site with only 11.6% (n=34) of
the domestic sherds glazed brown.
When unglazed and indeterminate items are removed from consideration and only glaze
color is considered, the relative percentages of wares at the SPG indicate a possible lack of skill.
when it comes to glazing domestic wares (see Table 5.14). At the SPG Pothouse, 41.9% (n=34)
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Table 5.13:

Domestic Fragments with Glaze Colors

SPG
Pothouse

Brown

Green

Rim
Handle

5
–

Unglazed

4

26

Indeterminate
–

1

–

4

–

–

9

–

7

–

Base

3

2

Body
Total (quantity,
relative
percentage)

9

22

17
(13.3%)

Yellow/Green
5

30 (23.6%)

30
46
(36.2%)

34 (26.7%)

–

Colleton
Pothouse
Rim

7

29

35

Handle

1

2

1

Base

1

13

6

2

25

94

29

1

Body
Total (quantity,
relative
percentage)

34
(11.6%)

138
(47.4%)

71 (24.3%)

42
–

45
(15.4%)

–
–
3
–

3 (1.0)

of the glazed wares had the yellow green slip, which may indicate a lack of understanding about
the glazing process. If green glazing is the color that one would expect when mixing lead flux
with molasses in the appropriate amounts, the SPG potters got the mix correct only 37% of their
attempts, while at the Pothouse the potters correctly applied the lead flux and molasses to get the
green glaze in 56.7% of their attempts. This difference may indicate a lack of experience or skill
with glazing techniques at the SPG pothouse. Amongst the SPG pothouse items, the domestic
wares were unglazed 36.2% of the time while 63.6% of the domestic wares had glaze
intentionally applied.
5.2.4 Other
The other category is intended as a catch-all for goods produced and sold by the pottery
production sites that are not necessarily architectural, domestic, nor industrial. Among this
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Table 5.14:

Glaze Colors with Unglazed and Unidentified Removed
SPG Pothouse

Brown

Green

Yellow/Green

Rim

5

5

4

Handle

–

1

–

Base

3

2

–

Body

9

22

30

Total (quantity,
relative
percentage)

17 (20.9%)

30 (37.03)

34 (41.9%)

Rim

7

29

35

Handle

1

2

1

Base

1

13

6

Body

25

94

29

Total (quantity,
relative
percentage)

34 (13.9%)

138 (56.7%)

71 (29.2%)

Colleton Pothouse

category are included flowerpots, small forms such as ash trays, penny banks and vases, and nonceramic items possibly sold by the St. John’s pothouses.
5.2.4.1

Flowerpots

Flowerpots are placed in the “Other” category because they do not fit with the domestic
vessels that were used for food processing, cooking, serving or food storage. Flowerpots can be
described as having a truncated cone shape with a wide rim narrowing down to a smaller base.
Goodwin and Breen (2005) reported on excavations at George Washington’s upper gardens on
his Mount Vernon Estate and identified 89 different flower pots. They identified four rim types
(Rolled-Rim [18th century], Double-Rim [18th century], Straight-Rim [19th century], and SquareCollared [20th century]) and two base types (with foot ring and without). The wares with foot
rings are associated with nineteenth- and twentieth-century flowerpots at the Mount Vernon site.
Additional archaeological data was recovered at the early nineteenth-century site Gore Place, in
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Waltham, Massachusetts (DeForest 2010). From the Gore Place site, 150 different ‘planting’
flowerpots were identified. These wares were divided, based on six rim types including collared,
double, flanged, rolled, ruffled, and straight (DeForest 2010:40). The majority of the rim types
identified were collared. Rim diameters measured between 1” and 12.5”, but the majority
measured between 2” and 7.5”. Buxton states that “flower pots are graded in size by half inches,
from tiny thumb pots, an inch in diameter, to huge affairs twenty-four inches across” (Buxton
1935:149 in DeForest 2010:51).
In Barbados, Handler described flowerpots produced in the 1960s as similar in shape to
standard American flowerpots. The ethnographic potters of Chalky mount produced flowerpots
as their main items of production, according to Handler (1963a:321). These flower pots were
produced in eight or nine standard sizes and varied between 3 and 14” in height, according to
Handler (1963a:321) who also notes two types of flowerpots, standard and crimped. Standard
pots taper straight down from the rim to the base, and have undecorated rims. The “crimp pot” is
known for its main decorative feature “which is produced by pinching the entire circumference
of the rim between forefinger and index finger as the vessel is slowly rotated on the wheel”
(Handler 1963a:321). According to Handler (1963a:321) the “crimp pot” has an extended
shoulder giving it a jar effect. The “crimp pot” was made in a similar number of sizes as the
standard flowerpot and had a perforated base similar to the standard flowerpot. A striking
difference is that “crimp pots” were glazed on the exterior, and its sides were normally incised
with the prongs of a fork prior to glazing for additional decorations, according to Handler
(1963:321). Post card images from the early 20th century exist that indicate the production of
flowerpots and “crimp pots” (see Figure 5.15; Figure 5.16; Figure 5.18; Figure 5.20; Figure
5.22). According to historical sources, flowerpots were sold by the SPG only one time in 1784,
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according to account records examined. George Barrow, manager of SPG and several other
plantations purchased 50 flowerpots (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17). Flower pots with crimped
rims were identified amongst the Pothouse site artifacts recovered; four rim fragments
representing two different vessels were noted.
Figure 5.22: Chalky Mount potters ca 1950. Postcard published by Barbados Publicity
Committee (postcard from Author’s collection)

During Handler’s ethnographic fieldwork, he identified the types of wares the potters
produced. To those types that fit within the primary categories of domestic, he also noted that the
potters made such things ash trays, penny banks and vases. These ware types were not identified
in historical or archaeological samples collected from the Parish of St. John.
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5.2.4.2

Lime

Lime was produced by the pothouse likely because of the understanding of a burning
process similar to that used in the firing of a kiln or brick clamp. Processing lime was a job for
the slaves at the pothouse. It is unclear if the potters were responsible for quarrying the limestone
from the quarry on the lower plantation or if other slaves from the first gang may have been
responsible for collecting the limestone. Much like many of the other wares produced by the
pothouse, only in some years do they record the specific amounts used by the plantation and
Codrington College.
Lime (calcium carbonate) was used for several different purposes on plantations through
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, according to contemporaneous sources. These uses fall
into two categories: the first is agricultural use and the second is architectural. One use of lime is
in soil management. In this form, marl or burnt lime is added to the soil and rainwater slowly
slakes the lime, releasing calcium into the soil (Maxwell 1743:187). This release of calcium
reduces the acidity of the soil and the lime acts as a fertilizer, affixing ammonia, which limits the
negative effects of the nitrates. The added lime also helps aerate the soil by increasing microbial
activity in recycling nutrients (Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 28 Oct 2013).
A second use, according to Hughes (1750:248), was for “temper” to reduce the acidity
from the sugar cane juice during the boiling. This temper prevents the cane juice from souring.
Hughes (1750:248) also notes that it “cleanses” the liquor (boiling cane juice), causing impurities
to settle in unfired juice, but if boiling in copper, the heat causes the impurities to come to the
surface to form a “thick tough scum” that can be ladled off the surface. Porter (1830:80-81) notes
that lime in solid form or mixed with cane juice to the consistency of cream is stirred into the
cane juice at a rate of three pounds of lime for every 300 gallons of juice.
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In addition to the agricultural uses of lime, it can also be used for architectural purposes.
These purposes include uses as mortar, limewash, and render/plaster. Mortar generally combines
lime and sand to form a self-hardening paste that is used in laying brick and stonework in
buildings and to affix (point) roof tiles. At the SPG’s Codrington College, a large stone main
college building, the lower mansion house (later known as the principal’s lodging) and several
outbuildings (extant stable, privies, kitchen, and non-extant boiling house, curing house,
windmill) are constructed with cut coral stone that is mortared in place. During the construction
of the college, the plantation used quarried coral limestone from within the grounds of the lower
plantation (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9, 15, 16, 17, 18). Limewash or whitewash is made by
adding water to the lime in order to produce a thin milky white liquid that is brushed onto wood
or stone surfaces (Band 2004:1). While it has the appearance of a painted surface, the resulting
effect is to “stain” the washed material. As the lime is soaked into the surface, it hardens to coat
and seal rough surfaces, while still being permeable to vapors (Mold and Godbey 2005:2). This
limewash serves to brighten rooms, and with additional additives such as tallow and linseed oil,
the whitewash can be made water resistant (Band 2004). Another architectural use of lime is in
render (exterior) or plaster (interior). These are similar with the exception that for use on interior
surfaces the finish is finer (Band 2004:3). Plaster would often be applied in multiple layers with
horsehair as a binder in the early applications (Band 2004:3). It is not directly evident how the
purchasing plantations were using the white lime being purchased.
Of the possibilities for producing lime in Barbados, Ligon (in Hutson 2000:61) notes that
the stone (limestone) made the most “excellent Lyme, the whitest and firmest when ‘tis dry, that I
have seen… and this lime binds it fast together and keeps it firm to endure the weather..” Lime
can be produced using several different natural materials that include seashells, eggshells, coral,
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limestone, and chalk, all containing calcium carbonate. The process involves burning the
material in a clamp or kiln at 888-1000 C. This heat causes the carbon dioxide to leave calcium
oxide (aka quicklime). The clamp is composed of layers of limestone stacked in between layers
of fuel that is then covered to hold in the heat and allowed to burn slowly. Two different types of
kilns were typical in eighteenth-century England. The first of these is known as a flare kiln,
which was loaded with a single batch of limestone per firing. The other type of kiln common in
England for processing lime is called a draw kiln and is capable of being continuously fired and
loaded with limestone and fuel from the top. This type of kiln allows the resulting lime to be
removed from the base. These firing processes remove the carbon dioxide and result in calcium
oxide, which will harden slowly as it reabsorbs carbon dioxide (Smith 2011). When the process
of slaking occurs, water is added and the mixture is stirred, resulting in putty or a dry hydrate.
When added to water or slaked, the calcium carbonate becomes calcium hydroxide. When the
calcium hydroxide in the limewash, mortar, render or plaster dries, it allows carbon dioxide in,
which causes the hardening back into calcium carbonate, completing the ‘lime cycle’ (Band
2004:2; Lynch 1998). According to Neve (1726:192) lime should be burned for 60 hours. A load
of lime was 32 bushels and will make enough mortar for 250 solid feet of stonework and 8
bushels for every 1000 bricks (Neve 1726:193).
The production of lime may have occurred near the pothouse or across the estate, closer
to where limestone was quarried for construction of the College and other outbuildings (see
Figure 5.23). It seems clear that the production of lime occurred within the grounds of the lower
estate of the SPG plantations. This production served several needs of the plantations, including
the use of lime temper in sugar production and limewash and mortar for construction of the
plantation structures, including the College building. Having access to a limestone quarry
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allowed the plantation to fire limestone with the residue being used by the plantation and also
gave them enough to sell to other plantations. That limestone was for several years recorded on
the pothouse account likely indicates that the potters or the “at the pothouse” slaves were
responsible for burning the lime. This may have been due to the skills of firing items in kilns or
because of the association between mortar and the architectural wares produced by the pothouse.
To date no archaeological evidence has been found to indicate its location. No information was
identified to indicate who collected the limestone; whether the pothouse workers were
responsible for that or whether field slaves quarried the stone during slow work periods. For
many years at the SPG’s estate, lime was produced, used and sold under the guise of the
pothouse account.
Figure 5.23: Map of Codrington College grounds showing SPG pothouse and one possible
quarry source (Royal Ordnance Survey 1986, Sheet 7)
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The SPG pothouse recorded the production and sale of lime during the years 1718, 17431749, 1760-1779, and 1785 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9, 15, 16, 17, 18). Sales and transfers
to both the ‘plantation’ account and the Codrington College account, which were operated as
separate accounting entries, were completed by the SPG pothouse (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel
15). Within the period noted above, the pothouse sold 1,469 barrels to outside plantations,
transferred 457 barrels to plantation accounts and gave 397.5 barrels to the Codrington College.
The records indicate several categories of lime that were bought and sold including: lime (796
barrels), lime temper (34 barrels), building lime (83.5 barrels), and white lime (1,495.5 barrels).
Specific references to building lime and lime temper are likely indicative of the planned use of
the item. Multiple references to lime and white lime are also made. It seems likely that some of
that lime was used in making mortar, whitewash, plaster and temper. The reference to building
lime was only mentioned in one passage from 1786 when the SPG purchased 83-1/2 barrels from
Frances Bell. Lime temper was sold for 5 shillings per barrel. The costs associated with lime
temper varied between £. /3/1.5 to £ ./5/. per barrel; white lime between £ ./2/6 to £ ./4/4.5 per
barrel; and building lime was sold at £ ./3/1.5 per barrel (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reels 9, 15, 16,
17, 18).
Somewhat surprisingly, during the years 1767, 1774, and 1777, lime was both bought and
sold by the SPG and in 1775, 1781, 1786, and 1806 lime was purchased. They purchased a total
of 465 barrel in those four years. The primary supplier (as defined by quantity) of lime to the
pothouse was James Edward Colleton (122.5 barrels). It is likely that these supplies were sold to
the SPG plantations to make up for shortfalls in their own production. Whether these shortfalls
were caused by the SPG stopping lime burning completely during those years or because they
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may have used lime to make up for some exchange between Colleton and the SPG in 1767 is
unknown.
The archaeological footprint of lime production may include evidence of hearths, kilns or
clamps, and slaking pits. Archaeologically, the evidence of clamps may include a hearth on the
floor of a pit up to 2.5 meters in diameter and up to 2.0 meters in depth (Smith 2011:2). The soil
in the area may show evidence of burning or there may be loose piles of rock present (Smith
2011:2). According to Smith (2011), lime-kiln structures may have remains above or below
ground. Depending on location, only subsurface remains may be located archaeologically as
above-ground stones may have been collected for other uses (Smith 2011). The hearth portion of
the kiln may be the only part recognizable archaeologically as a “burnt area of compacted earth,
ash and lime, usually between 1.0 meters and 3.5 meters in diameter (Smith 2011). This hearth
“may rest directly on the ground surface or inside an unlined, clay-lined or stone-built fire
chamber” (Smith 2011:3). Slaking pits could be lined or unlined pit features where the lime was
mixed with water and stirred. Evidence for these slaking pits would likely be circular or semicircular in plan view. The slaking pit may be lined, but if a lining did not exist, lime may be
found around the edges (White 2006:108). Spatially, Smith (2011:3,4) notes that the location of
lime kilns is determined by the proximity to the source of limestone and to sufficient fire wood.
Smith (2011:4) continues that until the mid-19th century, it was common to burn lime on the site
of construction.
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Chapter Six
Craft Production and a Typology of Local Pottery Production

The craft production framework previously outlined will now be filled in with
archaeological, historical, and ethnographic data. It is possible to establish the size and scope of
local ceramic production by addressing not only the physical characteristics but by considering
the relationships between those involved in local pottery production. Initially, the timing of
production at the three sites of ceramic production is introduced then followed by a discussion of
the people involved in the local ceramic production process, including the potters and the various
levels of management and organization at the SPG pothouse. This is followed by the details
regarding the organization and social relationships of the people. The means of production
including the “how” of production at the sites is discussed, followed by a description of the
objects produced. The consumers of the various wares are then discussed, followed by an
examination of the relationships of distribution, including an analysis of GIS data related to the
locations of consumers.
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6.1

Craft Production Framework and the People Involved in Ceramic Production
Using a craft production framework as a methodological tool allows for the synthesis of

data at varying scales (Costin 1991; Rice 1987; Sinopoli 1991; 2003:19). This framework helps
organize and illuminate the investigated kiln sites by describing the characteristics. Unlike other
efforts at description and understanding, the use of a parametric system outlined here allows for
interrogating the interaction and feedback between categories. Each of the descriptive qualities
presented statically should be seen as dynamic as people interact with each other, with objects,
space, social, political and environmental considerations. The broad parametric categories used
to analyze the production system include artisans, means of production, organization and social
relationships of production, objects, relationships of distribution, and consumers (Costin 2001).
In the next pages, the historical and archaeological evidence detailing the local production of
ceramics will be discussed.
6.1.1 Timing of production
Barbados has a rich history in general and specifically has had a rich history of ceramic
production. For nearly 1,600 years, ceramic vessels were produced for use by Amerindians and
by European colonizers and the slaves they transported from Africa. Even more recently, people
in Barbados have continued the production ceramic wares. Because of Barbados’ geological
situation, the area near the eastern coast known as the Scotland District has been the source of
clay for ceramic production and has been the location of local ceramic production. The majority
of the island is capped by limestone. In the Scotland District, this cap has been worn down over
millions of years, and the result is an area that has exposed red clay. The use of this clay has been
capitalized on by Amerindians and more recently by potters who produced ceramic wares. Two
of these historic pottery production sites have been investigated archaeologically. Historical
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documents from the SPG tell a story of ceramic production from one of these sites in the
eighteenth century.
Sources of data related to the SPG plantation-based ceramic production are available for
most of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These resources are contained in the microfilm
collection known as the West Indies Records of the United Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel c. 1710-1908. From these letters, ledgers and account books, we gain a glimpse into the
timing of the ceramic production history of the SPG pothouse and can understand the ceramic
production history of the SPG’s Barbados estate.
Ceramic production on the grounds of Codrington College occurred sometime in the late
seventeenth century (Stoner 2000:56). Stoner (2000) reports on excavations near the kitchen
associated with the seventeenth-century planter’s mansion. These excavations identified locallyproduced domestic and industrial wares. John Smalridge, the first plantation manager for the
SPG who also worked in that position under Christopher Codrington III, states that “in General
Codrington’s time the pothouse made ware for their own use and not to sell” (USPG
Microfilm1984: Reel 8). The implication is that sometime before 1710, ceramic production
occurred on the estate belonging to Codrington. The SPG physically took over the property in
1712, but in the interim between Codrington’s death in 1710 and their receipt, the property was
under the control of Codrington’s heir, Colonel William Codrington. The Colonel hired a potter
in 1710 or 1711 and built a “new pothouse.” The implication is that a pre-existing pothouse was
there and was old enough that it needed rebuilding. It would seem likely then that ceramic
production began on the grounds of Codrington’s plantation sometime during the seventeenth
century.
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Based on documentary records, we know that the SPG pothouse continued in operation
throughout much of the eighteenth century, but in response to the inadequate quantity of slaves
attempted to shift production away from the production of industrial wares. The SPG Pothouse
transitioned from producing a mix of industrial and architectural wares to producing architectural
wares almost exclusively. In general, the SPG plantations struggled to maintain the number of
slaves necessary to operate the plantation. This struggle created a problem for management. The
decline in numbers of field slaves impacted the ability of the management to provide trained
potters for the pothouse. In 1760, plantation management noticed the inability of the plantation to
maintain adequately trained artificers (USPG Microfilm 1984:Reel 15). Producing mold-made
architectural wares is less complicated than wheel-turning large sugarwares.
At the SPG Pothouse, two potting wheels, a large pot kiln and two smaller kilns for firing
tiles were accounted for in the 1783 tax levy. For the years between 1768 and 1782, two enslaved
potters, Scipio and Cudjoe, were listed as potters within the registers of slaves and property
(USPG Microfilm 1984:Reel 15). Later slave inventories indicate that both Scipio and Cudjoe
left potting and took on new responsibilities. By 1783, Scipio was no longer listed as a potter and
was now listed as a field laborer. Between 1783 and 1786, he stayed in the field and then in 1787
he is listed as a watchman. At the SPG, the identification of a potter among its slaves was last
reported in 1786, which was the last year that Cudjoe or any enslaved person is listed as a potter.
In 1789, Cudjoe and Scipio are both listed as watchmen (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17, 18).
Then in 1790, both former potters are listed as head watchmen. In 1794, Scipio dies of illness,
and Cudjoe is awarded six shillings, three pence for reward and encouragement of good
behavior. In that same year, his occupation is listed as “attending schoolboys,” and in 1797, he is
listed as “waiting upon the boys” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 18).
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Another key indicator that ceramic production ended is that in 1786, Brathwaite’s other
plantation, 3 Houses, ordered 1000 pairs of pots and drips from England that it presumably
shared with the SPG estates. Brathwaite charged the SPGs sundry account with the interest for
the amount of the invoice. From 1787 on, the plantation began to make purchases of industrial
and architectural ceramics from Lytcott and Maxwell (town agents for the plantation),Thomas
Daniel & Son (Bristol Merchants) and from Richard Haynes and Henry Quintyne (local
plantation owners and likely owners of other local pothouses) (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 7,
9).The SPG plantation purchased 100 pairs of pots and drips from town agents Lytcott &
Maxwell. In 1790, the manager Barrow gave money to a slave to buy a pot, and in the same
account also paid Richard Haynes for the purchase of 200 sugar pots. Further evidence of the end
is that the pothouse account entry was no longer listed within the ledger books. A single
contradictory piece of evidence is that in in 1787, 1788, and 1790, the plantation paid the
“treasurer on the levy on the windmills, slaves and pot kiln” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17).
This record indicates that the plantation continued to maintain the kiln at least until 1790. That
the pot kiln was still listed in tax records three and a half years after ceramic production ended is
curious. It is odd that they would continue to pay taxes on a pot kiln that was presumably not
being used. It is possible that the pot kiln continued in use after the potters Cudjoe and Scipio
were transferred out of the SPG Pothouse or they may have operated on a part-time basis, but by
1791, the pot kiln was no longer listed on the tax levy and was not mentioned again. The
compounding evidence indicates the SPG Pothouse and ceramic production ended sometime
between 1786 and 1790, but most likely in 1786. Records for the years examined beyond 1790
(up through 1838) failed to identify references to local ceramics, potters, pot kilns or pothouses
(USPG Microfilm 1984: Reels 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15). The post-1786 ledgers no longer
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contain headings for Pothouse accounts; initially this was interpreted by the author as
representing a shift in accounting methods, but as additional years were examined, it appears to
represent an actual alteration to the plantation. In the 1790s, the ledgers began showing more
references to purchases of wood, staves, and hoops. This shift, along with the addition of a “Cask
Account,” implies that the SPG had shifted away from ceramic production and the use of
industrial ceramics in sugar processing (USPG Microfilm1984: Reel 18).
The Pothouse site kiln that was excavated was likely in operation between circa 1830 and
1862 when portions of the kiln wall were destroyed. Archaeological evidence indicates that
activity was likely at its peak in 1841, according to mean ceramic dating. There is speculation
that the two additional waster piles are sites of earlier kilns that may also have had coral stone
kiln walls (Loftfield 2007: Personal Communication). These additional mounds were not subject
to testing.
6.1.2 Artisans and others
The opportunity for studying the people involved in the production of pottery at the St.
John pothouses is stimulated by examining archaeological evidence, historical documents and
ethnographic populations to provide a more complete contextual past. When looking at the
“who” of craft production, we are interested in the variety of people involved. One way of
learning about the people and contemplating their interactions is to use historical documents to
tell us the names, ages (likely just values placed on the enslaved by a white master), genders,
ethnic backgrounds, and whether they were part-time or fulltime workers where available. When
documents are not available, it is possible to use analogies from the ethnographic potters of
village of Chalky Mount.
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Determining the “who” of local ceramic production on the SPG estates was complicated
by the ideological and organizational structure of its absentee owner. The SPG was a religious
institution that was attempting to operate a plantation by relying on enslaved labor. In addition to
this structural confusion, the system of management was also limited by period communications
that often crossed paths across the Atlantic. To make matters worse, the people involved with the
production of pottery included absentee landowners (SPG) who never visited the pothouse,
attorneys who ran their own plantations but did not have a pothouse of their own, plantation
managers who served as the immediate arbiter of decisions, a pothouse overseer assigned to the
pothouse, potters who operated the potting wheels and the assistants that likely pushed the wheel
and helped produce flat architectural wares in molds. Given the large number of people involved
in endeavor, determining who was involved and important and what details of theirs are also
worth learning is a monumental and potentially onerous task. Within the layers of organizational
structure, other categories at least partially defined the people, including age, gender, ethnic
backgrounds, and economic background distinctions."
Determining who the potters were at the Colleton Pothouse is especially problematic as
the timeframe of the archaeological evidence from the excavated kiln coincides with the ending
of slavery. In 1834, the system of apprenticeship was put in effect. This apprenticeship period
freed the slaves, technically, but required that they continue to work on the plantations much the
same as they had during legal slavery. On August 1, 1838, the emancipation of non-praedial
laborers (non-field laborers) occurred, and in 1840, the praedial laborers (field laborers) were
freed as well. These changes likely had serious impacts on the Pothouse potters.
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6.1.3 Management
The management of the pottery facilities is important to our overall understanding of
pottery production. The SPG was managed by an absentee organization, albeit a largely hands-on
group. Management of St. John’s Pothouse is more difficult to discern as historical documents
regarding the management do not exist. The management of potteries at Chalky Mount was very
much an independent process. Each potter controlled all aspects of production.
6.1.3.1

SPG Pothouse

The first pottery production site examined by this research is located on the grounds of
Codrington College. The SPG pothouse is located on the property held by the Codrington Trust
and Codrington College. This property was willed to the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG) in 1710 after Christopher Codrington III, a former Governor of
the Antilles, donated two of his St. John plantations to the organization. In 1711, the Archbishop
of Canterbury, the leader of the SPG, called for the estates “to be the site and support of a
seminary of missionaries to be dispersed throughout the Plantations” (Bennett 1958:2). Since
1712, and continuing into the twentieth century, the plantation operations were run through a
“complex hierarchy of attorneys, agents, and managers, who were required to make reports to the
Society in writing” (Schutz and O’Neill 1949:44).
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts was an absentee owner.
The SPG was a relatively new organization, founded in 1701 to serve as the spearhead of the
Anglican Church (Taylor 1984:2). In addition to being new at plantation management, the
fledgling group was tasked with building and running a school for educating future missionaries.
The SPG understood the significance and challenge of the task that had been set by Codrington’s
will. The SPG established a hierarchy of control that was to determine and manage the affairs of
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its Barbados plantations. This included several levels of management that began at the top with
the London Committee. The London Committee was composed of church and lay leaders.
Among these leaders were the Arch Bishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of York, as well as
wealthy men who had owned land or plantations in Barbados and the West Indies and who had
been asked to the committee as they were invited to provide guidance and information. This
committee instructed the Barbados committee and the plantation manager on their overall plans
and provided specific and general guidelines the plantations were expected to follow. In addition
to instructions, the London Committee asked for and demanded answers to local management
decisions, and instructed when managers were to complete inventories of the plantations. The
London Committee was also responsible for arranging funds for large projects.
While many of the day-to-day decision were made in Barbados, significant decisions
were the domain of the London Committee. Interactions between the London Committee and
Barbados were hampered by the long distance and its resulting impact on communications.
Letters from the London Committee directed to Barbados often passed questions and comments
from the Barbados plantations. The London committee responded to external and internal
complaints in a professional manner. The accused was informed of the charges and given an
opportunity to respond with his own explanation. They then sought out opinions from other
people from the community that might be familiar with the situation. A key example of this
policy occurred in the second decade of eighteenth century. Charles Cunningham, rector of St.
John’s Parish Church, wrote a letter critical of the Barbados management, including complaints
of mismanagement and abuse of power in the form of receiving commissions (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 11). The plantation manager, Smalridge, responded in letter form, addressing each
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point, with further verification from other personnel. The Barbados attorneys responded with a
follow-up letter restating Smalridge’s answers with added detail.
The London committee’s role in ceramic production was from a supervisory role. They
recognized the importance of ceramic production as an extra source of income, but they were
relatively unconcerned about the details such as whether the pothouse made architectural or
industrial wares. Their concern was that money continued to flow so that the school buildings
could get built.
In Barbados, the management team of the SPG’s interests was divided between the
attorneys and Anglican ministers. The attorneys were generally wealthy planters while the
Anglican ministers were leading religious leaders from the island. For a time in the 1740s,
schoolmasters from the school were also included in the local management and they assumed
control in 1747 until 1753. This Barbados committee was responsible for making routine
decisions regarding plantation management, including selecting the plantation manager. The
Barbados committee was responsible for the overall plantation and served in a position of
moderator between the manager and the Society on England. They functioned as experts that
would provide knowledge based on experience. The attorneys served as trustees and were given
relatively wide decision- making powers (Schutz and O’Neil 1949:45). The Barbados committee
met regularly and sent correspondence to the London Committee as needed. It is assumed, but
unproven, that day-to-day decisions regarding the pothouse were generally not under
consideration by the Barbados attorneys. No written evidence was found to indicate their level of
involvement in the minutiae of the pothouse although the attorneys visited the plantation and
may have verbally provided undocumented guidance.
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The second group in Barbados included the plantation manager and the town agent. The
manager was the most important person and was responsible for the day-to-day decisions and for
ensuring that the plantations were profitable. The manager was responsible for determining how
and when fields were fertilized, holed, planted, hoed and harvested. He was responsible for
hiring and firing workers and making decisions about the recruitment and training of slaves for
skilled positions. It was the manager who was ultimately responsible for making the plantations
profitable for their owners. The manager had to be able to balance the orders of the attorneys
with the London Committee. The manager took part in the attorney meetings but was generally
not considered a part of the Barbados Committee (Schutz and O’Neil 1949:45). The SPG
plantation manager was the most critical in the decision-making process regarding ceramic
production. The plantation manager determined which forms to produce with consideration of
the skill and number of potters and assistants. The manager made decisions about whether to hire
slaves to work in the pothouse or in the field or both.
Because of the distances between the plantation and the city of Bridgetown where
shipping occurred, many planters had town agents, and the SPG was no exception. The town
agent was responsible for handling town business, monitoring prices, storing sugar and rum and
arranging shipments of these goods. The town agent was also responsible for purchasing
provisions and slaves, making payments to workers and discharging tax levies. Town agents
could be merchants or attorneys. Town agents that were merchants were able to profit by
consistently selling their own goods to the plantation thereby increasing their own profit. By
monitoring the prices, the agent was able to maximize his profits and commissions.
While the names of individuals in these groups are sometimes known, extensive
historical research into their backgrounds was not conducted for this project. Future historical
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studies will be aided by the listing of their names. Details regarding the period of service are
noted where possible.
The third group involved in the local production of ceramics for the SPG plantation
includes the white overseer hired to manage the pothouse. The overseer at the pothouse received
between £25 and £40 per year for managing the pothouse. The overseer was responsible for the
management of the SPG pothouse and often was a line manager, responsible for ensuring the
work of the pothouse was accomplished. No evidence was found to indicate that the pothouse
overseer was involved in sales or distribution of wares.
The final and, arguably, the most significant of the process is the potters themselves and
their assistants that were either poor white potters, slaves belonging to the SPG plantation or
slaves hired from other slave owners. While their role was one of the most critical, it is also the
position for which we have the fewest documents. Generally, the potters produced wares that
they were told to produce. It also seems though, that the potters were producing domestic wares
for use on the plantation although no historical sources acknowledge this. They were also likely
able to sell the domestic wares they produced. The fact that domestic wares were identified
archaeologically from within the SPG Pothouse indicates that the potters were producing
domestic wares. The potters may have used the wares for their own purposes or as likely may
have sold wares within the internal slaves’ economy.
6.1.3.2

Pothouse Management

It is currently unclear how the Colleton Pothouse site was managed. The period of its
operation is based on archaeological data that indicates a post-emancipation period, although the
pothouse could have fallen under operations management of either Colleton or Quintyne
plantations. The pothouse was currently on Colleton property but was closer to Quintyne
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plantation. Written sources indicate that both Colleton and Quintyne plantations had a pothouse
(USPG Microfilm 1984 12; Society for the Improvement of Plantership 1810). The ground was
marginal in that it was not easily planted in sugar and may have been rented to the potters that
operated the pothouse.
6.1.3.3

Chalky Mount Management

From ethnographic sources, we know that the potters in the village of Chalky Mount
were defined by their ability to turn wares on the wheel, with assistance coming from their
households and the occasional hiring of other village potters (Handler 1965:248). The potters
were the male heads of their households and that they were the managers in charge of making
potting decisions for their businesses. The potters decided when to produce wares, how much
clay to collect, how to process the clay, how much to pottery to turn in a day, when to fire the
kiln, how to load and fire the kiln (Handler 1965:252). The potters determined the prices of the
wares, although Handler was unable to determine how prices were set (Handler 1965:259). He
noted that the potters stated the prices were based on what the “traffic can bear” (Handler
1965:260). The potters of the village of Chalky mount maintained strict managerial control over
the processes of pottery production.
6.1.4 SPG historical pottery production
Decisions regarding ceramic production were likely considered almost yearly as the
managers and plantation attorneys balanced the output of pottery production with the impact of
deficiencies on agricultural field labor. The decision to produce and sell ceramics was made by
the manager, plantation attorneys, and the Barbados Committee in London and was about
fulfilling the needs of the SPG plantations. This desire to meet their physical needs for industrial,
architectural, domestic and other ceramics, combined with the attachment to the additional funds
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brought in by sales, made the production of wares at least marginally important to the SPG.
Profits from the SPG pothouse fluctuated, based on availability of potters, the skill of the potter,
the market for industrial and architectural wares, the healthiness of sugar cane, and weather
events like hurricanes. Economically, the pothouse played a limited role in economic security
although the lack of production based on the dearth of skilled labor was often lamented (see
Table 6.1). In the early years of the SPG operations, the role of the pothouse was slightly more
important from an economic perspective. In 1721, the pothouse sold wares that represented
12.6% (£287) of the income from sugar, rum, and the pothouse. In 1723, an even larger number
of sales resulted in £447, which was 9.2% of the income generated by the plantation. After 1723,
the pothouse never registered an income that accounted for more than 10% (this data comes from
comparing the sugar, rum and pothouse incomes for the 27 years for which I have data for all
three categories). In 1748, during the inventory completed by the schoolmasters they complained
about the financial viability of the pothouse, even though the SPG pothouse records income from
the pothouse at nearly £428 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15).
Even though the economic input was not especially great, the ability to be self-reliant
with regard to ceramic production seems to have been important to the SPG. In 1719, 1732,
1748, and again in 1760, reports and comments were raised by the manager, plantation attorneys
and the Bishop of St. Asaph in his committee recommendations that the pothouse was and could
be profitable if pottery production were fully supported. The managers and plantation attorney
responded in 1760 that it was an issue of having not enough trained slaves to complete the work.
For the years 1742-49, the SPG plantation hired slaves from other plantations to meet the
pothouse’s need for workers to complete the work of that pothouse.
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The local control of plantations was conducted by a series of managers. The managers of the
SPG’s plantations and pothouse were divided into five periods in order to provide manageable
units. The breakdown was based primarily on roughly similar units of collected data. In total
between 1710 and 1793, nine managers controlled the SPG local interests. These managers were
divided arbitrarily to adjust for varying years of collected data. The first grouping covers a period
of 30 years (1710-1740) with 12 collected years of data. This group is John Smalridge (17101730), the first manager of the SPG, and John Vaughton, his nephew (1731-1740), who had
previously served under Smalridge as bookkeeper and assistant. The second group covers 11
years (1741-1752) with eight years of collected data. The managers during this period were Abel
Alleyne (1741-1746) and John Payne (1746-1748), who was relieved and replaced for a period
when the academics at the College controlled the plantation (1749-1753). The next management
group lasted 16 years and has 11 years of collected data. Grant Elcock was appointed manager
when the academics grew tired of operating the plantation and managed the plantations until
1769 (Schutz and O’Neil 1949:55). The fourth group covered 13 years (1770-1783) of which six
years of data were examined. This period was divided between Robert Gibbes (1770-1773) and
Richard Downes (1774-1782). In 1783, the SPG plantations were leased to John Brathwaite.
Brathwaite owned several Barbadian plantations, but lived in England. Brathwaite appointed
George Barrow as manager and tasked him with daily plantation operations. This leased period
lasted ten years (1783-1793), and only three years of data exist. It was during this last period that
the SPG Pothouse was taken out of commission and closed permanently.
Much remains in confusion with regard to the Colleton pothouse. Whether the Colleton
pothouse originally belonged to the Colleton or Quintyne plantations or whether the pottery
began during the post-emancipation period is unclear. Archaeological data indicates that the
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Table 6.1:

SPG Yearly Income Sugar, Rum and Pothouse (data collected from SPG
account books)

Year

Sugar

Relative
Percentage by
year

1721
1723
1724
1727
1729
1731
1747
1749
1758
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
1771
1772
1773
1774
1777
1784
1786

1378/9/4.75
3378/9/10.75
3424/13/3
2335/15/5.5
1961/3/1.5
2328/17/8
1490/5/5
3618/1/11.
2948/5/4.75
3229/19/3.75
4597/3/9.5
3631/13/9.5
3240/5/2.2
3391/14/2.75
2517/17/4.5
3058/./7.5
2240/4/3.
3217/1/4.5
2616/3/5.
2175/1/1.5
1259/4/3
1719/15/.
1619/14/2.75
1714/9/6.5
1108/6/6
807/16/2
1693/11/4.5

60.7
70.2
74.3
76.4
71.0
71.0
62.8
70.1
85.4
47.5
57.7
51.0
50.0
60.0
61.0
55.0
55.5
56.5
58.3
56.7
59.5
53.7
58.9
53.6
60.8
50.9
60.5

Rum

Relative
Percentage by
year

Pothouse

Relative
Percentage by
year

604/10/5
986/17/3
929/./7
717/9/0.5
717/9/1.5
810/5/2.5
645/9/.
1100/./5
344/14/5
3296/7/3.
3164/15/3
2940/6/.
3159/9/2.
2142/7/9.75
1390/3/0.75
2440/18/3.75
1729/19/3
2451/7/.
1866/13/4
1602/7/3.25
789/9/2.5
1427/14/.
1110/11/11.5
1478/11/1
711/12/3.5
674/10/6.25
1082/9/8

26.6
20.4
20.1
23.4
25.9
24.7
27.2
21.3
9.9
48.5
39.7
42
48
38
34
44
42.8
43
41.6
41.8
37.3
44.6
40.4
46.2
39
42.5
38.6

287/10/11.
447/14/4.
250/17/10.5
3/17/6.
83/3/2.
138/4/5
235/./11
442/11/1
155/3/11.25
264/9/7.75
205/7/11
412/14/5.5
59/18/1.5
63/12/4.25
154/10/.
56/8/3.5
63/9/10.5
24/3/3
49/7/6
53/1/10.5
66/8/9
52/9/4.5
16/8/4.5
2/16/405
2/3/.
103/1/11.5
20/1/9.5

12.6
9.2
5.4
0.1
3.0
4.2
9.9
8.5
4.4
3.8
2.5
5.9
0.9
1.1
4.0
4.0
1.5
0.4
1.0
1.3
3.1
1.6
0.5
0.1
0.1
6.4
0.7

Colleton Pothouse was in operation during the 1840s. European ceramic evidence from a
destruction layer indicates that the kiln went out of use by 1862. Two other slightly smaller
mounds, likely representing the remains of earlier or later kilns, were not tested in 2001 or 2002.
Ceramic production organized as a cottage industry continues in the village of Chalky
Mount to date, albeit at an even smaller scale then Handler documented in 1963. Handler was
able to deduce from baptism records and oral history that a cottage industry focused on pottery
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production may have occurred as early as the 1840s when at least three potters were identified as
living in or near the village (Handler 1963b:143). Handler notes that pottery production was
occurring prior to that point in the Scotland District, but whether these were enslaved or free
Afro-Barbadians or white potter is unclear. Historic post card images that were taken during the
early twentieth century showing potters working in Chalky Mount have been collected (see
Figure 6.1). Additionally, sources reference the potteries in the Scotland District (Schomburgk
1848; Moxly 1886; Sinckler 1914). The ethnographic conditions I discuss in this paper are those
that Handler identified in the summer of 1960 and from August 1961 to July 1962 (Handler
1965:16).
6.1.5 Overseers
At various points throughout the eighteenth century, the SPG pothouse added an
additional layer of management, oversight and control. It is likely that the overseers did not
actually pot, but the possibility does exist. The overseers were likely all relatively young men
serving in the plantation ranks. It is unclear if the overseers were involved in establishing sales or
taking orders. Later overseers also supervised the plantation matters at Conset Bay. In the
Smalridge/Vaughton period, we know that Charles Wallis was appointed on January 21, 1718,
but is listed as having served Mr. Smalridge in the position prior (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel
6). In addition to his role at the pothouse, he was to serve as clerk of the works and was to be
paid £60 per year. In 1718, he was given passage and half a year’s salary. It does not seem likely
that he could have been overseer in 1717. Unfortunately, problems of oversight of the overseers
occurred occasionally. In September 1719, Mr. Smalridge wrote to complain that Wallis had
“absented himself from his duty on the plantations for three months together and had otherwise
misbehaved himself” so much so that the SPG in London authorized Smalridge to fire Wallis. In
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1730, John McDaniel was paid a full year’s salary of £15 to serve as overseer (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 11). In 1731, Thomas Sinckler was paid partial wages for wages as an overseer. We
know nothing else about the overseers during the Smalridge/Vaughton period.
During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period of management, we are aware that William
Story served as pothouse overseer between 1743 and 1749, and during this time, his salary varied
between £12 and £18 per annum (USPG Microfilm 1984 Reel. During the Elcock period,
Nathaniel Marshal served as overseer and was listed as due a salary of £20 for overseer’s wages
and for “living at the pothouse” in 1760 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). In the following
years, records show that Marshall was due a year's salary for his care of the pothouse and for
plantation matters at Conset Bay." He was compensated £25 per annum. We have records of him
in this position from 1760 in the Gibbes/Downes period until 1774 when his pay entry merely
states “for a year’s salary at the lower plantation” (USPG Microfilm1984: Reel 16). Another way
his job is listed includes “for his cares and attendance at the pothouse.” It is unclear if he lived at
or near the pothouse during the entire period or just in 1760. It seems possible that he remained
living at the pothouse past 1760. During Marshall’s time as overseer, he may also have another
level of management beneath him. The slave lists document that slave Jack Drummer was listed
as “driver at pothouse” from 1762-1774, after which he was listed as “potter” (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 12, 16, 17). It is possible Jack Drummer replaced Marshall in organizing and
supervising the pothouse. Finally, in the Brathwaite/Barrow period, Jonathan Howard was paid
for 148 days as driver at the pothouse at £15 per annum.
6.1.6 Artisans
The craftspeople that did the potting and the production of mold-produced wares were
described at varying levels over the period of the eighteenth century. These descriptions were
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more often than not relatively vague. In this section, information about the potters at the SPG
pothouse is listed when known.
6.1.6.1

Smalridge/Vaughton management period

Potters during the Smalridge/Vaughton era are relatively unknown, especially as this
information relates to understanding who the potters were. We know from Smalridge’s account
that just before General Codrington’s (bequestor) death that he had an “old potter” and had
recently brought in another slave to train under the older. The plantation potter had not been
required to produce enough wares for sales. When the old slave potter died in 1712, the recently
Figure 6.1:

View of Chalky Mount with kiln in foreground. circa 1890s- 1923 (Library of
Congress, Frank and Francis Carpenter Collection)

apprenticed potter “was not thoroughly instructed, he made shift to make a little ware for the
plantation service” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). Stoner (2000:45) interprets this as the potter
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shifting to produce domestic wares, and Handler (1963b:137) posits that the apprentice “was
apparently able to produce a sufficient number of wares for estate need he fell far short of wares
needed for sales outside the plantation.” Until this time then it seems as if the pothouse had not
sold wares off the plantation.
The next potter to work in the SPG pothouse was allowed control of the pothouse in 1714
when Smalridge “let out the pothouse for ½ the produce who had been imployed [sic] in a Pot
House that brought on a certain number of Negros” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). This potter
was likely white, but other details are missing. Smalridge did note that this potter “made bad
ware, the dividend I was obliged to take for plantation service” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8).
In a November 1714 letter, Smalridge requests that among the tradesmen to be sent to include a
“good potter” as they have “clay enough on the Estates” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 1). In
1715 and 1716, the apprentice potter is likely continuing as a potter, but it is unclear who else
worked in the pottery. The results of 1715 and 1716, according to Smalridge, include “over and
above what was used in the plantation upwards of £300 worth of ware” (USPG Microfilm 1984:
Reel 8). In 1717 and 1718, Smalridge “hired another to look after this pothouse at £30 and £35 p
annum and I find in your [the Society] account about £500” (USPG Microfilm Reel 8:1984).
From other sources, it is clear that Smalridge appointed Charles Wallis as “overseer of the
potwork” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 11). At the end of this two-year period, Smalridge brags
that the plantation is in a better place now that there are “two potters your own that make good
ware.” Two lines later, though, Smalridge wraps up his summary of the pothouse by saying of
the potters “the Negros at the pothouse are very ordinary” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). The
skill of the potters seemed to be in question as far as Mr. Smalridge was concerned.
6.1.6.2

Abel Alleyne/John Payne/Academics management period
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In 1743, the plantation slave roster mentioned a single potter. The potter’s name was
Cuffy who was a 63-year-old male slave. No other details were provided. Unlike records
collected by Finch (2013), no details regarding the ethnic background were provided. It is
unclear how long Cuffy had been a potter but it is possible that he was one of the two mentioned
as being trained by during Smalridge’s management in 1717 and 1718. This remains speculation
though as there is no data to identify the potters trained during either the Smalridge/Vaughton or
Alleyne/Payne/Academics periods.
We have data regarding slave hires, specifically the names of the slave owners and the
number of days of labor that the SPG pothouse paid for during the years 1742-1749. Appendix II
presents the names of slave owners and the number of slave days for which they were paid as
well as the rate of either £././6 or £././7-1/2 per day. It would be convenient and helpful if a
determination of the number of slaves that were hired were known, but this info is not
necessarily determinable. For instance, John Sheafe was paid a little more than £34 for 659-1/2
days of slave labor in 1744 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). The details of this type of
transaction do little to determine the number of slaves Sheafe hired out to the SPG pothouse.
During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, specifically for the years 1742-1749, 23
different slave owners hired their slaves to the SPG pothouse. The owners were paid £399/./1 for
a total of 11,921 slave days. Almost no additional connections between the slave owners and the
SPG have been found. Of these 23 owners, only one may be listed as a purchaser of ceramic
wares, albeit earlier in 1719. Another owner who hired out slaves in 1749, Thomas Marshall, was
also paid as a carpenter for repairing brick moulds and a potting wheel. The owners seem to have
been relatively small landholders or slave owners without further connections to the plantation.
An interesting note is that 8 of 23 (35%)owners that hired their slaves to the SPG pothouse were
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female. Forty percent (n=34) of the transactions recorded between 1742-1749 were to female
slaveowners.
6.1.6.3

Elcock management period

Elcock took over in 1753. After several years of failing profits, the SPG created a Special
Committee in 1760 to look into these issues. Robert Hay Drummond, the Bishop of St. Asaph,
recommended that, properly staffed, the pothouse “might employ 30 Negroes” (Hartley
1949:66). It does not seem like the plantation was ever able to reach this desired number. One of
the closest times that there is evidence to support them approaching 30 was during Elcock’s
management.
During the Elcock period of management, we do have some details regarding the potters,
including names, ages and gender. An inventory of plantation resources in 1760 lists 20 Negroes,
of which four are superannuated and two are infants, employed in the pothouse (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 12). We know that Jack Drummer was identified as the potter/driver. In
1762, he was 38 years old. No indication of his being purchased as an already-qualified potter
was located, and he may have learned potting under Cuffy, the potter identified in 1743. Three
additional potters were identified in 1762: Cuffy Cuando, Little Cudjo and Scipio. It is unclear
whether Cuffy Cuando is the same Cuffy from 1743, which would put his age at nearly 82.
Cuffy Cuando isn’t listed in the superannuated area of the list either. Little Cudjo and Scipio
maintain the roles of potter until the beginning of the Brathwaite/Barrow period. In 1762, Little
Cudjo is a 16-year-old male slave. In 1768, the plantation assigns both Little Cudjo and Scipio
with values of £70, which are amongst the highest values of all slaves. In 1762, Scipio is a 25years-old male. The remaining 15 slaves are listed being employed at the pothouse. Four men are
of working age (Ebo Jack 26, Charles 30, Jim 26, and Currow Cudjo 50), which varies between
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26 and 50 years of age, and two additional males are listed as superannuated (Old Bidja and Old
Jurry). A 12-year-old boy is listed as being employed at the Pothouse (Little Aspring 12). There
are two superannuated females (Old Guando and Old Aubah). There are five females of working
age, they are Marsh (50), Celia (25), Violet (25), Whitsuntide (22), and Eve (27). Eve had a baby
named George and Whitsuntide had a daughter named Betsy, and both were listed as being one
year old.
6.1.6.4

Gibbes/Downes management period

During the Gibbs/Downes period, 1774 is the first year’s roster that reports occupation or
location of work. Jack Drummer is listed as “driver at pothouse,” two potters, Scipio and Little
Cudjo, now just known as Cudjo, continue to be listed as potters. In 1774, Jack Drummer, Scipio
and Cudjo are listed with values of £30, £65, and £70, while there are five assistants listed as
being “at the pothouse” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 16). Two male slaves, Jack and Jim,
valued by the SPG at £25 and £35 and three female slaves are assigned as “at the pothouse” are
Celia, valued at £30, Whitsuntide, valued at £60, and Mary, valued at £50. In 1775, Mary is
listed as a nurse to the sick while Celia and Whitsuntide are listed as field negroes. Jack and Jim
were no longer listed as at the pothouse and instead were listed as field negroes. In 1776 and
1777, only Jack Drummer, Scipio and Cudjo are listed as potters. Between September 1777 and
October 1778, Jack Drummer died, which left Scipio and Cudjo as the remaining holdouts at the
pothouse with job titles of potter for both in 1779, 1780, 1781, and 1782 (USPG Microfilm1984:
Reel 16;17). In addition to the slave potters Cudjo and Scipio in 1782, William Shepherd was
brought for 53 days as a potter to produce wares for the SPG plantation and for sale to other
plantations. It is likely that William Shepherd is a white male who was hired as a potter. The SPG
pothouse also paid nearly £42 to provide Negro hires to work as assistants in the pothouse in that
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year. The records do not indicate who the owners of the hire slaves were nor whether the
slave/slaves were male or female. Cudjoe and Scipio stayed on as potters until 1782.
6.1.6.5

Brathwaite/Barrow management period

In 1783, when the Brathwaite/Barrow management began their lease of the SPG
plantations, Barrow began by altering how the slaves were allocated. In 1783, Scipio was shifted
out of the pothouse and into the field where he served until 1787 when he became a watchman.
In 1783 and 1786, Cudjoe is listed solely as potter while Scipio is listed as “field Negro.” In
1784, Jonathon Howard was brought in to serve as driver at the pothouse. Barrow also paid Isaac
Delevan for 201 days’ salary and for instructing the potters to make pots, etc. (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 17). No occupations are listed for either man in 1787 and 1788, but in 1790, both
Scipio and Cudjo have become head watchmen on the plantation. In addition to Scipio and
Cudjo, five other workers were assigned “at the pothouse” in 1783, including two females,
Betsey and Aucoo Luby, and three boys named Jackey, Jack Green, and Gummah.
6.1.7 Compensation
Costin (2001:281) advocates that instead of “focusing narrowly on compensation… that
we ask what motivates individuals to produce more than they need.” The ethnographic potters of
Chalky Mount were compensated financially by selling wares at the public markets in
Bridgetown and by making sales to tourists visiting Chalky Mount. As Handler has described in
his dissertation, the potters of Chalky Mount performed a variety of moneymaking activities and
did not rely on any one activity (Handler 1965:262). The free potters at the Colleton Pothouse
were compensated financially by the consumers of their products, which likely included both
planters and free blacks, based on the timing of the pothouse. The potters at the Colleton
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Pothouse likely used some of the compensation they received for sales to purchase some of the at
least 55 different imported vessels that were present in the archaeological record.
It seems clear at the SPG pothouse that the enslaved potters did not receive direct
financial compensation (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9,11,13,15,16, 17, 18). The potters at SPG
pothouse produced industrial and architectural wares in response to the demands of their masters.
The failure of domestic wares to make an entrance into the historical record implies that the
production of domestic wares was conducted outside the demands of the plantation but it is
likely that overseers and managers knew of the production of domestic wares. Three percent of
all locally-produced ceramic wasters collected were domestic. While this is a small percentage, it
remains likely that the production of these wares would have been noticed as the overseers likely
observed the production and firing processes. That the domestic wares were not part of the
historic record leaves several options for interpretation. First, the plantation did not care that the
enslaved potters occasionally produced domestic wares for their own use and possibly for sale.
Alternatively, management knew and encouraged the production of domestic wares for use on
the plantation by the slaves.
For the SPG management, compensation came from meeting the needs of the plantation
and selling the remainder. Smalridge notes that during General Codrington’s time, the plantation
produced only enough for itself and did not concern itself with producing for sales (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). Early in the SPG era, the plantation pothouse did become a source of
financial gain. Compensation was documented within the account books and showed that the
plantations received anywhere from £787 in 1722 to £2 in 1777. The 1760 special committee
report by Robert Hay Drummond set as an income goal that the pothouse would produce £250
sterling annually. This £250 was to be roughly seven percent of the £3,600 Sterling that the
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plantation was to earn in a year (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Referring back to Table 6.1,
we can see that in the nine years reported on by the three sets of information available before
1760 that the pothouse met that goal four times (1721, 1723, 1747, 1749). After the goal was set,
eighteen years of data indicate that the 7% goal was never met.
One reason for the drop off in overall percentage of income was the shift away from
industrial-use ceramics that occurred over time. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period,
industrial wares accounted for 32.8% of wares sold while in the Alleyne/Payne/Academics
period, that percent dropped to 14.37, during Elcock’s tenure the accounts show a decrease to
7%, the reports from the Gibbes/Downes' period show that no industrial wares were sold and
during the Brathwaite/ Barrow period 1.9% of the wares sold were industrial use. The transition
away from industrial wares required a skilled potter while the architectural mold-pressed
ceramics and lime production that did not likely resulted in the decline of pothouse income. The
plantation managers had to balance what they had in terms of skilled potters with the potential of
using less-experienced potters to create some wares.
During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, Smalridge hired potters to train slave potters, and
he noted that the plantation had two skilled potters of their own in 1719. Receipts from 1723,
1724, and 1725 indicate that the pothouse sold £447, £250, and £113 respectively during those
periods. By 1727, something must have happened to one of the potters as that year the pothouse
made only £3. That Robert Hay Drummond set a suggested goal for the pothouse indicates that
the SPG pothouse management felt that the financial compensation it received from the pothouse
was important to the Society’s overall goals. The total amount of compensation brought in by the
SPG pothouse indicates that even though the quantity of Architectural wares sold was greater,
Industrial wares brought in more income to the SPG pothouse (See Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2:

SPG Income by Ceramic Ware Type
Other

£478/10/1

Domestic

0

Industrial

£3004/10/9

Architectural

£1633/13/9

6.1.8 Gender
According to Farmer (2011), 41% of the staff at Thickett’s Pot House plantation in St.
Philip was female. Farmer asserts that the females employed at the Thickett’s Pot House may
have been involved in throwing wares (Farmer 2011:6). Farmer bases this off an interpretation of
Handler (1963b), which was unclear to me. Farmer also suggests that the female presence raises
the possibility of direct involvement in pottery production as a result of labor shortages (Farmer
2011:6). Farmer (2011:6) suggests the females may have “learned to throw on the wheel by
observing their men folk” or have maintained some “knowledge of African hand building
ceramic techniques.” Both of these interpretations should be considered slightly off base and
cannot be supported as of yet. Archaeological evidence of hand-built pottery at the Thickett’s Pot
House plantation, St. Philip, would be necessary to support his claim, but none has been
identified. The original interpretation is also problematic for amongst the Thickett’s Pot House
plantation staff, the females are listed as “field & pothouse” where the men are listed as potters.
Handler’s (1965) ethnographic evidence indicates that the term potter is only associated with
people who throw pottery on the wheel. Finch (2013) examined additional records from
Thickett’s Pot House plantation and his account determined that a gendered division of labor,
similar to that described by Handler from twentieth-century Chalky Mount, likely existed at
Thickett’s Pot House plantation.
From the 22 years between 1743 and 1787 for which slave rosters were examined, I
found 27 different names of SPG slaves who served as potters or who were listed as “at the
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pothouse.” This list of names does not include the hires that were brought into the pothouse, only
slaves from the two SPG plantations. Two of these 27 were actually infants and will be
discounted in the remaining section for statistical purposes. Four of the names were males and
directly labelled as potters. One of those four, Jack Drummer, was listed as driver at pothouse in
1774, but in 1775, 1776, and 1777, he was listed only as potter. Another curious situation with
Jack Drummer is that two of the other potters in that year were valued at £65 and £70 while
Drummer was only valued at £30. This may be a case of Jack Drummer’s age, which is listed as
60 years old in 1772, while the others are 40 and 28 years of age. Of the remaining 25 slaves
listed as working at the pothouse, 40% were female, 16% were listed as boys and 44% were
male.
In the mid-twentieth-century, Handler notes that during his ethnographic work, females
were involved as assistants to the potter. They were observed assisting the potter by breaking up
clods of clay and removing impurities before “heading” 30-40 pounds of excavated clay in a
basket on top of their head (Handler 1963a:315). The females may also have been involved in
pushing the stick (that causes the wheel to rotate) and the application of molasses and glaze just
before firing. Several roles that females did not do during his observations were noted and
include trampling the clay, wedging or kneading, throwing, glaze making, and firing the kiln. In
all cases, Handler identifies the male potter as in charge of the overall process.
Historically, it is less clear that these gender roles identified by Handler were the case in
the eighteenth century. Many of the actual jobs performed were similar between time periods, but
it seems that the performance of specific jobs besides throwing may have been less fixed. In
addition to wheel-throwing pottery, many of the ceramics being produced both at Thickett’s Pot
House plantation and the two St. John pothouses were architectural wares produced in molds.
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Collecting the clay may have been seen as a less proprietary role and may have been performed
by the pothouse slaves that were not directly involved in throwing. At the SPG pothouse in 1762,
there were females and males with the title of “at the pothouse,” while at Thickett’s Pot House
plantation, all males with the exception of Ned Potter, who was only identified as a potter, were
listed as “field and potter” or “potter and field” and females were listed as “field & pothouse”
(Finch 2013:123).
6.1.9 Ethnicity
We know that many of the potters at the SPG pothouse were of African descent. At the
Pot House Plantation, St. Philip, Finch (2013:124) notes that 11 of 13 slaves working at the
Pothouse Plantations were of African birth in contradiction to the field workers who were 88 %
Barbados-born. The plantation rosters of the SPG do not indicate the nativity of the slaves. We
know that, in general, the potters and assistants were of African descent at the SPG. Establishing
the ethnic background of slaves transported into Barbados is problematic because of the nature of
the slave trade in West Africa (Hauser and DeCorse 2003). Slaves traded from one trading post
may have been captured hundreds of miles away in a different region. The problem we now
understand was not necessarily understood in the eighteenth century as managers often
commented on the background of the slaves. Manager Abel Alleyne commented in a letter to the
Society that “most of the Negroes are Guinea Negroes and [of] the Caramantine [Coramantine]
& Pawpaw country (in Bennett 1959:33). These ethnic groups were held in esteem by West
Indian planters. Pawpaws were said to be cheerful and well-adjusted to agricultural work and the
Coramantines were said to have no faults (Bennett 1959:34). The Codringtons expressed their
preference for Coramantines. Christopher Codrington II is known to have said “noe man
deserved a Corramante that would not treat him like a friend rather than a slave.” Christopher
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Codrington III added that “the Corramantes… are not only the best and most faithful of our
slaves but are really all born Heroes” (In Bennett (1959:34). The slaves that the SPG managers
purchased may have been from those ethnic groups but also may not have been as slave traders
are noted for presenting the slaves in the most salable light. According to Schutz and O’Neil
(1939:47), the birth rates of slaves on the SPG were very low so that Barbadian-born slaves very
likely were not involved in the trades in the eighteenth century.
During several periods at the SPG, potters were hired to work and to train enslaved
potters. When names are listed in the account record, they are often full names, rather than the
names typically reported for field slaves. These hires were likely of British descent, but it is
unclear whether they were born in Barbados. Barbados had ceased being a destination for
middling and lowborn whites by the late seventeenth century. Local-born potters were the likely
choice when planters needed to hire potters. In 1762, Barbados attorneys, during one of the
severest shortages of personnel, specifically said not to send artisans from England because of
their work ethic and penchant for punch (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9), so it is conceivable
that the white potters hired in the 1780s may have been born in Barbados.
6.1.10 Legal status-slave, free, European
The legal status of the majority of potters and slaves assigned to the pothouse at the SPG
was that of slave. The slaves were purchased by Codrington or the SPG either directly from slave
traders in Bridgetown or were acquired through SPG’s purchase of the Henley Plantation in
1766. The exceptions to this occurred several times when the managers brought in outside potters
to run the pothouse and to train the slave potters. This happened several times in the second
decade of the eighteenth century and again in 1782 and 1784. The potters were amongst the
highest-valued artisans, according to records (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 14, 15). Even though
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they were valued so highly, they were still heavily supervised by slave drivers like Jack
Drummer or by white overseers who were hired to care for the pothouse and the goods at
Consets Bay. Charles Wallis was in the position for a limited time in 1718 and John McDaniel
was listed as overseer in 1730. William Story served as overseer from 1743-1749, and the person
serving the longest in the position of overseer was Nathaniel Marshall who was overseer from
1760-1773.
The potters at the Colleton Pothouse site are more challenging to determine. It is unclear
whether white potters worked at the Pothouse or whether slaves operated the pothouse under one
of the neighboring plantations’ guises. Archaeologically, we know that the pot kiln excavated at
the Pothouse site dates to the middle of the nineteenth century. The Apprenticeship period, which
involved the changing status of slave to that of apprentice, occurred in 1738. Emancipation
occurred in Barbados in 1742. The potters working at the Colleton Pothouse pot kiln during its
final firing may have been apprentices or fully emancipated. Another possibility was that the
potters were, in fact, of British descent. A possibility exists that enslaved or apprenticed potters
chose to leave the Colleton Pothouse pot kiln after they were free to choose an occupation. The
timing of the end of production at the Colleton Pothouse site is curious. Archaeologically, there
is only evidence regarding the timing of the Colleton Pothouse site and the historical documents
from the SPG to provide any details regarding the status of those involved in pottery production.
6.1.11 Recruiting and training
The recruitment or allocation of slaves to skilled occupations was typically based on
biological sex, age, color, birthplace and state of health, according to Higman (1995:188). These
were the criteria for the system he identified in Jamaica. In Barbados, Finch (2013:123-124)
notes the slaves working in the Thickett’s Pot House were aged between 24 and 41 years of age.
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He also notes that both men and women were recruited but only males were listed as potters
while women’s occupations were field and pot house. Most significantly, he asserts that the
“enslaved men and women of African origin were preferred as potters and as workers in the Pot
House, [Thickett’s, St. Philip].” This he deduces based on 11 out of 13 of the Pot House workers
were of African birth and that overall on Thickett’s the percentage was only 22% African born
(Finch 2013:124). This is a highly interesting observation that runs counter to what Roughley
describes in nineteenth-century Jamaica: “coloured [Creole, non-African born]… should be
given the preference in the training of tradesmen, ’the flower of the slave population’ (In Higman
1995:189). The SPG estate did not apparently place the same priority on the nativity of its slaves,
and it did not typically record whether the slaves were native born or African in its rosters. Was
this an issue of not having the same interest in nativity or another indicator of the constant labor
issues faced by the SPG? With regard to identifying slaves that could serve as potters, the SPG
Barbados attorneys responded to queries posed by the Society in 1760 regarding the
shortcomings of the pothouse by addressing the need for a capable potter by saying that “trials
will be made of Negroes of different ages, yet from these which have been already employed,
and every attempt that is practice that can be likely to promise success” (USPG Microfilm 1984:
Reel).
While it is understood that training in the production of wheel-turned pottery was
necessary to produce potters that could produce quality ware, it is unknown what training
processes the potters at the St. John pothouses underwent. From ethnographic sources at Chalky
Mount, Handler stated that potters were trained through an informal apprenticeship, typically to
their father, as during the ethnographic period the potting trade was carried on through the
potters’ son. The training likely entailed observation and practice while powering the wheel. It
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seems clear that the patrilineal succession was not the case with skilled artisan positions during
the period of slavery, but likely a mid-to-late nineteenth-century phenomenon. None of the
evidence from the SPG records indicates this passing down of skilled trades along familial lines
amongst enslaved potters. We know that the “trainers” in 1717, 1718 and 1784 were likely white
potters of English descent. They would have passed down ceramic traditions typical of English
potteries in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It may have been the goal of the SPG to
have its slaves train apprentice slaves in skilled tasks, but that for potters, this situation is
unsupported in historical sources. It is possible that the potters in 1762 were trained by an earlier,
enslaved potter.
The attempt to train potters in 1784, when Isaac Delevan was hired to “make potts [sic]
and instruct the potters how to make potts” is represented by the meager sale of industrial wares
and wheel-thrown flower pots during the Brathwaite/Barrow management (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel). No industrial wares were produced in 1785 when Delevan was no longer employed
at the SPG pothouse. This switch away from industrial wares may also represent a change in the
methods of processing sugar of the SPG. If this shift in sugar processing were the case though,
then during the Brathwaite/Barrow period, Brathwaite would not have imported sugarwares for
use on his plantations, including the SPG estates.
6.1.12 Allocation of workers
The dearth of labor was a persistent problem for planters throughout the Caribbean. On
the Society’s Barbados plantations, this difficulty was complicated by its efforts to maintain the
necessary number of slaves as dictated in Codrington’s will. The SPG pothouse was constantly
being challenged to have enough well-trained potters. In 1714, John Smalridge requested the
Society send a “good brick maker or potter because the plantation has clay and a pothouse and
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can make better bricks than any sent from hence [England]” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 11).
In 1748, after the school masters had wrested control from the managers, they immediately
ordered a survey of the plantations, and from this they stated that the “pothouse, which is a
considerable article in these estates… is now so underhanded, that it turns to no account at all”
(Hartley 1949:69). In 1760, a special committee for the Society’s affairs in Barbados submitted a
list of questions to the Barbados attorneys and the manager. The questions related to the pothouse
were “What reason is there that the pothouse hath lately yielded so little? What number of
Negroes does it require and what sort? And what may be the probable produce of it, if it was in
order?” The managers responded with “the failure of the pothouse is moving so in total decline
of the Negroes formerly employed in that branch of business and to the not supplying their
places with new ones” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8)
Plantations in general had options available for meeting the labor needs. The lack of
skilled labor in Barbados was slightly different than on other islands because the lack of land
restricted the ability of free laborers to find housing and so encouraged migration. Several
different systems of management influenced how the plantations were supplied with labor. In the
first system, the potters were enslaved people that were owned by Christopher Codrington III
and later the SPG. In this first form of labor, we are sometimes provided the names of the potters
and, in some years, their occupation, biological sex, age, and value from plantation slave rosters.
The slaves assigned as potters and those assigned “at the pothouse” provided the labor for the
SPG pothouse. The second method was part of the system of hiring out of slaves from other
plantations. The slaves that were hired out served in support roles and likely produced molded
architectural wares. In this second form, the names of the enslaved were not recorded but their
owners’ names were documented in the account books. A third system involved the potters being
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hired and receiving either wages and/or a percentage of the profits from sales of the pottery
produced. In the case of the third form, the potters hired were typically potters with English
names and were likely poor whites. In this third form, the potters’ names may be known and
wages recorded in plantation account books with few other details.
When Christopher Codrington bequeathed his Barbadian plantations to the United
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, his will stated that the Society should
maintain at least 300 slaves in order to continue the plantation’s satisfactory performance
(Harlow 1928:217-22). When the property was actually transferred to SPG control, there were
only 276 slaves. Of this number of slaves, a much smaller number were capable of actually
working in the fields (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Many of the slaves accounted for on
chattel (property) lists, which were recorded annually, were superannuated, too young, or too
sick to work (Schutz and O’Neil 1949; USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Throughout its history
of operation, the SPG attempted to keep the plantation stocked with enslaved workers but almost
always failed. For instance, between 1724 and 1733, the SPG purchased 133 slaves (Bennett
1951:421). Even with these purchases, the mortality rate was so high that at the end of the ten
years of purchases, the SPG had three fewer slaves than it did in 1723 (Bennett 1951:422).
Vaughton preferred to use hired slaves, but near the time of his death in 1740, the population of
slaves on the SPG plantations had dropped below 200, and he agreed that purchasing was the
way to proceed (Bennett 1951:422). Abel Alleyne, the manager to follow Vaughton, commenced
purchasing slaves, expanding on Vaughton’s work. Between 1740 and 1746, Alleyne purchased
143 Africans, and at the end of his service, there was a net gain of 47 slaves. Between 1747 and
1760, an additional 107 people were purchased at a cost of L4,000, yet the result was only 190
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slaves on the plantation roster in 1760. The experiment of purchasing unseasoned Africans by the
SPG had failed the Society at an expense of nearly L15,000 (Bennett 1951:422).
Another option for allocating labor existed that allowed plantation owners to hire
enslaved laborers through their owners in a form of day labor or longer term hiring, which was
common throughout the British West Indies (Cateau 2002:115). The hiring of slaves by
plantations allowed planters a way to meet the demands for labor without a large outlay of
capital. Two forms of hiring existed in the eighteenth century; the first is self-hiring, which was
more typical in urban settings. The second form is known as ‘hiring out,’ which was more
common in rural settings. The SPG was involved in the hiring out of slaves during several
management periods in the mid-eighteenth century. Within the hiring of slaves, there were
several options available for where to acquire the hires. The hiring-out process essentially leased
the slaves to perform work for the leasee. The slave owner and leasee often established the terms
of the contract that included what type of work would be done. The slave owner wanted to
preserve his or her property, and so wanted the least physical or least dangerous work for the
slaves. The plantation was hiring out slaves in order to conserve their own property and to reduce
the impact on their own slaves or to compensate when they did not have enough slaves to
complete essential tasks.
Within this delicate balance, plantation owners and managers negotiated with other slave
owners. For the plantation owners, hiring out had several additional advantages. One was that
hiring slaves allowed for the delaying of purchasing slaves, which carried significant up-front
costs. The second was that the hires filled an immediate need, and finally, the plantation owner
did not have to worry about unseasoned slaves that were often prone to dying. Hiring out was
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often done for labor-intensive field tasks such as holing. The SPG Pothouse was known to hire
out workers as needed
Vaughton, manager from 1731-1740, preferred to use hired labor (Bennett 1951:422).
Records from the Vaughton period were not found when examining the microfilm collection.
Abel Alleyne served as the next manager upon Vaughton’s death in 1740. While Alleyne began
purchasing slaves, he also hired laborers for fieldwork and for work in the pothouse (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). The hired slaves came from neighboring small plantations, from
plantation-less slave owners and from SPG plantation managers who would often rent their own
slaves to the SPG (Schutz and O’Neil 1949:47; USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). They did this
to earn themselves additional income without the personal expense of feeding the slaves as this
typically fell to the leasee.
When Grant Elcock was hired to manage the SPG plantations in 1753, he brought 40
slaves with him. The use of leased slaves resulted in a tricky position for the SPG leadership in
that they needed an experienced manager and the labor force he could provide
(Klingberg1949:55). At the same time, members of the plantation management structure were
known to complain about the perceived improprieties of the situation. In 1733, Reverend Arthur
Holt, one of the plantation’s attorneys, complained to the Bishop of London that Vaughton “gets
above a hundred pounds yearly by keeping his own Negroes upon the estates (of which I heard
him say he never lost one) who may do the easiest work, eat the plantation provisions, and
improve in strength and number, whilst the others are worn out with the hardest labour” (Hartley
1949:53). The Society management heard the arguments of both parties and Vaughton was
retained but admonished about his responsibility for the well-being of the SPG’s slaves (Hartley
1949:53). In 1748, one of the schoolmasters complained about the use of hired labor and the true
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cost which impacted the plantation’s ability to purchase slaves. He noted that the funds used to
pay for rented labor could be applied to the purchase of slaves (Cateau 2002:130).
We know the names of the slave owners that leased slaves to the SPG for field labor and,
more importantly to this research, the SPG pothouse. It was not typical to describe the type of
work that the slaves performed. It is a notable exception that for the years 1742-1749, account
records indicate that the pothouse account paid twenty-three slave owners for the labor of the
slaves (see Appendix 2) and that we know the names of the slave owners who leased their slaves
specifically to the SPG pothouse (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Interestingly, 40% (n=8) of
those who hired out their slaves to the SPG were females. While the accounts do not identify the
number of slaves or the specific tasks they performed, the number of days worked is recorded.
Between 1742 and 1749, a total of 11,921 days of slave labor were paid for by the SPG. Between
1742 and 1745, the cost of an enslaved laborer was £ ././6 per day. A small rate increase occurred
in 1746 as the new rate was £ ././7.5.
Significantly, Bennett (1951:424) notes that John Payne, one of the SPG managers,
firmly believed in the necessity of hiring and had called Alleyne’s attempts to purchase labor a
mistake. The difference between the numbers of hired slave days in the two periods is quite
distinct. In the three years that Payne managed the plantation, he increased the number of days of
hired slaves that worked at the pothouse. Between 1746 and 1749, a total of 7,353.5 hired slave
days were worked at the pothouse while between 1742 and 1745 a total of 4,567.5 days were
worked. The difference indicates the affinity of Payne for hired labor. Outside the documented
years of 1742-1749, the hiring of slaves continued to occur. The SPG used hired-out labor before
and after the years 1742-1749. In some of those later years, the same owners’ names listed as
supplying slaves for the pothouse continued to supply labor. As an example, Richard Rawlins
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supplied labor to the SPG pothouse from 1747-1749. Rawlins was also paid for supplying labor
to the plantation in 1758 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). During 1758, Rawlins was paid by
the plantation account, not the pothouse account. Were the pothouse hires specialized in the work
of the pothouse or was the work they did in different periods based on differing jobs? It can be
assumed but not proven that during years when labor is being hired it was done to supply the
SPG pothouse. Additional hired slaves were brought in to work at the SPG pothouse in 1782 as
the account book notes “pothouse paid for negroe [sic] labour to carry on the work of the
Pothouse” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17). The owner of the slaves was Richard Downes, SPG
plantation manager, and he was paid 7/10/ for work in August, 11/11/9 for work in September,
work in October was also paid, but cutoff during microfilming, work in November was
compensated at £13/19/11 and labor hires were paid £11/7/3 in December (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel17). Based on the rate for daily hires in 1774, which varied between £././6 and £././9
per day, it can be estimated that between 8 and 12 pothouse workers were hired in August, in
September, between 12 and 18, in November, between 14 and 22 and in December, between 12
and 18 slaves.
A third way of easing the plantation’s burden caused by unavailable skilled slave labor
was to hire poor white artisans to fill the various craft positions required on the plantations. At
least four separate instances of hiring experienced but not necessarily skilled potters occurred at
the SPG pothouse. When given the chance to receive artificers from England in 1762, the
Barbados Attorneys wrote:
We are of the opinion that no artificiers [sic] are wanted from England; they are
generally speaking, of very little service upon a plantation. From the nature of the
climate they soon become indolent and idle, as well as great lovers of punch, and
as the ingredients which compose the favourite liquor are easily to be come at,
they carry the use of it to excess which in the end impairs their health, and renders
them unfit for business (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9).
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The attorneys were not anxious to have new English artisans sent, but they would
occasionally be satisfied with hiring white potters. In three out of the four instances of hiring
potters, the plantation paid the hire an annual salary and was able to maintain control of the
products and the output. Between Christopher Codrington III’s death in 1710 and 1712 when the
estates were finally turned over to the SPG, Col. William Codrington the III’s uncle operated the
plantation. William Codrington was Christopher Codrington’s uncle that also lived in Barbados.
In 1710, Col. William Codrington, hired a potter at £40 per year. The potter did not answer the
Colonels or Mr. Smalridge’s expectations and the potter was released. Smalridge (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 8) states that in 1712 the plantation’s enslaved potter “was not thoroughly
instructed, he made shift to make a little ware, for the plantation service was judged as not being
capable of the business.”
The second and third instances of hiring an experienced potter occurred under
Smalridge’s management. During the second instance, Smalridge “let out” the pothouse “to a
person who had been employed in a pot house and he brought on a certain number of Negroes,
he made bad ware. The dividend I was obliged to take for the plantation service.” Letting out the
pothouse was a way for the plantation to get some of its needed ceramic wares without having to
have their own potter. The incoming potter would produce wares using SPG clays on the SPG
potting wheel and kiln and, in exchange, would share a portion of the wares produced. The
system of letting out the pothouse was not tried again by Smalridge or the SPG throughout the
pothouse history. As a result of the failure of the potter to make good ware in the following years,
Smalridge determined to hire a potter for a straight salary. In 1715, the salary was £30 and £35 in
1716. Smalridge reported to the Society that
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in the years 1715 & 1716 over and above what was used in the plantation you
may find in your books was sold upwards of £300 worth of ware. These two last
years 1717 &1718 I hired another to look after this pot house at £30 & £35 per
annum and I find in your account about £500 those two years. And if we had any
prospect of a crop this year, it is now in a better condition that ever I knew. You
having two potters your own that make good ware.
In addition to producing wares for plantation usage and sale, the potters trained two
enslaved potters during their time. No additional hiring of potters was recorded until near the end
of the SPG pothouse. In September 1782, William Shepherd was paid 11/6/10 salary for 53 days
for work at the Pothouse based on the rate of L30 per annum (Reel 17). In 1784, Isaac Delevan
was paid a salary of L15 per annum (Reel 17). During the year, he was paid for 13/5/2-1/4 for
working 201 days. He was also paid for “instructing the potters to make pots etc.”
6.1.13 Status
In chapter 2, I discussed some of the various issues surrounding assigning social status
amongst slaves. In the SPG estate records, Reverend Henry Husbands, the chaplain, stated:
…that the principal negroes (craftsmen, watchmen, head carters, and skilled
workers) in Estates have a surprising influence over their inferiors and who enjoy
several privileges and advantages above them, are for the most part so attached to
their owners that strange as it may seem, they would if occasion required it,
readily sacrifice their lives in defense of them and their property (Bennett
1958:18).
There is historical evidence that the leading men or artisans received additional rations of meat,
corn, and fish (Bennett 1958:18). The smith received a pair of shoes in the 1740s and £./6/ 3
were given to two first gang drivers in 1787 (Bennett 1958:18). In a push against favoring skilled
or house slaves, the members of the Barbados Agricultural Society advocated in 1812 that:
…one of the causes of depression among our slaves and of the consequent
diseases is derived from… the inequality among them. They should be placed as
nearly as possible on an equality and be taught to think as highly as possible of
themselves as human beings in such a state can (in Higman 1995:189).
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The SPG did reward some artisans, but the widespread use of rewards was not documented.
Identifying social status of slaves is not possible as two ceramic production sites were excavated
with no contemporary domestic structures identified. There is no direct archaeological data
available from this project to address social status.

6.2

Craft Production Framework: the Production System

6.2.1 Ceramic Production Seasonality
Understanding the timing of ceramic production based on distribution in the eighteenth
century provides another layer of information that increases our understanding of local ceramic
production processes. Determining when and how often ceramic production occurred is an
important part of examining seasonality and also a factor involved with understanding the
intensity of production. The archival data records a portion of the plantation work patterns and
may reflect differences in plantation needs, and/or environmental factors, or some other social or
political factors. Thanks to archival sources, we are able to address the seasonality of pottery
production on Codrington Plantation during the eighteenth century. William Belgrove (1755)
suggests to planters that they should conduct their sugar harvest between March and June.
Handler notes that in twentieth-century Barbados the harvest season ran from February to June.
The seasonality of ceramic production may have represented environmental factors or may be a
function of the plantation needs. In addition to ledger accounts, it is possible to investigate the
months when additional hired slaves staffed the pothouse. If the SPG pothouse was only
seasonally manned because of the need for staff to work the fields or mills during harvest time,
we would expect sales and production to drop off during the harvest months of February to June.
If sales persisted during harvest time, it is likely that the SPG pothouse was producing wares
year round to respond to critical needs for industrial sugarwares. If the sales and production
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continued year round, we might expect an increase of sugarwares to be produced from December
to June in order to have enough pots and drips prepared for the season. We may also expect
architectural wares to be produced near the end of the harvest period. Belgrove (1755:16) stated
in his work calendar that in July “if you have any buildings to repair or erect… it is best to do to
this month.” From this, you might expect architectural wares to be in demand during June, July
and into August, as August is the month that the agricultural practice of holing for cane was
begun.
A total of 816 records of sales of ceramics and lime listed under the SPG pothouse
account were collected from between the years 1710 and 1786 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reels 519). Of those 816 records, 189 were excluded from this study of seasonality as they were
reported but did not contain dates of sales. Within these records are sales of Industrial,
Architectural and Other category wares including lime, which was sold under the SPG pothouse
account (see Table 6.3). Only during the Elcock (1753-1769) period was the relative percentage
of sales highest in the month of December.
The records report the sales or payment received for sales of ceramics products from the
SPG pothouse. It is not totally clear whether these sales exclusively represent when the ceramics
were produced or when they were sold. For the purposes of this project, though, the date of sales
will be considered the period of production, following Daniels (1993), who looked at
blacksmiths in Maryland to determine seasonality. With ceramics, as opposed to many of the jobs
performed by blacksmiths, it is possible to keep produced wares on hand for later sale. Yearround production would require additional storage facilities. Significantly, this information
represents composite data that compiles multiple years within management periods in order to
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identify and address large-scale trends in sales and seasonality of production that likely
represents management decisions and plantation practices.
For this dissertation, a series of assumptions are made based on Belgrove’s (1755) guide,
regarding the timing of ceramic production in general and specifically relating to the production
of architectural and industrial wares. If the wares were not being produced during the late
summer and early fall months of August, September, and October, this implies that the potters
were not producing, firing, or selling wares. This may be a factor of plantation needs or, more
likely, an impact of environmental factors as this is what is considered the rainy season on the
island. The impact of rainy season may be that wet weather conditions were less conducive for
drying and curing pots prior to firing. It might also be an indicator of the costs of attempting to
fire wares in the rain was considered too high.
Sales records that include all wares with a date of sale indicate that, over the five periods
of management identified above, the months that had max sales were never repeated, so no
pattern was initially identified. Based on the sales of wares, the different management periods
maintained different ideas regarding the use of the SPG pothouse (see Table 6.3). By Smalridge’s
words, the plantation’s pothouse was not in operation year round in 1719. In response to
Cunningham’s complaints, Smalridge responded that he agreed with the investigatory committee
that the pothouse should make between £400 and £500 per year. He stated it could if “I as other
pothouses keep at work the year about,” implying the pothouse was not a year-round operation
(USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). The Smalridge/Vaughton period (1710-1740) produced and
sold wares from December to September as no sales transactions were recorded for the months
October and November. Even earlier in August and September, the production and sales of
pottery dropped off to 3.8% during each of those months. During January, April, May, June and
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July, the percentage of ceramic sales were over 10%. It appears that during the
Smalridge/Vaughton period, the managers had concerns about having the pothouse fire wares
during the months identified with the rainy season. Production and sales were completed in
months associated with the crop time, which implies that potters were not completely pulled off
ceramic production in order to be moved into the field during the early years of SPG ownership.

During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period (1741-1752), the managers may not have
had the concerns regarding the rainy season as wares were produced and sold during every
month. Sales and production during February, March, April and December were above 10%,
with sales during the month of March accounting for 19.2% of the year’s sales. Sales during May
(6%) and June (1.2%) dropped possibly in response to the perceived need for additional field
workers or the need for potters to serve as watchmen or mill workers during the final months of
the cane harvest. In July, August and September, sales and production picked up slightly and then
sales dropped off again in October and November before increasing to 13.8% in December
according to documented sales. Production and sales in the peak of the rainy season did slow
during this management period, which likely indicates that weather, while less of a concern for
them, still factored into production.
According to account records, the production of ceramics and other wares from the
pothouse during the Elcock period (1753-1769) was most significant during the month of
December (25.6%). As mentioned earlier, it is unclear whether these account entries actually
represent production and sales in December or if they are year-end entries. Sales occurred during
every month but only during the months January, March and December were sales above 10%.
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Table 6.3:

Seasonality: number of sales by month
Smalridge/
Vaughton
1710-1740

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number
of sales

8
6
7
11
14
12
8
3
3
0
0
6

Rel.
Per.

10.2
7.6
8.9
14.1
17.9
15.3
10.2
3.8
3.8
0
0
7.6

Alleyne/Payne/
Academics
1741-1753
Number
of sales

8
9
16
10
5
1
7
6
7
2
6
6

Rel. Per.

9.6
10.8
19.2
12
6
1.2
8.4
7.2
8.4
2.4
7.2
13.8

Elcock
1754-1769
Number
of sales

71
15
46
33
19
10
2
4
12
13
24
86

Rel. Per.

21.1
4.4
13.7
9.8
5.6
2.9
0.5
1.1
3.5
3.8
7.1
25.6

Gibbes/Downes
1770-1782
Number
of sales

Rel. Per.

33
15
13
4
6
4
8
2
5
3
0
18
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29.7
13.5
11.7
3.6
5.4
3.6
7.2
1.8
4.5
2.7
0
16.2

Brathwaite/
Barrow
1783-1792
Number
of sales

1
2
2
4
2
0
1
0
0
2
8
4

Rel. Per.

3.8
7.6
7.6
15.3
7.6
0
3.8
0
0
7.6
30.7
15.3

Total by month

Number
of sales

121
47
84
62
46
27
26
15
27
20
38
120

Rel. Per.

74.4
43.9
61.1
54.8
42.5
23
30.1
13.9
20.2
16.5
46
78.5

The months June through October had relatively marginal sales as each month accounted for less
than 4%. The quantity of transactions during this management period was extremely high,
accounting for 43.6 % of total transactions, although this may be an inflated result based on the
collections strategy and available records. Production and sales slowed somewhat based on these
percentages but the pothouse continued in operation throughout the year. The SPG pothouse
remained in operation throughout the year without regard to weather conditions. The peak in
sales in December, January and March likely reflects SPG management attitudes towards
ceramic production and consumer behavior.
The Gibbes/Downes management period (1770-1783) struggled as the plantation
continued losing money because of low sugar prices and the impact of problems related to the
purchase of Henley plantation, which had solved the problem of labor but resulted in the loss of
funds. In 1780, the island was struck by a devastating hurricane that destroyed many buildings
on the plantation and resulted in significant human loss across the island. Ceramic production
and sales from December to March were above 10% and January sales were the highest,
accounting for nearly 30% of the year’s sales. Sales from April to October never rose above 7%.
No sales were recorded during November. Of all the sales recorded during the Gibbes/Downes
period, no industrial sugar wares were reported. Even though sales were low in the fall months
and nonexistent during November, the SPG paid for “Negroe labour to carry on the work of that
place” from August through December (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 17). From their
willingness to pay for laborers during the rainy season, it appears that the managers during the
Gibbes/Downes period were not concerned about the rainy season.
During the Brathwaite/Barrow period (1783-1793), the plantation was leased to John
Brathwaite, who owned at least three plantations but who had moved to England leaving George
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Barrow, who also managed other Brathwaite plantations, in charge. It was during this period that
production of ceramic wares ended in 1787, which meant that the sample comes from only four
years. Also during this period, Isaac Delevan was brought in to produce pottery and was paid for
instructing potters to make pots. November (30.7%), December and April (each with 15.3%)
were peak months for ceramic production and sales during this management period. Sales during
the Brathwaite/Barrow period during the remaining months were never above 7.6%. There was a
limited quantity of sales overall, and wares produced were likely the result of Delavan’s output,
influence and training.
It seems clear that during Barrow’s management, the SPG gave up on ceramic production
as a method of generating income for the plantations. The difference was made up by cotton
production, which was introduced for a time. Ceramic production on the SPG plantation was in
decline, and one of the two enslaved potters was transferred to the field in 1783. It was likely that
the intensity of production was reduced from full-time production to part-time production and
then in 1787 to no production. The inability to get potters trained to the level required to produce
sugarwares likely discouraged the Brathwaite/Barrow management. It is unclear why ceramic
production sales were sporadic. The timing of sales does not fit with either of the assumptions
regarding ceramic production. While wares were not sold or produced during much of the rainy
season, their production and sales in November likely indicates that the environmental factors
did not greatly factor into the decision making of the SPG management during this period.
In addition to the impact of rainy/damp weather, the cycles of plantation management
may have also factored into decision making regarding the types of ceramics produced. Based on
the cycles highlighted by Belgrove (1755), we would expect that industrial wares would be
produced mostly just before and into the crop-harvesting period of January to June in order to
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accommodate the immediate needs required for the curing and claying of sugar and for the
collection of molasses. During these months, the industrial wares would be in nearly constant use
and would likely suffer breakage during their use. Considering Belgrove’s recommendations for
plantation activities, it is theorized that architectural wares would most likely be made and sold
during the period outside of the harvest. According to Belgrove (1755), July through February
would be the time when planters make repairs and complete construction projects. (see Table
6.4).
Historical records were examined by month to determine whether more industrial or
architectural wares were sold by month. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, more industrial
wares were sold in March and June, matching the expectation. In July and December, Industrial
wares were also more frequently sold than architectural wares. In order to test this assertion, I am
using a differential factor that I established to record the difference in the relative percentages of
sales between Architectural wares and Industrial wares. The difference between the two-ware
categories is noted and compared (see Table 6.5). The relative percentage of Industrial wares is
subtracted from Architectural wares. Larger positive numbers indicate more Architectural wares
were produced during the month and negative numbers indicate higher sales of Industrial wares.
The higher or lower the number indicates the greater difference between the categories.
Specifically, during the Smalridge/Vaughton period, architectural wares were sold in all
months except October, November and December. Industrial-use wares were produced and sold
between January and August, and no industrial wares were produced during September, October,
November and December. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, architectural wares were more
prevalent in all months except March, June, and July. These months, while not adhering exactly
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to the model, do indicate that industrial wares were produced in March (DF= -11.1) and June
(DF= -17.6), which do coincide, and in July (DF= -13.50), which does not. These numbers
Table 6.4:

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
No
month
Total

Seasonality: Quantity of Sales Transactions by Month and Ware Type

Smalridge/
Vaughton
1710-1740
Arch. Oth. Ind.
6
0
2
3
0
3
1
0
6
5
0
6
9
0
5
2
0
10
1
0
7
2
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
12
37

Table 6.5:

1
1

21
40

Alleyne/Payne/
Academics
1741-1753
Arch. Oth. Ind.
7
1
0
5
0
4
9
0
7
3
2
5
1
1
3
1
0
0
7
0
0
6
0
0
7
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
2
5
1
0
69
57

9
5

32
21

Elcock
1754-1769
Arch. Oth. Ind.
52
15
0
4
7
2
18
16
9
12
17
4
1
9
5
2
5
2
1
1
0
4
0
0
8
0
3
12
0
0
23
0
1
65
5
11
8
202

2
75

Brathwaite/
Barrow
1783-1792
Arch. Oth. Ind.
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
7
1
0
4
0
0

Gibbes/Downes
1770-1782
Arch. Oth. Ind.
17
15
0
7
7
0
6
8
0
0
3
0
0
6
0
1
3
0
6
2
0
0
2
0
3
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
13
3
0

1
37

2
54

0
37

0
0

3
20

0
2

0
4

SPG Difference in Relative Percentages Between Sales of Industrial and
Architectural Wares. Shaded numbers indicate when industrial wares were
sold in greater quantities than architectural and other wares
Jan

Alleyne/Payne/Academics

12.2

2.2
10.3

Elcock

25.7

2

Mar
11.1
17.6
15.4

Gibbes/Downes

31.8

12.9

11.1

0

0

1.8

11.1

0

5.5

1.8

0

24

5

10

-20

-75

10

0

5

0

0

10

35

20

Smalridge/Vaughton

Brathwaite/Barrow

14

Feb

Apr

-4.9

16.2
12.5
13.1

1.4
18.6

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

17.6

13.5

3.9

9.3

0

0

13.5

1.7

12.2

10.5

12.2

3.5

-2.5

8.7

-4.5

0.4

1.9

-4.2

5.9

8.8

2.4

indicate that more industrial wares were produced and sold during these months. In the
Alleyne/Payne/Academics period of management, the potters produced and sold Industrial
sugarwares between February and May and then again in November. During two of the five
months, the differential factor indicates more sales of industrial wares occurred outside of
harvest time. During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, more industrial wares were produced
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in March, April and May, which conforms to the model that industrial wares would be produced
during harvest period. Industrial wares also outsold architectural wares in November. During
Elcock’s management, it appears that four out of five negative differential factors (indicating
Industrial wares sold more often) occurred during harvest time. During the Elcock period of
management, Industrial wares out sold architectural wares in March, April, May, June
conforming to expectations. Outside of the expectations, the Elcock period also sold more
industrial wares in September. No Industrial sugarwares were produced during the
Gibbes/Downes period. During the Gibbes/Downes period, architectural wares were sold in
January, February, March, June, July, September, October, and December. This production fell
outside of expectations as architectural wares were being made and sold during the harvest
period. This production inside the harvest period recognizes that the pothouse was only
producing architectural wares and identifies that a market did exist for architectural wares within
the harvest period. During the Brathwaite/Barrow period, the management moved back into the
production of industrial wares when they hired two different potters in 1782 and 1784. At the
Brathwaite/Barrow-managed pothouse, Industrial wares out-produced and out-sold architectural
wares only in April. During the Brathwaite/Barrow period, two months March (DF= -20%) and
April (DF= -75), conformed to the theorized ideal of Industrial wares being sold during the
harvest time. There is generally a relationship between industrial ware production and sales and
the timing of the harvest period.
Gibbes/Downes produced no industrial wares at all during their years of management. If
their data were excluded, then there are a total of 16 “months” (actually compilations of months
within each management period) possible. Data from the differential factor indicates that during
11 out of 16 possible months (68.7%), more transactions of industrial wares occurred.
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Comparing the differential factor with Belgrove would seem to indicate a preference of managers
for producing wares during the harvest. The historical evidence collected does seem to indicate
that the SPG managers preferred to produce and sell industrial wares during harvest time. It is
possible they could have charged more when the wares were in demand; however, the historical
evidence does not support this and indicates that price raises rarely occurred and, in general, only
happened after longs periods of stagnant prices. The prices, in general, did not tend to vary
within a year.
Between the five management periods, 25 months occurred (units of data, not actual
calendar month), if we remove five of those because the Gibbes/Downes period produced no
industrial wares, twenty is the number of units. Eleven out of twenty of those units, or 55%,
conformed to the expectation that industrial wares would have been produced and sold in greater
quantities. The expectation for architectural wares is that they would be produced between July
and January totaling seven units per management period. I have excluded six of the units because
no wares were produced during the associated months. Upon examination, the records show that
architectural wares were produced more often than industrial wares within the period of July to
January in 23 out of 29 units (79.3%). If trying to establish a pattern of production and
distribution, I would expect to identify that the pattern occurs more than 55% of the time as in
industrial wares. With 79.3 of architectural wares falling within the expected periods, it is
possible that this represents a pattern that can be considered in future sites.
SPG records also indicate that architectural wares were being produced and sold in a
greater percentage of sales. These sales reflect transferred architectural wares that were used
during the construction of the College building and assorted outbuildings on the plantation.
Although many of the outbuildings and the college are now constructed of coral stone, bricks,
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brick pavers and flat roofing tiles were used during the initial construction and later rebuilding of
Codrington College and SPG plantation buildings.
6.2.2 Intensity of production
“Intensity of production is a measure of the amount of time artisans spend producing their
crafts as opposed to engaging in other economic activities” (Costin 2001:280). The potters at the
SPG were likely operating at a full-time pace in the years that potters are listed in slave rosters
(1743, 1763, 1774-1786). In 1762, 1773 and 1774, the additional staff are listed in rosters as “at
the pothouse,” and unlike the distinction between field labor and pothouse work identified by
Farmer (2011) and Finch (2013) at Thickett’s Pot House, nothing like that exists among the SPG
rosters. It is possible that the work of the SPG Pothouse may not have always been full time.
During the Smalridge/Vaughton period and the Brathwaite/Barrow period, both had months for
which no sales were reported. It is possible though that this is a result of sales issues rather than
production intensity lessening. Smalridge/Vaughton does state directly that potting was not year
round during Smalridge’s management. Smalridge notes that they would be able to sell more if
he was able to “keep at work the year about” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). While the reasons
are unclear about what may have been keeping Smalridge from operating the pothouse year
round, the wetness of the fall months may have been part of the problem. Another factor may
have been that the pothouses did not produce wares during those months because the potters may
have been involved in other potting-related tasks.
Another way of measuring intensity is to compare locally produced wares with imported
wares consumed by the potters. It has been proposed that we can assess the amount of time
artisans spend on their crafts based on the amount of mixing between production debris and
household trash. While no direct correlation has been identified, which would indicate less or
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more intensity, it may be the case, though, that lower levels of intensity are marked by larger
numbers of imported wares. “Low–intensity production is inferred when production debris is
mixed with household trash and evidence for a wide range of activities” (Costin 2001:280).To
accommodate for this, the relative percentages of locally produced wares and imported ceramics
at Pothouse and the SPG are compared to indicate any possible relationships. The results of an
analysis of locally produced industrial and domestic wares compared with non-local ceramic and
glass artifacts from both the Pothouse and the SPG pothouse indicates that they are fairly similar
at first glance. The SPG pothouse had 88.8% locally produced wares and 11.1% non-locally
produced wares, and at the Pothouse, 81.9% of wares were locally produced with 18.1% nonlocally produced. The differential number of the SPG pothouse is 77.7 and the differential
number of the Pothouse is 63.8. The differential number is the difference between the relative
percentage of locally produced industrial and domestic wares and the relative percentage of the
non-locally produced ceramics and glass artifacts. The smaller the differential number, the more
mixing of activities is inferred, and the more mixing of activities infers a lower level of intensity
that was presumably exhibited. These results indicate that the SPG Pothouse had a slightly
higher level of intensity of production than did the Colleton Pothouse.

6.2.3 Organization and social relationships
The spatial and social organizations are two elements critical to understanding the craft
production. The way in which production units are constituted provides opportunities for
understanding relationships among producers and the size and internal structure of the
production units. From these two aspects, the level of nucleation or dispersal of manufacturing
and the sociopolitical context in which production occurs can be inferred (Costin 2001:293).
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Both are important because they affect how artisans gain access to consumers and how
consumers gain access to goods. Modern geological maps and historic tax records indicate that
raw materials access and ceramic production typically occurred in the eastern parishes in
Barbados.
Describing the permanent features such as kilns, sheds, and workshops identified at these
sites is the first necessary step towards determining the organization of production. The physical
structures help determine the production. Large well-constructed, permanent structures suggest a
significant level of production. In the case of Colleton Pothouse, the kiln was large and
constructed of cut coral stone, it had a visible and distinct firebox with a loading door located
opposite the flue entrance. From the field notes, it does not appear that any permanent shed or
workshop structures were located during the archaeological work at the Colleton Pothouse. There
was a cart path or road that was lined with scattered wasters and square bricks that ran north to
south. The broader historical evidence is relatively vague regarding the organization and scale of
ceramic production. Aside from the number of pottery kilns by parish in the eighteenth century
and a limited number of references regarding the Codrington Estate’s pothouse, very little is
known regarding the type of production system that existed (Bennett 1958; Klingberg 1949,
Schutz and O’Neil (1949); Handler 1963a; 1963b; 1965). Van der Leeuw (1977) established a
classification of the organization of ceramic production. Costin (1991:99) elaborated on van Der
Leeuw, when she identified four levels of ceramic production.


Household based - “small-scale production for use within individual households.”



Household Industry, - “production at household level for use beyond household
consumption.”



Workshop Industry - “increased scale and efficiency of production by specialist
producers, often in relatively small-scale family workshops.”
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Large-Scale Industry - “production on massive scale, employing large numbers of
workers, highly specialized” (Costin 1991:99).

The social organization of production is measured by examining where “producers are
located in social space” (Costin 2001:296). The SPG pothouse was industrial in nature. The
potters, overseers and potting assistants listed as “at the pothouse” were not related to each other
and they operated within the plantation economy and the concomitant relations of power.
Therefore, the SPG pothouse was a nondomestic context. At this point, no visible signs of
contemporary housing or quarters have been identified in records or in archaeological
investigations in the immediate vicinity of either pottery kiln site. Analysis of the excavated
artifacts indicates that the use of European ceramics at the pothouse site may have been limited.
This preliminary evidence would seem to indicate that the SPG pothouse was not a householdbased operation. For comparison, it is known from Handler’s ethnographic work that the potters
in the village of Chalky Mount were operating from their home, basement and yard in a domestic
context.
The next category for examination is individual vs. workshop (Costin 2001:297). This is
inferred from details on the size of the facility: workshop implies a certain size (large),
workgroup composition (unrelated people), and context (nondomestic) (Costin 2001:296). It
appears that the SPG pothouse would be considered a workshop based on the workgroup
composition and nondomestic context. The size of the SPG Pothouse work force varied between
one and three potters operating with anywhere from three to 20 workers “at the pothouse.”
From accounts and letters the SPG pottery kiln operations worked as part of a ‘workshop
industry’ because it produced wares both for trade and for the internal use of the plantation. The
potters, while generally limited in number, seem to be serving in specialist roles based on their
being titled as potters in eighteenth-century plantation records (Bennett 1958:16; USPG
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Microfilm 1984: Reels 5-19). In 1713, there was only one potter and one apprentice. Later, in
1775, there were three potters, and in 1783, there was one potter (Bennett 1959:16, 19-20). In
addition, documentation shows that the goods produced were sold to other plantations. A 1715
account of Codrington estate profits lists the “sale of pothouse ware to neighbors” (Bennett
1958:16). Collectively, the number of workers, the sale of the pottery, and nearly year-round
pottery operation support the scenario of the SPGs Pothouse as a workshop industry (Bennett
1959:4).
Although sources mention the sale of ceramic wares in Barbados, prior to this study there
were few documented references indicating how and to whom the pottery was sold (Bennett
1959:4; Schutz and O’Neill 1949). The Codrington estate managers sold ceramics to
“neighbors,” although earlier studies did not acknowledge who was included in this
categorization (Bennett 1959:4). Evidence and informed speculation indicate three main
possibilities. The first of these is the sale of wares from plantation to plantation, which has now
been documented at the SPG plantations. The second is based on an internal marketing system
operated by enslaved potters. In addition to sales between plantations, it is possible that an
island-wide internal market system, similar to Jamaica’s, existed and provided a venue for
potters to sell some of their wares (Handler and Lange 1978:143). Mintz and Hall (1960:4-5)
noted that “in all the islands and especially those in which the food-import system prevailed [i.e.
Barbados], the provident planter… [allowed] the slaves to produce a variety of foods… as well
as craft materials.” Handler interpreted the craft items to include pottery. An important factor
affecting the sale of domestic and industrial ceramics is that plantations on the western side of
the island were lacking the available clay resources to meet their own needs. And yet many
Barbadian redwares (a term for locally produced, low-fired earthenwares) are found on the
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grounds of west coast plantations, which imply that they were probably produced and acquired
from elsewhere (Handler 1963a; Loftfield 1992; Stoner, Brinegar, and Watson 2002). Handler
(1963a:41) is inclined to assume that enslaved potters were able to sell the products of their
manufacture just as other slaves would sell or exchange food products. The third possibility for
the sale of ceramics, which we know occurred, was via import from abroad
In comparison, no archival information is available regarding the Colleton Pothouse site.
The relationship of the three formal kilns implies an organized, large non-domestic context. The
Colleton Pothouse was able to operate through at least the 1860s. It is unclear who the potters
were, although after emancipation they would be of African descent, based on the timing alone.
The large size and formal nature of the Colleton Pothouse kiln also implies a larger-scale
workshop.
At the village of Chalky Mount, potters are often the head of household and rely on both
family members and unrelated workers in the production of wares. In addition to the domestic
contexts involved in the local production, the workgroup composition varies between familial
and non-related craftspeople. Of the 13 households involved in pottery, only six had actual
potters. None of these potting families were fully dependent on pottery production, and most
were involved with other cash-producing activities (Handler 1965:247). While the potters were
not actively potting full-time, they participated in other forms of cash-based economy. The pot
kilns are relatively small compared with the kilns at the Colleton Pothouse site. The location of
the clay is within 300 to 400 yards, the wheel, tools and storage occur within the potter's home in
basement space and the kiln is located within ten yards of the potter's home. The ethnographic
potters of the 1960s located in Chalky Mount worked together occasionally, but their
kilns/shops/work spaces would more closely resemble an individual or cottage pothouse rather
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than a workshop. The workgroup could be made up of non-familial potters and assistants, but the
potters preferred to rely on themselves and their families. The village of Chalky Mount potters
produced wares for distribution outside the household.
One way of determining if the potters were attached or independent at sites is by
examining the legal status of the potters. The definitions of attached and independent are based
on whether the labor or the products produced were controlled by people other than the potters.
Costin’s (2001:298) definition of independent is when “producers have unfettered access to the
means of production, make their own technological choices and have unrestricted access to
consumers.” Attached forms are determined “when the right to make decisions about any of
these components of the production system is vested in external individuals” (Costin 2001:298).
Costin (2001:298) notes that the items produced by attached and independent producers are
different in that only “attached artisans produce goods with extrinsic, extra-utilitarian functions
that can be exploited only by a subset of the population.” So if the Pothouse potters were
producing the same goods, it may mean that their status was the same as Codrington potters.
Although Costin’s definition may not be applicable to an early modern plantation context. The
potters at the pothouse, while producing generally the same wares, were producing them in
different quantities. Excluding architectural wares from these numbers, the Pothouse site artifacts
indicate that industrial wares accounted for 59% and domestic wares 40%. At the SPG site, the
potters produced 67% industrial wares and 33% domestic wares.
In the case of the SPG potters, we know that several situations occurred over the
duration of operations where English-descent potters were brought in to instruct the enslaved
potters, and during these times, the European-background potters were able to sell a portion of
the wares themselves. Generally at the SPG potteries, the potters were enslaved and their labor
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was outside of their own control. In addition, the potters at Codrington were told what items to
produce as these items would have been necessary for the “plantation’s” use. Specifically,
industrial sugarwares were exactly the type of good that Costin (2001:298) refers to “extrautilitarian… that can be exploited only by a subset.” Determining even this basic level of
information at the Pothouse site is going to be difficult. It appears from initial analysis that the
potters were producing at least some industrial sugarwares, which might indicate that the
pothouse potters were attached. Costin does not take into account that the producers may have
been producing these goods on their own account and selling them to plantations, thereby
meeting market needs.
6.2.4 Means of production
There was demand for pothouse wares in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. While
coral stone was commonly used in the construction of houses, mill and outbuildings, bricks were
also used. Industrial sugarwares, especially sugar molds to cure or clay the molten sugar were a
necessary part of the sugar production process. Molasses drip jars likely went out of favor for
barrels in the nineteenth century. The planters, small and large, would have required sugar molds
for the processing. Locally produced ceramics were necessary for all levels of society. In the
1886, Moxly (98) notes that domestic wares are highly valued, and “no Barbados home from the
Governor’s residence down to the poorest hut, is considered furnished without its assortment…”
of domestic wares.
The means of production include examining the location and access to natural resources
and the physical tools used for the production of wares. Once the sources of raw material are
known, it is possible to identify other characteristics of production (Costin 2001:286). One way
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of doing this is by mapping and analyzing the spatial aspects of resource acquisition, i.e., the
distance to clay sources, the distance to water, and the quality of clays available locally.
6.2.4.1

Natural Resources

In 1736, legal restrictions were put in place to limit and tax the export sales of Barbadian
clay (Hall 1764:306). The implication of this law was that at some point prior to the law’s
passage the plantation owners had sold the actual unprocessed clay. None of the Codrington
records examined from 1711 until 1832 indicated that the Society’s plantations were selling
unprocessed clay locally or to planters on other Leeward Islands. The law established that the
clay previously sent to the Leeward Islands was for use in “claying” sugar, which removed the
advantage of Barbados planters who continued to clay their sugars prior to export. It is highly
probable that the clay was the “white” variety used for the “claying” of sugars. The 1736 law to
“Prevent the Exportation of Clay from this Island” stated that any person:
who intends to ship off or export from this island, to any part whatsoever, any
clay or other sort of earth fit to be made use of for claying of sugars, shall appear
before the treasurer…and make oath before him the real and true quantity of clay
he designs or intends to export, and shall pay a tax or penalty of five shillings per
pound.
No historical or archaeological evidence was identified at the SPG pothouse to determine
the impact or effectiveness of this law. None of the historical references identified clay as having
been sold from by the SPG pothouse. .
Historically, areas where clay was collected would likely have come from close to the
SPG Pothouse. Handler (1963:315) notes that the potters on Chalky Mount in Barbados collected
from sources within 300-400 yards of their house/workshop. Sinopoli (1991:15), citing Arnold
(1985), notes that typically potters stay “close to home” within 1 to 6 kilometers. Distances
travelled depend at least partially on the methods of transport available (Rice 1987:115). The
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SPG pothouse was located in an area that was marginal for sugar production, which Handler
notes was the primary factor contributing to the cottage-potting industry of Chalky Mount potters
(Handler 1963:315). The SPG pothouse located on the lower plantation was located on a
relatively small plateau on the edge of a relatively steep gully. The archaeological evidence of
the mining of clay can be subtle as the soils removed may appear like shallow pits or trash-filled
pits. The evidence of material acquisition may be more obvious when large pits, as seen in largescale potteries or brick-making facilities such as those shown in Rice, (1987:117) are seen. In
Handler’s (1963:315) anthropological fieldwork, the clay resources were collected “from highly
weathered surface areas” and result in pits that are regularly used (see Figure 6.7). No evidence
of clay collection was noted during the archaeological fieldwork conducted at the SPG pothouse
site. In the case of the SPG pothouse, significant vegetation and rapid regrowth, obscured the
possibility of identifying sources. When excavating test units, one (475L465) produced white
clay at a depth of 3.0 feet. So we know that white clay was available on the plantation, but as no
locally recovered artifacts appeared to be made of white clay, it is likely that white clay would
have been used only for claying sugar on the SPG estates. In addition to this lack of historical
evidence for the sale of or trade of unprocessed clay, no archaeological evidence of clay sales
from the SPG was identified.
The ethnographically studied potters in the village of Chalky Mount were in an area
surrounded by exposed clay outcrops. The clay sources were with 300 to 400 yards from the
potters’ workshops. Access to material was gained with landowner permission, which
occasionally limited whether the clay was to be collected and was based on the quality and color
of the clay and its proximity to the potter’s home. In both of the pothouse sites in St. John, there
is easy access to clay and temper materials in the immediate area. Both sites were built on
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Figure 6.2:

Chalky Mount potter digging clay (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
Handler)

the edge of a gully. Clay sources for the SPG pothouse were located just below the drop and also
on a ridge that was 300-500 feet to the east of the SPG pothouse. Clay sources were also readily
available at the Colleton Pothouse site, located within 200 feet of the site (United Kingdom
Ordnance Survey 1953). While these clay sources have been observed, they have yet to be
scientifically connected with the production sites. Clay was readily available for the SPG
pothouse from the grounds of the lower plantation within 100 yards of the SPG pothouse site.
The relationship between clay sources and the Pothouse site are less clear regarding ownership
and the right to access clay.
Water is a necessary item involved in the production of ceramics. The Scotland District,
where all three sites are located, receives moderate rains, and the rainwater percolates through
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the coral limestone, becoming trapped in underground streams or wells, which then form
reservoirs. Only limited qualities of water were (are) necessary, depending on the quantities and
types of bricks and tiles being made. The SPG pothouse had ready access to at least two
intermittent or seasonal creeks, one located just below the SPG site approximately 200 feet. Also,
a spring runs from near the college and is approximately 800 feet to the north. The SPG pothouse
also had access to a water pump and a gutter, both mentioned in the 1783 inventory (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 16). At the Pothouse site, water sources and a spring are located
approximately 200 feet from the kiln (United Kingdom Ordnance Survey 1953).
6.2.4.2

Pothouse and Kiln Structures

Before 1710, the pothouse facilities associated with Christopher Codrington III that
would later be associated with the SPG were a permanent fixture of the lower estate. The
condition of the pothouse was in a constant state of flux. In 1712, Smalridge noted he had just
reconstructed a new pot kiln (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel8). Tax levies paid by the SPG
included pot kilns in 1724. The first tax levy identified in documents found that the SPG was
taxed for a single kiln in 1743, 1747, 1758, 1775, 1786, 1787, 1789, and 1790. In 1785, three pot
kilns were taxed; these likely include the large pot kiln and two small-tile kilns identified in the
1783 inventory.
The size of the pot kiln is unknown, but a reference in the inventory identifies the pot kiln
as being “large.” Two additional, smaller kilns used for firing roofing tiles were noted in the
inventory of 1783. The kiln structures required updating and maintenance on a regular basis.
Information on some of these repairs was documented as masons and carpenters were paid for
bottoming the kiln or for crowning the kiln. In 1721, an unnamed mason was paid for mending
the pot kiln (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). Almost a decade later in 1730, William Hoppin was
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paid L£3 for replacing crowning on the kiln and Madame Foster was paid for her "Negro
mason's work mending the potkiln" (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9). Eleven years later, William
Hoppin was paid for "repairing a potkiln and turning two double arches" (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 15). He was again paid, this time three years later, for "turning one double arch in the
kiln" (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15) and was engaged once more in 1746 "for bottoming the
pot kiln" (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). In 1763, John Ashby was paid L£7/10/. "for
bottoming the pot kiln" (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 16) and then "Christopher Ashby was paid
£11/10 "for repairing the pot kiln" in 1772 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 16). The personnel
bottoming the kilns were likely masons. The cost of bottoming the kiln ballooned from £1/10 in
1731 to £5 in 1746 and £7/10 in 1763 (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9; Reel 15; Reel 16).
The exact location of the SPG pothouse is not known. In 1719, Smalridge reported that
the “pothouse has been twice burnt down, but is now in a better condition” (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 8). In 1733, Richard Vaughton reports, “that on the 28th of May in the morning about
2 hours before day the Society’s pothouse was burnt down and no parts saved worth anything”
(USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 11). Vaughton worried that they “shall be at some expense, besides
a great deal of hassle to put another up again, having no timber of their own fit for such work,
they must be obliged to buy all, that he will take care to get it done as cheap and as soon as
possible” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 11).
Excavations in the area of a waster pile were conducted with the objective of identifying
the kiln structure and the pothouse. Several years were spent with the interpretation that I had
located the pot kiln based on the layout of bricks and coral stone on the surface. Based on
historical and archaeological interpretation, I have determined that the coral stone identified is
actually part of a post-SPG pothouse house platform that dates to post-1786 after 1786 but ends
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in roughly 1830. The area were the waster pile is located is along the edge of a gully.
Excavations at the edge of the slope indicate 4 feet of wasters were present before reaching
sterile subsoil. A unit at the bottom of the slope identified approximately 3 feet of wasters with
very little dirt betwixt the sherds. The flat area at the top is located 700 feet from the lower
plantations mill yard and curing house and nearly one mile from the upper plantations mill and
processing buildings.
The 1783 inventory identifies additional permanent structures. “Two wooden outhouses
thatched [that contained] 3,854 good tyles, 5 wooden horses to dress tyles, 2 tyle sheets, 420
uncured tyles, 2 tyle moulds, 1 shovel, 1 illegible, 75 bricks, 4 brick moulds, white lime,
illegible, illegible full of unburned tyles” (Reel 8). It is possible that one of the outbuildings was
located during excavations. A series of posts were identified and likely represent a small shed
outbuilding. The posts are 0.5’ in diameter and were spaced at 1.5’ distance between centers. The
wall went through 500L 500. This unit was located outside of the waster pile, and a limited
quantity of wasters was identified. This structure ended in the southwestern corner of unit
495L490, and the end was boxed in by ceramics that had been thrown along the north side of the
wall.
The Pothouse site kiln was one of two-to-four present on the landscape in 2001. Loftfield
(2007) stated that observations of the two smaller mounds indicated that the waster piles
contained earlier, degraded, coral stone kilns. The site is located approximately 150 meters from
the road. The main kiln that was excavated was large, open-topped, cut coral stone kiln that had
an external diameter of 17.5 feet. The base was constructed from mortared, cut coral stone. A
single-arched brick flue entrance is present along the southern edge. A loading opening was
located along the northern edge (See Figure 6.3; Figure 6.4; Figure 6.5). A gap between the coral
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stone and the raised floor likely served as a bag wall that would allow the hot air to move up the
exterior wall through the wares. Field notes indicate that the kiln had a raised floor structure
present. East of the flue entrance and extending southwest from the kiln is another coral stone
wall, which was likely built as a wind block to prevent wind from entering into the firemouth, as
seen in the foreground of Figure 6.3. This firebreak also had an arched opening, which field
notes interpret as either a drain to remove water or an opening to allow some air to the kiln fire
near the flue entrance.
The kiln structures at Chalky Mount during the 1960s were located within 10 yards or so of the
potter’s house (Handler 1963a: 327) (See Figure 6.6; Figure 6.7). The vertical updraft kiln
described by Handler is roughly circular, with one of the sides shorter than the rest. The kilns are
made of mud, stone, sherds and clay. The first layer of wares is stacked onto a grate, which is at
the bottom of the kiln walls. The grate is reached by access through an “arch,” which is made of
scrap metal. Images indicate that the kiln had an internal diameter of roughly 8 to 10 feet. The
walls made of stone and mud were roughly 3 feet in height on the tall sides and roughly 2 feet on
the short side. To describe the Chalky Mount pot kilns, Handler (1963a:328) quotes a description
by Scott (1954) that describes vertical kilns as being a “cylinder which encloses the hot gases
from the hearth at its base, and leads them upwards into a dome… The dome may be temporary,
and may even consist of layers of sherds resting on the pots being fired.”
6.2.4.3

Potting Wheels

Brears (1971) identifies three types of potting wheels popular in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. At the village of Chalky Mount, the wheel identified by Handler (1963a) is
of the crank-wheel variety. Images from the beginning of the twentieth century confirm that the
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crank wheel was in use (See Figure 5.22). Handler describes the crank wheel in the following
manner (See Figure 6.8). The wheel is made of a flat, wooden disk and a supporting wood
Figure 6.3:

Colleton Pothouse kiln south wall looking west (photograph courtesy of Dr.
Thomas Loftfield)
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Figure 6.4:

Colleton Pothouse kiln wall with arched brick flue starting to emerge
(photograph courtesy of Dr. Thomas Loftfield)

carriage with a metal crankshaft that is connected to a stick that is pushed and pulled by an
assistant (See Figure 6.9). The wheel is kept constantly moving at 90-105 RPMS so that the
potter can shape large and small wares. The disk is attached to the crankshaft so that they spin
together. The disk and crankshaft are contained within a wooden frame, and the crankshaft and
disk are above the table. The crankshaft sets in a shallow depression in the ground. A stick that is
pushed by an assistant is hooked to the crankshaft. Brears commented that this type of wheel was
introduced in the late 1790s, although he seems suspicious of his own date. If the crank wheel
does date to the 1790s or later, the potters at the SPG pothouse may have used an earlier version.
The second type of wheel used by English country potters is the disc wheel. The disc wheel has a
vertical shaft with the potter’s wheel at the top and a simple bearing at the base (Brears 1971:95).
Just above the bearing, a large, stone flywheel is mounted horizontally in a position that easily
allowed the potter to kick it round (Brears 1971:95). The lower disc wheel is kicked by the potter
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Figure 6.5:

Colleton pottery kiln south face with firebox and arched brick flue exposed
(photograph courtesy of Dr. Thomas Loftfield)

Figure 6.6:
Handler)

Chalky Mount kiln circa. 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
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Figure 6.7:

Chalky Mount kiln loaded for firing circa. 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr.
Jerome S. Handler)

to put the wheel in motion. If the hand-cranked variety identified at Chalky Mount is a later
version of potting wheel, it is possible the kick wheel was in use at the SPG and Pothouse sites.
A third type of wheel was developed in the early eighteenth century, which was used by several
city potters, including Wedgewood. A large, wooden wheel is attached to a pulley that turns the
potter’s wheel. The wheel is hand cranked by an assistant. While it seems unlikely, there is a
reference to a wheelwright Jon Kirton being hired by the SPG in 1725 for “making a wheel at the
pot works” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 9). It is unclear the type of wheel being used at the
SPG because the 1749 entry says that carpenter Thomas Marshall was paid for “boxing a piece
in a wheel and hanging a wheel (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). This description does not
seem similar to the flywheel possibility. The 1783 inventory identifies that the SPG had two pot
wheels present. No archaeological evidence was identified at either of the St. John pothouses to
assist in the identification of the type of wheel used.
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6.2.4.4

Ware Production Tools

A variety of tools are necessary for the production of ceramic wares. While no
archaeological evidence of the actual tools has been found, the residues of these tools are seen
when the artifacts are examined. The bricks, and tiles were produced within molds and these
molds occasionally leave marks on portions of the bricks. Additionally, historical documents
indicate when and by whom some of these tools are made. For example historical records
indicate that the SPG plantation had carpenters that produced molds for the production of bricks
and tiles. Carpenter, Thomas Williams Sr. built two regular shaped brick molds in 1748 (USPG
Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). In 1749, Thomas Marshall made two square brick molds and a 1783
inventory identified five wooden horses on which to dress tyle (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15).
The same 1783 inventory included two tile sheets. It is unclear if the tile sheets were just
multiple molds on a single board (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). The inventory also noted
that two tile molds were among the goods at the pothouse. Upon examination, several of the
sugar molds and molasses drip jar rims look as if they were worked with a tool. Specifically, drip
jar rim Types 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 have sharp and distinctive edges that must have required a tool for
shaping the rim. The Type 4, which is rare, is extremely distinct and may have had a mold or
jigger placed on the rim to create the unique shape. Sugar mold rim Types 1b, 1c, 1d and 2c all
have flat edges that were likely created using an object to flatten out the rims.
6.2.4.5

Potting Sequence

Handler (1963a) identifies the methods and sequence of ceramic production within the
ethnographic potters located in the village of Chalky Mount. The household industry of
production relies on familial and non-familial contexts. The collection of clay is the first step
involved in the pottery-production process. Clays are collected from the highly weathered sides
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Figure 6.8:

Drawing of Chalky Mount potting wheel (courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

Figure 6.9:

Potting wheel head inside potter’s table from Chalky Mount circa 1961
(photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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of slopes and outcroppings. The clay, Handler (1963a) notes, is of two types: either red or white.
Two people usually are involved in the collection of clay. The potter and a family member work
to remove the clay, and then the family member, according to Handler (1963a:315), heads
(carrying a basket loaded with clay) baskets of clay (See figure 6.2). The clay is extracted by use
of a pitchfork, and large blocks are placed in the basket to be headed (See Figure 6.10; Figure
6.11). The carrier normally breaks apart the larger lumps of clay while waiting for a load to haul.
The clay is gathered year round, but the potter generally removes enough clay to produce wares
to fill a kiln in a single firing. The decision where to collect clay is based on three factors: one,
the quality and color of the clay; two, the closeness of the bed to the potter’s house; and three,
upon whose land is the clay source (Handler1963a:315). The clay source cannot be where sugar
is cultivated, as the removal is very destructive to the soil. Permission from the landowner must
be gained.
Figure 6.10: Chalky Mount potter and wife digging clay and loading the basket in
preparation for heading, 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S.
Handler)
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Once the clay is excavated, then headed back, it is dumped into a special earthen pit. Water is then added
to the clay and worked by the potter or his sons using a hoe to break up large clods while removing large
impurities (Handler 1963a: 316) (See Figure 6.12). The pile is worked into a state of plasticity. The clay
is then covered with a dampened burlap bag. This load will then be allowed to cure for two to three
weeks. Handler (1963a: 316) notes that a day or so before wares are to be made, the potter further works
the clay into greater plasticity by trampling the clay pile on a hard, flattened surface (See Figure

6.13). By trampling with bare feet, additional impurities are identified and removed as the clay
pile flattens. Handler (1963a: 316) noted that trampling is never performed by females and the
step would be ignored rather than have a female perform the task. The next task is wedging or
kneading of the clay allows for the additional removal of impurities and serves to remove air
bubbles from the clay (See Figure 6.14). The kneaded clay is formed into a flattened ball about 6
inches in diameter and 3-4 inches high, which is then stacked with other balls of clay and placed
on the wheel as necessary.
Figure 6.11: Chalky Mount family member heading clay, circa 1961 (photograph courtesy
of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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Figure 6.12: Chalky Mount potter working clay and removing large impurities, circa 1961
(photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

Figure 6.13: Chalky Mount potter’s assistant trampling the clay, circa 1961(photograph
courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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The next stage involves the wheel throwing of wares and trimming. This format is similar
to the production of domestic and industrial wares produced at the SPG pothouse and the
Pothouse site. Wares are made by placing a wedge of clay on the center of the wheel and then
rotating the wheel, thereby centering the clay (See Figure 6.15). The potter uses his hands push
down into the flattened ball of clay and then to pull up the vessel. After the vessel is complete, it
Figure 6.14: Chalky Mount potter kneading clay into wedges, circa 1961 (photograph
courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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Figure 6.15: Wedge clay ball being centered on potter’s wheel, Chalky Mount circa 1961
(photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

Figure 6.16: Chalky Mount potter trimming wares circa 1961 (photograph courtesy of Dr.
Jerome S. Handler
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Figure 6.17: Chalky Mount pots curing in potter’s basement circa 1961 (photograph
courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

is removed when the potter runs a wire or string beneath the base of the item, thereby removing
it from the wheel. The ware would then be set aside in the sun for about an hour and then
removed to the potter’s cellar for curing. After a day, the wheel-turned wares are trimmed on the
wheel using a small piece of metal (See Figure 6.16). At this point, the wares are considered
The challenge of producing sugar molds is there large size. Three methods have been
proposed for their production. Pierre Saint Blanchard has noted that in France, the potters place a
large wooden or metal matrix down into the turning block of clay and then pull the clay up the
matrix. The cone tip end is trimmed up after the wares are leather hard. The wares produced
using matrices allows for a smooth interior without any ribbing caused by the wheel turning and
allows for uniform sizes. One problem with this method involves removing the ceramic sugar
mold from the cone-shaped matrix. This method seems very practical since the potter does not
have to have the same skills level as the one who is attempting to make the large ware in one
piece or the potter who has to match up two different ends. While this method was used in
France it remains unclear whether the Barbadian potters would have used this method.
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A second method of producing large sugar cones would be to produce the wares in two
parts on the wheel. The two connecting edges would be scored, and a clay slip would be applied
to the leather-hard halves. The slip fitting into the score marks ,and the potter would smooth the
slip on the interior and exterior and then allow the items to cure before firing. A third method
involves turning the sugarware in a single piece. Throwing the sugarwares, especially the sugar
mold, which is very large, would require a very large block of clay and a good deal of skill and
dexterity to draw the clay up to over two feet without collapse.
Potters in the village of Chalky Mount in 1962 glazed some of the wares they produced.
The process of making glaze involves lead being smelted in an iron pot. In this process, the lead
is rapidly stirred and lead oxide or “litharge” is produced. The litharge is a powder that is
skimmed off the melting lead and then sifted, removing larger particles, which are melted again
(See Figure 6.18). The powder is stored in an old pot or tin can until it is used. The potters apply
a coating of molasses to the portion of potter to be glazed, and the powder is lightly sprinkled
across the molasses prior to firing (See Figure 6.19).
Architectural wares are created in an entirely different fashion from wheel-turned wares.
The architectural wares are produced in wooden or metal molds when clay is pressed into the
molds. Dobson describes early-to-mid-nineteenth century brickmaking and tile making
techniques (Dobson and Tomlinson 1882). A brick mold is a kind of box that has no top or
bottom. The mold must be sturdy enough because the blocks of clay are dashed into the mold
with sufficient force that the clay completely fills the mold (Dobson and Tomlinson 1882:28).
Any excess is stricken with a strike, which can be a flat metal object or a wooden board. The
brick is then removed from the mold and placed to dry on a floor or pallet (28). Two types of
molding, pallet and slop molding, were common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In
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slop molding, the mold is dipped in water to allow the clay brick the ability to be removed
without becoming misshapen. The pallet molding is similar, but sand is used on the interior of
the molds instead of water (Dobson and Tomlinson 1882:28). Pallet molding takes two people,
the molder and the clot molder who prepares the clay for dashing. The slop molding process is
completed by one person. The process of making tiles is similar to brick making, but the tiles are
thinner. Dobson and Tomlinson (1882) identifies three types of paving tiles, which are described
as thin bricks. Roofing tiles are either plaintiles, which are flat or pantiles, which are a curved Sshape. Pan tiles are molded flat and then bent on a table.
The following summary of the firing process was described in greater detail in Handler
(1963a). Handler’s description of the firing process is based on the observations he recorded it in
1961. The kiln has no permanent ceiling so the potter steps into the kiln by way of the low wall,
but as the wares get higher in the kiln, the potter is able to step outside and continue loading from
the top (See Figure 6.1; Figure 6.6; Figure 6.7). The kilns in Chalky Mount are not shielded by
shed roofs. The wares are stacked directly on a grate, which is placed over a fire pit. The fire pit
is reached from the outside by way of a hole or “arch” at the base of one of the kiln walls.
Handler identifies several steps in the firing process. The wares are loaded tightly with both
glazed and non-glazed wares simultaneously. An additional mud and stone retaining wall is built
up to the height of the wares. The wares left exposed are completely covered with old sherds,
which are then “mortared” or encased with a mud paste that helps retain the heat. The first step
of firing is to temper the kiln. To temper the kiln, a small fire is built at the entrance and the
smoke goes in to warm the wares and to help remove any moisture from the wares. For roughly
six and a half hours, the fire is slowly increased. After those six and half hours, the potter “runs
the fire,” feeding the fire as fast as it consumes wood for two hours then the arch and the fire pit
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Figure 6.18: Litharge being sorted through cloth in preparation for application to wares,
Chalky Mount 1962 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)
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Figure 6.19: Chalky Mount potter and assistant applying molasses and powdered lead as
part of glazing process, 1962 (photograph courtesy of Dr. Jerome S. Handler)

are emptied of hot embers and the arch is sealed. By the next morning the wares are ready for
unloading. The entire process from loading to unloading takes approximately 26 hours (Handler
1963a: 330).
6.2.5 Objects: Material record from two potteries
The sales of wares are documented below. This does not account for the difference in
production techniques (mold vs. wheel thrown), nor time invested in producing each item, nor
the quantity of material required for each item. Rather it is intended to show the relative
percentage of items within each management period compared to the other periods. The purpose
of this is to draw attention to the types of goods produced and distributed (see Table 6.6). When
examining the quantity of goods produced, it is clear from the data in Table 6.7 that architectural
wares were the most common item being produced and distributed during all five periods of
management. During the first three periods, the sales of industrial wares contributed to the output
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of the SPG pothouse, but in the fourth period no industrial wares were produced and during the
fifth period a small (1.9%), token amount of industrial wares contributed to the overall
production. The noticeable shift from the production of wheel-turned industrial wares likely
represents a reaction by managers in recognition of the lack of skilled potters available to
produce these wheel-turned industrial wares.
6.2.6 Relationships of distribution
Historical and geographical data have been combined in order to identify the
relationships of distribution and to determine aspects about the trade of goods in the eighteenth
century. From this data, we can establish a model for what to expect as for what distances that
potters and plantations may be willing to travel to sell and distribute their ceramic wares.
Geographical distance alone, though likely, does not account for the transactions; other
relationships exist between the SPG and many of their purchasers. The SPG estates likely had
political, social and religious membership connections that many plantation pothouses did not
likely have. Another factor that affects the relationships of distribution is determining in what
months industrial and architectural wares were most often sold.
The relationships between the SPG and consumers draw attention to how the wares produced
were distributed: by what means, to whom, at what distances, and what can we tell of the
relationships between the distributers and the receivers? To what extent were the potters
involved in the enslaved internal economy or were planters/managers controlling ceramic
distribution at the Codrington Plantation? We have historical data that lays out the distribution of
architectural and industrial wares. These wares, especially the industrial wares, likely fell outside
of those necessary for the internal slave’s economy. These data are extremely useful and identify
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which plantations purchased wares and which were connected, at least financially, with the SPG
pothouse.
The sales end of the distribution at the SPG pothouse likely was conducted by the
plantation manager, his apprentices, the town agent or the pothouse overseer (see Table 6.20). It
is less likely that the enslaved potters were involved in the sales of SPG pothouse wares. The
determination that the potters were not involved is not directly obvious from historical or
archaeological sources.
In general, it seems that the wares were likely the responsibility of the purchaser to move.
This determination is based on historical sources. Of the 803 transactions I documented, only in
three cases was the SPG paid for transporting the wares. One of these, in 1719, was by cart;
William Moor, Esq. paid £3 to the SPG for the “carriage of 300 pots to town” (USPG Microfilm
1984: Reel 9). The SPG sloop was also used to haul ceramic wares at least twice. In 1747,
Frances Miller paid £11/3/. to the SPG for freight of 1500 square bricks, 150 pinning bricks, and
200 pots and jars (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). Also in 1747, William Whitaker paid the
SPG sloop for “freight of 2000 bricks” (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 15). These three references
are the only ones identified with specific details regarding the transportation. There were
instances when a consumer purchased wares and was listed as paying for the sloop. It is unclear,
though, whether the wares being shipped were the ceramics wares that had been purchased.
As mentioned above, the distance between the SPG and the ceramic ware purchasers was
not likely a concern for the SPG pothouse (see Figure 6.20; Figure 6.21; see Table 6.7). It seems
as though the consumers were responsible for transporting their own purchases except when
other arrangements are made. Since planters had choices among pothouses in many years,
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Table 6.6:

SPG Pothouse Sales of Ware Types by Management Period as recorded in account books analyzed
Smalridge/ Vaughn
1710-1740

Architectural Wares
Brick
Pinning brick
Paving brick
Square brick
Hognose brick
Beveled brick
Bit brick
Hoop brick
Tiles, roofing
Tiles, garden
Tiles, paving
Total Architectural
Industrial Wares
Pots/Sugar pots
Drips/Jars (MDJ)
Pots and Drips pairs
Total Industrial
Other
Flower pots
Total Other
Domestic
Coal pots
Monkey Jar/water
pitcher
Conaree
Total Domestic
Lime
Lime, temper
Lime, white

Alleyne/Payne/
Academics
1741-1752
Quantity
Rel. %

Elcock
1753-1769

Gibbes/ Downes
1770-1782

Quantity

Rel. %

Quantity

Rel. %

Brathwaite/
Barrow
1783-1793
Quantity Rel. %

Quantity

Rel. %

4,322
140
170
21,740
40
3,956
0
0
0
0
200

9.4
0.3
0.3
47.7
0.08
8.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
66.8

1,686
0
0
83,596
0
0
38
0
0
400
2,178

1.6
0.0
0.0
81.4
0.0
0.0
0.03
0.0
0.0
0.3
2.1
85.4

233
0
4,321
66,008
5,414
0
0
2,507
0
0
5,127

0.2
0.0
4.7
73.2
6.0
0.0
0.0
2.7
0.0
0.0
5.6
92.4

9
0
450
19,630
1,322
0
0
90
0
0
154

0.04
0.0
2.0
90.6
6.1
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.7
99.8

0
0
0
5,788
0
0
0
0
11,160
0
750

0.0
0.0
0.0
31.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
61.4
0.0
4.1
97.3

6,250
140
4,941
196,762
6,776
3,956
38
2,597
11,160
400
8,409
241,429

4,284
6,613
4,072

9.4
14.5
8.9
32.8

5,688
7,213
1,895

5.5
7.0
1.8
14.3

2,428
2,031
2,000

2.6
2.2
2.2
7.0

0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

50
250
100

0.2
1.3
0.4
1.9

12,450
16,105
8,067
36,622

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

50

0.2
0.2

50
50

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0

0.0
0.0

0

0.0
0.0

0

0

0.0
0.0

0

0.0
0.0

0

196
0
0

0.0
0.0

595.5
0
757

0.0

0.0
0

4.5
12
468.5
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0
20
232.5

0
0
10

Total

796
32
1,468

distance may have been one of the factors that influenced their choice. The distance between the
SPG pothouse and consumers may have been a concern to the purchasers. I recorded the distance
between the SPG pothouse and the purchasers of wares. The distances recorded were as the crow
flies rather than based on road networks. Thirteen percent of transactions were made between the
SPG pothouse and the SPG plantations account so no distance was recorded. Some of those
wares were likely being sent to the upper plantation at a distance of .9 mile, although we cannot
distinguish for sure. The largest group of transactions was between 2 and 2.99 miles, and these
transactions accounted for 31.6% of all transactions. A significant percentage of (23.5%)
consumers were located between 1 and 1.99 miles. Distances between 0 and .99 mile and 3 and
3.99 each accounted for 12% of transactions. Transactions beyond 4 miles accounted for nearly
6% of the remaining sales.
One of the many purchasers of wares during the Smalridge/Vaughton period was Samuel
Osborne. Osborne owned multiple plantations, and since the specific plantation could not be
distinguished in the records of the deliveries, Osborne’s purchases were therefore excluded.
During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, 31.1% sales were made within 2-2.99 miles. Unlike the
general distance, 20% of sales were transacted between 3 and 3.99 miles. The farthest deliveries,
at a distance beyond 4 miles, accounted for 12.6 % of sales during the Smalridge/Vaughton
period (see Figure 6.22).
During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, the largest percentage of transactions
occurred between 2 and 2.99 miles distant from the SPG pothouse. A major portion of all sales,
42%, were made between these distances. In the Alleyne/Payne/Academics management period,
the SPG plantations purchased 24% of the wares purchased (see Figure 6.23). During Elcock’s
management period, the SPG began to spread out its sales. Between 4 and 4.99 miles, 3.6% were
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sold, 0.7 were sold between 5 and 5.99 miles, 1% between 6 and 6.99 miles, and 0.3 for each 77.99 miles and 8 -8.99 miles (see Figure 6.24). Consumers during the Gibbes/Downes period
were mostly located between 0 and 3.99 miles, although 4.7% of transactions occurred at 5-5.99
miles and 1.8% between 6 and 6.99% (see Figure 6.25). During the Brathwaite/Barrow period,
the majority of the transactions (53%) occurred between 2 and 3.99 miles. During the
Brathwaite/Barrow period, a large percentage, 31.5%, of the transactions occurred between 1 and
1.99 miles, and these sales account for sales to Brathwaite’s Three Houses plantation (see Figure
6.26).
In general, transactions occurring with 0-3.99 miles represented the majority of sales.
When aggregated between all management groups, the transactions between 0 and 3.99 represent
93.4%. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, a slightly lower percentage contributed to the
transactions as 86.6% of these transactions occurred within the 0-3.99 range. The
Alleyne/Payne/Academics period’s deliveries in this range went back up to just three percentage
points higher than the general total. During the Elcock and Gibbes/Downes periods, the totals
matched the general number of 93% near the general rate. It appears that the during the
Smalridge/Vaughton period, the management was willing to sell wares without regard to
distance. It is possible that the willingness of consumers to purchase wares from a greater
distance reflects the positive economic outlook that was occurring during the period. It may also
represent a willingness of consumers to purchase wares from the religious organization of the
Society.
The distribution of wares by parish includes data from 636 transactions that occurred
between the SPG and the consumers of its wares (see Table 6.8 sales by Parish). Based on sales
occurring between 1718 and 1786, the general pattern of sales by Parish seemingly reflects
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geographical concerns. Sales to planters within the Parish of St. John led all sales and
represented 380 (59%) transactions. The SPG pothouse and plantations are located near the
border between St. John and St. Philip. The Parish of St. Philip located to the south of the SPG
pothouse had the next largest number of sales with 212 (33%). The Parish of St. George is
located geographically to the east of St. John above the cliff from the SPG. Wares were also sold
Figure 6.20: Map of Barbados indicating the location of consumers of SPG ceramics
before 1753
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Figure 6.21: Map of Barbados indicating the location of consumers of SPG ceramics
between 1753 and 1786
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Table 6.7:

Distance of Sales by SPG Management by Period

%
0
0-.99 miles
1-1.99
miles
2-2.99
miles
3-3.99
miles
4-4.99
miles
5-5.99
miles
6-6.99
miles
7-7.99
miles
8-8.99
miles
9-9.99
miles

Smalridge/Vaughton

Alleyne/Payne/Academics

Elcock

Gibbes/Downes

Brathwaite/Barrow

1710-1740

1741-1753

1754-1769

1770-1782

1783-1792

number of
transactions

actual
number of
purchasers

number of
transactions

%

actual
number of
purchasers

%

number of
transactions

actual
number of
purchasers

number of
transactions

%

actual
number of
purchasers

number of
transactions

%

actual
number of
purchasers

6.4

5

1

12.4

36

2

10.9

30

1

9.4

10

1

15.7

3

1

11.6

9

1

9

14

1

16

44

5

7.5

8

3

31.5

6

1

16.8

13

6

17.9

22

6

25.4

70

5

29.2

31

3

5.2

1

1

31.1

24

9

42.1

62

6

27.6

76

12

45.2

48

8

42.8

9

3

20.3

16

10

6.1

9

2

13.8

38

7

1.8

2

2

0

0

0

9

7

5

1.3

2

2

3.6

10

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2

1

1

0.6

1

1

0.7

2

1

4.7

5

2

0

0

0

1.2

1

1

0.6

1

1

1

3

2

1.8

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Figure 6.22: Consumers of Ceramics during the Smalridge/Vaughton management period
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Figure 6.23: Consumers of Ceramics during the Alleyne/Payne/Academic management
period
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Figure 6.24: Consumers of Ceramics during the Elcock management period
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Figure 6.25: Consumers during the Gibbes/Downes management period
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Figure 6.26: Consumers during the Brathwaite/Barrow management period

by the SPG to consumers in the Parishes of Christ Church (1.2%), St. Michael (0.6%), and St.
Joseph (0.3%). Why were a limited percentage sold to neighbors in St. Joseph as this parish is
immediately to the north of St. John? One hypothesis might be that St. Joseph was known to be
the location of three pot kilns in 1755 and as such, had access to potted goods from a closer
source. The problem with this theory is that Parish of St. Philip, just to the south of the SPG
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Table 6.8:

Sales to local Plantations by Parish

Smalridge/Vaughton

Alleyne/Payne/
Academics

Elcock

Gibbes/Downes

Brathwaite/Barrow

1710-1740

1741-1752

1753-1769

1770-1782

1783-1793

Relative
Percentage
Unlabeled
plantations

not
included

Number of
transactions
37

Relative
Percentage
not
included

Number of
transactions
43

Relative
Percentage
not
included

Number of
transactions
146

Relative
Percentage
not
included

Number of
transactions
15

Relative
Percentage
not
included

Number of
transactions
0

St. George

11.3

9

3.3

5

4.4

12

5.3

6

0

0

St. John

69.6

55

82.6

124

50.1

134

55.7

63

13.7

4

St. Joseph

2.5

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

St. Philip
Christ
Church

12.6

10

13.3

20

43

115

37.8

42

86.2

25

1.2

1

0.6

1

2.2

6

0

0

0

0

2.5

2

0

0

0

0

1.7

2

0

0

St. Michael
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.

0

pothouse, also had pot kilns within its boundaries. According to Hall (1755), the Parish of St.
Philip had four pot kilns. These kilns were likely located along or near the base of the cliff.
By calculating the distribution by parish in the management framework, it is possible to
distinguish several finer grain patterns that may indicate more about relationships rather than
physical geography. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, the wares were distributed widely to
the most parishes (six). The Smalridge Vaughton management focused mostly on sales in St.
John (69.6%), although sales between St. George and St. Philip were nearly even at 11% and
12%. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, it seems likely that Smalridge and Vaughton
cashed in on the newfound notoriety of being the plantation owned by the Society and relied on
more widespread religious connections (see Figure 6.27).
Figure 6.27: Smallridge/Vaughton period transactions and purchasers by parish

During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, sales were made to four parishes (St. John,
St. Philip, St. George, and Christ Church) (see Figure 6.28). Of these parishes, the majority of
wares were sold to planters in St. John (82%) with St. Philip the next highest at 13%. These sales
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appear to indicate that during the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, the managers focused on
sales to more local planters in St. John. It may be an indicator that during this period the
managers were less connected with planters outside the immediate area of the SPG plantations.
Figure 6.28: Alleyne/Payne/Academics period transactions and purchasers by parish

During the Elcock management period, it appears that Elcock reached out to planters in
St. Philip (see Figure 6.29). Sales to St. John neighbors decreased and represented only 50% of
sales, while sales to St. Philip increased to 43%. The Elcock period saw a small increase in total
transactions. Elcock sold wares to planters in four parishes (St. John, St. Philip, St. George, and
Christ Church). Elcock’s sales were the most evenly distributed amongst the two top parishes
with only 7 percentage points separating them.
During the Gibbes/Downes management period, the SPG pothouse stepped back from
producing industrial wares, which required skilled artisans and instead pushed forward with the
production of architectural wares. Gibbes/Downes supplied to four parishes, three as a standard
(St. John. St. Philip, and St. George), and the fourth was located in St. Michael (see Figure 6.30).
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Sales to St. John plantations were at 55% while sales to St. Philip were at 37.8%. Sales to the
Parish of St. George had 5.3% of sales and 1.7% to planters in St. Michael. During the
Gibbes/Downes period, plantation conditions were challenging as the result of cane blast, ants,
the American Revolutionary war and a horrific hurricane that struck the island in August of 1780.
The shift from industrial wares may have been a decision based on the poor quality of sugar
being produced during the period.
Figure 6.29: Elcock period purchasers and transactions

Because of both the data collection and limited number of years the SPG pothouse
operated during Brathwaite/Barrow period, a limited sample size is present. Of 29 total
transactions that are identifiable by parish during this management period, 25, or 86% of all
sales, were made to plantations in St. Philip (see Figure 6.31). Only 13.7 % of transactions
occurred between the SPG and planters in St. John. Of the St. Philip transactions, several were to
Brathwaite’s plantation, 3 Houses. One of the sales was made to George Barrow’s brother John
Henry Barrow, relying on familial connection. The other St. Philip sales were made to prominent
planters William Senhouse, and William Clarke.
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Figure 6.30: Gibbes/Downes period purchasers and transactions

Figure 6.31: Brathwaite/Barrow period purchasers and transactions

The implications for analysis of the Pothouse site based on historical sales of the SPG are
twofold. Primarily, it seems like when the managers were not specifically connected to another
parish as with Brathwaite/Barrow, the wares were generally sold within the Parish of St. John.
The potential examination of sherds collected from plantation sites within St. John, St. Philip and
St. George will likely result in useful comparative sourcing opportunities. Secondly, as the
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Colleton Pothouse site postdates the SPG pothouse, it is possible that the potters were able to fill
the void left by the SPG pothouse. The Pothouse site is located roughly one and a half miles
north of the SPG pothouse, which would make for an interesting comparison to determine if
fewer sales to St. Philip plantations were made.
This study also presents an opportunity for further inquiry as it identifies potential
plantations upon which future research could be accomplished. While records exist for many of
the years, the gaps in those same documentary records present archaeologists with an opportunity
to assess the interconnectedness of plantations using other methods including petrographic
analysis as Hauser (2000) used in Jamaica, or NAA, used in Barbados (Farmer 2011), Martinique
and Guadeloupe (Kelly et al 2008), or by looking for distinguishable fossils as markers of clay
sources as Siedow (2010). Archaeologically, this project collected artifacts and data that will be
useful for future scholars that engage in examining distribution through various technique and
methods.
6.2.7 Consumers
Consumers are the last component of the production system. Who are the consumers of
the ceramics produced? As mentioned previously, the sugarwares have really only one group of
consumers, the sugar cane planters. Belgrove (1755:21) identified that it was appropriate for
plantations with 500 acres to need some 3,000 pairs of molds and drips. In 1689, Edward
Littleton complained that planters needed at least 100 new pairs of molds and drips yearly. The
industrial wares were necessary for small-to-large sugar cane planters that used ceramic gravitybased methods of draining molasses. As far as planters go as consumers, identifying which
planters used ceramics vs. wood or steam technology is a considerable issue that can be
addressed by documenting the names of the planters purchasing drips and jars (see Appendix
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III). The consumers of architectural ceramics are wider open as planters of any crop or
slaveholders or even small farmers or poor whites could have been consumers of architectural
wares sold by the SPG could also use these wares but did not purchase them from the SPG.
These wares could have been used in preparing houses, farm buildings, or wells The SPG
pothouse sold many architectural wares, but a large percentage of architectural wares were likely
meant for the SPG Plantations, both for repairs and new construction. The users of domestic
wares likely varied between plantation slaves on SPG and/or plantation slaves on other
plantations. No evidence of domestic wares sales was identified within the SPG’s historical
accounts. The wares could have been internally used by plantation slaves, neighboring poor and
middling whites, sold by higglers or sold at market. Historical and anthropological sources
indicate that craft goods including ceramics sold in the Bridgetown market would have been
purchased by people of all economic and social classes. Determining the consumers of domestic
wares, including their status and affiliation is not directly of consequence for this study. Future
studies of domestic sites may find evidence that can be linked with either of the two Parish of St.
John sites.
We have historic documents that indicate a financial connection between the SPG
plantations and plantations in the Parishes of St. John, St. Philip, St. George, St. Joseph, Christ
Church and St. Michael. The account records, in many cases, indicate the quantity and type of
wares purchased, the costs of the wares and the total money spent by planters on the purchases of
architectural and industrial ceramics. In several cases, it is documented that purchases were
transported at additional costs to the purchasing plantations. In addition to financial connections,
there must have been additional geographical, social, political, religious, or personal connections
between the SPG and the consuming plantations. These additional connections surely must have
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been present as there were other pot kilns throughout the Scotland District that could produce
and sell wares. By addressing these questions, we will be able to discuss the inter-plantation and,
to a lesser degree, the internal slaves’ economy. Some of the relationships remain relatively
unknown. The attorneys for the SPG and the plantation managers were likely relatively well
known amongst their contemporaries as the SPG was among the largest plantations on the island.
From historical sources, we know the SPG plantation’s managers and attorneys were connected,
but in most cases it must be assumed that the elite planters maintained a network of connections.
Fourteen of the consumers maintained more than strictly a financial relationship.
Reverend John Carter, Mr. Woodbridge, Samuel Osborne, the senior and G. Forster were all
listed as attorneys for the SPG plantations and all made purchases of wares. Social connections
include John Henry Barrow of Sunbury plantation whose brother was George Barrow, manager
from 1783-1793. John Henry Barrow made purchases of square bricks in 1785 and 1786. Town
agents Daniel Moore and Codrington Carrington also made purchases of wares. These sales may
have been part of their responsibilities to sell SPG wares or they may have represented the agents
making purchases for their own uses. In 1714, John Colleton served as a commissioner,
attempting to raise money for the College construction project, and in 1723, Colleton purchased
several shipments of bricks. Thomas Stevenson was the St. John’s Parish Church warden and
was responsible for collecting parish taxes, so he would have been familiar with the SPG
pothouse. John Sheafe owned a sloop that the SPG hired out to carry plantation goods and James
Mahon served as doctor for the SPG, and he purchased sugar pots in 1761 and 1762. William
Miller was a farrier for the estate, who purchased square bricks in 1718. Thomas Williams and
James Cunliffe both had an existing relationship with the SPG. Both men hired out their slaves to
the SPG. Beyond these customers, it seems likely that the SPG managers and attorneys were
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very familiar with the other large plantation owners in St. John. Connections likely existed
between the SPG and John Brathwaite Sr. and his son who would later lease the plantation and
place it on more secure financial footing. The Henry Drax estate, Richard Estwicke at
neighboring Bath plantation and Robert Osborne and his Kendal plantation located near the
upper Society estate are some examples of large estate owners located geographically close to
each other that were likely connected socially.
Of the 151 consumers of ceramic wares during the period of operation at the SPG
pothouse (1710-1786), a total of 54% (n=82) purchased only architectural wares. Twenty-two
percent (n=34) of the consumers purchased industrial use ceramics only, and another 23% (n=35)
purchased both industrial and architectural wares.
The sales of pots and drips together in pairs may indicate the start of a new plantation or
may reflect replacement wares. During the Smalridge/Vaughton period, pots and drips were sold
separately but in order to show the quantity of sales of pairs of pots and drips these will be
isolated. Fourteen pairs of pots and drips were sold during the Smalridge/Vaughton period. These
sales may likely only indicate that industrial wares were produced on a large scale during this
period. Five of the transactions occurred with St. John, three were from farther away in St.
George, two sales were made to St. Philip plantations, and one transaction happened with a
Christ Church plantation, Because of both the data collection and limited number of years the
SPG pothouse operated during Brathwaite/Barrow period, a limited sample size is present. Of 29
total transactions that are identifiable by parish during this management period, 25, or 86% of all
sales, were made to plantations in St. Philip (see Figure 6.31). Only 13.7 % of transactions
occurred between the SPG and planters in St. John. Of the St. Philip transactions, several were to
Brathwaite’s plantation, 3 Houses. One of the sales was made to George Barrow’s brother John
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Henry Barrow, relying on familial connection. The other St. Philip sales were made to prominent
planters William Senhouse, and William Clarke.
One transaction occurred in St. Joseph, and the locations of two additional transactions
were unidentified. It was common to send large quantities of pairs of drips and jars. In the
Smalridge/Vaughton period, anywhere from 50-1300 pairs were sold in transactions, and 200
pairs was the most commonly occurring quantity sold during this period.
During the Alleyne/Payne/Academics period, nine sales of pairs were transacted. These
consumers came from mostly local parishes: one from an unknown parish, five from St. John,
two from St. George, and one from St. Philip. Between 75 and 500 pairs were sold during
transactions during this period, with 200 pairs occurring most frequently. Four of the transactions
occurred with SPG neighbor Richard Estwicke of Bath plantation and Robert Osborne of Kendal
plantation purchased 500 pairs of drips and molds to meet the needs of his plantation.
The consumers of pairs during the Elcock period purchased between 100 and 7,000 pairs,
with 200 pairs occurring most frequently. Of the eight plantations, no duplicate buyers purchased
drip and mold pairs. Five of the eight purchasers lived more than three miles away from the SPG,
and this may reflect changes in patterns of distribution. No industrial wares were sold between
1770 and 1782 during the Gibbes/Downes period of management. A single pair of industrial
wares was sold during the Brathwaite/Barrow period as 100 pair was purchased for the 3 Houses
plantation.
From the historical evidence of the SPG pothouse and the archaeological evidence from
the Pothouse site, we can infer about the consumers. From the consumers identified in the SPG
records, we can say that the consumers of wares from the Pothouse site were likely the same
sorts of people. Large planters likely purchased industrial and architectural wares from the
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potters at the Pothouse site. As the SPG pothouse went out of business in 1786, it is possible that
the Pothouse site replaced the supplier in fulfilling the needs of planters. In 1786,
Brathwaite/Barrow ordered industrial wares from England, which may indicate that the Pothouse
was no in operation yet. Brathwaite/Barrow also did not order from the Pothouse plantation, St.
Philip, which was in operation contemporaneously. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the consumers were likely still large plantation holders for industrial sugarwares and all levels of
society for the purchase of architectural wares. Domestic wares were likely focused in the hands
of the poor, recently freed Barbadians. The use of industrial wares continued into the second half
of the nineteenth century, and the demand for those wares was met by the Pothouse site,
according to archaeological evidence.
While the documentary record tells a story about to whom the locally produced
architectural and industrial wares were sold, the account books fail in regards to the internal
slaves’ economy. Throughout the Caribbean, numerous sources (Armstrong 2001; 2003; Beckles
1991; Berlin and Morgan 1991; Hauser 2000; Howson 1990; 1995; Handler 1972; Marshall
1993; McDonald 1993; Mintz 1974; 1985; Mintz and Hall 1960; McDonald 1993; Price 1966;
Pulsipher 1990; Reeves 1997) have examined the details of enslaved people who have crafted
items and raised crops and animals for sales within the internal slave economy. We know that
enslaved and free Barbadian craftspeople participated in the internal economy, but do not know
specifically how or if the potters from Codrington or Pothouse did. The question then remains:
how much of what Barbadian potters produced was controlled and ordered by the planters and
managers and what flexibility did the potters exercise in production? What information do the
archaeological and historic records contain regarding the Codrington pothouse and Pothouse
sites in regards to ceramic production?
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Written records for Codrington indicate that most, if not all, wares accounted for during
production were used on Codrington or sold to neighbors (Bennett 1958:4). This does not
necessarily preclude the potters from producing smaller quantities of domestic wares for sale in
the enslaved internal economy. The answers to these questions are not found within archival
references from the SPG at Codrington regarding the types of wares produced. Archaeologically,
it may be possible to address these issues of domestic ware production and distribution on
Codrington. If domestic wares were being produced for the enslaved internal economy, this
might be indicated by finding limited numbers of domestic wasters. The central idea being that
domestic wares produced for the enslaved internal economy would make up a smaller percentage
of wasters identified since they would be associated with wares that were only being produced
on a limited basis. Archaeologically, the relative percentage of domestic wares based on sherds
produced at the SPG was 8.0% (n=315) when compared with industrial and architectural wares.
Because of data collection issues at Pothouse (brick was counted prior to discard but that portion
of notes is missing), comparing relative percentages between the two sites must be modified in
order to compare only relative percentages between Domestic and Industrial categories (see
Table 6.23). At the SPG pothouse, the relative percentages are domestic 32.9% (n=315) and
industrial 67% (n=642) with a differential range of 34.1, and at Colleton Pothouse (1BJ15), the
percentage is 40% (n=686) and 59 % (n=1,023) with a differential range of 19. Domestic wares
were produced at both sites, but at the Colleton Pothouse site, the relative quantity of domestic
wares was greater than those produced at the SPG pothouse. No references were made to
domestic wares being sold at the SPG pothouse. The lack of mention in the historical documents
likely indicates that the wares were used amongst the slaves within the plantation. It is also
possible that the wares were distributed via the internal slaves’ economy.
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Table 6.9:

6.3

Domestic and Industrial Wares by Relative Percentage
Industrial

Domestic

Range

SPG Pothouse

67% (n=642)

33% (n=315)

34

Colleton Pothouse

59% (n=1023)

40% (n= 686)

19

Types of Ceramic Production
In order to complete the connection between the methodological tool of craft production

and the development of three types of local ceramic production, it is necessary to tack between
the information identified within the craft production framework. Amongst the archaeological
and ethnographic examples studied for this dissertation, three types of local ceramic production
have been developed. It is likely that there may be overlap between Type One and Type Two of
our case studies, the SPG Pothouse operated from sometime before 1711 up until 1786.
Smalridge’s note indicates that ceramic production existed during Codrington’s life, although
during that period it was for internal plantation use only (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel 8). The
end of the SPG Pothouse occurred during the plantation’s lease to John Brathwaite when
Brathwaite had his manager George Barrow working to consolidate field labor and reduce costs.
It was likely that the lack of skilled enslaved potters may have forced Barrow to shift plantation
expectations away from ceramic production towards cask production. Generally, during the
eighteenth century, the potters at the SPG PotPhouse were slaves tied to the SPG plantation.
Additional assistance came in the form of hired slave labor that participated in unskilled tasks of
producing mold-made architectural wares and in the production of lime for use and sale by the
plantation.
In addition to enslaved potters, the managers of the SPG were, on several occasions
‘forced’ (to meet plantation needs and expectations), to hire English descent potters to produce
wares and train the enslaved potters in English methods of pottery production. A gendered
division of labor existed, as the potters at the SPG Pothouse were male while the hired out
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assistants were both male and female. The potters at the SPG Pothouse were beholden to English
and Creole-born overseers at the pothouse. These same overseers were responsible to the
plantation managers who were responsible to lawyers representing the plantation. These lawyers
then responded to the London Committee of the SPG. The London Committee controlled many
aspects of how the plantation was run. The Committee submitted questions, and the lawyers and
managers responded. In at least two cases, the London Committee addressed the lawyers and
managers regarding how the pothouse was managed. In formal letters to the London Committee,
managers often lamented the lack of skill amongst the potters or the need for additional potters as
reason for the perceived failings of the SPG Pothouse. The potters of the SPG Pothouse were
likely little concerned about their ‘shortcomings’ as their position gave them access to the means
of production that most slaves on the SPG estates did not have. Access to clay resources, water,
potting wheels and kilns presented the enslaved potters with opportunities to produce wares that
could be used by the potter, his family and people within the SPG plantation villages. The potters
likely had to wait for firing non-plantation wares as kiln firing was resource-intensive as access
to fuel for firing the kiln was limited.
The SPG potters produced architectural and industrial wares for use and sale by the two
SPG plantations. In addition, they produced a smaller quantity of domestic wares. The relative
quantity of architectural wares was high (75%), but the amount of money brought in from
architectural wares represented only 32% of the income brought in by pothouse sales. The
architectural and industrial wares produced by the SPG potters were used on SPG plantations and
generally sold to planters from within the Parishes of St. John and St. Philip. For at least some of
the consumers of wares, the economic connection represents only one of a variety of
relationships between the SPG plantations and the consumers. While domestic wares likely
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found use within the SPG slave villages, it is unclear how likely some of the domestic wares
were sold by potters to other plantation slave villages or may have even been sold at local and
Bridgetown markets. Even with historical data, it is unclear what role the potters played in
completing sales of pottery.
The Type Two ceramic production role is that of intermediary, containing some aspects of
Type One and some of Type Three. Type Two production could overlap and occur
simultaneously with Types One or Three. The example used is the Colleton Pothouse site in the
Parish of St. John. This site was located on Colleton plantation in 2001. It is unclear whether the
Colleton Pothouse site operated as an isolated unit or if it was part of Colleton or Quintyne
plantations, both of which had pothouses and which share a border (USPG Microfilm 1984: Reel
17; Society for the Improvement of Plantership1810). Archaeological data indicates that the
Pothouse was in operation by at least 1830, although likely earlier and completely ended by
1862. This time period overlaps periods of slavery, apprenticeship and emancipation. If the
potters at the Pothouse were of African descent, it is unclear what their legal status would have
been. If the potters were of English descent, they would have been free, although they would
likely have been a part of the “poor whites.” The potters at Pothouse may have rented the land or
used the marginal ground as itinerants. It has been proposed that there are at least three likely
coral stone pot kilns that may have been the result of itinerant potters (Loftfield Personal
Communication 2003).
The organization and social relationships are also relatively hazy. The potters at the
Pothouse could have been dependent on one of the plantations or acting independently in
interactions with plantations and local markets. We do know that the means of production at the
Pothouse were relatively formal with multiple, cut coral stone kilns. The excavated kiln was the
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largest of the three and was larger than the later Chalky Mount kilns. The potters at the Pothouse
built a single firebox with an external wall, likely intended to block or slow the trade winds from
causing the kiln fire to burn too fast. Most of the objects collected were wheel-turned with some
mold-produced architectural wares also present, although the quantity of these is not known. The
Pothouse site continued producing sugar molds and drip jars. Unlike the SPG Pothouse that had a
variety of straight and worked sugar mold rims, the potters at the Pothouse site produced straight
rims almost exclusively.
A characteristic of the Type Two production is that the potters are producing for both
plantations and for domestic markets. While no direct evidence of distribution or consumers is
present for the Pothouse site, the archaeological evidence seems to imply that the consumers of
Pothouse wares were planters and plantations. That the Pothouse potters continued to produce
significant quantities of industrial-use sugarwares (59%) indicates production for plantation use.
They also produced domestic ceramics in quantities near 40%. The architectural ceramics
produced were likely sold to potters but could have also been sold to people in nearby villages.
Type Three production is exemplified by the potters in the village of Chalky Mount as
documented ethnographically by Handler (1963a, 1963b, 1965). Documented potters in the
village have been known since the second quarter of the nineteenth century when potters began
to be identified in the St. Andrew’s Parochial Register (Handler 1963b:143). Photographic
evidence documents early twentieth-century potters working in Chalky Mount. Between 1960
and 1963 ethnographic fieldwork documented pottery production. Thirteen households
participated in pottery production, but only 11 of those sold wares themselves. The other two
households performed labor for the potters. Potters are defined based on the ability to throw
wares on a wheel. From those thirteen households, six males were potters in the village. An
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additional 15 people participated by performing labor in pottery production or distribution. The
male potters controlled all aspects of production and price setting, although there was some
flexibility in pricing at the point of sale for the women involved in distribution.
Potting in Type Three is household-based, and occurs within or near household settings
and occurs at a cottage-industry level. The relationships between the potters and those who
assisted in the production process varied between unpaid familial relationships and relationships
based on the exchange of labor or money. Potters’ assistants shifted between village potters,
going to where and when work was available. Potters also produced wares for other households.
The relationship between potters and others varied as occupational roles shifted (Handler
1963a:324). In the early twentieth century up into the 1960s, the potters used a crank wheel
powered by an assistant pushing a stick that caused the wheel to rotate. The wheel-turned wares
were fired in a vertical wood-burning (updraft) kiln that was circular in shape. The kiln wall was
made of stone, mud and broken sherds. A single flue entrance was made with sheet metal doors.
The kiln had a short wall, which allowed the potter access for loading and unloading the wares.
Potters in Chalky Mount primarily produced flowerpots and crimped pots. They also produced
domestic water jars/coolers (monkeys) and conarees, although the sales and production of these
domestic forms had dropped off as other materials had been introduced. The Chalky Mount
potters produced no architectural wares in the 1960s, and their predecessors likely had not
produced industrial wares for many years.
The distribution of domestic and other wares was conducted by the potter to tourists
visiting Chalky Mount, but more significantly by the potters’ wives at markets in Bridgetown. In
the 1960s, the women travelled by bus, but earlier would walk the 14 miles to Bridgetown,
carrying wares on their heads. The wares they sold were generally sold to local Barbadians. The
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wares they sold, flowerpots, crimped pots, monkeys, conarees and basins and bowls, were
popular across purchaser demographics. The consumers included local Barbadians of both
African and English descent. In order to purchase the wares, consumers visited market stall and
were quoted prices of the wares. Handler (1963a) notes that at the time of his ethnographic study
there is very little negotiation on prices. In addition to locals, tourists visiting the island make
purchases of smaller items that are easily transported.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion

In this final chapter, a summary of research findings is discussed as are the salient points
of why the research is significant. The chapter also discusses some future avenues of research
that can be developed from this study.

7.1

Research Findings
By investigating two archaeological sites and analyzing one ethnographically collected

study of pottery production, we have been able to document to some degree who the potters were
at the SPG Pothouse. Archaeological answers for understanding who the potters were is
especially challenging as domestic areas were not identified nor investigated. Even under ideal
archaeological conditions, determining who the potters were and how they interacted with other
people involved in ceramic production, distribution and consumption are problematic to discuss
although historic sources and temporal dating may allow us to consider legal status. Using
archaeology has typically been useful when looking at the relationships between the production,
physical layout and proximity of the physical evidence such as kilns and waster piles of ceramic
production. Archaeology is especially useful when examining the objects produced by looking at
wares, diameters and rim shapes as forms of expression. In this study, distribution and consumers
were investigated using historical sources. By locating planters that purchased wares, the
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collected information signifies a network of relationships that can then be investigated
archaeologically.
There are several benefits to using a craft production framework when investigating
historic archaeology sites. The first of these is that by filling in the craft production categories, it
is possible to allow for a more nuanced understanding. This contextual approach fuses
archaeological, ethnographic and historical documentation, providing a more complete picture of
the people and processes of daily interactions. The second is that the craft production framework
requires the researcher to consider multiple aspects of production, including the people involved
in production, their relationships, the tools of production, the objects they produce, the means
and manner of distribution and the consumers of goods produced locally. A third benefit of the
craft production framework is that examining the trade network and consumers presents an
opportunity for expanding our understanding of plantation-to-plantation relationships.
The “transition” from plantation-based production to “cottage industry,” identified by
Handler (1963b), is less a transition as much as it is a difference. That a difference existed
between the potters Handler observed in the 1960s and the potters of the Parish of St. John
identified at the Pothouse and SPG Pothouse is not in debate. What is in question is the use of the
term transition, which implies a linear system of change. The three types I propose for
identifying local ceramic production are merely meant to be distinctions between characteristics
that existed at each of the potteries investigated. The first type was plantation-based and
generally relied on the physical work of enslaved African-descent potters. The potters were
provided training by hired potters of European background who instructed the slaves in
European techniques of wheel-turned pottery fired in kilns for use on plantations in the
processing of industrial sugarwares. They also were instructed in producing architectural wares
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that were produced in molds and likely the responsibility of the slaves assigned to “work at the
pothouse.” Potters, assigned SPG slaves and hired slaves were supervised by European-descent
white overseers, and, more generally, by European-descent plantation managers. The daily
interaction between the overseer and the enslaved of the SPG Pothouse likely influenced and
limited the ability of enslaved potters in the Type One category to produce domestic wares in
quantities necessary to be sold at markets. The consumers of Type One goods were likely limited
to the planters and plantation uses as the large quantities of architectural ceramics and industrial
wares were generally used by planters on plantations alone. In the specific case of the SPG, the
bricks and brick pavers were used during the construction and reconstruction of the college,
chapel and outbuildings. It seems from the quantities sold to other planters that they were likely
using the architectural wares for limited plantation uses.
The second type identified involves the production of all three types of wares, although
there is an increase in the quantity of domestic wares being produced based on the archaeological
artifacts identified the second type dates from the late 1830s until at least the 1862. During the
period 1830-1862, the potters were likely either still enslaved, emancipated or poor whites, using
skills acquired at least initially during the plantation period. The means of production occurred
using potting wheels and formal updraft kiln structures. The production of wheel-turned wares
and kiln firing implies the reliance on a European-based skill set. The location of the kiln and
waster piles are located at a distance (.6 miles straight or 1.1 miles via road) from the Colleton
plantation’s mill yard, and records from the 1840s for the Colleton plantation do not identify the
production or sales of ceramics while they do record a significant number of wooden barrel
staves and hoops being ordered, implying the Pothouse may not have been associated with
Colleton plantation. As the potters at the Pothouse were producing industrial, domestic and
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architectural wares, it is likely that the consumers of these products included both planters, and
the newly emancipated. The distribution from the Pothouse is unclear based on existing
archaeological and historical data, although it is possible that the potters were distributing their
wares through the main markets in Bridgetown, the smaller local village markets, or by way of
higglers travelling between the Pothouse and villages.
Evidence for the third type of local production comes from ethnographic sources
collected during the early 1960s and includes oral history questions relating to pottery
production, among other things. The potters of the third type of ceramic production were
African-descent males who received assistance from family members, occasionally by hiring
assistants, or by sharing labor with the other potters. The potters primarily produced flowerpots
and domestic wares including ‘monkey’ water jugs, and conarees. Most of the wares they
produced were wheel-turned wares, but by at least the 1960s, they had also begun producing
hand-built ashtrays, penny banks, vases and mini ‘monkey’ jars for use as toys. The potting
wheels were pushed and pulled by an assistant, often a family member and the wares were fired
in a vertical wood-burning kiln. The primary consumers of these wares were island residents of
all social and economic classes. The wares were distributed mainly at the Bridgetown markets by
the potter’s wives, although they were also sold at the potteries to foreign and local tourists who
travelled to Chalky Mount to watch the potters work.
While the three specific types occur over time, it is possible that the types could overlap.
It is distinctly possible that Types 1 and 2 could easily overlap, as potters of both European- and
African-descent were ceramic producers in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. By the
twentieth century, none of the potters were of European descent, according to informants in
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Chalky Mount. In fact, many of the skilled trades performed by whites at one time were already
being turned over to slave and free blacks in the eighteenth century.
By identifying and establishing three types of local ceramic production, an opportunity is
developed for comparison. Advocating for the identification of three types of ceramic production
will allow additional sites to be cataloged more proficiently. The system I have developed is
relatively simple, in some instances, so that variation within each type is possible. In Barbados,
the types are useful. By establishing a framework of types, it becomes apparent that the
identification of archaeological sites associated with Type Two and Three are necessary for
examination. By using the typology, we can identify potential weaknesses of the archaeological
record and can focus on the identification of potential sites based on the typological category. It
is understood other types could be identified and added to this system from outside of Barbados.
For example, in Martinique and Guadeloupe, pottery plantations developed to produce industrial
sugarwares for plantation uses. These pottery-producing plantations have yet to be identified
within Barbados, although recently Farmer (2011) and Finch (2103) identified a Pot House
plantation in St. Phillip associated and likely jointly managed with Thickett’s and Fortescue
plantations, although the description provided by Finch (2013:123) indicates Pot House likely
would fall into Type One rather than as a plantation that focused exclusively on producing
ceramics.

7.2

Significance of Research
The anthropological significance of this research is fourfold. First, this research expands

how historical archaeologists in the Caribbean view ceramics, venturing away from the now
heavily criticized quest for ‘Africanisms’ (DeCorse 1999; Hauser 2001; Hauser and Armstrong
1999; Hauser and DeCorse 2003; Mouer et. al. 1999; Posnansky 1999; Singleton 1999). Rather
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than focusing on hand built, domestic ceramic production, this research brings to light the study
of plantation-based, wheel-turned, industrial-use ceramic production and distribution. This
adjustment in focus led to the examination of social and economic factors rather than ethnicity
and identity. It responds to “the somnambulistic view of technology provided by Western culture,
[that] the human relationship to technology is ‘too obvious to merit serious reflection’”
(Pfaffenberger 1988:238). It is also an important study because the ceramic sugarwares and their
production are “by virtue of their being mundane and seemingly innocuous everyday sorts of
technical activities and items of the kind almost everyone is able to understand, fabricate and
use, that they are especially fertile ground for symbolic and political manipulation” (Dobres
2000:116). Second, this project provides a British Caribbean case study for understanding craft
production organization by examining the relationships between external stimuli and social
agency. Generally, craft organization is a process that can be studied by examining the “flow of
action” and asking focused questions (Wolf 1990:591). Third, this project expands on our
anthropological understanding of local economies by shifting from a near-exclusive focus on
enslaved internal economies and traditionally European-based studies of staple exports and slave
imports to looking at local exchange economies more holistically. This fine-scaled examination
is desirable because by studying the external contexts and not specifically focusing on enslaved
internal economies, this research will allow local plantation economies and their transformations
to be studied in detail. In turn, this will increase our understanding of complex social relations
from the late-18theighteenth until the mid-nineteenth centuries in the British West Indies.

7.3

Directions for Future Research
Several types of studies could be undertaken which would allow for continued

exploration of the types of local ceramic production and the use of craft production framework
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established in this dissertation. The primary goal of future research would be to expand on the
research already begun at the Pothouse site. During the initial survey of the site, three large
circular waster piles were identified, yet only one of these was investigated during the 20012002 field seasons. The waster pile chosen was the largest and contained the physical remains of
a coral-lined kiln from late in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. It is unclear if earlier
or later kilns would be identified under the other waster piles. It is quite likely that examining the
other waster piles would result in important information regarding local pottery production.
Another option for future research would be to expand excavations at the SPG Pothouse
located on the grounds of Codrington College in order to identify the actual kiln structure that I
initially thought had been found. By expanding the area investigated, it may be possible to
collect additional important data. The placement of a nearby water line by the Barbados Water
Authority (BWA) before 2003 damaged a portion of the site, and additional work by the BWA
between the 2003 and 2004 field season likely damaged even more of the site. It will be
important to complete excavations on a larger scale than previously conducted in order to
thoroughly document the archaeological record at the SPG Pothouse before additional water line
work destroys more evidence.
Identifying and excavating additional pottery production sites in other parishes is one
option for future research; this would allow for comparison between parishes and identify any
micro-regional variation within the types of production. Additionally, the identification of
archaeological sites associated with any of the types, but most specifically with Type Three,
which has a notable lack of archaeological information, would likely prove beneficial to
furthering the understanding of local ceramic production. This work could be done by
coordinating with the BMHS and local archaeologists in Barbados in order to identify other
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pottery production sites. This study might also include examining plantation maps and
identifying plantations that have “pot house” fields marked. Additionally, a more scientific and
organized survey of Frizers’ Plantation in St. Joseph will be useful in determining if that location
has a pottery production site.
Comparing the typological variation with “use” sites will allow for further understanding
of both use and distribution of locally produced ceramics on the island. To do this, researchers
could examine archaeological evidence collected in the mill yard and curing house at the
Codrington College site (1BJ1). Additionally, a collection of artifacts gathered by Dr. Jerome S.
Handler, currently housed at Southern Illinois University of Carbondale’s Center for
Archaeological Investigations, could be examined to determine how the artifacts recovered
compare with those recovered from the St. John pothouses. These artifacts were collected during
Handler and Lange’s (1978) efforts to identify plantation slave villages and burial grounds within
Barbados during the mid-1970s. By using historic references to pottery sales collected and
reported on from the SPG microfilms, we now know to which “neighbors” the SPG Pothouse
sold wares. These plantation mill yards could be investigated archaeologically to identify both
industrial sugarwares and architectural wares. Additionally, architectural surveys of the
plantations that purchased architectural ceramics from the SPG Pothouse could be undertaken to
identify extant buildings or features of SPG produced wares.
Archaeologically investigating the sites of historic ceramic production in and around the
village of Chalky Mount will advance understanding of ceramic production in this village, which
has become synonymous with craft ceramic production on the island. Evidence of Type Three
ceramic production would clearly be present, and there is potential for identifying additional
Type Two sites as the area near Chalky Mount is associated with pottery production in the
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nineteenth century, a period when we would expect to identify formerly enslaved potters of
African descent beginning to develop wares for domestic use, stepping away from production for
the plantation-based sugar industry.
Opportunities abound for the use of archaeometric techniques to be used on wares
produced at the production sites and to then be compared with use sites. Petrographic and
neutron activation analyses are two methods that could be applied to the samples collected and
analyzed from the St. John pothouses. Archaeologically, identifying clay sources and connecting
these with contemporaneous archaeological finds at neighboring plantations will indicate
whether plantations were involved in trade with Codrington or Pothouse. The connection of
estates based on archaeological remains is outside of the purview of this research and remains as
a project of future interest.
Another area of potential future research would involve collaborating with archaeologists
working within the French and Spanish Caribbean to further develop where necessary the
typological system and to encourage its use by archaeologists to address similar craft production
questions in order to provide a comparative set of data that can be examined. This includes
addressing issues around the types of wares being produced including both the type (industrial,
architectural, and domestic) and the method of production (wheel turned, molded and hand
built).

7.4

Conclusion
Through the lens of craft production, this study has provided two archeological examples

and an ethnographic study from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries that provide details useful
for understanding ceramic production in Barbados and throughout the British Caribbean. This
research contributes to the efforts to understand ceramic production and its role in the British
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plantation economy as well as its impact on social relationships between planters, enslaved and
freed peoples during this period. Local ceramic production in the British Caribbean has tended to
focus on hand-made domestic wares commonly identified on major islands such as Jamaica
rather than wheel-turned industrial and molded-architectural ware production as is the case
within the Parish of St. John pottery production sites. Additionally, architectural ceramics have
tended to be ignored by archaeologists throughout the Caribbean and North American colonies
with relatively few exceptions. This study is one of the first to document and use archaeological
and historical data to investigate local ceramic production in plantation and non-plantation
contexts within the British Caribbean. Additionally, this project applies an existing
methodological approach, craft production, and alters it slightly to establish a framework for
identifying the organization of local production in historical contexts. As such, it contributes two
thoroughly researched archaeological case studies to the historical archaeology of the Caribbean.
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APPPENDICES
Appendix One:
Neutron Activation Analysis Data (Ferguson and Glasscock 2011;
Courtesy of Kevin Farmer)
ANID
BDS 001
BDS 002
BDS 003
BDS 004
BDS 005
BDS 006
BDS 007
BDS 008
BDS 009
BDS 010
BDS 011
BDS 012
BDS 013
BDS 014
BDS 015
BDS 016
BDS 017
BDS 018
BDS 019
BDS 020
BDS 021
BDS 022
BDS 023
BDS 024
BDS 025
BDS 026
BDS 027
BDS 028
BDS 029
BDS 030
BDS 031
BDS 032
BDS 033
BDS 034
BDS 035
BDS 036
BDS 037
BDS 038
BDS 039
BDS 040
BDS 041
BDS 042
BDS 043
BDS 044
BDS 045
BDS 046
BDS 047
BDS 048
BDS 049
BDS 050
BDS 051
BDS 052
BDS 053
BDS 054
BDS 055

Chem Grp

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
6
6
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
outlier
Unassigned
6
7
6
Unassigned
7
7
Unassigned
Unassigned
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Alternate ID
25P188
25M185
25P188
25m169
25p166
25p166
25m180
25p176
25m180
25p177
25p001
25p002
25p003
25p004
25p005
20p1195/1291
20p1195/1292
20p1195/1295
20p1195/1302
20p1195/1290
25p006
25p007
25p008
25p009
25p010
25p011
25p012
25p013
25p014
25p015
25p016
25p017
25p018
25p019
25p020
25p021
25p022
25p023
25p024
25p025
25p026
25p027
25p028
25p029
25p030
25p031
25p032
25p033
25p034
25p035
25p036
25p037
25p038
25p039
25p040

Country
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados

Site Name
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Pot House (St. John)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Mason Hall
Barbados Synagogue
Barbados Synagogue
Barbados Synagogue
Barbados Synagogue
Barbados Synagogue
Mason Hall
Mason Hall
Barbados Synagogue
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
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Material
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

BDS 056
BDS 057
BDS 058
BDS 059
BDS 060
BDS 061
BDS 062
BDS 063
BDS 064
BDS 065
BDS 066
BDS 067
BDS 068
BDS 069
BDS 070
BDS 071
BDS 072
BDS 073
BDS 074
BDS 075
BDS 076
BDS 077
BDS 078
BDS 079
BDS 080
BDS 081
BDS 082
BDS 083
BDS 084
BDS 085
BDS 086
BDS 087
BDS 088
BDS 089
BDS 090
BDS 091
BDS 092
BDS 093
BDS 094
BDS 095
BDS 096
BDS 097
BDS 098
BDS 099
BDS 100
BDS 101
BDS 102
BDS 103
BDS 104
BDS 105
BDS 106
BDS 107
BDS 108
BDS 109
BDS 110
BDS 111
BDS 112
BDS 113
BDS 114
BDS 115
BDS 116
BDS 117
BDS 118
BDS 119
BDS 120

6
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
outlier
6
6
6
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Unassigned
6
6
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
7

25p041
25p042
25p043
25p044
25p045
25p046
25p047
25p048
25p049
25p050
25p051
25p052
25p053
25p054
25p055
25p056
25p057
25p058
25p059
25p060
25p061
25p062
25p063
25p064
25p065
25p066
25p067
25p068
25p069
25p070
20p1013/591
20p1013/545
25p071
20p1013/584
20p1013/576
20p1013
20p1013/552
20p1013/639
20p1013/553
20m280
20mk281
20mk281
20mk281
20m282
20mk281
20mk281
20mk281
20mk281
20mk281
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p072
25p073
25p074
25p075

Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
St. Lucia
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados
Barbados

Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
Stewart Hill
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Codrington Pottery Kiln (SPG)
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Castries Market
Mr. Green kiln
Mr. Green kiln
Mr. Green kiln
Chalky Mount
Mount Al
Chalky Mount

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample

Barbados
Barbados

Chalky Mount
Mount Al

Clay sample
Clay sample
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Appendix Two:

Slave Hires Paid from SPG Pothouse Account

Month
paid

Year

Owner

Feb

1742

Bryan, Henry

Nov

1743

Bryan, Henry

Mar

1743

Burnham, William

# of Days
12.5

Rate

Cost

././6

./6/3

49.5

././6

1/4/9.

63

././6

1/11/16.

Jul

1743

Gooding, William

22

././6

./11/.

Sep

1743

Marshall,Thomas

23

././6

./11/6

Jun

1743

Proverbs, Sarah

19

././6

./9/6

May

1743

Proverbs, Sarah

53

././6

1/6/6.

Dec

1743

Sheafe, John

570

././6

14/9/.

May

1743

Sheafe, John

33

././6

./16/6

May

1743

Sheafe, John

Aug

1743

Strong, Elizabeth

338

././6

8/9/.

60

././6

1/10/.

Period of
Hires

Source
Reel 15part2:9

22Sep to
22 Oct

Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:28

June to
July 7
since 20
July

Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9

28 FebMay 16
from 14
May

Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9

6 May to
Dec 31

Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9

Dec

1743

Strong, Elizabeth

105

././6

2/12/6.

from 20
May

May

1743

Strong, Elizabeth

100

././6

2/10/.

26 Jan last
-May 16

Aug

1743

Weeks, Henry

11

././6

./5/6

Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9
Reel 15part2:9

14Mar-16
May

May

1743

Weeks, Henry

51

././6

1.5.6

Dec

1744

Gooding, William

49

././6

1/4/6.

Reel 15part2:28

1744

Howard, Joseph

5

././6

./2/6

Reel 15part2:62

1744

Howard, Joseph

22.5

././6

./11/3

Dec

Jun

1744

Proverbs, Sarah

24

././6

./12/.

Dec

1744

Sheafe, John

659.5

././6

20/12/2.1/4

Jun

1744

Sheafe, John

560.5

././6

14/./3

Jun

1744

Smart, John

././6

./10/3

Dec

1744

Strong, Elizabeth

././6

3/16/9.

20.1-2
153.5
127

Reel 15part2:9

Reel 15part2:28
from 11
May to 1
Jun

Reel 15part2:28
Reel 15part2:28

from Dec
31, 1743

Reel 15part2:28
Reel 15part2:28
Reel 15part2:28

from 21
Apr

Jun

1744

Strong, Elizabeth

././6

3/3/6.

Dec

1745

Bryan, Henry

97. 1-2

././6

3/./11.1-4

Reel 15part2:62

Dec

1745

Crofford, Hester

40.1-2

././6

1/3/3.

Reel 15part2:62

May

1745

Crofford, Hester

././6

./19/.

Reel 15part2:62

Sep

1745

Crofford, Hester

73. 1-2

././6

1/10/9.

Reel 15part2:62

Dec

1745

Gooding, William

93. 1-2

././6

2/19/8.1-4

Reel 15part2:62

May

1745

Gooding, William

48

././6

1/4/.

Reel 15part2:62

May

1745

Ince, James

52

././6

1/6/.

Reel 15part2:62

38
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Reel 15part2:28

May

1745

Marshall, William

Apr

1745

Mascoll, Dorcas

Dec

1745

Mascoll, Dorcas

May

1745

Sep

11.1-2

././6

./5/9

Reel 15part2:62

30

././6

./19/.

Reel 15part2:62

33

././6

1/6/6.

Reel 15part2:62

Mascoll, Dorcas

51

././6

1/5/6.

Reel 15part2:62

1745

Mascoll, Dorcas

60

././6

1/10/.

Reel 15part2:62

Dec

1745

Proverbs, Mary

140

././6

3/10/.

Reel 15part2:62

Jul

1745

Sheafe, John

434

././6

10/17/.

Reel 15part2:62

Dec

1745

Strong, Elizabeth

././6

6/2/3.

Reel 15part2:62

Jun

1745

Strong, Elizabeth

././6

5/./6

Reel 15part2:62

Aug

1745

Week, Mary

././6

./10/4

Reel 15part2:62

Dec

1746

Best, Hester

././7.5

1/2/6.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Bryan, Henry

././7.5

2/14/.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Crofford, Hester

27

././7.5

./16/10.1-2

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Crofford, Hester

37

././7.5

1/_/_

Reel15Part2:83,84

May

1746

??

2/5/.

10/1/10.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Crofford, Hester
Cunliff,
Christopher

10/5/_

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Gooding, William

107.1-2

3/7/2.

Reel15Part2:83,84

May

1746

Gooding, William

25

7/16/10.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Oct

1746

Gooding, William

25

2/6/10.1-2

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Mascoll, Dorcas

1/10/0.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Proverbs, Mary

./17/2.1-2

Reel15Part2:83,84

Jan

1746

Proverbs, Mary

16

./10/.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Strong, Elizabeth

32

3/11/3.

Reel15Part2:83,84

Dec

1746

Weeks, Henry

33

5/_/_

Reel15Part2:83,84

1747

Bryan, Henry

57. 1-2

1/15/11.

Ree15Part2:94

Dec

1747

473.1-/2

14/15/11.

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Bryan, Henry
Cunliff,
Christopher

17

./10/7

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Gooding, William

570

18/1/9.

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Ince, James

1/17/9.

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Mascoll, Dorcas

216

8/15//?

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Proverbs, Mary

121

4/12/9.

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Rawlins, Richard

187.1-2

5/17/?

Reel15Part2:88

Dec

1747

Weeks, Henry

180.1-2

Dec

1747

Williams, Thomas

1748

Bryan, Henry

1748

Cunliff, James

1748

244.1-2
201
17. 1-2
36
66.1-2

163

106
27.1-2

./.7.5

2/1/3.

60.1-2

5/12/9.

Reel15Part2:88

33

1/1/10.

Reel15Part2:88

464

14/10/.

Reel15Part2:130

95.1-2

2/19/8.1-2

Reel15Part2:130

Gooding, William

445.1-2

13/18/5.3-4

Reel15Part2:130

1748

Mascoll, Dorcas

119.1-2

3/14/8.1-4

Reel15Part2:130

1748

Proverbs, Mary

171.1-2

5/7/8.1-2

Reel15Part2:130

1748

Proverbs, Sarah

315.1-2

9/17/1.3-4

Reel15Part2:130

1748

Rawlins, Richard

7/./3.3-4

Reel15Part2:130

224
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1748

Weeks, Henry

1748

Williams, Thomas

1749
1749

Bryan, Henry
Cunliff,
Christopher

1749

136
225

4/5/.

Reel15Part2:130

7/./7.1-2

Reel15Part2:130

././7.1-2

14/12/9.3-4

Reel15Part2:172

150

././7.1-2

4/12/6.

Reel15Part2:172

Gooding, William

486

././7.1-2

15/3/9

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Howard, Joseph

150

././7.1-2

4/13/9.

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Proverbs, Ambrose

148

././7.1-2

18/./.

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Proverbs, Mary

././7.1-2

5/11/6.3-4

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Proverbs, Sarah

356

././7.1-2

11/2/6.

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Rawlins, Richard

133

././7.1-2

4/3/1.1-2

Reel15Part2:172

1749

Shepherd, John

2/14/4.1-2

Reel15Part2:163

1749

Weeks, Henry

9/9/.3-4

Reel15Part2:172

Aug

1782

unnamed

7/10/.

Reel 17:331

Dec

1782

unnamed

11/7/3.5

R17:333

Nov

1782

unnamed

13/19/11.5

R17:332

Sep

1782

unnamed

11/11/9.

Reel 17:331

468.1-2

178.1-2

87
382.1-2

././7.1-2
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Appendix Three:

Consumers of SPG Produced Ceramic Wares

Distanc
e
(miles)

Alexander Grames

3.5

St. Philip

1760

Ashley, John decd

2.2

St. John

1760

Items
Purchased
pots and
drips
square
bricks,
Lime, hoop
bricks

Ashly's

4.30

St. Philip

1720

jars

Ashly's

4.30

St. Philip

1720

Authentey, John (Autherley)

2.20

St. Philip

1747

Aynsworth, James

3.30

St. Philip

1723

jars
square
bricks
pots and
drips

Consumer's Name

Notes

Parish

Years of
Purchase

1.60

Phguide also lists him
as owner of Nicholas
Abbey

St. John

1720, 1725

Ball, Katherine

1.68

Phguide also lists him
as owner of Nicholas
Abbey

St. John

1723, 1724

Barrow, George

3.5

Overseer at SPG

St. Philip

Barrow, John henry

3.5

Brother of Overseer

St. Philip

Ball, guy

Barry, James

2.90

1784

St. John

1743

6.9

St. George

1771

Battyn's attorney

6.9

St. George

1762

Beckles, Robert

0.8

St. Philip

1761, 1762,
1765, 1760

St. Josephs

1729

7

Christ Church

1767

Bowcher, Coll. Clement

5.80

Christ Church

1725

Brancker, Nathaniel

3.50

Borney, Sir Hanson [Barney]

Brathwaite estate

4.70

PHGuide

1.80
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drips, pots
square
bricks,
flower pots,
sugar pots,
pinning
brick
square
bricks

1785-86

Battyn, William Dotin

Blackman

bricks,
beveled, sq
bricks

St. Philip

1720, 1724

St. Philip

1725, 1743,
1744, 1745,
1747

Jars, pots
Hoop
Bricks,
square
bricks,
pots and
drips
square
bricks, pots
and drips,
lime
pots and
drips
square
bricks
pots and
drips
pots and
drips
lime, sq
bricks, jars,
sugarpots,
bit bricks,
pinning
bricks,
square
bricks

Brathwaite, John

1.8

Brathwaite, John

1.8

Brathwaite, John dec.
Callender, Richard ESQ

Leases from 83-93

1.80
5.1

Carrington, Codrington

St. Philip

1760, 1761,
1762, 1763,
1770

St. Philip

1784, 1785

St. Philip

1744

Christ Church

1762

SPG Town agent

1761

1765, 1766,
1767, 1768

Carrington, Codrington, Deceased
Carter, John

1763

Clarke, Gedney

1.9

St. John

1760, 1762

Clarke, Mercy

1.90

St. John

1743, 1744

Clarke, William

St. Philip

1761, 1767,

Clarke, William

St. Philip

1784, 1785

phGuide

hognose
bricks, hoop
bricks, sq
bricks, lime
pots and
drips, sq
bricks,
pinning
bricks
Jars
Drips, sugar
pots
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks, hoop
bricks, pots
and drips
hognose
bricks, hoop
bricks, pots
and drips, sq
bricks, lime,
lime, white
hognose
bricks, hoop,
sq. bricks,
lime
square
bricks, lime

Coker, Edward

1772

lime, white,
sq brick,
tiles, drips,
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks, lime
square
bricks

Colleton, James Edward

1767

lime, white

1.50

1714
commissioner(believe
r attempt to raise
money)

St. John

1723

beveled
bricks, sq
bricks

1.4

maybequintyne see ph
guide william coppin

St. John

1767

square
bricks

Cunliff, James

9.20

rented slaves to spg in
1748

St. Michael

1719

Day, Edward

0.7

formerly estwick

St. John

1785

Colleton, John

Coppin, Thomas

Dogoods, Patrick

Drax Hall
Drax, Henry estate 1742 wares- purchased by
Walcott

1762

3.6

St. George

1763, 1765

3.70

St. George

1742, 1744,
1745

Edwards, Elizabeth

1770

365

bricks
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks
Drips, pots
square
bricks,
bricks
pots and
jars, sq
bricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks

1744, 1747,
1749

Edwards, Phillip

Elcock, Grant

Estwick, Christopher

Estwick, Richard

Estwick, Richard

Estwick, Sarah

0

St. John

1768, 1769,
1770

2.20

St. John

1743, 1744,
1745

0.7

St. John

1758, 1768,
1771

0.70

St. John

1730, 1731,
1743, 1744,
1745

0.7

St. John

1764, 1760,
1761, 1762

St. Philip

1743
1760, 1761,
1773

Fairchild, John
Farrell, Richard

3.8

Finlay, Thomas
Ford, Francis

Foster, George

1747
8.2

3.50

Francklin, Henry

2.1

Franklin, Jonathan

2.20

French, Joseph

4.50

Frere, Tobias

1.60

1280 or 1384, 1280 is
in st. joes the other is
in st. John

Bayfield

Phguide says 1674,
multiple entries

1762

St. Josephs

1725

St. Philip

1758

paving
bricks
square
bricks

St. Philip

1720

bricks

St. George

1724

drips, pots

1747

pinning
bricks, sq
bricks

St. Philip

1773

Gall, John (name is ???)

1760

Gittens, John

3.6

St. Philip

Gosling, John Asgil

0.5

St. Philip

1770

St. George

1730

4.42

Green, John Decd.

4.42

not listed in phguide

St. George

366

lime, white
square
bricks
pots and
drips

Christ Church

Gall, Elizabeth

Green, John

Bricks,
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks, sugar
pots
hoop bricks,
lime, sq
bicks
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks, pots,
jars, nricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks,
bricks, lime,
pinning
bricks,
bricks, drips,
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks, pots,
lime
lime, white,
sq bricks,
brick,
hognose
brick
Bricks,
pinning
bricks

1760, 1761

1758, 1760

lime, white
square
bricks
Drips, sq
bricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks
pots and
drips
square
bricks,
pinning
bricks,
hognose
bricks

Griffeth, John

2.70

Gulston, William

2.70

Hall, William

5.00

St. Philip

Phguide

St. John
St. George

Halsal, James

3.5

lines up with Roberts
on border of george,
philip and John

St. John, St.
George, and St.
Philip
St. Michael

1.70

St. John

Healy, Mrs
Henley Plantation

2.9

St. John

Hotchkis, Rev. Richard
Hothersall, Burch

1746

1724

Harper, Thomas
Haynes, Robert

1747, 1748

1725, 1731

Halsal, John

Halton Plantation

1722

1764, 1767,
1762
1722
1742, 1744

St. John
PHGuide also
Friendship, St
Michael

St. John

pots and jars
drips, square
bricks, pots
pots
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks,
paving
bricks,
hognose
bricks, pots
and drips
pots
Bricks

1720

sugar pots

1777

1720, 1723

lime, white
Bricks,
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks
bricks, drips,
pots

1747, 1748

square
bricks, drips,
pots

1744
2.70

pinning
bricks
square
bricks,
bricks, drips,
pots

Hothersall, John

3.10

Hothersall, Sedgwick

3.10

Howell, John

2.30

howel listed on moll

St. John

1720, 1723,
1724, 1725

bricks, jars,
pots

Husbands, Judge

3.40

could also be
1464,1496, or 1140

St. John

1718, 1720

Bricks

Husbands, Judge

3.40

could also be
1464,1496, or 1140

St. John

1718, 1720

Bricks
Bricks, sq
bricks, pots
and jars
pots and
drips

St. John

Jenkins, Edmund
Jones, Henry
Jones, John

1723

1749
2.10

PHGuide

4.1

St. John
St. Philip

Jones, Mr

1720, 1725
1760

drips, pots

Drips, pots

Jordan, Edward

1743
1761, 1762,
1766

Bricks
Hoop
Bricks, drips

Jordan, Howard

1720

jars and pots
square
bricks

Joseph B???ks***

Kendal Plantation

2.8

St. John
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1746
1758, 1761,
1763, 1767,
1768, 1769,
1770,
1771,1772,
1773, 1777

hognose
bricks, sq
bricks, sugar
pots, wares

Kensington, John****

1746

Kirton, Edward

5.4

Lascelles, Edw.

1.60

Leslie, Bowman

Leslie, Henry
Lightfoot, Richard

St. Philip

1771

St. John

1743, 1747,
1748

2.1

St. John

1767, 1768

2.1

St. John

1761

1.70

St. John

1721

PR sheet Guinea

Longbotham, Michael

1743

Lowther, Robert

6.70

could also be 1882

Christ Church

1747

Lyte, John

6.50

PR Sheet and map

St. George

1730

Mahon, James

Mapp, James

1761, 1762

1.10

St. Philip

1743
1760, 1761,
1762, 1771.
1772, 1773,
1777

Mapp, James

1.1

St. Philip

Mapp, Samuel

2.70

St. Philip

1746

St. Michael

1777

Marshall, James

Mayers, John

1.1

4.70

St. Philip

McCollin, Alexander

1767

Miller, Frances
Miller, John

PHGuide
3.50

St. Philip

1747

St. John

1727

Miller, John
Miller, John
Miller, Joseph

1762
3.50

St. John

2.9

St. John

Miller, William

1727, 1729
1767

1763, 1772

Miller, William Farrier

Millington, John

1747, 1761

Farrier for estate

2.8

1718

St. Philip

Moe, Christopher

1761, 1762
1747

Moe, Frances

1768, 1772

Moe, Irenaus

1773

368

pinning
bricks
lime, white
square
bricks, drips,
pots
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks
square
bricks,
hognose
bricks
bricks
square
bricks
square
bricks
pots and
drips
sugar pots
pinning
bricks, Sq
bricks
paving
bricks, lime,
sq bricks,
wares,
hgnosebricks
square
bricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks
square
bricks,
hognose
bricks
square
bricks
pinning
bricks, pots,
jars, sq
bricks
bricks
hognose
bricks
drips, bricks
square
bricks
sugar pots,
paving
bricks
square
bricks
hognose
bricks, lime,
sq bricks,
sugar pots
Jars, sugar
pots
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks
square

bricks
Moor, William

1720
SPG town agent for a
time at least 1737

Moore, Daniel

Moseley, Joseph

1746, 1748

St. John

1.20

St. John

1720

St. John

1720

Motley, John
Neal, Human

1760, 1772,
1773
1745,
1747,1748

2.2

potts
Jars, pinning
bricks
lime, paving
bricks, sq
bricks,
bricks
square
bricks

2.2

St. John

1772

2.30

St. John

1723

brick
beveled
bricks,
bricks, sq
bricks
Bricks,
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks, jars,
pots
hognose
bricks, lime,
sq bricks,
sugar pots
square
bricks,
bricks, jars,
pots, sq
bricks,
hognosed
bricks,
beveled
bricks
lime, white,
sq bricks,
brick,
hognose
brick
beveled
bricks, pots,
drips, square
bricks

2.2

St. John

1771

lime, temper

Peake, John

1744

Peter, Henry *

1746

pots
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks
jrs, lime,
pots, sq
bricks, bit
bricks,
pinning
bricks

Nicholas, George

Osborne, Robert

2.70

2.80

was on Barbados SPG
Board

Osborne, Samuel

Payne, John
Payne, Thomas

Plantation Sundry acct

Plantation Expense

St. John

1743, 1744,
1745, 1746,
1747, 1748,
1749

And,jam,
and,john,mich,and
r

1762, 1767

1718, 1720,
1721, 1722,
1723, 1724,
1725, 1728

was on Barbados SPG
Board

Osbourn, Samuel [SIC]

Payne, George Holton

Phguide also lists him
as owner of Nicholas
Abbey

0.00

St. John

0

St. John

Prettyjohn, John

Rice, Nicholas

1743,
1744,1745,
1746, 1747,
1748, 1749
1758, 1760,
1761, 1762,
1763, 1767,
1768, 1771,
1782
1770

3.1

St. Philip

369

1758, 1760,
1763

wares
hognose
bricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks, sugar
pots

Roberts, Mary

3.60

St. George

1722

paving tiles,
sq bricks

Roberts, Timothy

3.60

St. George

1719

lime

St. John

1777

lime, white
pots, sq
bricks
sugar pots,
and drips
lime, white,
sq bricks,
paving
bricks
hognose
bricks, sq
bricks, lime
pots and
drips

Rous, Samuel

2.2

Rous, Thomas

2.20

Clifton Hall

St. John

1730, 1731

Rycroft, Thomas Esq

6.6

Christ Church

1762

Scott, James

2.3

St. John

1760, 1761

Sealy, John

0.4

St. John and St.
Philip

1767, 1770,
1771

Sedgwick, Samuel

4.70

St. George

Senhouse, William

3.4

St. Philip

1783, 1785

St. Philip

1760, 1765,
1766, 1767,
1769

Sheafe, John

1.9

owns a "boat" carries
plantation goods back
and forth. Also rented
slaves to SPG in
1743, 44,45

1723

1764, 1773,
1774

Shepherd, James
Simmons, Philip

1760

tiles
paving
bricks, sq
bricks,
pinning
bricks, hoop
bricks,
hognose
bricks
hognose
bricks, hoop
bricks, drips,
sugar pots,
sq bricks
Drips, pots
Bricks, hoop
bricks, sq
bricks,
hognose
bricks

Skeete, Reynold

1.2

St. Philip

1763

Smalridge, John

0.00

St. John

1725

SPG

0.00

St. John

SPG

0

St. John

1782

wares, tiles

SPG

0

St. John

1782

wares
pinning
bricks, sq
bricks
pinning
bricks

1747, 1748,
1749, 1745

Stacy, Edmund

1744, 1747

Stacy, Edmund

1744, 1747

Steele, Joshua

Stevenson, Thomas

2.5

hallet's, guinea

St. John

St. John church
warden

St. John

1758,
1760,1762

tiles
pots &
Drips, sq
bricks, lime

1723, 1731

ware

Sundries

0.00

St. John

Thorp, mr

3.50

St. Philip

Walcott, Samuel

0.5

St. Philip

Walker, Henry

2.3

St. Philip
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1783

drips
lime, paving
tiles, garden
tiles, sq
bricks

1724

1758, 1760,
1766, 1767
1760

bricks
paving
bricks, sq
bricks,
hognose
bricks
Hoop Bricks

Walker, Honorable George ESQ

2.1

Weekes, Ralph

5.1

listed as Ball on 1775,
corroboratedby
handler 1987:ch6:30

St. John
St. Philip

Whitaker, William

Williams, Thomas

1764, 1766,
1768, 1769,
1771, 1772,
1774, 1777
1773
1747

4.50

rents slaves to SPG
1747, 48, served as
carpenter for spg did
lots of jobs
Reel15part 2:175

St. Philip

1747

pinning
bricks, sq
bricks,
hognose
bricks, lime,
drips, sugar
pots, wares
lime, white
square
bricks

Wilson John

1761

paving tiles
square
bricks

Wood, Sampson

1747

bit bricks

Woodbridge, Mr

one of attorneys for
estate

1715-1716

Woodbridge, Mr

one of attorneys for
estate

1715, 1716

Yard, Thomas

St. John , St.
Joseph

3.2

371

1761

pottsa nd
drips, bricks
potts, bricks,
drips
square
bricks

Appendix Four:

Purchaser

SPG Sales of Lime

Quantity

Cost per barrel

Total
amount paid

1760

lime, white

3 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./11/3

1767

lime, white

3 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./11/3

4

1743

Lime

1/2 barrel

./1/10.1-2

Parish

12
Fortescue (PR)

St. Philip

12

St. John

Brathwaite estate

Year
of
sale

Item

Plantation

Ashley, John decd
Beckles, Robert

Month
of Sale

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

1

1761

lime, white

13 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/8/9.

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

13

1762

lime, white

86 barrels

./3/1.5 per barrel

13/8/9

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

3

1763

lime

1 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

3

1763

lime

1 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

3

1763

lime

1/2 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./1/6.75

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

3

1763

lime

1/2 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./1/6.75

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

3

1763

lime

1.5 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./4/8.25

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

1

1763

Lime, temper

1 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

2

1763

Lime, temper

1 barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

2

1763

Lime, temper

1 barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

4

1763

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

4

1763

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

4

1763

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/1.5

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

5

1763

lime, white

2 Barrels

./3/1.5 each

./6/3

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

5

1763

lime, white

2 Barrels

./3/1.5 each

./6/3

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

6

1763

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./1/6.75

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

6

1763

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./1/6.75

Brathwaite, John

3 Houses

St. Philip

6

1763

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/1.5 per barrel

./1/6.75

Brathwaite, John
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.

3 Houses

St. Philip

12

1770

lime, white

5 barrels

./3/9

./18/9

St. Philip

4

1766

Lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

St. Philip

4

1766

Lime, temper

2 Barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./10/.
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Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.
Carrington, Codrington,
Dec.

St. Philip

4

1766

Lime, temper

2 Barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./10/.

St. Philip

3

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

3

1767

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./1/10.5

St. Philip

4

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

4

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1767

lime, white

2 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./7/6

St. Philip

1

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

1

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

St. Philip

1

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

.3/9

St. Philip

1

1768

lime, white

7 barrels

./3/9

1/6/3.

St. Philip

3

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

3

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

3

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

3

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

4

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

4

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

4

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

4

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

St. Philip

5

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9
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Carter, John

12

1763

lime, white

Clarke, Mercy

13

1744

lime, white

Clarke, William
Clarke, William Deceased

2 Barrels
2

./3/9 per barrel

./7/6

./3/9

./7/6

2

1761

lime, white

3 Barrels

./3/9

./11/3

11

1785

lime, white

10 barrels

./2/6 per barrel

1/5/.

Codrington College

St. John

13

1747

Lime

62 Barrels

./4/4.1-2

13/11/3.

Codrington College

St. John

13

1748

lime, white

322 Barrels

./4/4.1-2

70/8/9.

Codrington College

St. John

13

1749

lime, white

13.5 barrels

./4/4.1-2

2/19/.75

Colleton, James Edward

St. John

6

1767

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Elcock, Grant

12

1768

lime, white

10 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/17/6.

Elcock, Grant

2

1769

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/.

Elcock, Grant

3

1769

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/.

Elcock, Grant

4

1769

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/.

Elcock, Grant

4

1769

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/.

Elcock, Grant

7

1770

lime, white

9 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/13/9.

Estwick, Richard

St. John

1

1743

Lime

1

./3/9

Estwick, Richard

St. John

4

1743

Lime

1

./3/9

Estwick, Richard

St. John

5

1743

Lime

1

./3/9

St. John

12

1764

lime, white

2

St. John

Estwick, Sarah
Estwicke, Richard, Estate

same as Estwicke

./3/9 per barrel

./7/6

2

1772

lime, temper

2 Barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./10/.

Farrell, Richard

1

1761

lime, white

3 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./11/3

Farrell, Richard

1

1761

lime, white

3 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./11/3

Farrell, Richard

1

1761

lime, white

5 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./18/9

Farrell, Richard

1

1761

lime, white

6 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/2/6.

Farrell, Richard

1

1761

lime, white

6 Barrels

./3/9 each

1/2/6

Farrell, Richard

2

1761

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/9 each

./1/10.5

Farrell, Richard

2

1761

lime, white

10.5 barrels

./3/9 each

1/19/4.5

Farrell, Richard

2

1761

lime, white

6 Barrels

./3/9 each

1/2/6.

Farrell, Richard

3

1761

lime, white

2 Barrels

./3/9 each

./7/6

Farrell, Richard

3

1761

lime, white

6 Barrels

./3/9 each

1/2/6.
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Farrell, Richard

4

1761

lime, white

"tub" which is
just over 8
barrels based on
cost

Farrell, Richard

6

1761

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/9 each

./1/10.

Farrell, Richard

1

1773

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./1/1

Farrell, Richard

7

1760

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/9

./1/10.1-2

Gall, Elizabeth

1

1773

lime, white

7 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/6/5.

Henley Plantation

./3/9 each

1/10/2.

St. John

12

1777

lime, white

Kirton, Edward

St. Philip
"kirton's"

not legible

St. Philip

8

1771

lime, white

7.5 barrels

./3/9

1/8/1.5

Kirton, Edward

St. Philip
"kirton's"

St. Philip

8

1771

lime, white

7.5 barrels

./3/9

1/8/1.5

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1771

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1771

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1771

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

2

1771

lime, temper

2 Barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./10/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

4

1771

lime, white

30 barrels

.3/9 per barrel

5/12/6.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

5

1771

lime, white

24.5 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

4/11/10.5

Mapp, James

St. Philip

6

1771

lime, white

38 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

38900

Mapp, James

St. Philip

2

1772

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

2

1772

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

2

1772

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1772

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1772

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1772

lime, temper

1.5 barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./7/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1772

lime, temper

1.5 barrels

./5/. Per barrel

./7/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

4

1772

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

5

1772

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1772

lime, white

15 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/16/3.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.
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Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Mapp, James

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, white

1/2 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./1/10.5

Mapp, James

St. Philip

5

1773

lime, white

12 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/5/.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

5

1773

lime, white

13 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/8/9.

Mapp, James

St. Philip

3

1779

lime, temper

3 barrels

./3/1.5

./9/4.5

Millington, John

River Plantation
St. Philip (PR for
golden grove)

St. Philip

1

1761

lime, white

19 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

3/11/3.

Millington, John

River St. Philip
(PR for golden
grove)

St. Philip

1

1761

lime, white

20 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

3/15/.

Moseley, Joseph

4

1760

lime, white

5 Barrels

./3/9 each

./18/9

Moseley, Joseph

5

1772

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Moseley, Joseph

5

1772

lime, white

2 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./7/6

Moseley, Joseph

6

1772

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Moseley, Joseph

6

1772

lime, white

7 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/6/3.

Moseley, Joseph

9

1772

lime, white

7 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/6/3.

Osborne, Samuel

13

1762

lime, white

194 barrels

./3/9

36/7/6

Payne, George Holton

2

1772

lime, white

4 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./15/.

Payne, George Holton

3

1772

lime, white

3 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./11/3

Payne, George Holton

3

1772

lime, white

4 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

./15/.

Payne, Thomas

1

1771

lime, temper

1 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./5/.

./3/9. per barrel

42/./.

Plantation Sundry account

St. John

13

1744

Lime

224

Plantation Sundry account

St. John

13

1746

Lime

249.5 barrels

Plantation Sundry account

St. John

13

1747

Lime

56.5 barrels

./4/4.1-2

12/7/2.5

Plantation Sundry account

St. John

13

1748

lime, white

21 Barrels

./4/4.1-2

4/11/10.5

Plantation Sundry account

St. John

13

1749

lime, white

400 1/2 barrels

./4/4.1-2

87/12/2.5
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46/15/7.5

Roberts, Timothy

13

1719

lime

196

./3/9

40/10/.

Rous, Samuel

12

1777

lime, white

Scott, James

3

1760

lime, white

3 Barrels

./11/3

Scott, James

3

1760

lime, white

3 Barrels

./11/3

11/3/6

Sealy, John

Sealy Hall

St. John

1

1771

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Sealy, John

Sealy Hall

St. John

4

1771

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Stevenson, Thomas

St. John church
warden

4

1762

lime, white

6 Barrels

./3/1-1/2 per barrel

./18/9

Walker, Hon. George Esq.

Guinea Plantation

St. John

1

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9

./3/9

Walker, Hon. George Esq.

Guinea Plantation

St. John

10

1772

lime, white

12 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/5/.

Walker, Hon. George Esq.

Guinea Plantation

St. John

10

1772

lime, white

12 Barrels

./3/9 per barrel

2/5/.

Walker, Hon. George Esq.

Guinea Plantation

St. John

7

1774

lime, white

7 barrels

./3/9 per barrel

1/6/3.

Walker, Hon. George, Esq

Guinea Plantation

St. John

1

1768

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Weekes, Ralph

Mangrove (PR)

St. Philip

2

1773

lime, temper

1/2 barrel

./5/. Per barrel

./2/6

Weekes, Ralph

Mangrove (PR)

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9

Weekes, Ralph

Mangrove (PR)

St. Philip

1

1773

lime, white

1 barrel

./3/9 per barrel

./3/9
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Archaeological Society of Virginia, Northern Virginia Chapter, June 2001 “Archaeology of
George
Washington’s Distillery.” Annandale, Virginia.
Mid-Atlantic Archaeological Conference, March 2001 “Public Archaeology at Mount Vernon.” Ocean
City, Maryland.
Society for Historical Archaeology Conference, January 2001 “Archaeology of
Fredericksburg’s Market Square.” Long Beach, California.
Mid-Atlantic Archaeological Conference, March 2000 “Archaeology of
Fredericksburg’s Market Square.” Ocean City, Maryland.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Treasurer, Freeburg Park District, Freeburg Illinois October 2008 - June 2010
University Senator, Syracuse University, Graduate Student Organization, Representative-at-large,
September 2002 – May 2004.
Athletic Policy Board, September 2002 – May 2004
Anthropology Graduate Student Organization, President, Department of Anthropology, Syracuse
University, September 2002 – May 2003.
Anthropology Graduate Student Organization, Maxwell Student Organization Representative,
Department of Anthropology, Syracuse University, September 2001- May 2002.
Board Member and Recording Secretary, Friends of Alexandria Archaeology. Alexandria,
Virginia 2001.
Alexandria Archaeological Commission, Friends of Alexandria Archaeology Representative.
Alexandria, Virginia 2001.
Judge, National History Day 2001, Senior Exhibition Category, College Park, Maryland.
Judge, National History Day 2000, Junior Documentary Category, College Park, Maryland.

SPECIAL SKILLS AND ABILITIES
AutoCad 2000, ArcGis 10.1, Total station Sets 4B, 4100, OSHA Competent Trenching and Shoring
Safety Seminar, Red Cross Certificate in First Aid and CPR.
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